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PREFACE
The twentieth century has witnessed an astonishing number (386 at latest count) reported Apparitions
of Our Blessed Mother. These apparitions have been reported on every continent on our globe. The
seers, men, women, and children, have been people from many walks of life. A spiritual outpouring
of this kind has never before occurred in the nearly 2,000 years of the Christian religion. The vast
majority of these claimed apparitions have yet to be investigated and approved or condemned by the
Roman Catholic Church.
The apparitions are typically accompanied by communications which have displayed a remarkable
similarity in content. They normally warn of very dark days ahead and future catastrophes. They
appeal for a return to God, with renewed emphasis on prayer, the Rosary, Mass attendance, Penance,
Confession, Bible reading, and distributing the messages widely to save those able to believe.
As a visionary, Samuel Geddes is among those least known and least understood. Only a few facts
are known from his correspondence with the editor. He was born as a protestant in Ontario, Canada
in the late 1930’s. His family owned a feed mill and sold feed for farm animals and pets at that time.
He had visions and other experiences from an early age with the Father, Isaias, Samuel, and St.
Michael and was told he would be a prophet. Later, he married, converted to Catholicism, and raised
about three or four children. He met his wife as an orderly/ambulance attendant and afterwards
became a janitor and school custodian. During the time he was mailing out his messages (1999
through 2002) he never mentioned a spiritual director or even informing the bishop or local priests of
his visions. He passed away a relatively short time after the public messages (102 in total) had
ceased.
Samuel Geddes’ original idea of a “Society of Esteem” as expressed in his announcement letter
attracted the attention of very few people and was never realized. Also, his connection with the ‘Little
Pebble’ in Australia came to nothing. Nevertheless, the unique quality of his messages is selfevident and calls for a wider audience, especially the prophetic passages. The rather unusual
punctuation of these messages seems to reflect the short pauses as the seer described his experiences
on to magnetic tape, later to be typed and distributed.
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ANNOUNCEMENT LETTER
October 15, 1998
THE PRECURSORS
We will try to form a "SOCIETY OF ESTEEM" among the Elect of GOD.
Our purpose is to unite the Seers, Mystics, Apostles, Disciples, and all Workers of the Divine Word.
It may seem that this work is not necessary, or that it is too late for us to succeed. However, it is the
command of the Two Prophets, ENOCH and ELIJAH, for the Precursors.

WHEN THE PROPHETS RETURN
They will gather together all the people in the World, who desire Holiness. The Prophets will help form
the Church which is to Govern the Holy Souls in the future.
They are powerful, but their message, is very simple and easy to Understand.
This message will not be believed by many.
The Devils will create a great hatred of the Prophets, This hatred, will spread over the world. They will
deceive Men into thinking that the Prophetic Teachings are false.
Man is to be tested severely, because the Truths of God are not to be found in many.

WE WHO ENJOY SO MANY GIFTS OF GOD SHOULD NOT BE THE
CAUSE OF ANY SORROW FOR HIM.
There are so many reasons for divisions among the Seers, Priests, Apostles and others!
The precursors cannot solve these problems.
You must solve them yourselves.
However, the hour is late! We are to form a strong alliance with Everyone.
God wants us All to form ONE BODY IN CHRIST.
This is also pleasing to Our Holy Mother, because this Alliance of Holy Souls will strengthen us in the
War against Satan.
The APOSTLES are to come forward (without condition) and take their places again at the Head of the
Table with CHRIST.
We the Precursors do not have all of the Answers.
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This letter is our attempt to start the long process towards Unity with All SOULS of GOOD WILL.
Should you wish to contact us:

DONNA WELSH – “RISING STAR/SHOOTING STAR”
SAMUEL GEDDES – “LITTLE PROPHET”
Mr. Samuel Geddes
359 Victoria Street
Kincardine, Ontario.
CANADA
N2Z 2V7
Fax

519-396-5180
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MESSAGE GIVEN BY GOD THE FATHER TO THE “LITTLE
PROPHET,” SEER OF KINCARDINE, ONTARIO, CANADA
ON THE 8TH OF DECEMBER, 1998
Feast of the Immaculate Conception

LITTLE PROPHET: In my vision I saw God the Father,
sitting upon the Throne; in His right Hand He holds a mace
- it is about an arm's length. He looks relaxed - and is
watching someone who is sleeping.

homes below with smoke curling up from their chimneys.
The weather is cool, sunny, and beautiful. Dew sparkles on
the distant hills in the sunlight.
Our knight waits, sitting upon a white horse which changes
into a white parchment as the knight himself changes. He
is now dressed in white and he is holding the parchment. I
see these words written on it as it is opened: "Lands of the
Crown."

ETERNAL FATHER: This Order is My pathway for souls
We must always keep this causeway open and free from the
garbage of human error. This work gives Me a very great joy!
Little Pebble: I have created your work to provide hope for
everyone. I did not place you in your position to be other
than My child. I appreciate your great
effort; your
journey has been m o s t difficult and it is not over. The
way ahead is still very difficult.

On a distant hill there is a large, white, Cross. The man in
white seems to be watching It while he reads to It the
words which are written on the parchment. The rays from
the rising sun touch the white Cross, which turns into the
brilliant, white Light and metal of Saint Michael's Sword
of Truth and Justice. The tip of the sword is pointed to the
ground, touching it; the hilt forms the Cross in the sky. The
brilliance of the Light is like a star in the day.

LITTLE PROPHET: The causeway is the Holy Parchment
which is in the Hands of God, and He is unrolling it. I see
a star at the beginning; I see a division of land masses in
the world. Like a shell of an egg, the pieces are divided.
Between some sections of land there is water; between
others there are valleys. The land mass is divided into new
sections and the world is no longer recognizable as we see it
today

The one in white, who is holding the parchment up before
his face, is also watching the sword of Saint Michael. He
says this: “Now it is time for the world to know the truth!"
Now it is night time: the one in white has not moved and he
is still, watching the brilliance of Saint Michael's sword; it
fills this whole area with its beauty. He stands, majestically,
before the great castle which is the Light. The Light shines
upon the moon and the stars and fills the valley below. The
same great Light has entered the man and shines from his
body and his hands. He holds the parchment - and the
Truth is in him as he reads. His thoughts are God's Truth
and his tongue is this Sword of Saint Michael. On his chest
is a blazoned emblem, which is the sign of his Order.

I see a castle in a remote and hilly, perhaps mountainous,
area. I see the division of land masses has come together;
theyare bowing down before the section of land where the castle
sits. I see another sign; it is Swiss and German in nature. I
see twelve Brothers – they are bowing down to the
thirteenth. The sun travels across the sky and stops over
the castle; it shines all day. At night I see the moon
travelling across the sky; it too stops over the castle. The
stars come and take their places around the moon, doing
homage to it; the moon honors the castle by its presence.

There are sheep on the hillside above the village because
this place belongs to God. This one in white knows that
this land was born from the suffering of the Saints and that
the land masses are cemented together with their blood. It
is fine for those who now live, but it was bought at a great
price by the Saints.

It is now daylight; a lone figure sits upon a white horse.
He is a knight, waiting just beside the moat of the castle,
in front of the great gate. The land which he looks out
upon is lush and green; it slopes to a valley then rises
nicely from there into neatly rolling hills. There are

(End of Vision
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No. 1 Jan. 22, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
He enjoys making the Planetary Bodies and he sets them in
space.

I see a Coronet (small crown) sitting in space and it is
spinning slowly around. Although it is turning, it remains in one
place. There is a boy beneath it. He is looking up, watching
the spinning coronet. The spinning coronet descends;
slowing down, until it sits on the Boy's head.

He plays with them, spinning them, and he determines the
shape that each should be. He sets them spinning, and also
travelling in space and determines their course.

This Boy is very handsome and he appears to be about
twelve years old. He has white hair and blue eyes and a very
beautiful face.

He smiles at his creation which has given him very
great pleasure. He decides on their nature and each one
is personal to him. Each of them is similar in birth, but as
people who grow older and change from the child, so
too do these change. The Innocence then creates each
plant and animal, fish and all things. He develops first
one thing and adds to another; as time goes on He
changes these creations. He delights in this change and
desires to be constantly busy in this.

The Child looks down at his right hand which is closed. He
opens it to reveal a white light shining out of the palm of
his hand. This light takes the form of a butterfly and taking
wing, flies out of his hand. The butterfly of white light
wings higher, at the same time becoming larger, until
changing its form into that of the White Dove of the Holy
Ghost!

He is pleased with all, that he has created and he decides
to rest. To each thing he gives its purpose and the order of
it as a part of all creation. He creates an order for those
things which live on the land, in the sea, and also in the
air.

It is from the hand of this remarkable Child (of innocence)
that everything was created - the World and everything
that is in it. These were his fantasies which he created. I
saw this Child at the beginning of Creation and he is
innocent, but of an intellect beyond the resources of our
Human comprehension, and not a Child of inexperience.

HE IS LORD OVER ALL!
To each thing he decides the boundaries for its life; to the
tree, the fish and the Man, and to all things are limits
given.

He is examining a great rock; it is the Mother of all
planetary bodies. He is observing and planning in this
stone what he plans to create; it is only as interesting to
him as we might be if we were examining a piece of clay.
He studies this clay to see how it presents itself to him, so
that he might develop THE PLAN! He is an intellect and
his size reaches beyond our ability to understand what size
the greatness of God is!

He made Himself known, (I AM), Lord and God over all,
which was his right as our Creator.
To Men he gave the highest order, to rule over his creation
and the World. To the animals and all life, each thing of its
own order, He gave to it a certain way of existence and a
social order. So that each living thing in that order
understood its
own place within this order and all were to be harmonious
with one another.

The Innocence takes this stone which he has formed,
through some form of fusion which is known to him. He
divides it as if he is an artist sculpturing in stone. His mere
consideration of this and it is done; the stone divides in his
hands. This Artist then divides and takes away from the
original stone all the Heavenly bodies.

The Lord gave Mankind, quite a great knowledge, far
greater than the animals or any other creature. He
expected Man to honor the work of His Innocence in all of
his creations, and to help manage life upon Earth. The
Innocence expected that when he gave Man guidance that
they would obey him without question. God was certain
that Mankind would wish to obey the Word!

The Innocence stands in his own light as he surveys his
work. Light emanates from him and he surrounds himself
in his own light. Not that he needs light to work, but he
has no choice (I think) in this light, because it naturally
flows from his Body.
This Body is shaped as a Child; however, I know that he is
not really a Child.

The Innocence was to be disappointed in man, because he
turned against the order of God and the order of Mankind.
He ruined as well, every order of the animals, fish and all of
God's creation. God saw Man becoming stubborn and
rebellious. He no longer wished to be obedient to God, and
in this proud spirit no longer wished to hear him, or to

He is a miracle of knowledge and comprehension, so
much beyond our ability to understand. His thoughts flow
away in the infinite realm, which should fill up all space
and has!
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accept his guidance!

God has presented His Holy thoughts to you by every
available means - through His Son Jesus, by way of your
Mother Mary, and on the paths of the Angels and Saints,
through the voices of Seers and Mystics, and through the
Church. Soon He will send you Elijah and Enoch!

This disorder which Man has created of all original order
is now in Chaos. God has exhausted so many of His plans
to again reconcile Himself with Man. However, God is
inexhaustible, and with more prayer from man He would
think of many ways in which to save Mankind. We have
no further knowledge then what God is now saying to the
Seers and Mystics, and to All of the Holy chosen of God
throughout the World.

Oh dear Brothers and Sisters, your time is running out! The
Innocence who created you is now in judgment of you. You
have become the rude and angry Child; and He is now the
strict Father.
The destruction which has been allowed in the Church has
cut the Holy bond of Sacred order between God and Man.
The error which is being taught by the Church is putting
men on the path of error. In this error of thought, they
believe that God approves of what the Bishops are doing,
but He does not! What is Holy and good must always
remain so.

Enoch came and he says: “There is still hope!”
God has not left you as orphans. Mankind has now come
to a very serious division of the road. The place ahead
where he must go, there he must go carefully!

(OH MANKIND, - GOD WILL COME AND DESTROY YOU IN AN HOUR! )
My dear Brothers and Sisters, God judges each of you
separately. You are not accountable for the sins of your
neighbors. They are accountable for themselves.

Commandment and that is to love the Lord Thy God! This
is the most important because from it comes every other
law of God.

When you stand before the Judge on the day of Judgment,
you will find that there is only one important

The Precursors have been given a simple plan by God - to
help gather the Chosen of God. This is to be a Society of
Friendships. Stand up and be counted!

MAY GOD BLESS YOU AND THOSE WHOM YOU LOVE!
Little Prophet

No. 2 Jan. 29, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
I see a cloud turning as a vortex in the sky. It is most
terrible and threatening. Demonistic screams can be
heard from it. This tornado settles down upon North
America. It begins in Texas and then travels up the Central
States and crossing the Border into Saskatchewan. It
begins to pick up in speed and ascends higher over
Canada. More agitation erupts from it, with the sounds of
many excited and witchy, evil voices. This cloud rises so
high that I now have a clear view of Western Europe, most
of Canada, the United States to the Mexican border and a
little beyond it.

Demons poke their heads and shoulders out from the black
cloud which serves as a vehicle, a black embrace to
hide their evil deeds from the eyes of Men. The screeching
of their excited voices increases to a more powerful audio
of irritation, for my ears. I hear one voice, who I assume is
Satan saying, "We will remain in this position hidden from
view of men until the end of man's time. We will remain in
this position between Heaven and Hell, where men will
look up to us, and not knowing the difference of Holy or
unholy, will worship me, instead of God."
A very great net was dropped which fell to the Earth. This
net was so large that it covered the whole of North
America, the Hawaiian Islands, the Arctic, Western

I can also see Hawaii, then up to Alaska and to the Arctic;
by turning more, I see the British Isles and to the edge of
Norway, down through France to Spain and Portugal.
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Europe, and all of the former areas of the Earth which I
have already mentioned.

escaped this net were remarkable and they deserved to
have the help of God.

This net settled down upon so much of mankind, and
seeing it descend everyone took note of it. Most people
did not react with alarm to it. They instead bowed under
this net and they became comfortable, secure and content
to remain under it.

These Angels created individual paths for each of these
persons, so that they would have Angel help. This is the
promise of God for each of us. We may trust in His
promise that we will be saved, especially when we try to
overcome the demon in our lives.

I did see some people, in ones and twos, escaping the net
by crawling through the mesh of the net, and they were
free to do as they wished! Some of these people began to
pray to God because I saw their prayers rise as the smoke
of incense, which floated towards Heaven.

Some of these chosen became careless and did not remain
on these Angelic paths - which is the word of God! They
fell off these paths and returned (unhurt for now) to Earth.
They also took a place under the net of Satan. Their paths
remained, but they were unused.

The demons tried to capture the incense as it floated by the
black cloud where they were hiding. They tried in vain
but could not stop these prayers which continued to
ascend towards Heaven. The prayers went further up and
past them and then to Heaven. Satan began to curse the
demons and to strike out and hit them because the prayers
in the incense had escaped them.

The others persisted and did climb further upon their paths
towards Heaven. The demons in the cloud tried to knock
these people off of these paths. However, their Angels held
their hands tightly and would not let go! If the demons
became too
strong in their attacks God immediately sent more Angels
from St. Michael's army to aid that person and their
Angels.

I followed these prayers and I saw the smoke rise up and
drift into Heaven through the gate. The Angel standing
near the gate gathered these prayers. This Holy Angel
was able to contain the incense of prayers in a very fine
golden case, which he sent immediately to God the Father
by means of an Angelic Courier.

The prayers of Man continuously rose to Heaven,
where the Angel of the “Exceptional Work of Prayer”
accepted them on God's behalf and delightfully presented
them to God. This Angel knew that in presenting these
prayers to God that he would give Our Lord such great
pleasure and delight. This fortunate Angel would therefore
be rewarded with a smile from the purity of God each time
that he presented the Father with these gifts of prayer.

Our Lord opened this box immediately, and He saw the
persons who had sent the messages and their prayers. All
of this happened in a most remarkable way in a few
minutes.

ENOCH AND ELIJAH HAVE COME, AND ELIJAH
SAYS:

The Great Army of St. Michael is always ready and
prepared at every moment to go into battle against
Satan!

In the order of God, from the beginning of Creation, - until
His last message, for Mankind: He will have exhibited
such a remarkable patience, because of his love for
Mankind.

Upon receiving these prayers, The Father did not send the
army of St. Michael to fight these demons. He dispatched
several Angel Couriers of His Word, whom He
immediately sent to Earth.

God is Spirit, and in using Spirit to create with He
created first the Angel, and secondly the Souls of
Mankind Both are glorious and in the shadow of God's
Glory. The Soul is the "REAL" body of Man, because
the Soul continues on into Infinity, whereas the Body
only dies!

Their passage to Earth was noted by the Demons who were
in the cloud. Satan again became annoyed and began
striking out at the other demons, because the prayers of
Man had succeeded in bringing back to them the Word of
God!

When Satan carried Our Lord Jesus to the top of the
Temple and told him to cast himself off. Stating that God
would not let Jesus be harmed! It was not so much to test
the body of Jesus, as it was to tempt him to follow the
devil. The devil, who is always so bold, - dared to ask
Jesus, the Son of God, to join forces with him.

The Couriers immediately went to help those who had
prayed for help. They took note of the danger which the
demons had presented to Mankind, because of the net
which was cast over them. They did not help those who
were content to remain under the net. Only those who

MY BROTHERS AND SISTERS - DO NOT UNDERESTIMATE THE ENEMY!
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When God cast Satan and the fallen Angels to the Earth,
He did this to preserve His first creation of Luciel and to
test Mankind, with the fallen angel. The Father has
invested so much of His work in Luciel that He can never
remove from His Eternal memory, Satan and the fallen
Angels.
While in Heaven and before this fall; the Angels were
intellectually aware of the differences between God and
Luciel. It was by their own choice, that the Angels divided
themselves and went to the side of God, or the other.
Originally, a great War occurred, with these Instruments of
Heaven.

Spirit of Man?
I say to thee, it was simply God's will to do so! I greatly
warn each one, to not make Satan's error of
underestimating God. Else you judge Him to be in error?
We - the Holy Prophets of God, assure you, that if you
remain on these paths where God has placed you. If you
remain in a state of grace and holiness; then you will be
guided by the Angelic powers, to God.
God had not fully revealed His greatness, but remained
the congenial Innocence, to which all remained attracted.
Luciel had no certain measure of the extent of God's
greatness of power. [Nor will we ever understand this!]

God created a very great Hall, where the original Elect of
God, met among the Council of Angels. These were
powers which God divided from Himself. He divided these
powers from single and separate powers of Himself. God
chose not to have these powers again, because He would
have to destroy the lives of the Angels, who owned these
powers, in order to restore these powers to Himself.

In your lives you are all sent on separate journeys.
God understand the reasons for this. It is all part of His
great Plan, for you. In His remarkable knowledge, He has
made a different direction for everyone. He also
understands the exact place where each of you must arrive.
Each of your journey's may seem lonely and difficult, but
when born with patience and love for God and also Man, then you will meet God, at the appointed place, where He
intends to reward you, at the end of your lives.

This remarkable Council consisted of separated Powers of
God, which should have remained obedient to Him.
God made Luciel a Superior of such great power, that he
could only be compared with God? Not that he came close
to having the Infinite power of God! However in
comparison to the powers of the Council of God, - He was
thousands of times greater than they, in great power of
God. Therefore the Angels could not help, but be attracted
to him.

It is not always possible my beloved Brothers and Sisters,
for anyone to feel confident each day that you are on your
correct paths, especially when your lives seem so very
confusing. It is difficult to understand why these paths
have to be so heavily laden, with dangers from demons,
sickness, worry and the death of those whom you love.
Your paths are cloudy and too often sorrows depress your
strength and leave you in despair and disbelief, in the
goodness of God.

Luciel sat in the shadow of the Infinity of God's power and
he did not fully understand his own greatness. Neither did
he understand his own weakness, because he dared to
compare himself to God. Luciel was an intelligent
supernatural power, that did not have naturally what God
has so generously given Men, and that was humility! As
he was the next to God and existed in God's shadow, He
over estimated his own worth - Not only he, but also so
many of the Angelic Powers who existed in the Council
of God, in that day.

No! Do not believe that, because I tell you that
everyone is on a remarkable journey, which God alone
understands. You must always believe in the goodness
of God!
One day the gates of heaven will open for you and you
will walk inside and forever know the joy of remaining in
the presence of The Holy Trinity, Your Mother, the
Angels and Saints. There to dwell in the glory of God
forever! AMEN!

God would not destroy them and you may wonder why He
did not lock them away, so that they could not affect the

MAY GOD BLESS AND REWARD YOU WITH HIS HOLY BLESSINGS!
Little Prophet
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No. 3 Feb. 6, 1999
St. Charbel House Of Prayer
THE PRECURSOR:
respectively!

I saw God the Father sitting upon His Throne, very high
upon a flat topped mountain, which also formed the base
for his throne!

The white parchment is the law of God, which the Father
wanted Mankind to respect. This law first touched upon
the Pope. For I saw the white parchment settle softly upon
his head like a paper whisper, which touching him lightly,
before gently continuing to unroll forward over the
Cardinal, Bishop and Priest, Minister, Fathers and
Mothers, Children and all persons of Holy intent. All were
under this parchment touched by the laws of God;unrolling itself, until everyone was touched by it. Since it
was based on God's light, then the soul of each is judged to
have the same value!

He had an eagle's view of the whole World, as he sat
alone so high, on that lofty, royal perch, amid the beautiful
blue of the sky!
The Father sent out a spirit in the form of a white dove. it
flew out from the Father and away from the Mountain. As
it cleared the mountain, a black bird like a Crow, flew up
from the Earth. It flew up the face of the mountain and
appeared quite close to the ledge, where the Father was
sitting. It flew off after the dove and soon caught up to the
dove and flew along beside it.

The black parchment was the laws of Men as they exist
today. It also unrolled over Mankind, because we are under
these laws of Men, as well as the laws of God. This law
considered one to be in error. It speaks of freedom, while
expecting to find the corruption of the soul. When it finds
this evil in us, then it deals with it according to the law and
this may not necessarily be good!

(As I watched the two birds fly away, - a very odd thought
struck me. I could clearly see the backs of both birds,
between their wings, as if I was an arm's length away
from them, as they flew away. It occurred to me for some
reason that I would rather be riding upon the back of the
dove, than upon the crow; because the dove looked more
comfortable, while the crow seemed rather bony.)

This parchment originated from the shaded part in the life
of Mankind and dwelt with certain truths of God, but also
certain thoughts of man. The laws in it were shaded, so
that they did not always work fairly, as they should have
for everyone!

These two birds continued to fly over the whole Earth;
over oceans and mountains, over Islands, they went
everywhere. The white dove studied Mankind. It was
looking for everything which was good in Man. It was
searching for love and light in the spirit of Man. When it
found evil in Man, then it seemed surprised and
disappointed, as if unprepared for the fact that evil did
exist in Men, because this holy spirit was not searching for
evil in Men.

These two sets of laws cover each of us. Some people are
more concerned with the laws of God, while others are
more concerned with the laws of Men.
There are also those who have neither respect for the
laws of God, nor the laws of Man!

The black crow went out over the World alongside the
dove. It too searched among Men, but it was searching for
evil, or at least it expected to find evil in Men. This spirit
was a dark and it mistrusted Men. When it found good in
Men - then it was surprised, because it did not expect to
find good in them.

These two laws exist side-by-side in our lives and thus the
two rolls of parchment in which the law is written,
continue to unwind over Mankind together. Man is under
the laws of Men, but these laws should not precede the
laws of God, in our Hearts!

I watched the two birds flying off over the mountains and
then down onto plains and over hills and then in one
moment: they were replaced by two long scrolls, which
were unwinding. Two parchments - one of white and one
of black, unrolling like rolls of paper, Over plains and
mountains and through valleys, where the two birds would
have flown. They unrolled their soft parchment over Men.
They were still searching Men, for good and for bad

The feeling that I had about this vision, was that we were
not comparing the laws of God, with that of Man. We were
simply remembering that these two sets of laws have
unrolled, together, in the lives of Men and that they are
very different and have come from very different sources.
We are to always to remember the beauty in the law of
God, because He is the True Judge and therefore the fairest
law-maker for Men!

Little Prophet
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No. 4 Feb. 7, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
The Father is sitting upon His great Throne. The two
Prophets are standing to the right of the Father.

Earthly Estates, to destroy him, and the land will be given
to the Children of the Lord.

THE FATHER:

The Lord shall take his sharp double edged sword and use
it to divide the land. He shall draw this mighty sword,
across the land and divide it into sections. He shall parcel
out these sections and give them, to whomever He pleases!
This land will be taken from those who are unworthy and
who now own it. He shall distribute it, favorably, among
the Lambs.

It is now time for you to make preparations, to cross over
from the mystery of Heaven and to give to Man, the Word,
which they have been waiting for. Carry forth the word of
God, so that you might help them, to prepare for the
coming disasters, which I will send out after you!

The Lord is coming to punish his enemy. He shall uncover
Hell and from it, shall come a terrible sickness! For if Men
are content to live among the devils, then let them carry
the sickness of the devils, as well! Let them see what evil
looks like in the ugliness of the beasts, who dwell in the
caves of Hell.

Go forward now and carry this banner of God, which is to
be a warning for Man, that the Father is angry! Proclaim it
at once!
It is Elijah who comes forward before the Father.
(The Father appears very stern!)

No longer shall Satan and the demons remain hidden
while pretending to be pure spirits. God shall expose
them and Men shall see the horror of their evil ways.

Oh Mankind-listen! I have this Warning from Our Father.
Listen carefully to His terrible message for you. He is
sending forth the Angelic army, to crush his enemy Satan.
This Spiritual War, between Heaven and Hell, shall crush
much of Humanity.

The beast will come out of the darkness, one night; for
three nights and they shall be seen. Those who see these
Beasts, shall lose their lives to the beasts and their souls!
They shall be captured by the beasts and dragged off to
Hell.

It is not possible today, to separate Mankind from the
devils. For evil has infected the spirit of Man, with a very
grave sickness. The Father is going to destroy this
sickness, in this battle and many will die. It is not possible
in this war to avoid the slaughter of Man.

Oh Mankind, you spend your days seeking after freedom
and joy. You look for it in ways which are not holy. Your
Souls will never be free, because you do not seek after
God.

The Father shall send Forth his great Warriors to hunt out
the enemy, and none shall be missed! The devils are hiding
among Men.

Your Lord shall cast you over to your enemy Satan, who
will make prisoners of you! He shall bring chains and
fetters, when he comes for you. Then he will take you
away for an eternity, into his enslavement of Hell.

Foolish Men, why have you welcomed this abomination
into your home? Why have you welcomed evil, to live in
your Souls? The Lord will send fire after you, to purify
you and to cast from you, this filth!

Satan will set in place his ten Satanic Rulers, - Not
exactly kings, who will enslave you. You have rejected the
Lord and because of this; Satan's hostile government, will
rule over your lives . You will be told when you are to
come and when to go, according to his directions.

War will break out between the Angels and the Demons.
Satan will use Men as hostages. The Lord will not turn
away from the battle and those hostages, who cannot be
saved, will die!

Oh Mankind you are preying upon one another, as Satan is
preying upon you! Do you not see, that you are his sport?
He is playing with you, like the cat plays with the mice,
before it kills them!

The Lord is sending forth a flood! He will flush from the
hole any evil which dwells there. With Holy water shall he
flush the enemy; who is hidden, in every dark place. When
the enemy has been flushed out; then the Army of the Lord
will destroy them!

He is using you and you do not care! He will feed you until
you are fat and then he will choke you. Do you not
understand his evil ways? You are living under his net.
Soon it shall close around you and you will be captured!
You will be taken away, where you do not want to go!

This evil which has surpassed that time, when Sodom
and Gomorrah existed shall be destroyed! The Lord is
sending forth a storm, after Satan, the cruel Owner of these
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We, the Two Prophets, are standing before the Lord. We
will come and tell you about Satan's clever ways. We will

expose his evil. When we do this, we will be in a full battle
against him and it will be too late for many!

LET THOSE WHO HAVE WISDOM
LISTEN TO THESE WARNINGS OF GOD BEFORE IT
IS TOO LATE, AND THEN ACT UPON THEM!
Little Prophet

No. 5 Feb. 12, 1999
In my vision - I saw Our Lord Jesus:
He is walking with the four Saints - Peter, John, James,
Andrew and Judas Iscariot is with Our Lord, as well.

my work and because you my dear Servants. You will send
my story forward, - the story of my love for Men. One day
this story shall reach the ends of the Earth!

They are walking on a very fine Roman road, which is
well built. The stones in the road are evenly laid and fit
tightly together.

Do not worry that we will not succeed. We will succeed; it
is My Father's Will!

Our Lord and His Apostles are walking over a stone
bridge. It too is finely built, well-engineered with the base
and sides in stone. The side view shows a strong arch
crossing over a small river. This road and bridge look new
because they are beautifully constructed.

We are on a path that cannot fail. As you walk
upon this new Roman road, you are perfectly
confident of its construction. It is new and well built.
Neither tripping stone, nor weakness, appear in any part of
it.

This road is built through a very beautiful countryside.
There are separate small fields. Some are planted in grain,
which is quite tall, but it is still green and not fully
developed.

A similar spiritual road will be built by me and you will
continue to build this road. When your lives pass away,
then others will continue to build this road. Soon the
Whole World will know Jesus and they will know his
Apostles. What is so important is that they will know that
the Father is truth! God from the beginning led Men on a
very holy journey. He has led them Himself, in His plan
for “All” men!

Across a stone wall which separates another field, I see
grape vines, which are tied to poles for support.
These vines are older wines with thicker trunks, but the
vines themselves are cut to about four feet and they are full
of new growth and new green shoots and leaves, which are
just beginning to grow into their full size.

In the latter days, a great error will seep into the once Holy
teaching of God. This teaching will be carried forward by
the Sons of error!

Our Lord and His Apostles have stopped at the bridge.
There does not seem to be any traffic on the bridge, neither
people nor horses nor cart.

The dragon will eat up the Priests and destroy the Church.
He will ruin the works of God, in the great battle of the
Holy Spiritual War.

In the grape field, nearby I notice one Man tying
grape vines to poles which he has just pounded into the
ground, with a
large square headed wooden hammer. The deck of the
bridge has stone walls on both sides. The top of these walls
are about eighteen inches wide. Two Apostles are on either
side of Jesus, sitting on the bridge wall. Saint Andrew is
standing in front of Jesus on the deck of the bridge.

God's Plan will seem to falter, - it will seem to fail! For
a time Men will lose hope.
Satan will manage to make himself worshiped by Mankind.
Under the very eyes of the Cardinals and Bishops, he
will manage to cover the Mass with a secondary Mass.
In this second invisible Mass, (at least invisible to most),Satan will introduce every conceivable evil, to harm the
Roman Catholic Church. I will warn the Children so that
they will be made aware of this! That Satan has laid a
gaudy veil, over the original beautiful and Holy Mass. This

Our Lord is teaching the Apostles:
Mankind will take a journey upon a new path, because of
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false Mass will be an introduction to every filthy thing,
which is disguised as modem and accepted by Men. Take
away this filthy cover and they will see that the holy Mass
does exist, under this corruption of teaching, by the
Church.

There is the older Mass, which they will perceive hidden,
in the modern mass. Many Priests and the Congregations
of Laity will be certain that this new Mass is continuing to
make holy gains, because of the increase in people.
Unseen by Men is a secondary Mass, which is hiding the
true Mass, in the same way that a larger box can cover a
smaller box. The trouble with this second cover is that it
cannot be seen- unless it is first perceived to exist!

A great sickness will overcome Man. The filth of Satanism
will win a great victory in that time. In that day the Priest
will live in a day of great advancement of Nations and
Peoples.

This second Mass, which is in existence with the original
Mass, is a trick of Satan.

Satan will devise a plan for these people and say that the
original plans of Jesus and of God, [in the Holy
Church], can be much improved!

Let my holy Children see with holy eyes in those days!
Let them uncover the error!

While Our Lord Jesus was talking, - I saw a very devote
Priest, carrying out a careful Holy Mass, in front of a
small congregation of families and Elders. This Mass was
in a Cathedral, which was filled with beautiful statues.

God created the Church in order to teach about God. Satan
knows that this is a threat to his own authority. God
protected the Church from the beginning; to defeat Satan's
every attempt to destroy it!

Suddenly the great wooden doors were thrown open and
two young Priests came walking down the aisle, to the
Altar. They pushed aside the holy Priest from the Altar;
saying that the Bishop has given them authority to make
some quick changes in the Church, and to save it before it
becomes completely empty!

The enemy is clever, and by using Man as a means to
commit errors in the Faith, creates something very
devious. He will become more clever through diplomacy,
then by war, and will destroy everything which is holy in
the Churches. Satan will feel the joy of his victory! The
majority will accept these changes with joy, including
those in authority, within the Churches.

They threw a gaudy cover over the Altar and Holy
Communion. They then went back down the aisles to the
wooden doors. In a few minutes people began to file into
Church. They were loud and boisterous and dressed in
shorts and every kind of street clothing and costume.

In the end, only the very few will be accepted by God
because they will see the deception of Satan and they will
pray for help from Heaven, and will be saved!

These people came in, talking and laughing and then sat
down. The two young Priests took their position behind the
Altar. They then asked the people, if the statues should
remain in the Church or should they not? The original holy
people wanted the statues to remain, but the much larger
new Congregation wanted them thrown out because they
felt that the statues had outlived their use.

What will be so terrible in the Church on that day, is the
acceptance of those in power, of the dismantling of God's
Church. Satan will again speak through the Churches and
declare that it is economically reasonable, to unite their
resources, in order to keep the Church open. By doing this,
Satan will maintain his own evil spirit in the Church and
remain in control of it, until it breathes it's last sigh in
death!

One of the young Priests said, "Fine! Then out they go!"
He began to break the statues. The new congregation
joined him and the other young Priest, in this destruction.

Satan will bring about that thinking, that it is reasonable to
unite the Churches as well! It will seem economically wise
to do it. He will throw out every remembrance of God and
of Mary, the Angels and the Saints, from the Church. After
this- then he can bring in everything which is evil! In
addition, evil people with no interest in God, nor Man.
This evil will be introduced by Men and approved by the
Church. Satan will choke all life from the

The original holy Priest and his small congregation could
not believe what they were seeing. They suddenly awoke
to the fact that they had better move quickly, to save some
of the beautiful statues. They were able to save a few of
the statues from the destruction. They then left the Church
with these statues in disbelief, at the destruction which
they had just witnessed!

Church and disguise this work under a very thin veil.
When the day comes when Man allows Satan to remove
all remembrance of God from the Church, then My
Father will come and destroy most of Mankind!

OUR LORD CONTINUES:
This new Mass will be engineered by Satan, so that there
are two parts, to each Mass.
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MAY GOD BLESS US - THAT WE MAY BELIEVE HIS TRUTHS AND OBEY HIM!
Little Prophet

No. 6 Feb. 14, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:

During the Mass:
I saw Heaven cast a spiritual bridge to Earth. So that this
beautiful and mysterious bridge sat with one end solidly
fixed upon the Earth, while the other sat in the clouds of
Heaven.

Everyone in heaven has become a Teacher of God for us.
We merely have to decide which one that we wish to pray
to. This knowledge of God will then flow back to us, in
answer to our prayers from them.

I saw Jesus Christ as the Sacred Heart and behind Our
Lord, was Our Mother. They stood upon the surface of a
cloud.

I saw people in various parts of the World, who were in
serious encounters with wars. They were being subjected
to cruel and tyrannical conditions, and were lonely and
oppressed! They prayed to Heaven for Help! These spirit
bridges remained between them and those whom they
prayed to, (which had passed over the heads of their
oppressors and enemies) and rested on these prayerful
victims only! These paths to God cannot be stopped by
devils or man, but come immediately to us and remain
with us, in the darkness of our long night.

On a bank of clouds, which formed hills and levels, behind
them, - stood hundreds of Saints, in rows, standing upon
these rolling hills and levels. Much higher on other levels
of this cloud were vast numbers of the great Angels.
These spiritual bridges were sent from Heaven, to
individuals upon Earth. The prayers of these persons came
back across these spiritual pathways to the Angel or Saint,
to whom these bridges led.

We can feel uplifted even in our times of sorrows and
depression, knowing that we are not alone, but that we are
being personally attended to and waited upon, by those
whom we love in Heaven and pray to.

I saw these spiritual paths in various colors, like rainbows,
crossing from Our Lord and Our Mother, or from anyone
in Heaven, to whom we prayed to. Our prayers passed over
the bridges, as little lights. The answers to our prayers
came back from Heaven, lighting these beautiful bridges
with very great light!

I saw the two Prophets Enoch and Elijah
coming forward from behind the Saints in
Heaven. They were standing upon this hill of clouds, with
the other Saints and Angels. They cast a bridge from
Heaven to me. It rose from the background of the Altar,
over the heads of the Priests and people of the Church and
came to me. The knowledge of this vision then came to me
and it could not be stopped by any means within this
Church.

I felt a certain joy, as I watched these bridges going past
the Priest and over to certain members of the
Congregation. Individually we alone know the joy of being
with those, whom we pray to. We are personally lost in the
love, which that holy Teacher feels for us. The Angels and
Saints, live in Heaven with the Father. He entrusts them
with his knowledge. It is infused into them, as if they had
eaten it for food - pure food, which has immediately gone
to their spiritual bodies, giving them the food of the
everlasting life, of God's knowledge!

What God intends to teach us then ~ He will teach us if
we are willing to listen!
This path then continued out from me (going far away) and
searched for Donna; so that she could also be on this same
path. Seeking and finding her (because she was not here in
the Church with us) bringing her the answers to her
prayers and requests of Heaven. This bridge touched her
and presented her to Our Holy Mother.

These bridges which came from Heaven are also our
bridges to go to Heaven in our Prayers. The answers come
directly to us, with the strongest and most profound Help
possible! If we are hungry for the knowledge of God, and
the answers which reveal God to us, then he will make this
knowledge of Himself known to us, by any of these holy
and Heavenly Instruments.

Mary asked her to seek the paths of the Saints, in order to
find her answers!
It is important for Donna and all of us, to remember that
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God does not intend to waste the steps of his Saints! They
are to be our Teachers today, because Heaven has given
them the holy lessons for us. We are to take advantage of
their knowledge, by reading their books and prayers. They
are the stepping stones, which we must all walk upon; in
order to understand the steps which they have taken and to
find the answers to our questions.

The same thing applies for every Christian. 1t is important
that we take the necessary steps to prepare ourselves, so
that we have a good foundation to stand upon. Then we
can add to this great building of knowledge, which God
has planned for us.
We are all teachers and every Christian adds his or her
part, to this great building of God's work.

God has told Donna that the answers to her questions are
in the works of the Saints. Read them and She will know
and understand! That is why these works exist, so that we
do not have to experience, what they have already
experienced! They are our lessons and we must learn from
them, so that we can prepare ourselves for Heaven.

No one person is the complete work! We are all just one
part of what the Creator started so long ago with Adam and
Eve. From then unto this day and all over the World, we
join those great numbers who are serving God. We are all
ordinary parts of His Holy Works.

MAY GOD BLESS US IN OUR EFFORTS TO BECOME HOLY!

+

AMEN!

Little Prophet

No. 7 Feb. 21, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:

Mass in Formosa
Today I saw Our Lord and Our Mother, when I entered the
Church.

filled with very great knowledge of God, like the Angels.
The whole place of Heaven, and also the Atmosphere of
Heaven, is supported by God in this original form of lifegiving food which will keep us alive forever. Everything
of Heaven becomes a part of God's eternal inheritance, by
the simple act of dwelling in Heaven.

The great beauty of Heaven, unfolds in the Church. The
vaulted ceiling was filled with light, where Angels flew in
the infinite heights of Heaven and far beyond the ceilings
of this Church. I was watching them, while they were
carrying out their duties.

Every time that someone dies and goes to Heaven, God
renews his original plan of life, which He had wished
Adam and Eve would have upheld and honored. We
become an {Adam} or an {Eve} when we enter Heaven.

It was not necessary for them to move their wings like a
bird. They flew on the thoughts of God. He gave them this
power to merely think, where they wanted to go and they
were there! They were not affected by gravity, as we
would be. These were living creations of God, who lived
on the light, which is provided by God. This spiritual food
comes from His Spirit.

God simply carries out His original plan for Adam in
Heaven. We are once more placed in the garden of
Paradise, which Adam and Eve lost, due to their sins.

These Angels are Spirits of light, more magnificent then
the most beautiful human; except for Our Mother and Our
Lord. They eat pure food of God, which enters their own
bodies, which are spiritual like our Souls. This food gives
them joy and beauty and it presents itself as a sign for us.
We are able to see the light!

We are also sinners, who have through the generosity of
God; been allowed to earn our way (because God has
forgiven us our sins) back to Paradise. This is a new
Paradise, which we will never lose, through our error of
disobedience to God again.

This same light comes from God and everything and
everyone in Heaven, lives on it. This is the "Life," which
flows from God. It gives those who eat it, eternal life, joy,
peace and happiness. We will be like the Angels, who
dwell in this light and are filled with it, thus we shall be

We have come through the back door - unlike Adam and
Eve, who had entered the front gate to Paradise. They had
been created in Paradise, in the original invitation of God.
We on the other- hand, had not entered Paradise from the
beginning. Now our Lord has invited every one of us, to
enter in to there.
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Many of us have lived our lives randomly, in ways which
we have chosen. Now God is sending each of us an
invitation, to come to Him into Heaven. We are now to
live in a way which would please Him! Then we will be
allowed to enter Heaven.

this Heavenly light!

The Glory of God shone through the Church. St. Michael,
and several of his Angels formed a guard, across the steps
at the front of the Church, to protect Our Mother and
Jesus.

My Heavenly vision of the glory of the Angels, in the
Vault of Heaven, was replaced by a splendid light, which
changed into the Holy Ghost, in the form of a white
Spiritual Dove of light! This Holy Dove of Light filled the
vault of the Church, with his beautiful form. Our Lord
Jesus then did the sacrifice of the Mass. I noticed that his
wounds were not visible again today.

They did not come to Church to pray or to offer any praise
to God. Their only purpose for being here was to satisfy
their duty to the Guardian of their conscience.

It was at this time that I saw the comparison of the
present state of Man to this Glory!
I saw Souls in the Church who took no notice of this
Glory. They came to Church to fulfill their duty with the
unknown "Guardian" of such matters. This is the guilt,
which they feel if they do not attend Mass every Sunday.

When Our Lord gave out Communion, - St. Michael and
his Angels stood guard, on the steps which led to the Altar,
with their spears held straight out, in front of them. They
did this to emphasize to me; the seriousness of sin of those
people with Black Souls, who dared to come to receive
Communion, when they should not have!

They come to fill this commitment with this Guardian,
whom they must satisfy, in order to feel that they have
satisfied their duty, to God and to Man.

They offended the Body of Our Lord; to once again satisfy
their "Guardian.” "This guardian was not a guardian at all;
but a devil, who sent them forward at the cost of their
souls, to offend Our Lord!

They have not satisfied God nor Man! They have not
satisfied themselves either. They came and they put in the
hour and then they leave; that is all!

We are obligated to go to Confession and we are
obligated to change our lives as well, in order to please
God, so that we may enter Heaven.

I saw them as Black Souls, who did not take notice of

MAY GOD GIVE US THE COURAGE TO DO WHAT WE KNOW TO BE RIGHT!
Little Prophet

No. 8 Feb. 22, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
Angels and Saints. They are gathered with the Father in a
great hall.

I see (in the sky) a Spiritual Hand, which lifts artistically
and beautifully, like the hand of a dancer of ballet;
portraying to me, a feeling of intense seeking of the spirit,
as it reaches towards Heaven. Then finding this mysterious
but invisible gift, - this hand comes back down in a very
effective portrayal, of a hand of very great strength and
power.

THE FATHER IS SPEAKING:
We must gather Men now before it is too late. Look at the
enemy! He has made friends with Men. They no longer
see any danger in this association with Him.

The lessons of the Prophets:
It is necessary to Love the Lord Thy God! It is also
necessary to love Mankind!

Satan shares a common bond with Man and he lives within
their bodies and Souls. We must expose this danger to
Men. If Men cannot see the evil of Satan, then they may
not believe that there is any danger, to their Souls.

I see one point in the sky which opens up, as clouds roll
back to reveal: God the Father sitting in Council, with the

Satan cannot always be seen. He has entered in the most
private place, attaching himself to their minds, hearts
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and souls. He has made himself their necessity for life. He
has placed himself in a strong position!

- a spiritual Child. This is a pure creation, like an Angel. It
is the Child of a Man in a pure form.

Oh Evil Spirit, you have entered their personal places,
where you dwell in secret thoughts and hiding places.
Where you dwell with them and they do not reveal you.
Man hides you, they have fallen with you! Every filthy
thought and every evil desire, you share with them. They
are depending upon you and you destroy their lives!

This innocent child has a red glow, as one who has gone
through the fire. This person is (now cooling,) or at least
appears that way! Like steel which has come from the
blast- furnace and is now cooling, to form a perfect ingot.
This Child has been plucked, by the Holy Angels and
Saints, from this World where he has lived in these present
times. A Man who has suffered through a normal human
life, He has made all the mistakes that we make. He has
committed the sins and all errors that go with this life. This
Man has gone through the fire of life; as all must go
through it!

You have become a part of their social lives. They eat and
drink with you in this spiritual sickness, which you .give
them. Your sorcery in the celebration of sin, as you take
them away in revelry and rejoicing in an alcoholic haze,
joyfully dancing down the paths towards Hell!.
I have warned them about you! You have made yourself
their poison.

Satan has to be overcome! This man has climbed over the
barrier, which Satan has thrown up to stop him. The devil
had tried to block his path, as he walked towards God..
This Man has been led to believe by Satan, that because of
his sins and because of his past life, that God will not
forgive him and that God does not love him!

Oh Mankind do you not understand the Madness of
Satan's hold upon you? You have made him as your
dependent for joy and happiness; while casting God
forcible out of your lives. He has gained power in every
aspect of your lives. You do not understand that he has
entered your bodies and souls. He remains quiet and
dwells where you are most weak and vulnerable, to his
attacks! You expect Satan to be outside (and so he is) You
expect to see him in the stranger or in the madness of
others and so he is.

How clever of Satan, this is his greatest lie, which Men
believe! They give up without a fight!
Satan has won their souls!
Not this Child, he did not give up. He did not believe in
Satan's lie, that God did not love him. He prayed with great
remorse and begged the forgiveness of Our Lord. God has
forgiven him!

You need to know that he is in your homes and he is in
you. Look at your lives! Who dwells in your heart? Who is
your love? Do you understand that your habits, which are
destroying you, are not acts of God?

Shall man bow down to sin, if it is the intention of Satan
to cast their souls into Hell? Sin is Satan's sorcery and
his spell over Men. Sin is the only way, in which a Soul
can be destroyed. That is Satan's power!'

The enemy is the oppressor of all Holy work. Do not
allow Satan to take command of your lives, so that you
feel unable to come to God. I am waiting for you!

This year, a number of people will be victorious, in
overcoming their sins. The Lord will cast out their
demons! These demons will easily find new homes. Do not
let them find yours!

(Once again I see the Spiritual hand.)
Within this hand as it opens, is something very wonderful,

THE LORD IS SENDING HIS AVENGING ANGELS!
THE LORD IS SENDING HIS HOLY PROPHETS!
MAY GOD GIVE US STRENGTH AND COURAGE
TO BELIEVE IN OUR SALVATION + AMEN!
Little Prophet
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No. 9 Feb. 24, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
Men! The victim is not able to understand this game of
the demon, who has no mercy! In the demon-mercy has
died, leaving ashes of ill humors, which are spread through
their evil sorcery.

I see God the Father. He is standing in the darkness among
the Stars. He holds in his right hand a vial, which is filled
with a red liquid.
HE SAYS:

This dark night shelters gloomy places, which hold other
horrors. They work together like a pack, rushing the victim
toward Hell. They terrify and drive the victim, who does
not know that they are already dead! These poor souls run
away from the demons and feel; that if they can only run
and hide, then they might escape.

I am standing at the threshold of the darkness for
Mankind. I will take this vessel and pour out its liquid fire
over the Earth. This punishment upon Men is the fire that
shall burn those who are evil and who hate the Lord. This
fire will bum in their conscience and cause them the
greatest agony of guilt, because they do not love God.
They exist for themselves without any thought of God.

Poor Souls! It is only a game for the dragon. You cannot
escape because he is watching your every movement, twist
and turn down this road of fear! You have no idea of the
stealth of this evil spirit! They could have dragged you into
Hell in a moment, but you are now their sport and they are
enjoying this game of terrifying you.

I shall then pour out upon them a second vial of evil. It too
shall bum their souls and they will remember their evil
deeds. Every small thing will be thrown in front of them,
to remember. They shall know the power of God, who
remembers everything in very great detail!

They will give you some hope that you have escaped!
They will let you hide and you will feel at last that you are
alone.

They will beg me to have mercy, so that they do not have to
keep these memories alive, in their guilty conscience.
I am still not content! I am sending further punishment
to Men!

They will let you remain there for a while, in the gloom
and darkness, as you feel the last moments of hope, that
you will ever feel again!

The pyramid which is Satan's chain of command, among
the devils, - It will be pulled up. I will turn it over and
crush the point of it into the Earth; I shall step upon the
base of it, with my foot and push it back into Hell.

There is no hope for you of escaping! When they at first
came, it was already too late for you!
When they tire of this cruel game; then they will come for
you, laughing at your foolishness, for believing that you
could possibly escape them! They will drag you away and
then you will have nothing!

There shall I lock the workers of Satan's evil, with him
forever! Those who serve Satan shall dwell with him!
Those who are to go to hell, - shall see the Demon come in
the night of their life. These demons shall cling from the
ceilings over-looking those unfortunate souls and with
their cruel faces sneering at them like lions, who will soon
attack.

What does the demon know about Man? He knows
everything about him!
Oh Mankind, you are physical creatures and you have no
idea about the power of the evil; in these demons, who are
the most evil of Spirits! The fallen shall dwell with them,
in the fire and stench of Hell forever! A mournful place,
where night holds no joy and the daylight will never filter
in.

They are the act of terror itself, sent to you because you
have refused to love God.
THE FATHER further talks about the Demons:
I have seen the secret work of the demon. I have watched
them hunt those who have lost God.

When time runs out for those souls and the moment has
arrived of their death, the demon talks as a dragon stalks
the helpless. For there is no-one to save them! The dragon
knows that their souls are doomed! Thus they play with
their victim, as the cat does with the mouse.

These are demons and Man does not know the demon;
nor the terror which they will strike into the Souls of

MY DEAR CHILDREN, YOUR COMMITMENT TO ME - IS TO LOVE ME!
IN HEAVEN I HAVE A NUMBER OF HOLY HEARTS
WHICH I WISH TO SEND TO YOU!
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MAY GOD HAVE MERCY UPON US AT THE HOUR OF OUR DEATH!
Little Prophet

No. 10 Feb. 26, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
When one is very poor in spirit, then God fills that
wasteland, with good things. The Word of God, is the first
need for you, - after your physical needs are satisfied. Be
careful about these physical needs, because your life is not
just the act of owning things. You are a wonderful Being,
of very great worth to God!

Elijah is standing, holding a book with a brown cover,
which he opens
HE SAYS:
This book is the "Work,” prepared for the Prophets, by
God the Father.

The difference in people is due in part to Geography.
However this is not a reason, why all Men should not
worship Him. Men have to go in a steady progressive
direction, because you are now walking through a storm in
this World due to the confusion of ideas in the
Governments of the World, and the confusion of ideas
between people and how you live.

“Mankind -We the servants of God are soon coming. Here
is your guidance, - for the directions of God, are very
clear. You are saved because Christ has saved you. You
are mortal creatures but with souls, that when freed, will
rise gloriously into Heaven.
We are convinced of the good intentions of the "Lambs,"
in these very difficult days.

There is one thought that should be common to all and
that is God!

The very sad thing about the authority of God; in this day,
is that Men do not follow his advice. The great King, who
is God - and Creator and he knows what is best for Men.
However Men are stubborn and self-willed.

God takes many forms in the minds of people. He has
many roles, in order to keep Man attentive to him. God has
entered their understanding, in that place where they are
different, one from another, as well in the difference of one
race from another of people.

Men seem to want to go in the direction of God while still
following their own direction! They wish to tell God how
they want this to be done. Man, who is the little part, is
telling their Creator that they believe that the direction
(which they have chosen) for their own lives is
satisfactory. They recommend, as individuals, their own
style of life while condemning others who live similar to
them.

God has to reach out to the individual and convince them
of his love. It is Men who do not all reach out to God, in a
common way! While all people are in need of similar
physical needs. Spiritually speaking, one Religion does not
work for all of the races upon Earth. If Man is interested in
the One True God, then the Lord can reach out to them. If
they are not interested in the One True God, then he cannot
reach that Soul.

Man is very fearful of becoming (too) holy! They are
fearful that God will demand too much of them and that
they will not have time to do as they wish.

Throughout the World- Man is divided between those who
believe, in the One True God and those who do not! Those
who do not have thousands of beliefs and ideas concerning
their (own) Religion.

God is not too demanding! He never asks more than what
you are able to do! It is you who do more than what is
necessary, because you do not follow his way!

God is not able to convince them of his goodness. All
these variations in the beliefs of Men, do not allow God to
Teach the Whole Human body as "One." There are very
few, whom God can teach.-- they are not limited to those
who follow the Seers. They are not limited to those who
practice the Roman Catholic Religion. They are not limited
to those Countries, which are Democratic or not!

Sometimes it is necessary to work constantly to live ~ and
God understands that! Some of his Children have several
jobs, in order to make a living and to survive. That is part
of your Cross. By your lives you become a teacher of self,
living your life, you become a lesson of life. Through these
lessons, much knowledge of God is learned, providing you
seek holiness!

God must reach the individual! He must build individual
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spiritual paths in order to find His Children. There is no
certainty in any Religion, that your soul will be saved!
There is only the Individual's Love, for the One True God,
which will save Mankind.

collection of Souls, who suffer in damnation with him!
It is in this time that the Lord shall gather from the whole
world, everyone who is worthy to be called his Child.
They are hidden, here and there, - "I will find them," saith
the Lord! These shy ones do not openly proclaim
themselves, as Children of God. In Heaven the Lord will
proclaim each one individually and we shall all, celebrate
their passage into Heaven.

There are many beliefs in the World. The Lord will pluck
lambs away from the Great flocks, which are spread over
the World. Heaven belongs to God, - He holds the key. No
one will enter therein, without his permission!
I recommend to Men, that they be strong. This is not the
time to be self-centered and weak! This is not the time for
the taking of drugs and alcohol, so that one can be in a
state of insanity! Stay alert and be careful of your Souls.
For the hand of the Lord can fall upon you in a moment
and demand your Life!

On that day we shall eat and drink and we shall be joyful,
because of the Lambs, who have overcome the Beast. The
Angel shall carry away your Souls and you shall dwell
forever before the Throne of the Lord {and you shall see
the face of God} and you shall hear Him speak.
All those who overcome the devils, are recommended by
the Angels and Saints, in the presence of God, in Heaven
and all shall know, that God has given you great honor!

Be careful of the dragon; be mindful of his sorcery, which
affects your lives! Do not let him convince you, that you
need not fear God! Satan cannot give you eternal life. He
is seeking out your Souls, to add to his very great

You shall dwell in Heaven forever and never know an
end to joy and happiness!

MAY THE LORD SHOW YOU THE WAY TO OVERCOME THE WORLD
SO THAT WE MAY BE PLEASING TO GOD! + AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 11 Feb. 28, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
room disappears in the presence of so much beauty, in this
interchanging of colors and light.

I was very surprised to see this vision begin this way, since
we are in Lent! However I was extremely delighted to see
Our Holy Mother, appear in this vision.

This light is the person of the Holy Ghost! He is bringing
Mary a wonderful gift from Heaven. God has sent Mary a
miraculous gift, which humbles this very young Woman,
because she feels so unworthy. This promise was
predisposed upon her, in the announcement, when St.
Gabriel had come to her saying," Hail full of Grace!" Even
then in her humility, at being selected by God, to be the
human pathway, of God's Son, [The Holy Word], felt so
little in the presence of so great an event!

Our Mother was sitting in her small home, at the time of
her betrothal to St. Joseph. She was sitting on a small stool
in the main room. Our Mother's house was very modest
and there were only two little rooms, in this home. It was
simple with a few pieces of furniture, which did not take
up much room in this tiny home. This home was orderly
and very clean with everything neatly in its place.
Mary is sitting on the small stool, near the middle of this
little room. She is quietly meditating upon her prayers. She
is very attractive in this simple setting.

This mystery of light was the beauty of God approaching
her. This little humble maid would alone, understand
about this holy visitation from Heaven.

Her beauty cannot be hidden, even in this very humble
condition.

At the greatest possible moment, when all shades of
beautiful heavenly colors and light are interchanging, like
a curtain, which hides the real reason for this visit. A
marvelous gift descended from Heaven, born by a hand of
Royalty, carried to this little maid, by God. A mysterious

The very air about her begins to change, and streamers of
color are descending from Heaven. She is included in a
mysterious beauty, which is surrounding her. Her little
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Holy crystal of light, born in a small amphora of silver
glass, the first Tabernacle!

for Heaven. Seek again the excitement and pleasure of
being with God, his Angels and his Saints, as well as I
your Mother, in Heaven!

Outside her home stood a heavenly guard of Angels. They
stood on guard at her window and door. All earthly eyes
were averted from this moment, so that none might witness
this miracle of Heaven.

It is necessary for you to carry this burden, because you
were chosen to be teachers of God. It is also time to refresh
your Souls, during This Lenten Season. This is not to be a
time of unhappy burden, but a time of joy! This time in
which Jesus asks that you remember him, by chastening
yourselves, with penance and fasting.

"My beloved daughter, behold this miracle of God. It is
entrusted to You, a gift from God. You are the holy path of
life, for the Salvation of Men, because this path shall travel
through you! The mystery of the promised Messiah, who
will at last be born, for the sake of all holy souls. Here is
the joy of Heaven the perfect One, sent here by God!

In imitation of the Saints in the past, be free from your
burden. Rejoice once again, because God has chosen you
to be among the privileged! Do not let Satan dampen your
Spirits and forever keep you crushed! You know that this
gloominess affects your Souls and thus it also affects your
messages. Seek not to satisfy your wishes only. Seek
instead to satisfy the wishes of Heaven for you!

My daughter, I will save you in a miracle! I will give you
wings!" The vision disappears and Our Mother says this:
Let the exuberance of joy, fill every heart and let the
excitement of Heaven come once more into the hearts of
Men!

Heaven has to approach gloomy Spirits differently than
joyful Spirits in Mankind. It is also the same for the little
Ones.

The work of the Seer is to inspire Hearts with the Joy of
God! These pathways from Heaven are to keep alive the
Word of God. The joy which the Seer shares with those
who follow him should be the accurate message of
Heaven.

Jesus has saved you through his torture and death! Take
joy in HIS suffering for YOU! Find joy and excitement in
your own Salvation, because of Jesus. Let all Christians
rejoice, because they follow the One True God!

Heaven has to often delay a message, which should have
been spoken to Mankind; in order to first help the Seer!
Many messages become delayed, or never written by the
Seers. Therefore these messages from Heaven are never
known, by the Children of God.

Come again to Jesus and fall upon your faces at his feet
and rejoice with smiles and tears, before My Son; who has
given everything, even his Life for you.
Do you suppose that my Son was not joyful to suffer for
you? Knowing that by his suffering and death, you could
enter into Heaven? His agony was your only path to
Heaven; otherwise you could not have entered in.

The Seers must first straighten out their own lives, in
order to carry on this work of God. The Seers have to
work and raise their families. They suffer pains and
sorrows. Many Seers suffer in private for God. However
there many seers who remain silent, because they are not
doing their duty for God! Their work is delayed, because
of laziness and because they are careless and too Worldly.
God expects so much from the Seers. The Seers have been
chosen to be holy privileged Souls.

Be not like the Pharisees who put on gloomy faces, so that
everyone knows that they are fasting. My Children be
filled with joy in this time of penance and fasting. This
mortification of your bodies is to give your Souls very
great joy!
Try to understand the very great beauty of this time, for all
Souls. The love of Jesus is to be shown through the Seer
and through all of Men. All of Mankind are to have a
natural Christian joy of the sacrifice of Jesus.

Many Seers need to make a new start today. They cannot
worry about the past; if the memory of the past, is their
excuse for not working today! If possible, the past should
end today; so that today can be a new holy effort for God!

Therefore perpetuate this same Christian joy yourselves in
suffering with Jesus! This suffering is to be in praise and
thanksgiving of your Lord. He who suffers so very much
for you and He shall continue to suffer, until the last soul
has entered into Heaven!

My Dear Holy Children, in this time of Lent, renew your
efforts for Jesus and Mary. Make new this Holy work,
which you have been chosen to do. Renew in your hearts,
the former excitement, joy and love, which you once felt

MAY WE ALL LISTEN TO THIS MESSAGE OF OUR HOLY MOTHER
AND OBEY HER!
+ AMEN!
Little Prophet
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No. 12 March 1, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
you might carry your load. My dear Brothers and Sisters,
there are many ways to carry a heavy burden. Do not
become like the donkey, who refuses to walk further.

Today I see the Two Great Prophets coming.
It is Enoch who comes forward to speak:
Holy children, Lent is the time when you should immerse
yourselves in the Love of God. Renew the Sacred
friendship, which Adam had with God.

Every Seer is necessary for their part of God's work.
Otherwise God would not have chosen you for this work!
Many Seers have fallen off their original path and they
have gone in other directions, which were not of God.

Renew the vows of your love for God, in this most Holy
time of year. When you are able to sacrifice a little and
find yourself so close to Jesus; standing near the foot of
His Cross. This Season of Lent is the time of God's mercy
towards you, in which you are able to suffer a little and
reap the very great reward of God's forgiveness of your
Sins. How wonderful of the Lord, to make your time in
Purgatory expedient, through this realm of suffering,
where time seems delayed because of your pains.

Many Seers are proud that God has chosen them, but then
they make the error of Pride and try to be all things, to all
people. They become too full of being the "Seer!" They
forget that they were chosen to be a Lamb and to follow
the great Shepard. The Seers should return to Jesus and
Mary, to renew their vows of love with God. To find again
the Angels and Saints, who once called you My children
and other sweet names, of love and endearment.

The Father has given you benefits, which He did not have
to do. He did not have to give you the benefit of
Confession, while you were still upon Earth. It was his
right if he wished; to cast you into Purgatory and let you
suffer the full length of time for your sins.

If you no longer hear their messages of love, it is because
you have left them! They did not leave you! Let today be
the start of your new promise to God, that you wish to
renew your Commitment to love him. Sweep away the
trash of your past, - your own confusion and error and
become that Child once again, who knew and loved God.

God will not permit the Children of Adam to bear the full
punishment of Adam's error. Penance and sacrifice of
oneself: is Our Lords way to allow these Children to
decide for themselves how to become even greater then
Adam. For it is much greater to cast aside your sins and
also "Self:" in order to sacrifice and to carry the Cross with
Jesus.

Your work on Earth is not easy, but it is glorious when
you offer it up to the Lord. This Lenten season, is when
everything which is sinful and of error in you {should die}
so that you might be born again at Easter. This new
Person, who is much stronger, then that selfish person, in
the past !
At this time you must stand strongly on the side of God. If
God and heaven are what you desire most! Then give to
God the Excellent gift of your own time, which you spend
in prayer and love for Him.

In the time of the Ancient Prophet, who, hearing the call of
God, at first felt a great joy and privilege, at being called
by God to serve. As time went on he understood, what a
great measure was being asked of him. Not so great as
to be impossible, but nevertheless, a great deal for one
who was weak and afraid!

It is also important, my Brothers and Sisters, to make
yourselves anew. Too often you judge others to be in error,
while you do not judge yourselves to be in error. Change
this in yourselves, because it is very important, so that love
will flow both ways.

God asks each of you, to serve him in this very same way.
To stand alone with him (if necessary), in order to serve
him perfectly and to the best of your ability.

If God sees that you want to be loved, while not giving
love, then dear Children the Love which God has given
you will not flow through you, to renew within you grace, knowledge and the joy of God.

Man is a Child who desires to serve God. However he
becomes tired of this and like the Child, he says, “I cannot
do this anymore!” You must strengthen yourself!
When you become weary, do not quite. Put down your
load for a while, - refresh yourself! Then pick your load
back up and carry it a little further, before you rest again.

Do not be content in saying, that you have grown as
much as you need to in God. Never be satisfied with your
limited knowledge of God . Instead be alert and listen,
because others wish to teach you more, if you wish to
learn?

Seers - if you can share your burdens with someone, then
seek out their help! Sometimes it is better to set the load
down and think carefully about the many ways in which
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God is an infinite well of knowledge. He has oceans of
knowledge - without end. He has purposely distributed
much knowledge, among the many. He wants you to listen
to what others have to say. So that they can teach you the
part of God's knowledge, which they know, but you do
not!

Mankind makes the error of listening to the lies of the
Devil, who says to Man, that you are worth nothing in the
eyes of God? Do not be foolish - do not listen to these lies!
You are very great in the eyes of God. He holds you up
and supports you even more (today) because you are
attacked, so much by Satan. God gives you much more
help and he offers you forgiveness more easily, as He
overlooks many little problems in your own personality,
such as selfishness.

Mankind, your relationship to God can be just as great
today, as my relationship is with God. Your relationship
with God, can also be just as great, as that of any Saint,
with God. Each one of you, are the very same in God's
great love, as are we in Heaven. God himself is the same
God as always! Your time now with God, can be as great
as the time of any Prophet or Saint, who has ever lived!

My Brothers and Sisters, God is Most kind and loving. He
is standing at the gate of Heaven and He is waiting for you
to come!

COME NOW, FOR THE LORD AWAITS YOU!
RETURN TO THE LORD - SO THAT HE MAY
REFRESH YOUR SPIRITS! + AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 13 March 6, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:

St. Charbel House of Prayer:
my prayers. He had to wait for some little act of prayer or
penance, from another member of our Family. It is very
important to pray for our loved ones, who may be in
Purgatory.

There were not too many present here tonight, as many for
various reasons, could not be present.
I felt a particularly heavy feeling of sadness tonight and I
could not account for this feeling, as I had a very good
day.

It is like passing down ladders to them, so that they can
climb out of their places of pain. Where they will find
relief, upon the next level and less agony.

I did not receive any visions until we were at the "Stations
of the Cross Rosary." Here I saw Souls being lifted
through levels of the flames of Purgatory.

Some people as they were being raised, looked back down
to their feet, as if expecting something to come up from
below and pull them back down! They seemed to be very
fearful of those lower areas and levels, because they
contained agony for the Soul, as well as "Terror."

They were very anxious to pass from their level, to
higher level. As every level has a particular agony for the
Soul.
I watched as some Souls were lifted by centimeters and
others were lifted by meters. Some were lifted two levels,
while I watched!

We would not want to go, where these people had come
from! The terror was still written upon their faces, as they
kicked their feet, as if preventing something hideous,
from following them further.

The person of that Soul, was allowed to rise two levels,
because when their family prayed the Stations of the Cross
Rosary, while thinking all the while about that person; they
rose so much faster, then the rest, who were not being
specifically thought about or prayed for!

Other Souls near the top, rose much more pleasantly, as if
with a sigh of relief. Rising to another level, to rejoice in
coming out, of this final suffering!
I felt happy for those souls and for my own relative, who
were nearly finished with their Purgatorial reparations for
their sins. These happy Spirits were just waiting for the

I was happy to see someone of my own family, rise to the
very top level. I could not release that person tonight with
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door to be opened, so that they might walk out of here.
Then down the beautiful path to the gates of Heaven.
There to spend their eternity, rejoicing in the presence of
God!

Our prayer continued until we were finished the Prayer
Night. We asked for our Blessing from the Holy Trinity,
Our Mother, the Angels and Saints, whom I saw when they
blessed us!

WE MUST CONTINUE TO PRAY FOR ALL OF OUR
DECEASED FAMILY AND FRIENDS!
Little Prophet

No. 14 March 7, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
perfect! This Rose is one of the Saints, but this Saint is
still here upon Earth. I expect much from her. She is to
help the Precursors to re-unite the Seers.

Today in Mass -I saw a White Rose standing upon the
Altar.
The rose was about 1.5 meters tall, with a very large,
perfect white flower. Tears of dew slowly fell from the
flower, one at a time, upon the Altar.

Her title has no "rose" in it. She is a rose of very great
beauty, in the eyes of Heaven. She has the respect of the
Seers and she will be a great asset, in drawing the Seers
back together, because they love her!

Our Lord Jesus stood behind the Altar and he was looking
at the Rose. Light was shining from the Rose upon Our
Lord. It was similar to Our Lord holding a candle and the
light from it shone upon his chest and face. Our Lord was
especially beautiful, in the natural light of this Rose.

This is Heaven's plan to unite the Seers. It is not a new
plan, because it was intended by The Father, when he
chose the Precursors! This will not be easy and it will take
many prayers, in order to succeed.

Our Mother then came and she stood near the left of the
Altar. She was also admiring the beauty of this rose and
the light from the rose, shone upon her as well! The
Church seems unlit by any natural light, even though it is a
bright sunny morning. There would be no light in the
vision, if not for the light, which mysteriously flows out
from the Rose!

I desire to gather together my Children. It is not too soon
to begin. You are standing at the doorway of very great
change, for the lives of Mankind. This door which you are
about to walk through, will offer a new world, with a very
different way of life, for all of you.
Heaven is preparing you for this. We are trying to provide
our help for you, so that when you pass through this door;
we will be waiting to help and assist you. However It will
not be possible for us to assist you, if you no longer listen
to and obey God. The lord is providing continuous
assistance in your lives, in anticipation to every move
which Satan will make, in order to throw down the
Religious Orders and to ruin your own lives.

The mystery remained with the Rose and I was not
allowed to be distracted from it, not even with the beautiful
presence of Jesus and Mary.
Our Holy Mother explains the Rose:
There are many beautiful flowers in Heaven. They are
created out of the versatility of the Creators Mind. He has
made them all, a little different! Some are so similar, that
"He" who created them, is the only one who knows the
difference between them.

The Lord is making great changes, in order to keep you
strong, against the attacks of Satan. Your enemy Satan is
putting strong plans in place, to crush the work of God. He
is doing this through every form of Government and
through every form of Bureaucratic Agency, which has
some form of power, over your lives.

The Angels of Heaven are very different, one from
another. As are the Saints - so different in their work,
(which may appear similar), accept in the eye of the
Creator! They are all very different and all, are very
beautiful.

My Children this is now the all-out War of Satan, to
destroy every plan, that God has for you. Satan is aware
of many of Heavens plans for you and he is calculating,
how to crush every holy part!

This Rose is very beautiful - the flower of this rose is
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God has to make some very great plans, which also
involves making some changes, in order to counter-attack
Satan, in his plans. If Our Lord does not keep abreast, to
the great changes which Satan is implementing against
you, My Children, then all could be lost! Our Father will
not lose this battle! He will not let Satan crush you.

I know that you cannot make someone, whom you loveHoly! You cannot make your Children, nor your Parents,
nor anyone Holy. Each person must see the light, which is
sent to them froth Heaven. They must desire this Holiness
for themselves. However it is your personal duty; that if
you desire to be Holy- (then) I desire you to be a Holy
example, to those whom you wish to convert to Holiness.

My Children, Our Lord has put in place an Order of Love,
upon this Earth, through my Son Jesus Christ The intention
of God, is that Holiness should be the Government, which
rules every Heart.

My Children, Heaven is not content that everything has
been done, in order to bring about a Holy Administration
to include every Holy Child upon Earth. That is why the
Prophets are to make the plans for this; starting with the
Precursors.

Satan has put strong powers into place, through
Governmental administrations, which rule your personal
lives. He wants you to believe, that your Government is
more important to your daily lives, then is your
relationship to your God.

This work is to be a collection of Holiness; after the search
is finished, for all of the missing Children, of God. It is not
possible to find all of these Holy Children, in the World, if
the Seers themselves are disunited. If the Seers are setting
poor examples, for those who are watching them and
listening to them, then many will remain missing!

It is this gentle relationship of love with your God, which
must be the Holy administrative to your lives. This Holy
Government of God, must take many forms: the Church,
the Holy orders and through the Seers. This Holy
Administration of God, must have precedence over the
Government of Satan, in your lives.

It is necessary that it become known all across the World
that God has established upon Earth, a Holy Order - of
Seers, who are united under God. The Seers should be the
first part of this Family of Brothers and Sisters. They
should be the eldest Siblings, in this Family, who are
willing to look after their younger Brothers and Sisters.

You have to live within the confines of your laws and
Statutes of the Government. However God is making some
changes, to bring many of you under His Holy Plans. You
will be able to recognize this and through it- you are
offered a certain anonymity, despite being in the central
works, of the World.

Satan has managed to corrupt some of the Seers. Those
who have gone into error, have only to ask themselves; if
the messages which they receive, are the True Teachings
of God? These messages must point Man, in the correct
direction, upon the road, which leads him to God, and to
tell Mankind, of God's very great love for them!

It is possible to be in the World, while still remaining in
the secure confines of God. It is not possible to be one,
with the World and to also be Holy! It is not possible for
one to live in the World (accepting all of the evils of the
World) and still remain Holy. The "One," acts as a
punishment to the other, so everyone must chose!

Many Seers need to find peace once again, in their own
Spirit. Through personal acts of holy work and sacrifice;
they may once again be reassured, that the messages which
they receive, are Holy messages from Heaven!

My Children if you live within this World and you live
quite Holy, then you understand what I am saying. It is not
possible for you to remain Holy, if you are accepting and
practicing every corrupt act. It is not possible to be Holy
and to be corrupt!

Heaven is making an effort through the work of the
Precursors, to create a unity of the Seers, so that the holy
work of God and also His holy words, - will be known,
throughout the whole World.

Do not be discouraged because of your lives in the past!
Consider today, as the first Holy day in your lives. Plan to
go to confession and plan to make your lives stable in
Holiness. Why would you not want a Holy life, for
yourselves and also for your Family?

My Children do not hesitate to work together, towards this
holy work. Your reward for doing this, will be to rejoice in
Heaven with God. To love Him and to remain forever in
Peace with all, of the Holy Inhabitants of Heaven!

MY BELOVED CHILDREN - THE ROAD AHEAD IS DIFFICULT, WHEN TRAVELED ALONE!
I LOVE ALL OF MY CHILDREN. I EXPECT YOU TO LOVE ONE ANOTHER!
I BLESS YOU - IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER, SON
AND HOLY GHOST! + AMEN!
Little Prophet
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No. 15 March 12, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
Today I saw the Two Prophets:
natural ability to understand Him. If God had not taught
you how to speak to Him and how to reach up to Him,
then you would be cut off, from having known Him. If he
had not given you specific plans, then you would not
know God today.

Enoch came and said, "We are specifically leading
Mankind towards the Father. God in his great plans is
asking the Seers, Priests, His Religious and all Holy
Children of the World, to move ahead in a manner, which
is cautious and intelligent. Mankind is living at a moment,
when very many changes are being introduced to you,
through your Government and through every possible
means.

Satan on the other- hand learned right from the beginning,
that he might control your lives if he introduced a plan,
which you would be comfortable with. He has brought
about this plan to control your lives from the cradle to your
death. This system belongs to Satan.

The life of Man is now at a turning point, where the
new-- is flowing in and washing out the old! You must
be careful that with so many changes, your Religion,
does not also get swept away. It is important to keep
everything in perspective.

The flaw in his plans, is that not every Country, Religion
and Government is the same, around the World. This
complicates his plans. This difference everywhere does not
provide Satan, with the satisfaction of easily controlling
the lives of all Men. He controls all Men, but under many
plans. He has not yet achieved his Kingdom. He is not
(publically) recognized as the one lord, over the whole
World. His evil control is uneven and his evil raises the
works of Hell, here and there, through-out the World each
day.

Later we are introducing you, to the plans which God has
given us, in order to help the Seers, the Priest and all of the
Religious. What we want to do specifically, is to introduce
to you the actual work of the two Prophets.
Elijah and I have been kept for a time upon Earth. We are
part of God's very great plans. Our Father knew so very
long ago, that a day such as this – would come - into the
lives of Men. Our Lord understood perfectly how Satan
would bring about his most terrible plans, which included
"Control" over the entire lives of Men!

Satan is introducing the One World Government. He has
subtly trained Mankind to be satisfied and to enjoy the
benefits of this system. He cares nothing about the
happiness of Men. He cares only about controlling you!

The dragon had known from the beginning, the
advantage to controlling Mankind. What he has
achieved, is nearly the complete control of your lives,
through every legal means. Right from the moment
that you are born, you have become a part of Satan's
"System". You have become a part of this control, which
guides your lives. This total control of the lives of man is
the work of Satan.

He wants to be lord over All! He wants to crush and
ruin all of God's Holy work on Earth. He is
certain that by introducing new legislation, that he
can make Men obey him, because he thinks that you
are legally bound to obey him, or at least to obey the
law.

Our Father did not take this approach with Mankind
himself. He did not want to control the lives of Men! That
is why he allowed Man to have free-will! Your Creator
wanted Mankind to walk beside him in friendship. It was
not necessary for God to control you, in order to complete
his plans, which he has for you.

The Law has placed you under control of Satan. Your
Governments have put in place, control over your whole
lives. Satan has introduced Governments, which look after
the great task of running your Countries. Governments
exist so that strong Demons, are able to control every
aspect of your lives. This teaching of Satan is so normal
today (among Man), that it is accepted as being "natural"
by Mankind?

God wanted to give you a few laws and some guidance; in
order to give you the understanding, of just how you must
think of God, so that you may be able to speak to him, on
his level of mystery.

I am sorry to say, that it will be difficult for you to walk
away from this way of thinking. Where can you go in order
to walk away from Bureaucracies? Where would you go
upon Earth to escape Governments? Satan has
accomplished complete control of your physical lives. At
least he has put in place, his plans, to direct your physical
lives. Satan has paved the way to be the Big Brother who
cares for you. When in reality he hates you!

Our Lord wanted you to understand him. God is not
like your fellow kind. You cannot begin talking to him in
the very same way, in which you would speak to a Man.
God is a very great Being, so much beyond Mankind's
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God. Man does not seek to obey God and therefore Man
has lost the knowledge of God!

GOD IS COUNTER ATTACKING THESE PLANS!
Our Lord has not lost the battle. It was never Our Lord's
intention to control your Physical lives. He understood
Satan's plans. He knew what Satan was going to do. He
knew of the direction in which Satan was taking Mankind
and of the control, which this would place over your lives.
God has warned you about all of this!

What I introduced to Man, is the knowledge about God, so
that once again you will know Me. When you know me,
then you will discover that I love you. I love your Souls.
Satan cannot have your Souls, providing you listen to
the directions of God. Heaven will teach you differently.
The Seers have been telling you this for years. There are a
continuous number of Seers who are being added by God,
to His Holy plans each year.

GOD THE FATHER COMES FORWARD TO SAY:
Let Satan continue with his plans to control the lives of
Men. Let him be certain that he is winning the battle;
fought with Heaven. Let him feel that he is Lord and King,
over the lives of Men.

There are more and more voices, who are telling you, that
your God has not changed. He is still the same and He will
remain the same forever.

Do not worry, my Children, the Dragon does not
understand! He has never understood what was important
to God. Satan has always rushed ahead foolishly, acting as
a player of God. He is trying to act out the part, without
understanding God!

Do not believe that God is not in control. I am in control,
but I tell you, that the direction of your Body, can control
your Soul if you allow that to happen. The work of Satan
through your Government and be every other means, to
control your Body-cannot control your Souls, unless you
allow this to happen.

THE PLANS OF GOD HAVE NOT CHANGED. I
HAVE NOT TOLD MANKIND TO GO IN A NEW
DIRECTION!

Let the love of God control where your Souls are going!
Follow Me my Children, for I am very great and Holy! I
love you and I will not allow Satan, to be victorious over
my Work.

When I introduced Myself and became known to Men, I
was able to make you understand who God is and also
what his message is for Man.

You are my Children and my Family. I will not allow the
wicked Dragon, to carry away my Family. I will fight for
you and I will win.

I directed your lives with holy directives. I am very careful
not to change my original plans. I do not change my
ideas. I have not become Modern. I will be the same
Father-Creator, for you, as I am for Adam and Moses.

Listen to Me, for I am the Father and your Creator. I love
you today, just as I loved the great Angels, Saints,
Prophets Apostles, Disciples, Priests, Brothers, Sisters and
all Holy Souls of the past.

My new measures taken today, as I guide Men are not
really new at all! It is just that Man has lost knowledge of

I SHALL INTRODUCE CAREFUL DIRECTIONS, THROUGH THE PRECURSORS,
SO THAT I MIGHT HELP TO PERSONALLY GUIDE YOU,
MY CHILDREN, IN THE PROPHETS’ WORDS.
I LOVE YOU, MY CHILDREN, AND I BLESS YOU IN
THE NAME OF THE FATHER, SON AND HOLY GHOST! + AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 16 March 14, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
Today at St. Anthony Church:
the Divine Judge” in the full Power and Glory of God!

I saw Jesus standing behind the Altar. He was looking
deep into my soul. I felt a fear of his authority as “Jesus
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He was very handsome, with this power; as light shone
from his body and from his simple white garment.

I saw Jesus and Our Mother, The Angels and the Saints,
walk with individual people here and there.

I then saw (what I believed to be) a very great Angel. The
Angel was pure white and of a very great size. This great
Angel flew with very powerful wings, flying higher with
each sweep of his wings. In the light of this vision, the tips
of the white wing feathers appeared bluish, (just as the
small waves appear blue on the Lake, in the evening before
that final moment, when darkness falls into night.) The
great Angel flew quickly through the darker, higher
dimensions towards Heaven.

Jesus was leading two people back towards the Host,
which had the opening to Heaven.

I then saw him return with about twenty-five Angels, from
Heaven. It was then, that I realized that what I had
presumed to be a great Angel was the Holy Ghost! He had
transformed himself into an Angel, rather than to take the
form of the Holy Dove and that is why I did not recognize
him as God!

A Saint was leading two people forward, from the
masses of people, on the street. The one person was quite
willing to go, while the other plodded along and did not
seem to want to go any further. The Saint led the way and
the other person also encouraged him by taking his hand.
Then that reluctant person continued on to the great host.
All Three entered the host and flew, up to Heaven. It was
by some invisible means that they were all drawn (up) to
Heaven.

An Angel was trying to lead someone to the Host as
well. They traveled towards the Host for a while, but
this person shook his head No! And even with the
sweetest persuasion of the Angel - would not continue
but turned back and was lost among the crowd of
people.

The Holy Ghost and the Angels stopped above and behind
Our Lord Jesus. Who remained standing as before, behind
the Altar. The Holy Ghost remained in the form of the
Greatest Angel, having taken the highest position, because
of his authority and size!

Our Mother patiently pleaded with an old Woman
and her Grand-daughter, to come with Her. The girl
seemed willing enough, but the old Woman seemed to tire
or at least was reluctant to go further. (I doubted that she
would get up to go!) The girl
was quite willing to leave with Our Mother.

He was at the highest part of a circle, with wings stretched
out, to form the top arch of the circle - The Angels finished
the balance of the circle, as their wings touched and united
in the circle, with the Holy Ghost. All were lost in light - to
form a beautiful white Host!

It was similar throughout this great Mass of People,
[which was representational of the Whole World.] in
which Our Lord and Our Mother, - The Angels and the
Saints, were here and there throughout the World,
pleading with this one and that one ~ of every age and
race, trying to persuade these people to continue on and
to enter the great Host, which led to Heaven.

Jesus had turned to watch, all of this beauty complete itself
and to form the Sacred Host! A golden cross formed
in the center of the host, without the body of Jesus hanging
upon it. This was a door-way, which opened in the center
of the Host.
As this door opened, - I saw through the opening, which I
entered and I was immediately in some great city, like
New York City where the streets were full of people, and
they were busy doing the normal things of life, in an
everyday work week.

I could see very much reluctance by most individuals to
go. The success of Heaven seemed very small- almost
insignificant; considering the very great numbers of people
in the World.
HEAVEN HAD TO WORK SO VERY HARD, IN
ORDER TO TEAR THESE PEOPLE, A WAY FROM
THE WORLD!

In the back ground of this vision, were the very great
buildings, of that city. Even greater than these buildings,
was a large pure white Host, which stood behind them
and it was very much greater in size and height, then
were those buildings.

I did not see the Father - but I heard his voice as he said:

This great host had an opening in it, which led to Heaven!

Keep the Holy Tempest in your Spirit, like a storm which
is powerful. Never become dull of spirit, in the Lord; but
always remain excited by Holiness!

On the very busy street of this City, the streets were filled
with people, who were carried along in their busy lives.
Every age and race of people - normal people, who were
carried in the great surge of humanity, in the afternoon
rush.

Be aware of the great gifts, which the Lord has given each
of you! Listen to his voice and listen when he talks to you
in holy suggestion, - as God advises you!
At first you will hear Me speak to you in your thoughts.
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To you shall I inspire a word, a sentence of holiness, or a
paragraph, of very great thought!

Desire often to rise on the mystery of the super-natural
beauty of God.

You will know that the Lord is speaking to you, for you
have never heard your tongue speak such words before nor
have you thought it!

Dare at times to fly, where Angels fly; so that your Spirits
can be free --- to reach beyond the Earthly limits and to
experience the joy and delight of Heavenly thoughts!

Listen to the little quiet voice within you, - which
persuades you to follow holiness. It prompts you to advise
others, to also do this same holy thing!

God desires to prepare everyone to see Heaven, with
the spiritual eyes of the Seers. The Message of the Seer
is to prepare you for the Future. It is also to help prepare
you in the present; so that in your Earthly state, you may
experience the mystery of the Spirit, in a Heavenly state.

Find every occasion to rise so spiritually high, above the
mere mediocrity of being only a physical Being.

HEAVEN IS WAITING FOR YOU MY CHILDREN. I BLESS YOU!

+

AMEN!

Little Prophet

No. 17 March 21, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
ENOCH THEN CAME FORWARD TO SPEAK TO
ME SAYING:

PASSION SUNDAY We attended Mass at "Our Lady Of
Victory" Church in London. (Can.) Today I saw Our Lord
Jesus, with the two Prophets and twenty-four Angels.

The Holy ways are important and they must never be
abandoned. This book to which I now read, is about the
ways of God which will never change. However be very
careful to realize that Man does not fully understand God.
A man sometimes presumes to know God!

Our Lord sat down upon his throne and watched the Priest,
perform the Liturgy. The Angels began walking down the
center aisle and also down the two outside aisles.
They were stopping to greet various people. Stopping now,
by a Woman - a Child. Some Angels stopped here and
there, to touch couples and single people and smiled upon
each one of them. The Angels slowly moved among all of
the people and it was obvious to me that they felt great
pleasure in doing this. They loved these people very much.
They could not pass a Child or a Baby, without pausing to
bless them.

The Prophet was the Teacher of God, from near the
beginning of Mankind. The Word of God is never old and
it can never pass away!
Man is the Creature without certainty, in the number of his
days. God has always asked Mankind to be careful as he
considers his short journey and where he is going to, in his
lifetime! There is no use to make extravagant plans for the
body, (today) when tomorrow has no guarantee for your
life.

I noticed how they loved the Adults, just as they loved the
Children. The Angels were very calm and orderly, pausing
for each other, as well. (for the little Church was quite
filled). All the while, the Angels smiled sweetly into the
lovely faces of everyone!

You must make today secure for your Soul, so that
tomorrow you will know infinite happiness!
Mankind is to be a physical part of God's work. The
obedient part of God's Creation, which tries to do the
necessary work of God on Earth. God has chosen
everyone, because they are all necessary for this plan.
Every necessary position is to be filled; providing
everyone does their part.

(This little Church enjoys the Latin Mass each Sunday.
The members of the Laity are quite strict in the manner
of their dress, where the women and girls are dressed
modestly, in long dresses and their heads are covered
with veils. The men are also to take care and to be
dressed traditionally and all take great care for the
consideration, of the presence, of Our Lord JESUS!
They all kneel to receive Communion, at the kneeling rail
as well.)

This work is not limited to the Seers or the Priest. It
extends also through the holy Family of Man. These are
the lambs and the servants of God! Not only has God
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chosen you, but you have chosen Him as well. This is the
choice which is of spiritual maturity, which each one must
decide. It does not come with age, for even the babes and
youth may choose him, of their own free will!

because the Lord has asked them to do this.
Do not wait for a certain moment of the day, in order to
come to the Lord. Come to him during your busiest hour
and at every part of your day or night.

No-one can decide for you, nor can they stop you from
choosing God. Neither can poor health, nor war, or any
oppressive Regime, stop the power of God from reaching
out to the Soul. It is also true, that none of these measures,
can stop one from reaching back, through that same power
to God.

Do not assume that God does not want to hear you speak
to him, when you are in states of sin. Come to Him, he is
here now in your lives, when you need him the most.
Everyone sins here upon Earth. Do not hesitate to come to
the Lord. You have not committed the sin, which God
cannot forgive. If you say that the Prophets are wrong,
then you are professing hopelessness, in the face of God's -- Grace of Forgiveness!

We Prophets continuously refer to God! All must consider
our words in God, to include all of Heaven's work! The
work of all of Heaven is to us of God. Thus we say God!

BELIEVE IN GOD'S GOODNESS, COME TO HIM
NOW TO BE FORGIVEN!

The Creator of this power, which cannot be stopped by
Satan, has created this bond with Man. So that the Spirit
of Man might always understand, that he is able to cross
this path to God, at all times.

Practice being with God all day long. You do not have to
be a Saint, in order to do this. You have instead to be
patient. Though you may not be patient, come! - for some
are never patient. Do not find ways to excuse yourselves
from coming to the Lord.

Our Lord teaches you through the various ways, in which
the Seers receive their messages that Man's Spirit may
come to God, at other times then at Mass or at prayer. Our
Lord teaches you, that at all times and under any
circumstance, your Spirit may travel to your Father!

God does not excuse you from coming to Him! He
demands that you come to Him! He demands you to come
in any state of sorrow, - so Come!

Try to understand and to work towards this goal yourself
and practice coming to God, while at work or play! This,
the Lord promises you, can be done!

Man excuses himself from being with God. He chooses to
be too busy, at other things and does not go to God.

You do not have to lay down your work, nor even your
crosses of pain, in order to come to God. Neither is it
necessary to be washed or even to be quiet, while you are
working.

God has created the World and continues to do so daily.
However he does not excuse Himself from being with
you. He is with everyone. To God you may come under
every condition and circumstance of your lives.
Through sickness and all, God wants you to
acknowledge him and be with him.

The Angels and the Saints are presenting each one of
the Lambs before God, at every hour of the day,

THE LORD INTENDS TO GATHER A HARVEST AT THIS TIME!
DO NOT LET THE EVIL AND DOUBTS OF SATAN ENTER YOUR HEARTS TO HARM YOU.
HE WANTS YOU TO GIVE UP AND TO QUIT!
HE WANTS YOU TO LOSE THE BATTLE AGAINST HIM.
THE LORD WILL GATHER YOU TOGETHER AND PROTECT YOU!
MAY THE LORD BLESS EACH OF YOU!
+ AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 18 March 23, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
I see God the Father, sitting upon His Throne.

He is dressed in silver colored garments, which are
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brocaded in an intricate delicate pattern. The material is
beautiful and rich like silk.

look upon God and to actually see His Magnificence. Your
Spirit will mend into My Spirit. So that Spirit to Spirit, you
will be one with the understanding of the condition of
God! Your Spirit will transport you beyond your present
ability to be able to discern Me.

The Two Prophets are standing before the Fathers throne.
Elijah stands to the Fathers right and Enoch to the left. The
Prophets though dressed more simply, are also dressed
beautifully for some festive occasion.

That is why, My Holy Children, that you do not have the
ability to now see me! The Human eye has not this ability,
to see the glory of God. God has to be seen with the Spirit,
in order that you are able to see God, in His own great
glory.

THE FATHER SPEAKS:
In the time which I have spent with Man, I have remained
a mystery to him! God speaks in a language which is
difficult for all but the gifted of God, to understand. It is
not possible for those of evil disposition to understand
God.

My Children I desire nothing more, then to have you
sit before My Throne, forever in my presence!
I desire nothing less, then you
forever in Heaven!

I speak to Men in a mysterious language of love. I talk to
you about loving God and of loving Mankind. I tell you
about the Angels. I give the Prophet knowledge of my
ways. I tell him to go in my name and to speak my words
to instruct Mankind.

dwell with Me

That is why sweet Children I have made every possible
means, to ensure your coming to me in Heaven. I have sent
you the Prophet, Priest and Seer. I have sent you My
perfect Son. I have sent you the exquisite Queen of all
Love. I have sent the Saints and every Holy Help in the
Brother and the Sister and even the Children! I am telling
you My Children, not only do I desire you in Heaven, you will also desire it!

It is I who have favored Men by sending My Son Jesus. I
have given you the precious Jewel of my Heart. I have
sent you the rarest Jewel, of Infinite value!
I took my Son from my very Heart! I plucked him from
the quiet intelligent place of God's Power. Where he
came from the light of Eternal knowledge, to send forth
the knowledge of this light.

FOR YOU KNOW THAT IF YOU HAD OWNERSHIP
OF THE WHOLE EARTH AND ALL THE JOY OF SO
MUCH WEALTH, THE JOY OF OWNING THE EARTH
DOES NOT EQUAL THE JOY OF HAVING YOUR
FIRST GLIMPSE OF GOD! THE DAY WILL COME
WHEN YOU WILL LEAVE THIS EARTH. ON THAT
DAY
(WHICH
NEVER
ENDS)
WHAT
PREPARATIONS HAVE YOU MADE TO REJOICE AT
MEETING GOD?

I sent my Son forth - so that Man might understand that
they have a great worth, which is superior to all other
Earthly Creations. Jesus of God, a part of My own love went forward in My place (to do my will) to gather
together my Children – to say to them, "I love you!" God
in a Human Body, who said Come Oh Mankind to Me
who gives you life!

God does not come to satisfy the Body (Only) Your Soul
has eyes for Me but your Body cannot see me. I am always
before you and yet you cannot see Me! That is why My
Children, I work so hard, to try to make you understand,
why it is so necessary for you to develop your Spiritual
Selves. It is necessary to go beyond the mere needs of the
Body. It is necessary to go beyond the mere satisfaction of
the Body.

Little Creature: I welcome you to My very great gifts. The
promise of Eternal life and to rejoice forever, at the foot of
God. I shall set all before my Throne and you shall be in
awe, of the splendor of he who sits before you. You shall
see the magnificence of God and you shall know that upon
Earth you had no inkling of God's Beauty. I could say to
you that I am the most handsome Man and that light
emanates magnificently from my Body. I would not be
doing you justice, if I limited myself to that description.

I am telling you again and again, that the Body is only a
vehicle for your Soul. It is merely transportation to
deliver your Soul to The Mass or to your Prayer Hours. It
is the means, to open a Prayer book, so that through the
eyes of the Spirit, you may have the ability to reach
beyond the limitation of your Body; so that you may
reach up and take the hand of God!

God rises beyond the Human Imagination. I rise beyond
your understanding of what God is. This "Infinite Being" is
beyond your Earthly knowledge. However your Soul - a
Holy Soul - a Soul of good-will towards God ,a Soul of
Holy-disposition towards Men, has the glorious ability to
see with pure eyes, upon the beautiful Being of God and to
understand what it sees!

I have my hand extended out to you, My Children, in order
to grasp your hand and to pull you towards me that I may
hug you tightly to Myself and hold you firmly to me! To
never let you go, so that my enemy Satan, may never tempt

Your Spirit of the Lamb has the innocence of the Child to
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you again!

I have given Myself to be Sacrificed; in the Sacrifice of
Jesus, the Eternal Infinite Being of Love! What more can I
give? ---- Foolish Children, I have given Myself the
greatest satisfaction, for your Sins, by the sacrifice of My
Son's Death. I and My Son Jesus, have done everything
that is necessary to satisfy God; in this matter of your Sins!

Oh Holy Children, come to me in your weakness of sin.
Come to me with good Holy intention. I shall forgive you
everything, if only you will Come! Do not let my enemy
Satan prevent you from coming to me! He is the liar, who
tells you that you cannot come to God because you sin.
That is why you need to come to me for help!

NOW MY DEAR CHILDREN YOU MUST GIVE A
LITTLE TO SATISFY ME! YOU MUST GIVE ME
YOUR INTENTION, THAT YOU DESIRE TO
CHANGE FROM SIN AND THAT YOU DESIRE TO
RECONCILE WITH GOD!

My Children, I know that your lives are filled with a
multitude of very great problems. You must look beyond
Self You must try to understand the magnificence of the
forgiveness of God. It is because I desire so much to
forgive you that I sent My Son Jesus to be slaughtered, for
your sins, as he was the perfect sacrifice to atone with
God, for the very grave error of your Sins.

My Children - If you have done this insane thing and
fallen again into sin, then get up and return to God and
begin again! Do not be satisfied, to remain in sin. Do not
be afraid to rise (lest you fall?), because it is your duty to
rise up! At the moment that you die, you need only to be
rising again from sin, and returning to God - in order to be
forgiven by Me!

DO YOU UNDERSTAND THAT YOU DO AN
UNHOLY INJUSTICE TO GOD IF YOU ARE NOT
EAGER TO RETURN TO GOD IN LOVE? FOR BY
NOT RETURNING TO ME, IF YOU DARE TO SAY
THAT YOU CANNOT RETURN TO ME, BECAUSE
YOUR SIN IS TOO GRIEVOUS! THEN YOU ARE
SAYING TO ME THAT THE SACRIFICE OF THE
SON OF GOD IS NOT SUFFICIENT TO ATONE
FOR YOUR SINS? HOW DARE YOU THINK
THAT?

I may call you away from your life in a moment, so you
need to be ready! If you fall into sin 10,000 times; but if
you have picked yourselves up 10,001 times, by the time
of your death and you are returning to Me. I will forgive
you everything! You shall be glorified before God! You
shall dwell with Me forever and your joy shall never
know an end!

TODAY YOUR SPIRIT WILL FIND ME,
IF YOU PRAY AND MEDITATE UPON MY MYSTERIES!
COME, MY CHILDREN, WHY WOULD YOU NOT DESIRE THIS GLORY OF GOD
FOR YOURSELVES AND FOR ALL THOSE WHOM YOU LOVE?
COME NOW, FOR I AM WAITING!
Little Prophet

No. 19 March 26, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
The Father wishes our words to be insistent, in leading
Men to him. However we must not bear undo worry upon
them.

The Two Prophets are sitting together at a small writing
table. A large candle about a meter tall, stands on the
floor, before the table, to give them light. So that they can
read the book of the Prophets, which is on the table. This
book is about as thick, as a big Bible, with a brown cover
and gilded edges. The Prophets are discussing something,
talking back and forth, to each other.

THEN ENOCH SPEAKS:
It is true because Man today, lives in the time of extreme
upset! The Devils attack them every moment, at will each
day. We must guide them carefully, so that not one is lost!
Man is frustrated in his attempts to do good, in these times.
So much of what they do, which is good, is thrown back
into their faces, because those whom they may love, have
rejected God! Those who have openly declared war upon

ELIJAH IS SPEAKING:
We must be careful with this work, for the guidance of
Mankind, so that he will find God! There have been
enough upset among the Seers and the Children of God.
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Our Lord, and they resent Our Lord's love in their lives.

time, to develop their Souls; which lie immaturely within
their bodies and do not grow and at what cost to them?

The Lord is holy and great! He seeks to gather the
Children. He desires to prepare them on Earth, so that they
may attain Heaven. They have rejected this gentle loving
persuasion of Our Lord. That is why I have said that they
recent Our Lord's love!

Today Man is creating an artificial life for himself, to
guarantee that life is satisfactory for his existence. This is
not enough to satisfy God, nor to satisfy Man. Men may
accumulate great wealth and live royally, but he remains
confused and he is still not perfectly happy.

As Mankind lives his life upon Earth, it appears to him,
that he has many ways in order to live his life! There are
numerous trades and many different ways, in order for
them to earn a living. There are also many life-styles in
which Men seek to live their lives. There are now many
forms of Marriages and non-Marriages - relationships
become complicated, as people today try to make sense of
anomaly and they try to evaluate their lives and to balance
them, by any means.

Our God added something very wonderful to Mankind
and that was of course, his Soul! If the Soul is not
nourished, then Man will never have a feeling of wellbeing; because a part of him remains unsatisfied.
Our Lord chose the great works of Abraham, Moses, and
Our Lord Jesus, to satisfy the Spirit of Man, so that he
could be joyfully filled! Our Lord chose ( a special
people)and raised them to be above that of the Beast. He
gave them a Spirit, which was able to grow to maturity in
God.

They have chosen to live their lives, with many
complications, but they do not include God.
They wish God to be in their lives, as a modern God
who will accept them, in their Sins!

Jesus Christ continued to teach Man, so that Men's Souls
might grow to completion. Since the coming ~ and then
death of Our Lord Jesus; God has continued to feed his
chosen Children, through the Saints and the Seers,
through the Priest and by every other holy means, so that
Man would never feel hungry again.

Our Lord loves them all and he asks everyone, to come to
him, but he cannot accept sin. Sin is a darkness, with
shades of grey, which eventually turn into blackness! Back
and forth it flows, in the minds of Men. They do not
understand that this greyness is interfering with the light of
God's purity in their lives. Their thinking is not of the
perfection in the light of God. The light of God, is when
one is able to think clearly and in a holy way. Those who
have this light, keep their relationship to God, on a
straight-forward approach, to keep their lives simple.

My beloved Brothers and Sisters, it is possible to have a
balance in your life, where you have a satisfactory and
comfortable life, but still have a happy Spiritual balance in
your personal life. You remain physically comfortable and
Spiritually fulfilled. If so then you are among the
(fortunate) Holy children of God.
It is not necessary to be a Saint on Earth, in order to
satisfy the Lord! It is however necessary to achieve the
highest goal for oneself! Lest by not doing so, you may fail
to enter into Heaven. The Lord chooses the Soul and lays
upon that person the necessary gifts so that a work in the
Lord may be achieved.

The life of those who live in the light of God, have the
ability to walk through the problems of their lives, which are forms of darkness. Although these problems
may confound them, those persons overcome and carry
on with patience.
People of light turn their problems over to God. They carry
forward with prayer. 'They continue to go to Church. They
keep the light of holiness in place, so that like this candle
which burns before us. They are able to find a constant
source of light and escape the darkness, when other men
feel trapped and cornered by Satan and when they try to
create a life, without God!

The Lord does not exceed one's limit. He does add His
gifts on to Man, when it is necessary to add gifts. He does
expect excellence, in each person's use of their gifts.
The Foolish Man does not succeed to the best of his
ability and the Lord is disappointed, with him! The
Lord is not able to reward to the fullest, those Souls
who refuse to achieve the limit which God has given
them.

Man is very clever today and they understand very well the
ways of the World. They deal cleverly with each other.
They build their futures in accumulation, adding up profits
which add to their earthly wealth! They are clever and also
intelligent in the ways of Men and they do very well, in
this World.

That is why a material person, - one who worships the
things in the accumulations of this Earth, misses the joy of
God's excellent limit for themselves. They will one day, be
disappointed with themselves. That is why my Brothers
and Sisters, that Our Lord, tries so greatly, to see that each
person succeeds to their fullest!

Man's physical wellbeing, in his body, is unparalleled for
many! I am sorry for such people, if they do not take the
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Not only does hard work satisfy God, in Holiness. It also
satisfies the Individual, because Our Lord's reward in
Heaven satisfies that Individual with every love and joy.

Their time in the Eternal Heavens is an everlasting Joyful
happiness, because the Light of God, in his knowledge
pours out upon them-forever!

THE LORD ASKS YOU TO PLEASE YOURSELF IN HEAVEN
BY ACHIEVING HERE UPON EARTH, ALL HOLY GOOD NOW!
MAY GOD BLESS EACH ONE OF YOU!
+
AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 20 March 28, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
we will make him known to you; My beloved Brothers and
Sisters

I saw God the Father, in a colossal size! The two
Prophets were standing before him. They were not in
height, any greater than the Father's ankles. They looked
like people standing at the feet, of a great statue.

In this terrible war in Kosovo, this must seem like the end
of the World, for them! Satan and his workers run
rampant, committing the cruelest atrocities. I am not going
to talk about the great sorrow of Kosovo, except to say,
that this war is not only a war between Men. It is also a
War between God and Satan!

He is the Lord and no statue, the Holy Being in a colossal
size, to give Mankind an idea of his stature! He comes in
this little size, because we cannot imagine his true size,
because he holds all the Heavenly Bodies, in one hand!
(How big would we appear standing next to him, if he was
of that size? --- In the size that we now are!)

Satan is always cruel. His madness flows through the
violent person and he creates the beast in Men. His terror
violates every decency in Men, crushing them completely.
War is always the same, even though it occurs in a
different place upon Earth. Lives are being tom up and
scattered without mercy, because there is no mercy in the
Beast! For those in Kosovo, there is no greater possible
war, then this one in which they now suffer! Pray for them
and help them, in every way possible!

The Lord appears in the lesser stature in this vision,
because he wants to be in comparison,- some way to our
thinking, in terms of his great size! The Lord does not use
his power, nor His size to frighten.
IN THE BIBLE GOD IS DESCRIBED AS
TERRIBLE! THEY HAVE SEEN HIS STRENGTH
AND THEY HAVE FELT HIS GREAT POWER
AND THEY WERE TERRIFIED OF HIM!

There have been many wars throughout the time of Man
upon Earth! Many Countries have been crushed and
ruined. The two great wars were not the last and neither is
this war the last! My dear Brothers and Sisters, there is
more time for Mankind to be saved!

Today Our Lord is aware that Mankind is suffering greatly
in this World and that he may feel all but neglected by God
. Our Father will now make every effort to give Mankind a
gentle nudge towards Him, but in a very great way!

The message of the Prophets is that Man must turn back
to God now, in this time of God's Mercy. Today is the end
for so many. Think about your Souls and come to your
lord, while you have time: This has to be done now
before it is too late.

Elijah comes forward to speak, saying:
The Lord is great and mighty! The Lord is gentle and kind!
Oh mankind you are most fortunate, that the Lord makes
himself known! You are fortunate to have the Almighty
Presence. Enoch and I come as witness to you, of the
greatness of God! We come as his two Holy Servants and

Before I continue, I want you to know Mankind, that
Heaven is feeling the greatest Sorrow for the
Sufferings of the Holy Children of Kosovo!

For Holy Children are all the same; in the eyes of God, there is no distinction!
*
Neither is there a distinction for evil Children; they also are the same.
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I was suddenly surprised to see a great Dragon appear,
hurling itself at very great speed at God the Father,
spewing flames from its mouth towards Him! Just as
quickly appeared St. Michael, with a great spear, which he
struck the Dragon with in the side, spearing him through
the chest and slamming him to the ground. He then placed
his foot on the Dragons neck and held him down, both by
spear and by foot. The Dragon thrashed about but he
could not break free from St. Michael!

road. It is also time for the next generation, to begin as
well. There are many generations working upon this road
at one time!

The Father watched all from His Throne and never
moved, but remained calm!

My Brothers and Sisters, Our Lord will stop Satan in one
moment! He will hunt down the Demons with him. They
shall all be cast into Hell. A day will come, which you
shall see; when the Demon shall be no more! That day
cannot be today, because the last person has not been
saved.

This road will just be finished in time to allow that last
person, to take his step upon this road It will serve him
well and he shall cross over to Heaven; but none shall
follow after him!
ENOCH THEN SAYS:

ELIJAH: Man is on an important journey - a
Heavenly Journey! God lifts Man beyond the
disappointment of Earth and carries him towards
Heaven. God knows that the Spirit of Man is his
exceptional part, which cannot be exhausted by the
demands of this Physical World! Listen to me and try to
understand, that God has given each of you, this
exceptional part of his own infinity! It cannot be used up in
work. It is the renewable part of Man! It does not grow old
and weary.

The road is not complete so therefore everything not on
this road cannot yet be destroyed! The Earth is not on this
Heavenly road. It is the Earth and Mankind, upon Earth;
which must be held in place for now, because there is so
much work for Heaven to do here, at this time!
Be Thankful that there is still a little more time left, so
that more Souls can be saved! It is not over and so the
battle continues.

God has given you a part of himself, which is not
dependent on Earthly food and cannot be exhausted by
physical efforts! That is why God is so important in your
lives! That is why your physical self, is only part of what
Mankind actually is! You are much greater than a Mere
Physical Being.

St. Michael must free the Dragon again! Satan will again
do the work of damnation, here upon Earth. In fury shall
he attack Men and destroy them. It is necessary for you to
be his enemy. You cannot be on his side, or you will be
doomed as well!

Dear Mankind you should be looking for solutions of love,
which will make the evil disappear from your lives and the
joy of God, remain with you always. It is time that this
Holy wish, now be fulfilled in your Lives. God wants this to
happen now, as he presents his holy love to Mankind. It is
also time for Man to accept his holy love. The road to joy
is the spiritual direction for all of Man.

He attacks your body to frighten you. He knows that you
love your life and that you will try to preserve your body.
He threatens your body and he hopes that you will flee and
run; forgetting about your Soul!
Satan has no power over Holy Souls! That is why he
continues to attack your health and your body, by every
violent means. He wants you to forget that your enemy, is
Spiritual! He arouses every disturbance in your life to
defeat you. Today he attacks your body, with every form
of destruction. Satan has introduced so much into your
lives, which will destroy you!

It is the paved walk, which Our Lord has carefully paved
himself. He has been careful to lay each stone perfectly, so
that no one should stumble and fall.
The road to Heaven has been built by many careful hands
which have been held together in prayer and sacrifice.
Those who have prayed and sacrificed, have watched God
pave each stone of this road. All have worked so hard to
succeed. They have spent many tears and much blood.
This road has cost many very much for its holy
construction. This Generation will also pave this same

Holy Brothers and Sisters God loves you so much, but St.
Michael must free the Dragon. He cannot have your Souls.
Do not give them, to him. Pray for all those whom you
love and who are in danger of being lost!

GOD LOVES YOU SO MUCH AND YOU ARE NOT ALONE!
NEITHER DO YOU FIGHT ALONE! OUR LORD CAN CAST SATAN DOWN
IN A MOMENT FOR YOU TO CROSS THE HOLY ROAD, TO HEAVEN!
BE NOT AFRAID, GOD IS WAITING FOR YOU, TO ASK HIM FOR HELP!
PRAY TO OUR LORD, TO SEND YOU EVERY POSSIBLE HELP AND GRACE!
JUST ASK AND YE SHALL RECEIVE!
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WE BLESS YOU, OUR BROTHERS AND SISTERS,
AND WE PRAY FOR YOU!
+ AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 21 April 1, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
This Evening we went to the Immaculate Conception
Church in Formosa, to celebrate Holy Thursday.

Children, driving their sheep, goats and cattle. They were
also carrying everything which they owned, down a pretty
country road, following Moses.

I saw Our Lord Jesus standing upon a hill. He was wearing
a simple off-white colored gown. Heaven opened - I saw
God the Father smiling, down upon Jesus. There was very
great love and satisfaction, in this contact of God with
God!

Our Lord Jesus remained upon the hill, watching them
walking away from him. He was also standing upon this
same road, that Moses and his people were walking upon,
accept Our Lord was on this end of the road.

(In today's vision, Jesus is sometimes in two places at
one time!)

I saw Moses' people splashing blood on the lentil and
door-posts, of their homes in Egypt.

Jesus was at this same time, with the Apostles,
celebrating the Passover, because as Our Lord stood upon
the hill; he was also watching the scene, at the meal of the
Passover.

Our Lord appeared with blood, on the top of his head and
on his hair, just as if he were in Egypt sharing with the
lamb, in the sacrifice and suffering, to be marked by blood.
It seemed that it was necessary for Our Lord, to be there in
the time of Moses and (that his work really began with
them in Egypt,) to be marked with blood and to suffer for
them as well! He would complete the journey with the
Israelite people, from the time of Moses, right to the time
of his own crucifixion and with us all, until the end!

We must try to understand this love of God with God! At
this same time - Jesus was an intimate part of the Passover.
He was on a very personal and attentive and loving level,
with each of the Apostles. Our Lord was very concerned
for them and desired passionately, that they may be
successful in fulfilling the necessary steps, to endure this
night and also their future work ---- without losing hope!

I watched Jesus standing alone upon the hill: In the
vision, Our Lord turned into a snow white Lamb. The
Lamb bent forward .folding it's front legs and then laid
down, holding its head erect. I then noticed that the
Lamb had blood upon its head, just as Our Lord had
before. Two crossed X Staffs appear in front of the Lamb.
[ I could see off in the distance ( while the Lamb
remained) that Jesus sat with his Apostles, but the supper
was now past.

Jesus was at this same moment of the Passover -“alone”
with His Father!
We are not meant to understand this, but Jesus was always
completely in contact with the Father, at every moment,
that he was upon Earth! He was at the same time, in the
company of Man and performing his Earthly duties!

(Our Priest was beginning the Liturgy in the Church.)
Jesus is always with the Father because they cannot be
separate!

The Lamb got up and the two Staffs disappeared. The
Lamb went running and bouncing down the hill towards,
Jesus and his Apostles, off in the distance. The Lamb ran
up to Jesus and they became One, in Jesus.

I then saw a vision of Moses leading his People. This very
old Man was himself being helped by many younger Men.
Moses appeared quite strong and healthy and he preferred
to walk unassisted. The venerable Saint, was too kind to
push away these people, who loved him. They were his
Children and he was their Father! (whom they still love, to
this day).

The vision now moves to the garden of Gethsemane:
Our Lord is kneeling at the rock in the garden. This rock is
large, rounded and smooth on top, - a natural table for Our
Lord to rest his elbows on and he is lost in Prayers. The
Apostles are fast asleep in a disquieting sleep, like restless
sleepers who are dreaming about unhappy events!

I saw this energetic company of Men, Women and
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Then OUR LORD JESUS began to speak to me
saying:

kind. I even gave this power to my Apostles. I preached as
the Holy God, before the People.

The Children of Moses had been purified, first by suffering
at the cruel hands of Pharaoh! By this suffering they were
strengthened by God. They came from this suffering, as a
strong people, who were prepared for the great March.

I was perfect in everything which I did. I was faultless in
my effort to attract, by every Holy means, this people to
Me! Accept for the few, they refused me!
If they who are the chosen reject Me; then why should I
not fill the Heavenly Numbers with others, who might
accept and love the Word of God?

They were purified by the sacrifice, of the lamb and the
goat. The Great Angel Of Death passed them by; where the
sign of the blood of the Lamb was present!

I then began in my Ministry, to include those, who were
not of the Israelites. They were hungry for the Word of
God and so I fed them! I taught the Apostles to accept
them and to feed them as well. My Ministry has spread all
over the World and is to include every person on Earth!

Those People were at that time of Mankind, to be Preferred
by God. God had chosen them over all people upon Earth;
to be a special work of God! An example of people
especially chosen by God. To show the whole of Mankind,
the love of God, for one people!

Again my chosen have failed me! Man today is not being
guided by the same perfect Ministry, which I instructed
and so it is, that I again am on this very same road, but
removed so far from Moses and also removed so very far,
from my first work!

They were to be the example for all Men to follow. My
Father isolated them in the Desert and taught them their
Heavenly Work - and also of His Holy Guidance for
Mankind! The Lord gave to them, the Holy Science of
understanding God! God was leading his People by every
visible sign, for those people and He gave them his Laws
as well!

I saw in the vision: Moses and his people, all but
disappear from my sight, down this long and holy road,
as they traveled to the horizon and to Heaven!

They were a foolish People, because they still did not
fully believe, but doubted the love of God. My Father
wanted to raise One People upon Earth, who could not
possibly doubt, his love for them! He wanted to continue,
to personally guide this people, with Holy direction
forever!

In between myself and Moses, about half-way down this
road; I saw Jesus (in his time) with his Apostles and
those people, who would follow him!
On the road between Jesus and myself I saw various
Saints walking upon this road. Sometimes they walked
alone and sometimes in the company of another Saint!

My Sacrifice was mixed with the blood of the sacrificial
Lambs in Egypt, for these people, because this people
wasted my sacrificial blood, by denying me! They would
eventually slaughter me and spill my Holy Blood upon the
ground and waste it, letting it fall in filthy places!

In our time I see a number of people comprised of
Priests, Seers, Brothers and Sisters who are all walking
upon this same Holy Road, as the original Holy chosen
Children of God, walked upon this road!

I am indeed upon the same road as Moses. He did his best
in trying to lead a people on the perfect path to God.
Through no fault of Moses - these people would eventually
fail God!

JESUS:
It is necessary for Everyone, upon Earth to desire to walk
upon this same Holy Road! I want you to understand, My
Holy Children, that God cannot make you succeed in
Holiness! God has done every possible work, trying to
help you and all Men, to succeed!

I came again to walk upon this same road, where Moses
walked. I again wished to lead every one of the Israelites,
on the perfect path, as God and a much greater Teacher,
then was Moses. I tried to succeed using very great
miracles and signs that this people might believe, that
God was leading them again, by visible signs, during the
night and during the day. I made great cures of every

God has been disappointed in every attempt to teach Men
and to lead them upon the Holy Road, to Heaven. He has
done everything possible, but only a few continue this day,
to follow this Holy Road.

THE INDIVIDUAL MUST MAKE THE EFFORT TO SUCCEED!
IT IS NECESSARY FOR ALL OF YOU TO WORK TOWARDS HEAVEN.
IT IS NOT POSSIBLE FOR GOD TO MAKE YOU SUCCEED!
MY CHILDREN, GOD AWAITS YOU IN HEAVEN – AT THE END OF YOUR HOLY ROAD!
HE HAS PLACED EVERY HOLY HELP, ANGEL AND SAINT UPON THIS ROAD
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TO ASSIST YOU! I BLESS YOU MY BELOVED CHILDREN!

+

AMEN!

Little Prophet

No. 22 April 2, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
Good Friday
Jesus' blood was the Spiritual Source of Life for the
Salvation of Man's Spirit. The combination of Our
Lord's Physical death and the spilling of his Blood,
washed away our Physical Sins.

Today we went to the Immaculate Conception Church in
the afternoon and St. Anthony in the evening.
I saw Our Lord Jesus, - He was contemplating the
coming of his hour, of suffering. I saw the suffering of
many people, as they professed love for Him! He was not
to be understood by the many! This light of God, who
dwelt in a Human Body!

Our Lord desired that his Word be sent through Men and
throughout the World. Our Lord's blood followed the
Apostles and the Saint, the Priest and all of the Holy! It
gave cures to Men and miracles of every kind. This blood
of Jesus took a new Spiritual Presence, which Man cannot
normally understand.

I saw the Spirit of Jesus rise over a City. He blessed the
people of this City (which contains within it ~ the
Whole of Mankind, today) and his Spirit led the Individual
Angel, with those whom they are in charge and no-one was
missed!

God hid His Spirit in the blood of Christ and used it as the
means, to pass this Spiritual Bond of God - to unite Men
with God.

Jesus overlooks much evil in us, which causes so much
unhappiness in Men, so that he might achieve a success
with some individuals. God succeeds with holy Love and
leads even the fallen, in the direction towards Heaven, in
his hope of their conversion! He will use Man's remaining
time upon Earth, in forgiving Men! Just as a good Doctor
helps every patient, regardless of the Individual's personal
problems and does not Judge them! Jesus has given God
the Holy reason, why he is to forgive Men so much easier,
in these terrible Sinful times, of Satan's Power over Men!

WE ARE LIMITING OUR SPIRITUAL GROWTH
IF WE THINK OF JESUS AS A MAN!
God was exceedingly generous, when he allowed the
Physical part, to be a Cover for the Spirit of God, in the
Mass. So that the Spirit of God can remain here on Earth,
forever - in the physical form of the Eucharist.
In the vision - Not only did the Priest recreate the Mass,
but I saw the Visible Presence of Jesus' Blood, throughout
the Earth in a Spiritual form, which passed through the
Holy Unction, in the Celebration of the Mass. This
presence of God in a Spirit, will remain here upon Earth
and everywhere on Earth, until the end of the Earth.

God will ruin Satan's Victory over Men, because Satan has
desolated the whole World by Sin! The Father will forgive
the Sinful everything, if they will make an effort for God.
He will break Satan's power over Men, at all cost to
Himself

I wondered however, if there will always be Holy Priests,
who can recreate this Holy Celebration of the Mass?

I saw Jesus' blood fall to the ground from His
crucifixion: This blood had very great worth! The Earth
was Blessed by it. All of Mankind at that moment - all
over the World received the. Victory, of the Joy of
Heaven.

I saw Jesus rise from the Cross, after he had died. He
was now the "Key" to open Limbo, for all Holy Souls from there to be freed, so as to leave and enter Heaven!
What great Joy and Happiness, was upon the faces of those
Souls! What child-like delight, in every Soul. We must
remember that not one Soul, had entered Heaven, thus far!
No one was allowed to cross the Spiritual Bridge, to
Heaven.

JUST BLOOD! - PASSED AS THE HOLY SPIRIT,
FROM THE CRUCIFIED ONE - LOVE GREW AND
MULTIPLIED,
DOWN
THROUGH
ALL
GENERATIONS. A MAN AND GOD - ONCE DEAD
AND NOW LIVING!
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eyes. Jesus created a new worth for Mankind. He
increased our value so much, that we are now invited by
God, to live with him in Heaven!

Those Souls were held in confinement in a Spiritual
Place, from whence they could not escape. They were not
unhappy there. Neither were their Spirits joyful, because
they had not come face to face, with their Source of Life God! The Father kept them separate from Heaven. He
did not give Men the first honor, because Jesus had not
returned to God.

God gives us immortality in our Spirit and also the Blessed
Joy of living in his presence forever! God makes us
Joyfully rise to Heaven and to live with Him forever. We
only need to obey the Word, to enjoy all of this.

I saw the Spirit of Jesus, rise to Heaven. He was dressed as
a magnificent King! He was going, to give honor to the
Father. The Father's plan had rescued Mankind and He has
given Men, a new "Status." The Physical Creatures, now
sharing with the Angels, have been allowed to enter
Heaven! The Spirit of Men had not seen this place before,
where God dwells! Heaven became the New Earth for
Men, though far greater!

It still comes down to Men. We must make the necessary
effort! We have a very great need to imagine beyond the
limitation, of the Physical Being and wonder what God
must be like, and also Heaven. We then need to desire to
go there and to live with Him. We then have to work and
to achieve that glorious end for ourselves, which is not an
end at a1l, but a new glorious and joyful beginning!

We must think how glorious, that Our Spirits would
now know very great things, which our Physical Selves,
could never hope to know! We are very limited here upon
Earth. We are filled with pride and we are certain that we
are very glorious and that we have achieved very
wonderful things. We are in truth only very foolish
Creatures and we cannot rise to heaven, however clever
that we maybe!

We have to put aside being - JUST THE PHYSICAL
CREATURE, once in a while and think of Spiritual
matters. We must be like Children, who dream about
wonderful things. Who want wonderful things to happen
to us. We must make Heroes of God, Our Mother, the
Angels and Saints and we must desire, to be like them!
If we thought along these lines of a Child, then we would
be on Our way to Heaven, because we are in a state of
gentleness, like the Child and attentive trying to please
God.

HEAVEN IS RESERVED FOR THOSE WHO WANT
TO FOLLOW CHRIST!
Jesus as the glorious King entered Heaven. He - as a
physical being made us worthy, in the Father's eyes to
enter Heaven. We are nothing but Jesus changed all of
that! As the Physical God, he has made us valued in God's

We desire that God, likes us. So we will try to please Him
to win his favor. He already loves us, now we must just
make a little effort of loving him. It is so easy and we
should go ahead with this, just as simply as the child
would!

GOD FULLY SUPPORTS OUR EVERY ATTEMPT TO BE HOLY.
MAY GOD BLESS US! + AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 23 April 9, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
Oh Mankind, stop up your ears and do not hear the lies of
Satan! He is doing everything to divide you from God!

Today I saw Enoch and Elijah, with a Third Prophet. He is
much shorter than the Two Prophets. He has a full head of
white hair and also a full white beard. He is dressed in
beautiful robes, as a Priest might be dressed, in the Temple
of Solomon, before Christ was born.

My Brothers - My Sisters; Elijah and Enoch are coming to
speak to you, with the same words, as I would speak to
you and as any Prophet would speak to you.

I am told that this is the Prophet Samuel, who was often in
the presence of King Saul and King David.

The Pathway to Heaven has been made through Christ!
The steps which lift One up, to that path, is Your Holy
Mother. She is the Staircase, which will lead each of you,
to the Holy pathway of Jesus Christ.

IT IS SAMUEL WHO SPEAKS:
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The Prophets will not take anything away from the Holy
Roman Catholic Church, neither from the Priest, nor Seer!
The Prophet will deliver the message of God- who says
that Men must obey Him, in order that they may succeed.
Man must listen to his words today! It is his message of
Love and of Warning!

and Holy Act of the Lamb - God could not have sent
Jesus to Earth.

Man is to assume the smallest part, that he is able. He must
once again become a Child. If he is a Child, then he will
listen to the Words of his Father; in a simple and innocent
way. He will in this simplicity and honesty, understand the
truth, which the Father is speaking through Jesus and Mary
- through the Angel, Saint, Seer and the Priest. He is also
speaking through the holy Mother, Father and also the
Child. How innocent and true are the words of the Child
and how Honest!

I saw a Vision of Mary:

No other Woman could have taken her place. She was the
"Only" acceptable Lamb. She was the Purity - The clean
washed Path, which she provided for God!

God the Father had opened a New Heaven. Our Mother
was the only One allowed to walk through it. It was a
Pristine Place - pure and lovely. It was new and not
planted with any plant, nor did anything at all live there.
Only 'She' was able to live there!
Our God created a new Heaven for Her. Our Lord then
asked her if He could enter in? She bowed very low, as
close to the base level, as was possible and this Lamb
welcomed God within.

IT IS NECESSARY FOR THE CHILD TO BE
TAUGHT THE HOLY WORD. IF HE
IS
TAUGHT THE HOLY WORD, THEN HE WILL
SPEAK THE HOLY WORD! IF HE IS TAUGHT
THE EVIL WORD - THEN HE WILL SPEAK THE
EVIL WORD!

The Father himself did not enter in but instead created a
Holy Exception of Himself - a Son, who was carried by the
Holy Spirit; where they both entered the New Heaven, of
this Lamb. She provided a clean place, for the Son of God,
to rest at the 'First Step' - which lead to the path to his
Cross!

That is why you cannot pass your hours doing evil. It is not
possible for you to live a life of evil and then do holy
works. The tree will be known by its Fruit!
Today there are so many Teachers and Instruments, which
teach Satan's evil. I will say that you cannot practice in two
places. Either you follow Heaven or you follow Hell. I
cannot stress this too severely!

He remained here laying upon this Altar, where the
Lamb (Mary) watched over Him, - admiring Him with a
Holy Admiration. He found peace with Her because he
was able to remain at home, in Heaven, while He was with
Her.

ENOCH NOW STEPS FORWARD TO SPEAK:

Enoch is now silent and Elijah comes to speak:

Our Mother was the Lamb and also the Shepherdess. She
was the perfect Teacher, but she remained the Lamb.
Holiness was the fresh path, which she walked upon. She
kept this path clean and washed! She purified Herself daily
by her prayers. She renewed her love of God, with great
life and liveliness daily!

Mankind listen Well! God has given you His Blessing, do
not deny His Truth. He has set his Sword in St. Michael's
hand. He has provided a pure and holy Army of Angels, to
watch over you. He has given you a New Heaven. His Son
has entered the Holy Place and through it - then He was
cast upon the Earth. There to suffer in the hands of cruel
Men.

She was not a Free Spirit, as Mankind desires to be free
today. Mary understood Order and she remained in her
place as Queen and servant to God! She was happy,
because she served God. She also served Mankind but she
first served God!

They murdered the Innocent, the Son of God. Satan spoke
to them and they listened to him and they killed the Son
of God! Do not do this very same thing yourselves. There
is no excuse for you, if you have not welcomed the Purity
of God, into your life!

Your Mother was able to succeed as the perfect Worker of
God, because she was first a Holy Lamb. The Lamb is not
weak! It is strong getting upon its feet, in a few moments
after birth. It is born new, like all must be reborn new! She
served the Heart of God perfectly. She was the One who
waited on God. Mary was the steps for Jesus to serve
Mankind. Mary provided God with steps through Herself.

Jesus Christ is pure remaining pure in Heaven. St.
Michael remains pure with the Holy Angels, to protect
you. Your Mother - your pathway to Jesus remains
pure. Nothing of Heaven has changed - all remains
pure with the newness from the first moment it began.
It cannot be any other way! Heavens doors are open to
Everyone. However only the Ones and Two's among
many, desire to take the Holy steps to this Purity.

Mary is the Mercy of God! She is the True Lamb, who
provided God's Mercy for Mankind. Without her Just
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Why would Mankind not want to dwell in this same holy
purity with God? Why would they not like to be washed
clean of all sin? I do not understand why Mankind is
hesitating, to come to God!

God!

Enoch and I want to make Ourselves known! We want
to provide you with another path to Heaven! For we
both - walk upon One Path, which leads to God. We
cannot do other than to serve Our First Love - who is

Who do you serve if you ignore God and obey Men? There
are only two Spiritual Forces, - that of Heaven and that of
Hell! Which will you desire to serve? Walk upon the Path
which is washed clean, so that you might follow it to the
Journey's end and to God.

If we who have seen God - desire him - should you not
also desire to love Him?

THE PROPHETS BLESS YOU!

+

AMEN!

Little Prophet

No. 24 April 11, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
statue of Our Mother with the Child Jesus, - the statue of
the beautiful Angel and also the magnificent Pieta statue
and other artistic works of Religion, had been removed to
make room for this evil dance, of the veils and youth.

Today we went to the Immaculate Conception Church.
When we were three kilometer from the Church, I saw the
two Prophets- Enoch and Elijah standing above the great
high Church of Formosa. They were about one Kilometer
tall.

During the reading of the Gospel, I saw the dancers tum
into demons, who stopped dancing and went over to stand
with Satan. There was no more joy of dancing but only
these dark figures of evil remained. The demons stood
there glaring at the Priest and the people. Satan and the
demons disappeared, before the celebration of the Mass
began.

I asked then why they came today in such a large form?
They said that they were trying to attract as many
people as possible, to come to the Mass.
Upon entering the church, I saw Our Lord Jesus standing
alone, at the Altar.

Our Lord began by assisting the Priest. Jesus then became
the Priest; as he began the Mass. The two Prophets were
acting as Servers, to assist Our Lord, with this Mass.

When the Priest began the Celebration, the two Prophets
entered the Church in normal size and they went and stood
by Jesus.

I saw Jesus glance out, upon the Congregation of the
Church.

When the Readings began, I saw that Jesus and the two
Prophets were looking towards the left side Altar. There
were eight young people there, who were about twentyfive year’s old- in the vision. They were nearly naked and
they danced and skipped and twirled about, in very high
spirits and joy. These young people appeared very
attractive and happy, as they enjoyed their dance.

I also looked in this same direction! I saw that a few
people were shown (to me) to be holy, by the sign of a
flame, like that of a candle, which burned over their heads.
These little flames were over the heads of very few,
considering the number of people in Church today!
When the people came forward to receive Communion, I
could see that not to many candles burned over many
heads. -- I saw a Man, in one family, where he alone had
this little light of holiness.-- A Woman held a baby and
only the baby had a little glow of light, but not the Mother.
--A Woman came forward behind her older Mother. The
younger Woman had a little light over her head but not her
Mother»- An older Woman came forward, whom I thought
looked quite stern. She had a bright light, burning over her
head. -Two young women came forward, who both had

Satan was standing in a comer by himself and not too far
from the dancers. He was watching them, in a very cold
way and he was not rejoicing with them in their
celebration; although they did seem to be with Satan.
Our Lord and the Prophets appeared very stern, as they
watched the dancers and Satan. I noticed that beautiful
pieces, had been removed from the Church, to make room
for the dancers. The left side Altar was removed, - the
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little lights, but the one Woman's light, burned much more
brightly then the other!

strong Bastion of God, into a Public Place of Man, where
the Laity has much more power today!

So it was - a Boy here or a Girl, a Man or a Woman but
really not many people, seemed to have many degrees of
holiness, according to the numbers of these candle-lights,
which I saw!

It is necessary to reintroduce a Standard of Holiness, again
to guide Mankind's lives. This Standard will not be handed
down by the Church alone! God will remember the
changes, which have been made within the church. These
changes which have devastated the once Holy Standard,
which God had set for the Church.

Our Lord Jesus says:

These changes will come in part, with the help of the two
Prophets. They will be listened to by the Church and also
the Laity. What is not holy will be removed! What is holy
will remain!

The Dancers in the corner are comprised of those who
reject Me! The Youth of the dancers, in the vision,
represent Mankind's immaturity, towards God. No matter
the age of the person, they do not take the responsibility
to please God. They only wish to please themselves!

The Church is too weak to Satisfy those who are Holy. It
is also too weak, to satisfy those who are unholy, because
they no longer come to Mass!

My dear Children - The greatness of God in his love and
charity, is always here on Earth with you! Walk with me,
so that this Earth - becomes a Heaven for you. Where the
paths, which are the old paths of the Saints; are now your
new paths, where we walk together through fields, across
the river and climb the hill together, so that we may enter
the peaceful forest and other places of Paradise!

This weakened Church, must be strengthened again. It will
never regain the confidence of Man, unless it is shored up.
A complete change is not necessary in most Diocese, but
reintroducing holy measures is necessary; to push away the
evil places which Satan has touched! You will see that this
is coming! My Father will not let the Word of Jesus be
broken. Your Father knows, that you need some Heavenly
help! He will send you the Two Prophets, who will come
with a great ability to teach Men and to lead them in
Holiness!

Search:
This place for the Eternal Thoughts, which dwells in God.
This first plan, where Jesus will save Many!
Out the work, of the Holy Ghost, as he directs Men's
Spirits!

The Lord will grant them great gifts as well. They will
come with holy powers to heal - to cast out devils and to
hold (the Holy Ground) - in God's Name! They will be the
true defenders of the Holy Word of God.

For the Holy Angel and Servant of God, who will guide
You.

The Prophets are the next great plan, which God is going
to put forth! There are many plans of God, upon Earth
today. Every Seer has a part of this plan. All of the holy
Children are a part of this plan. Be happy about this,
because God is sending you, new and bold help, who will
speak courageously for God!

The Holy Angel will protect You, from the ancient Devils!
For the Saints of past and present, so that You might
follow their good example!
Everything is here for Men, to satisfy the holy expectation,
for him, - in order to satisfy God!

Perhaps it does not seem possible for some of you to
believe this; since there have been so many promises
made to the Seers.

Mankind wants to have leadership and direction. They
have been disappointed to find that there is very little holy
direction, in this World for them.

Some of these promises have taken place and some have
not!

This is not the will of God. -- The Father is order, as I am
orderly. My Priests are to guide Men in ways, which are
sincere and filled with love. I am disappointed in their
failure to do this.

It is not necessary for God to satisfy the wishes of Men.
However it is absolutely essential for God to keep his
Word!

Today it is difficult for the Priest! He is not given the
respect, which he expects, in order to succeed. The Priest
would like to have the respect and the authority, which
they once had, over the lives of their Parishioners. They
have been stripped of this! They cannot be blamed for
every failing, within the Church. It has changed from a

Your God has not passed into his second day and neither
has he slept. He has watched life on Earth change, in the
Life-time of Man, but all of this has happened for God, in
one day! The days go on - as do the years - the decades
and the Centuries, for Men; which the Lord watches. The
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entire existence of Man, has passed, within the Lord's first
day!

WORLD, WHICH IS SO EVIL - BY SATAN. DOES
MAN JOIN TOGETHER AND FIGHT AGAINST IT?
No THEY DO NOT!

THIS IS THE PATIENCE OF GOD! HE NEVER
TIRES OF HIS CREATION, AS HE WATCHES
OVER EVERY LIVING THING ON EARTH. HE IS
ALWAYS AWARE OF EVERYTHING AT ONE
TIME!

My Father has grown weary, of waiting for Men to check
this evil and to fight against it.
Now He will do something about this! He will send the
Two Prophets, who will speak boldly in his Name! They
will fight his great cause and move Satan from his place
in the Church.

My Father is most remarkable and amazing! He does
everything well. My Holy Father is quite beyond Man's
comprehension. Try to think about what I am trying to tell
you, about the Holy Creator! God will live forever and
ever - without end!

Satan shall be aroused in hatred against them and he shall
plan their death. This however shall not happen, before My
Father allows it! When the Prophets work is finished, then
they shall be slaughtered in the Street, as a sign to Men,
that they are indeed the Holy Ones, sent by God! God shall
raise them back to life, as a sign to Men, that God is very
Great!

My Father has many more plans for Man. He will send the
Prophets with new plans, which will solve some old
problems. My Father also has some very great plans for the
Church and for all of you! The Lord has grown weary of
the dullness, of a "Once" Holy Work.

Satan and Mankind shall be amazed, at the anger, which
the Father shall show on that day, as he destroys so many as a sign to Man, that He is the Lord and God over all
Creation!

I your Lord Jesus; have given the Church and also
Mankind, much! I do not intend to fail! I have not been
sacrificed on the Holy Altar of the Cross, - to die - and
then to rise from death- in order to now suffer defeat by
Satan! Nor will My Father suffer defeat! We will not fail
you either.

I believe that your Patience is warranted My Holy
Children. Do not cut away that which is good from your
lives, to convenience yourselves. Force yourselves to
suffer a little. Let the nature of the Saint, rise within your
own Soul: Feel again the excitement of Holiness!

SO MUCH HAS BEEN INTRODUCED INTO THIS

I BLESS YOU MY CHILDREN!
IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER, SON AND HOLY GHOST!

+

AMEN!

Little Prophet

No. 25 April 16, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
toward her.

Today I saw Our Holy Mother, standing in a Pasture field,
with Enoch and Elijah. They were standing a little higher
upon a hill and below, sheep and goats were grazing.

She sat down on a stone and the lamb came right to her. It
bumped into her; as one who (when moving), did not know
how to stop itself, without colliding into something solid.
This tiny baby delighted her, and she patted the happy little
lamb, who kept moving and wagging its tail.

The two Prophets were partly sitting, partly leaning, on
quite a good sized boulder in the field. Our Mother began
to walk away from them and she went down the hill,
towards the sheep and goats.

The two Prophets are watching Our Holy Mother and
the lamb. They both smiled, at the little lamb who is so
fond of Mary's attention.

One little lamb was watching her come down the hill
towards the flock. When she was a short distance from
them, this little lamb walked over to her. It was a
newborn and it walked clumsily on its stilt-like legs,

Elijah then took on a more serious countenance and he
begins to talk to Enoch saying:
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We are Men and we have lived here among Mankind. We
loved them, because they have a very wonderful and gentle
way, when they so desire. They can be extremely
considerate, in times of disaster and sorrow. God is
constantly weighing such facts in the Individual's favor.

He is (if he chooses to be), -- The Father, - Son or Holy
Ghost; or an Angel, a Dove or whatever He wishes to be!
You see he has no boundary; except that he is limited to
the beauty of True Holiness, which is not a limit, but an
infinity which he wishes to share with Mankind!

The Lord always wants to present Men in perfect light; if
possible and if not, then in the most favorable light.

He is constantly rejoicing in his Creations! He loves
everything which he surveys and he surveys everything at
one time. It is Mankind who has limits in his thinking, as
he considers God. God can be anything which he wishes
and Man cannot understand, because his thinking is
limited!

Today when God does not have the greatest place, in the
hearts of most Men. Man is still invited by God, to share
with him, their former glorious relationship! If Man does
not desire this beautiful relationship, to manifest itself
once more, then the life of Man will deteriorate and he
will become more easily controlled by Satan! Man has to
aim for the highest pinnacle; which is to glorify God! By
glorifying God, he continues to love Him. Then Men are
doing what is most perfect, for their own lives. With an
understanding of God, so they desire the glorious life,
which God promises them!

God wants Men to see beyond his walls and to soar with
Him and to rejoice in this daily! The Lord is free and he
wants Man to experience this same freedom and to grow
spiritually without barriers. He wants Man to come to
him, as the Child: who is free to enjoy him, without
worrying and also without a limit of time, spent with
Him! If they would do this, then they would grow
spiritually in the same way as the Saints.

God desires that Men not to be satisfied with only the
baseness of the Humanistic spiritual condition. He wants
Men to fly into the supernatural realm of God. Poor Men
live their lives in this World without ever reaching for
the Paradise of God's Love! His Joy would be so much
more, if in his lifetime the happy events of Marriage, birth
of Children, of Grand Children, and even the sorrow of
Deaths, had the understanding of the Supernatural
experience of God and his work, because these events in
the lives of Men should be Holy!

Our Mother has been amused by the little lamb, as it
nuzzles it's face into her hands, as She pets the lambs little
head.
The lamb’s mother comes out of the flock in search of the
baby. She is calling the lamb, but it does not come to her.
Mary is the lamb's wonderful new discovery, whom it will
not leave. Soon both the Ewe and lamb are nuzzled into
Mary's lap, as she pets them both.

God wants Man to experience daily joy in his relationship
to the Lord. He does not want them to be alone! How
fortunate are they, who seek God's attention each day!
God desires everyone to be happy in His holy spirit. Men
should seek these holy paths to walk upon.

MARY THEN SAYS:
If the Children of this World were attracted to me, as is
this little lamb, then in their curiosity of me; they would
want to learn everything about me. I am the Queen of
Heaven, but what good is that title, for those who do not
want to love me? I want to be their Mother and gather
them together into my arms.

The windows of Heaven are opened for Men, so that they
may see the glory, which is there, in the Holy Trinity, Our
Mother, the Angels and the Saints. The love of God
emerges through his teachings! The Father has desired
nothing more of people, then they try to understand Him.
That and the need for Men to love their own kind!

Little Children will run to me with open arms whom I
embrace! I want everyone to be such Children. The Lord
wants Children to love him as well! My Son is not aloof.
He is very close to you and he is in love with you! He
taught, as the most loving Father - his Children, whom he
loved more than he loved himself!

Man is wise to remember that God is not a Man and that
Men cannot naturally understand God; because the nature
of Man does not have that understanding of the supernatural.

He did not separate himself from you. He became your
older Brother, who looks after you, every minute to keep
you safe! He is the good Brother, who follows you
everywhere that you go to watch over you and to keep you
safe.

ENOCH:
I want to be able to tell them about Our Father; so that
all Men will desire Heaven, and that they may see Him!
He is not a Man, unless he is described as a Man of
extreme beauty, who can become a cloud with Angel
Wings. He is a vision of a Man, who stands in the
Highest Heavens, and the Earth is his footstool.

He loves you completely and that is why the Father sent
him to Earth. So that Mankind may see a brother in God
- as a Man, whom they can kiss and love. Jesus desired
to be loved by Mankind. He put Men before his
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This lamb on my lap is innocent like a Child. Come to me
as a Child, who is interested in loving me!

personal needs here upon Earth! My sweet Son, the holy
lamb was more gentle then this lamb and more
considerate of me.

I am your Mother! You may love me, as I already love
you!
COME TO YOUR MOTHER, WITH YOUR ARMS WIDE OPEN
SO THAT I MAY HUG YOU TO MY BREAST!
I BLESS YOU, MY CHILDREN,
IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER, SON AND HOLY GHOST! + AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 26 April 18, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
Today at the Immaculate Church, - I saw Our Lord Jesus
standing alone near the Altar.

penetration of this shaft of light; which was a punishment
of God!

A mysterious shaft of light shone down from Heaven. It
was like a wide band of light, which penetrated the floor of
the Church, in the area between Our Lord and where we
were kneeling at the Pew.

The vision now takes this appearance: The sky becomes
very dark and frightening and we are All, cast upon a
stormy Sea with everyone!
Jesus and Mary, the Angels and Saints do not hesitate; they
have jumped into these wild Seas, in the darkness of night;
with us and with all of Mankind! We would drown, if it
were not for our Heavenly help! For how long could we
continue to swim, under such condition of terror?

This light was so bright, that I could hardly see Our Lord
through it. At the top of the shaft of light, I could see
Heaven open and there before me - The Holy Father and
The Holy Ghost, Our Mother, the Angels, Saints and All of
Heaven!

Jesus has swum after thousands and where he collects
them together in the Sea, the waters are calm and they are
safe with Our Lord! Our Mother is also gathering Souls
out of the stormy sea. They are also taken by Her, to a safe
calm area of the Sea; where they are gathered together
safely. The Angels and also the Saints swim and have
gathered two's and ten's and so on - up to hundred's. They
have been gathered here and there from out of the deadly
peril of the storm!

Our Lord came around the shaft of light, to my side of it;
so that I could now see Him clearly! Jesus turned his back
to me and looked up the shaft of light, towards Heaven.
The light which was flat, like the blade of a sword, made a
quarter turn and I was surprised that I could no Longer see
Heaven! I did not understand how the turning of a mere
shaft of light, could now prevent me from seeing Heaven,
because I knew (interiorly), that it was still there before
me!

Alas! the Souls who are saved, - do not equal the
numbers who are lost! Those who drift away by
themselves and are covered by the darkness of the night
and by the stormy seas and disappear from sight! These
are those who do not pray to anyone in Heaven. They have
no help and they drift off in the storms of Satan’s attacks
and cannot be saved!

I was told by Jesus, that Heaven is hidden from our
Earthly eyes! Heaven is right before us, but it is hidden
by a shaft of light or a veil!
This shaft of light, then turned back again a quarter turn
and I could again see - All of Heaven, as before! Then
while the top of the shaft and Heaven remained stationary;
the rest of the shaft twisted and acting as a wedge, it split
the Church in half and also the ground beneath!

Elijah comes out of the storm with Enoch.
ELIJAH SPEAKS SAYING:

My vision then extended upward, so that I was quite high
over the Earth. I could see that the surface of the Earth had
suffered major damage, from the wound caused by the

EVERYONE WHO SHOWS GOD THAT THEY
DESIRE TO BE SAVED – ARE SAVED! BLESSED
ARE THOSE SOULS WHO SEEK AFTER
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HEAVEN'S HELP, FOR
GREATLY REWARDED!

THEY

SHALL

BE

Mankind must take the responsibility of succeeding with
the plans of Heaven! He must make the Holy Obedience
to God and he must pray! It is necessary for him to show
God his good intention. It would be true to say that it is
necessary for Mankind, to attract Heaven's attention!

The Lord has spread his holy work among his holy
Children. The Lord is not trusting his work to the Church
only; or to the Seer. He has spread his great work,
throughout the World, among his holy Children. Everyone
is responsible for His and Her part, of this work of God!

How lovely and dear, are they - to those, whom they pray
to in Heaven, They become the Personal friend of God,
Mary, the Angel or Saint! These persons are known by
their name, which is written in Heaven! This friendship
grows until their hearts become united! Heaven loves them
and desires to do everything which is good for them. So
that very soon those persons, shall stand at the Saints side,
to admire God and to wander with them in Heaven.

Man must not assume that he understands the ways of
God! He does not understand and God will not always
make his ways known! The Future will explain his work,
in the same way that the future has always explained
him! For now the Lord prefers to remain hidden!
Man is to watch and to love the Lord and also to serve
Him. It is important for Man, to keep a humble and holy
disposition with God. The Father then will be delighted, to
make more of his ways, known to Men. They must be
patient with God, because He is very patient with them!

The Saints especially love Men whom pray to them. The
Saint is Man's natural Brother, or Sister. The Saint rejoices
in Heaven and desires this same happiness for all of
Mankind. They want little Souls, to make (even) the
smallest effort, to love them. The Saints will in turn pour
love down upon those persons and they will help them, to
do good and Holy work to achieve Heaven.

God demands all help from Heaven for Mankind! No-one
may rest in Heaven, until it has been filled by the Chosen,
of the Lord!

We Prophets rejoice because the Lord promises to send
us! It is not possible for Jesus to have opened Heaven
and to have demanded - All to help those upon Earth unless our time is also to be now!

Mankind is also responsible to fill Heaven! They cannot
pretend ignorance, when God has given them so many
lessons in the lives and words - of the Saints, Angels,
Priests and Seers.

JESUS IS ALSO TO COME SOON! A Royal Entourage
shall follow him, this time to Earth! His plans are very
serious and he shall succeed! Satan shall be cast from his
sight. The Devil shall flee before him, for he comes on
Great Power!

It is not possible for them to come before the Lord and to
say, “I did not realize my own responsibility, in this
work!”-Man is responsible for his holy success! He has the
understanding of what the Lord has commanded him; in
the past and what is being demanded by God for him
today! Those who hear and read the messages of the Seers,
are responsible to obey (as much as possible) to retain the
Holy measure, for their own Souls! It is not necessary to
say every prayer and litany, or to read every holy book. It
is necessary to remain in a state of Grace, by keeping
God's commands each day.

OH LORD, THOU SHALT BE KNOWN!
He who is true and good and powerful; this same, is the
Son of God, who shall come and make His Father
known!
It is sad to think, that Mankind had a wonderful chance to
know the Immaculate Conception, at this time upon Earth;
but they chose to ignore Her! She is the Representative of
Mankind, who being Perfect; will present Man before Her
Son and before God! God shall listen to her pleas on
behalf of Man!

In the vision - The Holy Trinity along with every help from
Heaven, is out on the Stormy Sea, with those who are
trying, to keep their obedience to God! The Lord has
commanded, that in these terrible days of sufferings for
Mankind; that Heaven is to be emptied of all possible help
for Men, to save them from the Demon!

She cannot do this if they chose to ignore her. It is the
same to ignore her, as to refuse her the Rosary and also her
Litanies and Prayers!

It is terrible but true to say, that all of Hell has been
emptied of demons, to fight against Heaven, here upon
Earth by destroying Men’s Souls. Let men be assured that
All of Heaven, is now here upon Earth, to defend you and
to help you in every possible way, to save you in Satan's
powerful attacks!

When Our Lord comes back to Earth - Mary will come
with him. She will be made known to those who pray to
Her! The Lord will not take her where she is not loved
and that will be their great loss; in not knowing Mary!

ENOCH NOW SPEAKS:

OUR LORD JESUS:
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Blessed be those, who pray to Heaven for help!
Heaven first came to help them and when this help was
appreciated; so then these Heavenly visitors have
remained with them to help.

The Lord wants the Seer to have a very strong faith, so that
they may strengthen the faith of the Lambs! Heaven is
reaching out with the message of the Seer, past the limit of
the Church. The Church is also Gods great work and in
addition to this - the Seers!

ENOCH:

The time is Ripe for the Coming of the Lord!

We want to reach all those upon Earth - with the Holy
Messages! There are so many voices speaking for Heaven!

Get up! Wash thyself and dress! Then light the sacred
candle for your Soul. In preparation for His coming and
do not let it go out again!

THE PROPHETS BLESS YOU - OUR BROTHERS AND SISTERS!

+

AMEN!

Little Prophet

No. 27 April 23, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
danger to them! They suffer from the presence of evil and
Satan near them and they must flee from it.

God the Father is sitting upon his Throne. That scene is
partially covered by dark clouds, which pass in front of
him. They are being carried quickly on high winds, as they
sail past him. Then they are gone like mist, which
disappears in the early morning, with the rising of the Sun.

The evil person is like a Drunkard, who has poor
judgment. He does not see the harm in what he does
(sometimes) because he does not have sound judgment.
His humors are evil, in intent and they are noticed
immediately, by those who are sober in holiness! The evil
one is filled with evil and does not understand that his
whole day is harmful and corrupted. He is corrupt himself
and he tries to corrupt those about him. Evil likes to have
company and it (unnaturally) creates corruption in others!

THE FATHER SAYS:
I want to remove the error of Satan's teaching in the
lives of Man. Mankind mocks me and I have become for
many - an ancient ideal, as if God was an idea of Man, or a
creation of his mind! How patient I am with Mankind!

The two Prophets appear suddenly; having come
walking, from behind the Father's Throne! They
look quite serious and it is Elijah who speaks:

(I see the Earth and Mankind is walking among Devils
and they are exchanging ideas, among themselves!)
Who are these, who keep company with Men? Man is not
even aware of the evil which surrounds him! The enemy is
closing in on Man and he is not even aware that he is in
danger, or that an enemy exists!

The Father has allowed Satan and the demons to walk
freely among Men and this is evident by the increase in
violence and evil. Mankind should have a natural fear, of
this increase in evil in the World. Certainly those who are
practicing holiness, feel the fear of this evil, closing about
them! However a great many today do not have this fear of
evil. They have grown hard and they are listening to Satan,
when he says that this is a natural evolution, in the history
of Man.

Evil abounds even in the Youth and also in the younger
Children. The powers of Hell have clouded the thoughts of
Man, so that in the impurity of these thoughts, they see no
harm in sin. They wash in it each day and they do not
perceive this rotting of their Souls. They have become
hardened, and no longer have good judgment over their
own soul. They have become callous and this has harmed
their souls and they have become careless in their thinking
as well.

Everyone should feel terrified of the amount of evil, in
these times of Man and they should be praying to God!
Evil is not natural, because in the nature of Man - he
does not try to harm himself nor others! He tries to
preserve his life and the lives of all those whom he loves.
It is love which is natural for Mankind! He prefers to
avoid evil confrontation and War! In his natural state,

When those who are holy, see this evil – they feel the
danger about them. The fear of it sends shivers to their
spirits, which sends forth an alarm and then a warning of
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HOLY EFFORT TO FIND HIM!

he seeks out good! He tries to remain in peace with
himself and with others.
When the nature of Man is annoyed and upset, then he
should seek the consolation of God. That is why the Lord
has taught Men the teaching of the Lamb! It is through the
gentle teachings of Jesus, that Men will find the path
towards consolation in times of sorrow and upset.

The Lord takes great interest in those who pursue him. He
does not ignore them and he cannot walk away from those
who follow him! He is within the grasp of Mankind. He is
unable to ignore your prayers and your holy readings of his
word. He cannot help but love those who love him. He is
weak towards love and he is moved to love those, who are
in love with him!

It is through the death and resurrection of Jesus, that
Men will find consolation at the time of their death and
also their loved ones. Jesus makes sense of death,
because he has proven to all, that death is not
permanent! He has paused in death, for three days and
then awoke and risen - to begin anew! Even the violence
of his death, could not remove the Son of God, from
returning again to Men.

He must help those who call upon Him. He does not ignore
their pleas. He does not stand at a distance, - he is
everywhere! He is
with all of you; otherwise you would not have your life!
He is life and everything which experiences life, also
experiences the presence of God.
Those who die, experience him immediately, because the
eyes of the spirit see dearly the Spirit of God. The eyes of
the Soul see more clearly because the veil has been lifted
and you are no longer separated from God. He now
stands before you; in his very great presence!

Enoch and I are also a Miracle of God, because we have
not passed through the veil of death. We have been
removed from it and also from this World! We are two
miracles, who are reserved by God; (by a holy means) - to
return again and walk among you, upon the Earth! We
stand before you but through a miracle of God, the veil
takes a quarter of a turn and that is why we have remained
hidden from you! A supernatural mystery of God, which
when turned back, will open the gate, so that you will see
us.

God does not ask much of Mankind while they live and
walk upon this Earth! A simple obedience and to follow a
life which will lead them to Him. These Souls may then
enjoy the everlasting life in the company of God.
Otherwise they may not remain in his presence, but are
lead away from him, where they will always remain
separated from him!

ENOCH THEN SAYS:
Do not try to make sense of God's mystery. It does not
matter if you understand the nature of God and his
mysteries. It is far more important for your Soul, that you
obey him! One day you shall cross the Veil, after your
death. There you will have all understanding! To see God
and to hear him speak, - clears from the Soul all doubt; so
that it can function perfectly then, as a holy spirit. The
knowledge of God, sets into your soul- his purity of
understanding!

He does not ask (personally)for the wealth of your physical
labors, but he does ask for the wealth of your spiritual
labor! How much effort does it cost you, for some daily
prayers and a weekly Mass? It is so easy but the careless
refuse to do this, until it is too late for the salvation of their
souls.
FEED THE SPIRIT - THE FOOD OF THE SPIRIT,
JUST AS YOU FEED THE BODY THE FOOD OF
THE BODY; SO THAT YOUR SPIRIT WILL NOT
STARVE AND DIE!

The Lord has hidden many mysteries, but he will reveal
them in time, to bring you very great joy. Your ryes have
not yet been opened, to enjoy the glory of God! In the
presence of God you will understand every mystery! The
truth about the Angel and the Saint; the plans of Jesus
Christ for Man; the work of Mary, which will continue to
unfold! All of Heaven’s mysteries cannot be revealed
completely to you, while you are upon Earth!

The Lord God Almighty has given Mankind many paths to
Heaven. Sincerity in your holy intentions, in pursuing the
Lord, is necessary! He takes great notice - of those who
read off their prayers to him, without loving him. They are
false and they offend him, because they are trying to be
clever!

The truth is that Man does not study God as he ought to
do. His days are wasted on trivial matters. His time is
taken up, as he fills himself with much information of the
World. He is very wise about matters of the World! With
regard to matters of God; he is very ignorant!

He loves you and he is worthy of your love. This is his
World, which he has created and not that of Man. It is
yours for a short time only and then 'he gives it to
another! Do not concentrate your entire life, on the
pursuit of the World, because it will end. What will be
your reward, when you see what is behind the veil? Your
eyes will be opened and you shall be given your reward!

GOD IS HIDDDEN IN MYSTERY, BUT HE WILL
REVEAL HIMSELF, TO THOSE WHO MAKE A
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Who have you grew in spirit with? Is it the Lord, who you
have befriended? In the After-life, you leave Earth with
those whom you love! Life is a simple obedience, either to
the will of God or to your Will.

then everything which you have built here upon Earth,
shall be taken from you and you shall have nothing!
Neither the joy of the physical, nor that of the spiritual!
My Beloved Brothers and Sisters, it is necessary for each
one of you, to build today the Holy solid Foundation for
your Soul! So that tomorrow the Lord will complete this
Holy work with you.

God will build a great place in the spirit, where you will be
welcomed! You cannot build in the spirit without the help
of God. So if you have not built for the after-life in God –

YOU ARE NOT ALONE - THE LORD IS HERE WITH YOU
LOVE HIM ALONE AND SERVE HIM,
SO THAT HE MAY DRESS YOUR SOULS IN ROYAL GARMENTS!
MAY GOD BLESS YOU! + AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 28 April 25, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
These problems for the people of this city, when added to
all of those for Mankind, - (all over the whole World) and
the burden of such a load, upon Man have become
staggering! He is worried and depressed by an interior
gloom, concerning the well-being of the economy and the
health of the World in general!

Today in Saint Anthony Church - I saw Jesus standing
near the Altar.
I then saw the heavy burden of Mankind. This burden was
composed from their sins and also by the complexity of
their lives, as they struggled through each day.

Our Lord Jesus cast open the two curtain panels, one to the
right and one to the left! When the drapes of the great
burden of Men’s lives; were thrown aside. I saw the
glorious beauty of Heaven: God the Father was sitting
upon his Throne and the Holy Dove was suspended above
him, in mid-air.

Our Lord said that the burden of sin upon People crushed
them so much. They were spending each day with eyes
down cast. They cannot wallow in sorrow. That is what
Satan wants them to do! It is necessary for them to feel the
"Hope" of Salvation! It is also necessary for them to feel
very great joy and happiness because of the promise of
salvation.

Great lines of Angels were coming forward, walking in
three orderly rows. There were thousands and thousands,
who were singing a glorious new hymn, which described
the Salvation of Mankind and the glorious praise, for the
sacrifice of Jesus Christ. The Angels then gathered behind
the Throne of God.

I saw a ruler - it was the measure of sin! The divisions
on the ruler were these - that one sin equaled a day in
Purgatory. It is easy to gain many days of Purgatory,
for one day of sin! I saw that our days of Purgatory,
quickly added up to be a very great number!

The Saints came next in two rows and they came to gather
on the right and also the left, of the Fathers throne and in
front of the Angels, - who held their wings upraised in the
glory of God.

I felt troubled about this and I wondered how many days,
that I had totaled; for my time in Purgatory?
Our Lord stood in front of a thick heavy curtain, like two
panels of velvet drapes. These drapes were ugly and
unpleasant. On each panel were scenes of Mankind, of his
life on the Street of some large city. These scenes of life in
the panels were dark and seemed evil. They also depicted
the grey areas of Man's worries of his health.

Then came forward the ordinary Men, Women and
Children, who came before the Father and stood facing
him and admiring his great and glorious Magnificence!
He is as the combination of the Sun Rise, with that of the
Sun Set, reflecting off the Ocean and sky at once. Inform
like a Man and also like an Angel, - bathed in this
glorious light and beauty!

The scenes of violent death and the question for Man what are his chances for survival?

OUR LORD JESUS:
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Men must not forget the price of their sins or Purgatory;
but neither must they wallow in the depression of their
Sins. This is unfair for God, because of his promise, that
he is always present with them. Their Earthly time, should
be spent in Prayer and of praise of God. Their spirits
should be very much uplifted and joyful, as they think
about hope for their Salvation, through Jesus Christ.

possible for the physical Man, to soar so high, as the
spiritual Man.
To think that in every Human Being is this inclusive gift
from God. That each one of you has the ability to have
great understanding of God - Our Mother - the Angels and
the Saints! My dear Brothers and Sisters, set your spirits
free to fly to the glory of God! The Lord is waiting for this
to happen. That is why the Lord has created every glorious
part of his work from Adam, through the Prophets, to Jesus
and Mary, to the Saints --but most Importantly to You!

In the vision; I then saw a Street Gang of both Male and
Female. They were of the worst kind, evil and cruel. Their
forms were the darkest of the demon and they were in
extreme danger, to their Souls!

YOU ARE GOD'S MOST IMPORTANT WORK
TODAY! God teaches Men by every means: - that in order
to find God, then they must speak to him, in the language
of God! Our Lord has been teaching Men to seek him, in
the ways which please him the most; through prayer and
meditation (to be quiet and to think about him). It does not
matter to whom you pray in Heaven, because you are still
speaking the language of Our Lord. He accepts all Holy
Prayer as his work, because you pray in obedience, to the
holy plan of God.

Off in a distance, I saw a Woman praying for her Son,
(who was a member of this gang). She was sorrowful and
in tears, as she doubted very much, in the Salvation for her
Son.
Our Lord - upon accepting her prayers, sent out two
Angels to her Son. One Angel stood on the boys left and
the other on his right and they watched over him. This boy
was fortunate that his Mother's prayers had placed these
two Angels with him! Their presence gave this Boy a
conscience, (unlike those whom he was with) and he knew,
what was right or wrong, according to God.

At this time, Our Lord is trying to excite many souls, to
join Heaven's Plans. He is bringing forth, so many Seers,
who speak in Heavenly voices,( these words) from God.
The messages of the Seers, are the words of Jesus and
Mary, the Angel and Saint.

His Mother's prayers did not take him away from the
membership of the gang, immediately; but he began to feel
guilty and in doubt of his commitment, towards this gang.
He was so much better off, then the others, who had noone to pray for them! As they had demons clinging to them
and they were not distinguishable, from those demons.
Whereas this one member - the Women's Son, was free of
that close contact with the demon; although he was not
free from the strong influence, of the Demons presence in
the others!

The Lord is doing everything possible, to bring everyone
to the foot of his Throne, so they may stand forever, in
the presence of his love!
ENOCH IS PRESENT AND HE SAYS:
Love opens every Chamber in Heaven. When the heart of
the Child is full of tender love and he asks the Holy
Trinity for an answer to his prayer; the Lord will
embrace him in his love! If such a one should ask Our
Mother; she will hold him to her sweet loving heart. Seek
any Angel and Saint and they shall rush to attend you!

HOW FORTUNATE ARE THEY, WHO BEING IN
GREAT DANGER, HAVE SOMEONE TO PRAY
FOR THEM. IT IS CERTAIN THAT THE LORD
GOD ALMIGHTY SHALL SEND THEM HIS
ANGELIC SERVANTS!

My Brothers and Sisters you may have the sweetest love
from Heaven, by just asking for it. To ask is to open every
door, because God exposes all of the Inhabitants of
Heaven, before love and it shall shower down upon you!

The street scene disappears and Elijah is now present.
ELIJAH:

Prayer is the pathway of uniting your spirit, to that of
Heaven. Your spirits are joined in the warmest love, that
you may be continuous in your spiritual happiness. In
meditation, you give yourself time to think about this
Heavenly love!

The Lord takes very great joy in Mankind. He is very
anxious, to take as many as possible, with him to Heaven.
Mankind is a wonderful Creation of the Lord and he
delights, when they overcome the World, to love him!
The Lord wants the Spirits of Men to grow so much, that
they may understand the infinite gifts, which the Father
has prepared for them. It is within the boundary of Man's
spirit, to understand God, with far greater understanding!
As Man's understanding grows, then he is able to
understand the magnificent of the Heavenly work. It is not

The Lord has made the Angel and Man equal, because He
has placed Prayer, as the Source of receiving His Graces;
for the Angel and for Man. In his fairness of love, God
gave Man the same power over Heaven, as the Angel
though Love. It is by prayers that the path of love travels to
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God and then his help travels back across this path, of
love, in answer to you! God created the Angel to be
different from Man, but in their spirits, they are similar and
neither spirits shall come to an end!

the passage of time usually smooth’s over these problems.
Our Father works patiently with every Soul and each day
he guides them, towards the destination which he has
planned for them. Sometimes they refuse to go along with
Our Fathers plans! He will then make elaborate plans, to
send them back on course!

Love makes you equal in the eyes of God. Your little love
is just as important to God, as the Angels great love for
God. Our Lord knows that Great Angels have already
fallen from Heaven. Now you have become greater then
they; therefore your love for God, is now equal to that of
the Angel; in His judgment!

Prayer puts your own spirit on the path - to patience,
because your soul can now exchange love with Heaven
and with Mankind. It allows you to have the maturity, to
forgive and to find peace!

Place your prayers on these holy Altars, so that the Lord
may find them! Put your Family and all those whom you
love today; as well as those from your past, on these Altars
of the Angels and Saints. They will present your prayers,
to the Holy Trinity and to your Holy Mother, for you!

It is important that Mankind seek, to fill their Souls with
the Sunshine of God's love! In this brightness of their
spirits, they will find joy! Joy does not always mean smiles
and laughing. Sometimes it means, that one is able to
endure patiently!

Remember that The Father has placed everyone, on a
separate path! If someone does not please you, perhaps it is
because they are not able to! Be patient, it is better to
remain humble even is those times of disappointment. The
impatient and caustic speech causes separations between
family and friends. It is better to hold the tongue, because

Mankind has not even began to tap the great resources of
Heaven. For those who feel as if Heaven is very far away
from them and does not listen to them:
I wish to tell you, that it is not Heaven, which you cannot
reach. It is Heaven - who cannot reach you.

CONTINUE IN YOUR PATIENCE AND IN YOUR PRAYERS!
WE BLESS YOU AND WE PRAY TO OUR LORD
TO FILL YOU WITH JOY! + AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 29 April 30, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
which he envisioned in his plans.

Today Enoch and Elijah come in the company of an
Angel. His size, and also his countenance in very bright
light, suggests to me that he is a great Angel.

This work was a great responsibility for God; an effort of
love! Before this Our Lord was free to exist happy in his
own perfection.

It is this Angel - named ALUFEUS, who speaks:

God has no limit in his creativity; everything becomes a
tool in his hands and everything becomes useful for his
work. There is no waste, because everything has a place
in this great work! No step that Man has taken, has been
useless. Everything becomes a lesson for Men, in the
teaching of God!

I come to you Oh Mankind, from the Lord's Choir of the
Thrones. This Choir of Angels are ill Excellent Service to
God! We are among his first Creation, before that of Earth
and of Men.
I watched with the Angels, - when God created the
World. He formed the Universe and all Heavenly Bodies,
shaping them with his mighty powers. In his hands they
were like pieces of clay, which he formed! To some he
gave light and to others fire.

Man's life upon Earth, completes the steps, which God
allows you to take, so that he can teach you. God created
Man, for the purpose of teaching this creature about God.
God did the same for the Angels. We were created in
God's love, so that we would know him. Our Lord also
gave the Angel and Men lives to lead, whereby we enjoy a

The Creations of God, are his acts of love, for the life
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separate life from God, but we also have a responsibility
towards Him!

from the lesser planetary bodies, so that they created even
more of these, then were in the original plans of God. They
did this by breaking down God's first works.

God allowed the Angel and Man - a life of Independence
from Him and it appeared, that we were separate
Creations from him. We are not separate, because our
Spirits are his life!

They also created life, when God began his plans in the
creation of Earth. These Angels did not create in beauty,
because they were working outside of the plans of God.

If God were to separate himself from us, then neither of
us would exist, because our life source in God, would be
removed and thus we would die to our Existence!

You may be surprised to know that God watched in
silence and also with a certain interest in their work! It
was a compliment to God that his Creations now had the
ability to also create! It was for our Lord, a part of his
joy, for the Angels were the Children, of his own
creation.

The Creator - God, is sharing his existence and love with
us! We both exist because God is generous in his love,
sharing with us both a very great gift! There is nothing
more important to us than our existence!

Luciel wanted to continue his work, because he was
certain that he could perfect his creations, in imitation to
God!

The Angel understands the importance of his existence
even more then Man. We are the first Creation of God,
which cannot die, because we are created from the Spirit of
God! Some Angels have bodies like Men, but most do not!
We are mainly of the spirit and light, of God and in his
love and knowledge! We understand our dependence for
our lives, upon God. In his presence we are always joyful
and happy!

The Lord was disappointed with Luciel because this
Angel, now dared to consider his work, to be next to that
of God. The Lord loved Luciel and warned him so many
times, to quit because what is created cannot be destroyed.
God gave use to many of Luciel’s creations, but Luciel
was to stop this work!
The Lord ran out of patience for Luciel, because he was
creating disorder, in the harmony of God. Luciel had in
fact created Chaos, by his arrogance and pride.

AFTER THE LORD CREATED THE ANGELS
THEN HE BEGAN HIS PLANS FOR MANKIND.
Some Angels had very great powers and responsibilities.
Our Lord gave them the knowledge as well, that they were
greater than the other Angels. This was a new concept,
because God was now making plans to create the Universe
and with it - Mankind.

The relationship of the Father and Luciel began to
deteriorate, because of Luciel's disobedience to the Father.
The Angels were divided in their loyalties, between God
and Luciel and the Great war of Heaven soon began!

It was our duty to be servants of God in this plan, and we
were responsible for certain parts of this work. This was a
joy to us and it was a new idea, for the Angel to have
work!

ENOCH THEN COMES FORWARD SAYING:
Mankind has also been a disobedient spirit; like that of
the fallen Angels. He will also suffer their same fate! For it
is the Lord, who has the power over the spirit. God is the
first, who created the spirit of the Angel and of Man.

All went very well in the plans of God, over this ageless
time in which the Angels have existed in the presence of
God.

Man is not evil in his nature because his spirit celebrates
with great joy his share with God. The Lord has asked
both the Angel and Man, to govern this immortal spirit,
with certain rules, which are the guide-lines, to keep
those spirits safe! Heaven is worried for the Spirit of
Man! God has given the responsibility of this Soul to
Men to care for!

Some of the Angels of Great Authority; in this work of
God, gained a pride for their work and also a pride of
themselves! For too long had they lived, with a feeling of
independence of God.
Luciel and some of the greater Angels, made separate
plans from those of God. They began to create
independently from God. Luciel was very good at creating.
Many of the others Angels were clever as well! This
ability to create was given them by God, for their work.
Their work was done with powers from God, which were
exclusive to certain of the Angels.

It is for reason of the Soul, that God does not always give
Man everything which he prays for. The body of Man is to
be a sacrifice if necessary, in order to save his Soul. The
person has a value to God, that is in a certain order! The
Soul is the first and the Body is the second in value. The
body is the greatest love of Man!

Most of their creations were secondary, as in the creations

Man is to be an Angelic spirit, hidden inside a body. So
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Man has to learn the lesson of the Angels, in order to save
his body. It is important for Man to value his body, it is to
be a holy place for his soul to reside.

ones, are the difficult tests that temper your spirits, to
become strong!
Do not let the devil use the upsets of your life, to destroy
your holy spirit. It is not too late for you to once again,
find the excitement and glory in the joy of knowing God.
Through the teachings of Jesus, the great work of the
Saints and Seers, in the Holy Work of Our Glorious
Mother and all other Holy Guides, through the Angels and
the Holy Doctors of the Church.

The Poor Body of Man, takes so much abuse in this
World of Satan! Who punishes it by every means, to ruin
the good spirit of Man.
The Devil is strong and abusive and wishes to frighten
and destroy, the joyous spiritual Child in Man. He is
cruel and works through every cruel person. He
terrorizes by threats and he kills. Do not let this cruel
abuser, turn you away from the Holy Plans of God!

The Lord has provided Men with extra-ordinary means
(starting with the Mass,) for Men to reach beyond that
place - where the Devil and also evil Men can reach you. It
is not possible for Satan, to prevent your Soul from
entering Heaven, unless you allow him too!

My Brothers and Sisters, do not become like him! Do not
follow him in his cruel sickness. He is clever and he knows
that he has a powerful, dominating affect over Men. Do
not listen to his lies, when you consider vengeance for
your enemies, for that is his evil way!

My dear Brothers and Sisters, do not let any evil in your
past, be an excuse, why you cannot now place your spirit
before God's forgiveness! You have not committed the sin,
which God will not forgive! No one has done so much evil
against you, to prevent you, from entering into Heaven! If
you suffer; then consider that your path is like that of the
Saints, who were abused by the Devil and by Man.
Through their suffering they satisfied God's expectation of
their Souls and so entered into Heaven.

The patience which God is trying to teach Man, is that
eventually the spirit of Man, will break free of his body.
When that moment comes, then it is most important that
you have prepared your holy spirit, in advance! When your
spirit leaves your body, it is to show the beauty of the
Angel, as it appears in glorious beauty!
It does not matter what your body looks like, because your
body does not determine the beauty of your spirit. Your
spirit should be prepared in your life-time, to be beautiful.
That does not mean that you will not be abused, at the
cruel hand of Satan. It does not mean that you will not
suffer hunger and exhaustion. Your body will grow old
and perhaps be sick, but this does nothing to harm your
spirit! Spiritually you overcome every handicap, because
your body cannot contain the beauty and the mystery of
your spirit!

It is you who are at the Spiritual War between Heaven and
Hell! Everyone is walking upon this boundary, between
these two enemies. You are being pulled and pushed by the
two opposing sides, but you must hold your course and not
fall into Hell.
.
You are strong, providing that you seek your strength
from Heaven. God will listen to you and he will send you
all possible help for this battle; to overcome the devil!
You are not too late to begin. Now is the very best time for
you to begin! Do not hesitate, because God is anxious to
fight this battle for you! All you need to do is to ask him,
to provide you with the necessary help!

The body is the means to test the spirit Try to think that
the sufferings of your lives and the loss of your loved

CONTINUE TO FIGHT THIS BATTLE FOR THE LORD!
YOU ARE VERY STRONG AND MIGHTY OF SPIRIT, IF YOU TRY!
MAY GOD BLESS YOU, THAT YOU MAY BE STRONG! + AMEN!
Little Prophet
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No. 30 May 1, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
Saint Charbel House of Prayer
Our Mother cannot persuade the Seers to come together by
any means, which she tries to do. No matter who She sends
to unite the Seers, it does not have much effect on many of
them!

We were praying the Rosary for our St. Charbel prayer
night.
The Joyful Mysteries:

I asked Our Mother if Elijah will die? She said No! He
cannot die now because his time has not come. However
neither Prophets will come, without the unity of the Seers.
It is this disunity, which has imprisoned the Prophets, so
that they cannot come to assist us!

I saw Elijah the Prophet running through the streets in the
darkness. He was being pursued by a mob of people, who
seemed intent on beating him, or perhaps killing him!
Elijah was stripped to the waist, as if they had, got a hold
on him and uncovered him to whip him and then he had
somehow escaped them. Elijah stopped and let the mob
catch up to him and capture him. They milled around him,
to prevent him from escaping again.

The Glorious Mysteries:
I saw Our Holy Mother quite close to Heaven. She was
walking up the clouds, towards Heaven; as if these clouds
were rolling foothills, on solid ground.

The Sorrowful Mysteries:

A great stone wall appeared, which I assumed was God's
castle, but Our Mother went through the gate and I
realized, that this was just a great wall, where all the
Inhabitants of Heaven dwelt.

A great part of Our Mothers work at this time, has to do
with Heaven's great work, with the Seers of the World.
Our Mother was worried for Elijah's safety! She tries to
unite the Seers, so that through their united prayers, they
may rescue the Prophet.

I did not know why Heaven was shown to be inside stone
walls? Our Mother continued to walk and she explained;
that this is the barrier, which Mankind has thrown up
around Heaven, by not accepting Heaven's help! This help
would be given openly to Mankind, if they did not make it
so difficult, for Heaven to help them! The messages of
Heaven, would pour through the Seers and the Priests, for
the Whole World, if there was an obedience to Heaven!
Then there would exist, an easy cooperation between
Mankind and Heaven. In such a holy relationship, Heaven
who would then be able to guide Mankind, in the holy
plans of God!

Many of the Seers, give Our Mother many reasons, why
they cannot go and help. Some of them are afraid to fight
for Elijah. They would rather leave him with the Mob and
not bother-with him.
If the Seers were united, then the Prophets will come to
us. They would bring us very great blessings and graces
from Heaven. One great grace would be the courage and
strength to fight against Satan, in every way imaginable.
Through them - God would send us help, with our
individual struggle in our lives!

Our Mother walked straight up to God and asked the Holy
Trinity for help! Immediately the Holy Trinity assembled
all of Heaven for battle. All the Angels and Saints and all
of Heaven was being prepared, to go into battle and they
would be led by the Holy Trinity and by Our Mother!

The Prophets will come with great abilities to heal the sick
and to cast out Devils. They are strong Exorcists, who will
cast devils from people in this World, who have strong
unnatural power over people’s lives. The presence of these
two strong Servants of God, would give us all such hope
and strength, which is now missing from our lives!

When the great army was all assembled for battle and
ready to go! They hesitated and they remained, as they
were waiting for more prayers from Earth.

IT IS NECESSARY FOR US TO COOPERATE WITH HEAVEN’S PLANS.
THE LORD HAS BROUGHT FORWARD THE BEST PLANS FOR US;
NOW WE HAVE TO OBEY, BY DOING OUR INDIVIDUAL WORK, FOR HEAVEN.
THE PROPHETS WILL COME AND PROVIDE US WITH
VERY GREAT HOPE AND SUPPORT, BUT WE MUST SEE
A COOPERATION OF THE SEERS FOR UNITY.
WE MUST ALL PRAY FOR THIS UNITY TO TAKE PLACE!
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MAY GOD BLESS US - WITH THE NECESSARY HELP TO ACHIEVE THESE PLANS!
MAY THE LORD BLESS THE SEERS AND THE
PROMOTERS AND EVERYONE! + AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 31 May 2, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
The vision changes and Jesus is standing ankle deep in a
beautiful mountain stream.

Today we went to Mass at Saint Anthony Church. I saw
Our Lord Jesus standing at the Altar. Jesus then walked
over to the Tabernacle and stood in front of it.

The water is crystal clear and Our Lord is marveling at the
great variety of colored stones, which he sees on the river
bottom.

A bare cross appeared between Our Lord and the
Tabernacle. It passed through the Tabernacle and went to
the other side. It then traveled back through the Tabernacle
to Our Lord!

Our Lord seems very interested in the clear stones, which
he is finding among the others. These clear stones come
in every color and they look very beautiful, especially
when the sun shines through them. Some looked like
quarts and others are clearer, as if they were glass or
diamonds. He places the reds and browns, yellows and
blacks and white stones into his hand.

I was then allowed to see into the Tabernacle. I saw a pure
white host, standing upon its edge. Then I saw the bare
cross, in a much smaller form; pass through the
Tabernacle. This time it went into the host, so that the sign
of the cross was imprinted on the host.
I then saw the separate cross and host, pass back through
the Tabernacle to Jesus. He accepted the cross and host in
his right hand, over the his holy wound.

Jesus gathers these various colors, which looked like
jewels in his hand. He examines them, as he is walking out
of the water. An unusual disturbance of wind or some
other form of power, blows them out of Our Lord's hand.

Our Lord shows these two signs to us in this way,
because he allows each of us to be included, in the
participation of the Mass. Where we are invited to receive
the holy body of Jesus, with the Apostles, in the last
supper. We are to be participants as well, in the carrying
of our crosses, to help ease the burden for Jesus, while he
is carrying (our) the Holy Cross.

The stones fall into mud, but before they are able to sink
out of sight, Our Lord bends over and searches for them
and he began to pick them up. Some of them were sinking
into the mud and Jesus had to feel in the mud to find them.
Soon he had them gathered, back into his hands and some
of the mud that came with them.
Our Lord walked back into the stream and held the stones
beneath the water. He allowed the pure mountain water, to
flow through his hands and wash the mud away from the
stones. Soon he once again held these beautiful jewels,
which sparkled in the sunlight, in his hand.

We have become benefactors to glory, because we are
invited to stand with the Apostles and to share in their
glory, in knowing and serving Christ.
All who accept the will of Christ for them, have become
the (yet) unknown disciples, who are allowed to share
with the Apostles, in being with Jesus. Through the
teaching of the Bible, the Church and the Seer; we are able
to walk beside Jesus and the Apostles, as they go from
town to town, as we listen to Jesus preach!

The vision changes again and Our Lord is standing
alone, above the Earth in a quiet beautiful place of
peacefulness.
Streamers of light in every color are shining down from his
body. Not like solid beams of light, but as streamers which
may flow back and forth, in a gentle breeze. These
blessings and graces fell in the form of colored light, from
Jesus. Numbering in the billions, for each person upon the
Earth. Each of these colored streams are individual gifts,
for these persons. The Lord considers each person, to be

WE HAVE NOT COME TOO LATE TO KNOW
JESUS AND MARY; WE HAVE COME JUST IN
TIME!
We trust in Jesus to guide us and to protect us, on the dark
nights against the Devils.
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special; (an individual experience and expression), of
God's love.

when Jesus held them after he had washed them in the pure
stream!

It is not a coincidence, that we are each very different
from one another. This was the joy of God, in his
creation of Mankind! He loves each one of us separately
and he has made each of us, complex and beautiful, in
this separation of Souls. He has made us unique, so that
he can enjoy us individually!

Not all of these beautiful stones remained clear. I saw that
some of the stones were opaque. They had become
clouded, for some reason and the colors of their streamer
was no longer so vivid in color, near some of the Seers and

The streams came to each individual and the rainbow
colors were equally bright for everyone. The colors do not
become separated from Our Lord but remain with him, as
he continues to send each person their blessings and gifts.
Each gift is special and God takes great care in selecting
what is best for everyone. This is the interchanging of the
Love of Jesus, who forms a bond of love with each one of
us.
God created us separately and no-one understands us
perfectly accept God. Jesus is also in complete
understanding of The Father's work. He knows how to use
us, so that we will be able to succeed! We are .the useful
tools in his hands and he will find success in each of us, if
only we will bend to his will!

The Lord wishes to cloak each of us separately in his
mystery. His gifts give us a new nature; so that he, may
now rule over our hearts. Each of us share our secrets
with Him and he will offer us kind suggestions, to make
our lives, so much sweeter. These gifts are uncovered by
Jesus to amaze us! They are often the simple and obvious
need for us, which we have never understood, until Our
Lord made us aware of them!

Priests and other individuals as well!

OUR LORD JESUS:
Everyone ought to feel joyful, that I love each one so much.
I consider what is the most careful path that I may lead
you upon in life's journey. God in his wisdom is very
patient with Man today, because he is waiting for Men to
show him, their holy acts of love! You receive every gift of
grace, which is allotted you by The Father. No one has
their full amount and you need to continue to pray, so that
the Father will fill you with his graces!

We must keep our end of the path swept and cleaned, so
that we will not obstruct Our Lord Jesus, when he wishes
to come to us!
The streamers were very bright and beautiful when Jesus
first sent them out to everyone. Some remained bright and
beautiful with some people, while others faded. This
fading always began at the end by Mankind.

If you are holy and careful with your Faith, then the Lord
will give you the full measure.
I AM SORROWFUL EVEN UNTO TEARS, THAT
MY LOVE IS REJECTED BY MEN.

These gifts have to be used in each individual and they
cannot be wasted. For when they are wasted, I saw a
fading of their colors, which ended with a complete
disintegration, of that person's holy work.

If my love were accepted by all, then my gifts would flow
to benefit all. What a great difference that would make in
your life, if you all had your share, in the Father's plans!

I saw that the pretty colorful stones, had a purpose in these
streamers of light. They were Seers and Mystics. Their
light had a measure to it and each was different. It did not
matter if they shared the same color of stone, because the
measure of their work was not the same.

I have a great Heavenly store, of so many gifts and
mysteries, to fill every need for Man.
I want to share these with everyone! When the Holy
Ghost came, he came to all who were gathered in My
Name! Each one received his Holy Gifts, according to the
will of the Father.

Some of these stones were extremely bright and had a
brilliant light, which was very evident to Jesus, even from
the great height where he watched.

I want such holy gifts to again fill the souls of many, with
the sweetest love and fire of the Holy Ghost!

It was just as if those stones, were in the hand of Jesus,
near the effect of his full power. Distance made no
difference, because they still retained their newness, as

THIS WORLD IS IN NEED OF A GREAT DEAL OF HEAVENLY GRACE!
PRAY, MY CHILDREN, THAT THE FATHER WILL SEND YOU REDEMPTIVE GRACES!
I BLESS YOU, MY CHILDREN! + AMEN!
Little Prophet
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No. 32 May 7, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
known the glory of Our Lord and also Our Mother.

I saw Enoch and Elijah; they were in a form, which was
very large and they were standing in the sky, next to the
Sun.

Today I wish to talk about the Love of the Holy Trinity, as
God secures his place in all hearts of love. Where hearts
gather with God, so that their Souls may live with him and
rejoice forever. The Holy Trinity is the glory to Man's
happiness for Eternity!

I then saw a very long column of Angels, riding upon
horses. They looked like a very tired army, who were
returning home after the battle.

I marveled at the number of these Angels and I wondered
about how many of them are there?

In the creation of the Spirit of Man, - the Lord created an
eternal joy, for the consciousness of Man to dwell in
forever! He placed this happiness to be forever before
Mankind. To this he added the physical beauty, which
delights the Child in Man.
Our God took what was most gentle and sweet in Man,
which is the Child. Our Creator then proceeded to create
Eternity, based on this Joy, which Our Lord knew would
satisfy the Child. God created Heaven, so that Man may
share the joy of living here, as the Child. God has created
Heaven, to be the exceptional place of Holiness and
Beauty. That is why Man must cleanse themselves of sin,
to enter into the purity of the Child. Our Lord has created
the beauty of Heaven, with Man is mind, because he
knows that it is perfect for all joy and happiness of the
innocent Child, which lays in the purified spirit of Man.

Saint Michael was aware of my thoughts. He told me that
Mankind is limited in numbers, because of his births and
deaths. It is not so with the Angels, whose numbers are
much greater, then those of Men. The Lord created the
Angels, as they were needed and he had need of a very
great number of them!

The purpose of the Spirit of man is to enter into Heaven,
where God can reward them for their holy efforts and work
upon Earth, that they may be present forever in the
company of the Holy Trinity and Our Mother, the Angels
and the Saints. Also in the presence of those whom they
love and all the other holy children of God

The number of the Angels in the column seemed endless,
as it passed by me. The army was coming back, defeated
by Satan! Not exactly a defeat which was directly from
Satan. It was a defeat through Mankind, because the
persistent work of the holy Angels, as they attempt to lead
Men to Heaven, has been defeated by the lack of interest
of Men!

Those who have tried to meet the acceptable standard of
holiness, to please God!

When I first noticed this column of Angels; they had
already passed by in great numbers, so that I could not see
the start of this army, but it seemed like I was looking at
perhaps, the center of the column. I could not see the
beginning, nor the end.
Saint Michael came riding by. He was riding the opposite
direction to the Angels, riding toward the back of the
column. He was not at the head of this army as usual, but
seemed to be offering them his support, as he rode past
them and checking his cavalry, as they marched back to
Heaven.

All who enter Heaven, are made delightful by God, so that
they are able to greatly love and enjoy one another. There
they will find continuous joyful companions, who love
them. The Lord removes from everyone, that which is not
pleasing to Him. By this last work of God - they are made
perfect, for the delight of all including themselves, so that
their happiness will be complete! All traces of tiredness
and sorrow, are removed forever and are replaced with
euphoria for God! Those who enter Heaven are a joy to
God and to Man. Those who do not enter Heaven, would
not be a joy to those in Heaven. God has chosen well and
he knows what is necessary, to make Heaven beautiful for
All!

The work of God in his persistence to lead Mankind and
to teach them, remains a great work, which he never tires
in doing. His disappointment in Men, is overcome by his
own greatness! God is the undefeated energy of love, who
never tires of loving Mankind!
ENOCH:
In the work of the Precursors - God is trying to teach Men,
the joy of his work! This is another path for Men to walk
upon, so that they may study the Father.

ELIJAH:
It is true that God has made Heaven a joy for those who
may enter in! That reward is worth the effort, which God
demands of Men, while they are still upon the Earth. This

It is the Christians duty, to study Jesus and Mary. Great
and holy effort, has been spent by the Saints – to make
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is the time for them, to make their preparations for
Heaven. Man is to prepare his Soul, by casting it into the
spiritual fire, to cleans it of all impurities, because nothing
impure may enter in!

Others because of eating disorder or of the mere pleasure
of eating in excess! They feel too tired to fight anymore
and Satan has won!
Satan is using every opportunity to ruin the good
disposition of Mankind and to crush him, so that he will
not rise up and do battle with Satan. Madness gives way
to excuses and reasons to commit the excesses of Satan;
while not doing the holy work of Jesus! What good are
these excuses, which lead you to lose your Souls?

This time upon Earth is to be refinement of the Body and
Soul. The sins of the body are obstacles for the Soul.
These are the stumbling stones, which cause the body to
stumble and the soul to fall!
This not a reason for Men to give up and quit, it is the time
for him to begin to fight. The defeat of sin has to be taken
one step, at a time! It is not possible to easily remove, that
which is fused to the soul. Sin buries itself deep and it is
not easily removed!

Not all of the Angels have left Earth, because of Mankind's
spiritual defeat. There are still those precious few, who
fight on with brave hearts, in the spiritual battle. The
Angels have remained with them, These person's do not
make excuses for their sins. They confess them and their
strong Angels, fight Satan, in the battle for their Souls.
These persons are made strong by God. When Jesus
comes, they will be the strong ones, whom God will
choose to fight beside him, in the great battle!

Man must not feel defeated by this. Now is his time to rise
to this occasion of battle. If Man would have the courage,
to stand in the presents of Jesus and to fight with him
against sin. You must bring Jesus into your lives to fight
sin. Our Lord must not be shut out of your life, while you
are in a state of sin.

Make Satan naked by uncovering his lies - make him
known and you will defeat him! In the last battle - God
will expose the lies of Satan to everyone. Satan will be
naked to all eyes, in his defeat by God. He shall bear the
shame of all Men and be cast into Hell, forever and
ever!

If you think - that you cannot approach Jesus, while you
are in a state of very grave sin; then you do yourself a very
great spiritual disservice. You also do a very great
injustice to Jesus; because when he gave up his life on the
Cross, for the sins of Man: - then he was telling ALL that
day, that nothing less than death, can prevent you from
approaching him, at the foot of his cross. Where he will be
joyful to hear you, confess your sins; so that he may
forgive you everything!

It makes no difference to whom you pray to in Heaven, the Angels are always with you, to fight for your souls.
They will lead you on any of the holy paths, which you
may choose. They love you and they want you to pursue
the Lord and also Your Holy Mother - the Angels and the
Saints!

I tell you that it is the intention of God to purify you at all
cost to himself It is Satan's intention to defeat you, so that
you will not succeed. If Jesus was willing to die for you,
then work and sacrifice yourself for him, to overcome your
sins!

Read the Holy works and pray the Rosary, continue in the Mass and look for the holiness which
dwells there. Do not let the physical barriers of your
problems, prevent you from enjoying the spiritual beauty
of your own Salvation. Those who want salvation for
themselves, also seek it for others in their Prayers.

SAINT MICHAEL:
The reason that so many of these Angels are returning to
Heaven defeated; is because Men have given up on
themselves. They no longer believe that they can
overcome their sins and have resigned themselves to
defeat!

There is a great Spiritual Army, who will fight for your
Soul. However you are a physical creature; who must fight
your own physical part, of this war! Turn to your Lord for
your spiritual salvation and he will send you all possible
help for your Soul.

If they continue to feel this way then Satan has won over
their souls! Man has given up without allowing the Angels
to fight for them. This is the Spiritual battle, based upon
the physical Man. It is though the temptation of the
physical person, that the spiritual battle takes place.

Jesus suffered a Physical Agony for you, so that he might
understand, what you suffer in your own lives. He has
given more than what was required, to save all of your
Souls, because of his suffering and death as God! Then
you are given the eternal and infinite forgiveness, of God;
if you will only make the little effort, which is required of
you by God.

The body is being punished in the battle, by every possible
enemy - both physical and spiritual. Many have been
physically abused and have become despondent, crushed
into depression by Satan. Many crumple when they are
defeated through drinking and drugs and sexual excesses.

In the vision:
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As I see that the end of the column of Angels is now in
sight. I see quite a great number of Men, Women and

Children, walking behind the column of Angels. Not
defeated - but Victorious; as those who have won the
good fight, in the battle against Satan and the Demons!

MAY GOD BLESS THOSE SOULS WHO HAVE THE COURAGE TO
CONTINUE IN THE BATTLE! + AMEN
MAY OUR LORD BLESS US - THAT WE MAY
HAVE THIS COURAGE! + AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 33 May 9, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
Today in the Immaculate Conception Church:
The vision began and I saw war occur in many Countries,
over the centuries of time. I saw how they were fought the killing and the destruction were always the same in
their results. Through each war there seemed to be some
gains by some and very great losses by others.

who he was? He told me that he was the Gains-Keeper! As
the spirits rose from those who died he would capture
them! In the very same way that we would capture a
particle of lint, floating on the ray of a sunbeam. He closed
his two hands, around the escaping spirit, as it began to
float away, from the person who died!

I then had a much higher view from the top of a
mountain. Where I seemed to be quite high above the
clouds. The sky was blue, the sun was shining brightly, the
air was crisp and clean.

Every spirit which he captured, was either thrown into
Purgatory, or into Hell, by him. I never saw him capture
any spirit, which was going to Heaven. In fact I never saw
any spirit going to Heaven, during this period of time!

Then a little higher up, from where I sat on this mountain,
- the gate of Heaven, opened! I could see a quaint village
inside, as it may have looked, a couple hundred years ago
in Europe. The homes were either brick or stone, very neat
and sound. With nice carved wooden trim, on the facade of
many of the homes. Trees shrubs and flowers were here
and there, in most beautiful settings, as if landscaped by a
Master.

My thoughts came back to the Church:
Heaven had now descended to the level of the Church
floor, in the vision. The gate opened and I saw the Holy
Trinity and Our Mother, sitting upon their Thrones. Our
Mother to my left, then Our Lord Jesus, the Father and the
Holy Ghost. Who looked much like another Jesus, with
darker hair and (like his form, as the Holy Dove); he had
those beautiful, gentle dark eyes! The Holy Trinity were
dressed and crowned as, "The Heavenly Kings" and Our
Mother was dressed and crowned as, "The Queen of
Heaven and Earth."

Beyond the village, was a pasture on a gently rolling hill.
Where no cattle grazed, but Children were running,
through the sweet green grass and climbing the hill, as they
chased after each other laughing.
My vision returned again to the mountain and I looked
down and began to descend the slope. The dirt hung in the
air in layers, at different levels. These levels became more
dense and darker, as I descended further. Closer to the
Earth's surface, this smog blocked my view.

(Before the Priest began the Homily:)
Our Mother stood up and she took off her crown. She laid
it upon the seat of her Throne. She then went and knelt at
the foot of The Father. She was a fourteen year old girl,
once again! A beautiful blonde girl, who shyly looked into
the face of the Father (and He loved her). She beheld him
as one, in "Awe" of the Great God, - his Majesty!

As I stepped upon the Earth; I noticed an Angel, in a giant
form. He was capturing the Spirits of those who died. He
seemed quite detached and rather cold, as he worked. He
was simply doing his job!

It was time for the Consecration. Our Lord Jesus stood
up and he also took off his Crown and placed it upon the
seat of his Throne. He then walked the few short steps, to
the Altar.

I had never seen an Angel quite like him and I asked him,
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A sword appears before the Father. It is point down, as if
stabbed unto the floor and is about eight feet, in front of
the Father. The Holy Trinity and Our Mother are watching
this sword. It is a very bright light and as if this sword, was
in front of the Sun. I then see the Sword starting to turn
and twirl end over end, as it is being cast into the fiery
brilliant light of the Sun. It becomes smaller, as it goes
spinning away from me - drawing my attention into the
Sun, until it is out of sight.

Our Mother got up from her place, at the foot of God.
She went and knelt at the left side of the Altar, to watch
Jesus celebrate the Mass. Two Angels came in from the
left side, to be servers to assist Jesus, in the Mass
When it was time to receive Communion. Three lines of
people formed to receive Communion. The center line was
served by the Priest. The two outside lines, were served by
Exterior Ministers.
The Angels went with the Exterior Ministers, so that these
Angels could keep watch over the hosts and to guard them,
to protect their holiness! Each of the Angels also held a
cup. When the Exterior Ministers began to hand out the
hosts the two Angels would reach out to the host and take
back the blessing from it. This blessing appeared as a
beautiful white host, filled with light, which they would
then place back into their own cup. Everyone who went to
these Exterior Ministers, to receive Communion, appeared
to have lost the full blessing of Jesus, from the Holy Hosts!

The beauty of this oddity, is that the Sun is a physical work
of God, from which source- Man finds a need for his life!
In the same way that God is a necessary part of our lives.
There is a beauty and a danger, in the approach for
Man, to the Sun and to God! There is a mysterious part
to both, which Mankind is in need of and in danger of, as
he approaches them!
As I look into the light of the Sun in the vision - I could
not see the Sun, because of the brilliance, but I understand
what the Father is trying to explain to me, by the vision. It
is His established passageway to the heart of Mankind,
comparable only with the most brilliant light of the Sun,
which he is showing us. Mankind as the Christian, has
become a symbol of the accomplishment of God, as a work
of light! Where we have been rescued by God, from our
own darkness!

Our Lord Jesus - (as usual) became the Priest, in the center
row and gave out Communion. Those who were worthy to
receive Communion did receive the host from the hand of
the Lord. Those who were not worthy to receive
Communion, - then Our Lord placed the blessing of the
pure white host, back into his cup and those persons never
received the blessing of Our Lord, for their intentions.
When the Mass was over - Our Mother returned to her
Throne and placed her Crown upon her head and sat down
on her Throne.

My dear Brothers and Sisters --- I am referring as well to
the Sword, (which is the Truth of God) as this passageway
for our Souls. Here in the truth of God, which we desire to
approach! Also lies the danger of our own responsibility,
of knowing this Truth! The Danger is the cost to our Souls,
because we have this knowledge of Adam, in this sword of
the Truth - of God! We also can choose as he chose, if we
wish! The knowledge of the truth, also gives us the
responsibility to maintain the truth!

Jesus also returned to his Throne. He also placed his
Crown upon his holy head and sat down on his Throne,
between Mary and God the Father.

THAT IS THE TRUTH OF THIS SWORD - AND THAT MAY BE THE DANGER!
go, as you please! It is God whom sends his Great Angels,
to gather your Soul after you have died, to decide where
your Spirit should go - upon your death!

Our Mother now stands in front of her Throne. Her
Crown remains upon her head.
MY DEAR CHILDREN:

Heaven is beautiful. There each person shall find what is
most pleasing and beautiful to them. The Lord shall
completely satisfy every heart, to please it and to make
you happy!

I am disappointed in those who receive so carelessly,
the glory of My Son, in Communion.
They shall soon learn that they are sharing the Sacrifice of
Jesus, with disrespect. They are standing before him and
taunting him and his great gift!

Everyone would be wise to consider themselves as a Child
of a responsible age, who chooses to kneel before the feet
of God and to serve him obediently.

It is Sin which lies in layers over this Earth. These are
the levels seen and the layers of sin are worse near to
Earth and near to Man. Each of you are being exposed to
this evil, of Satan, each day as you dwell upon Earth!

The Sword before the Father is the double edged Sword
which is that Word of God; this will protect those - whom
love him and serve him obediently. The other edge will
condemn and cast from his sight all those who refuse to
serve him because of their sins.

Neither is your Soul free (upon Death); that it may come or
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I love my Children and I will help those who pray to me.
Your Prayers bind our hearts together in love. Do not be
careless my Children, in your devotions to Heaven. Be
very careful to honor my Son Jesus, as you come to receive
the Holy Spiritual treasure of Communion, with Jesus.

call upon him:, in your-prayers. My dear Children, if you
do believe that God is always watching you - then why do
you sin?
I pity you, My Children, for the great difficulty of your
lives; you have many problems and worries. Your lives are
no longer simple. Satan has made it so complex and
difficult today for you to live!

God is always watching you and he is listening for you to

EACH PERSON MUST PUT ASIDE THEIR TROUBLES AND CONCERNS
FOR A FEW MOMENTS EACH DAY, --- TO THINK ABOUT HEAVEN
AND TO PRAY FOR YOURSELVES!
I BLESS YOU, MY DEAREST CHILDREN!
+
AMEN
Little Prophet

No. 34 May 14, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
Jesus - of gathering the Christians together.

This vision begins along a rocky shoreline of the Ocean.
The sea is relatively quiet today. The waves are about a
two feet high. I can hear them washing up on the shore,
moving the small stones and gravel as they roll in and
then back out on the waves.

We must give Mankind the hope, that God has not
forgotten them! That he has very great plans to make
himself known, again among Mankind. He will provide us
with the holy work, of teaching Mankind, about the most
Holy Trinity and of Our Mother.

I am looking out to Sea and I see a wooden fishing boat,
quite far out. There are two Men inside the boat and they
are rowing it towards me. I now recognize Elijah and
Enoch. They run the boat unto the shore. I see myself
pulling the heavy boat in far enough, so that the two
Prophets may step ashore, without getting their feet wet.

We will also fight against the evil of Satan and cast out
the devils - even among our enemies. There we will find
very great hatred, of us and for our work. Satan does not
want us, to interfere with his evil plans. He intends to rule
the World!

They both greet me with an embrace. The three of us,
then pull the heavy boat farther up upon the shore, so that
it is nearly out of the water. The two Prophets lean against
the boat, which is about the height of a high stool, from
the ground. It is Elijah who begins talking first.

We are being sent at this perfect time by God, to interfere
with these plans of Satan. We are to cause great
disturbance to his plans.

ELIJAH:

He is doing everything legally - according to Men’s
understanding and he will keep this work hidden, until
the last moment. This obvious work of Satan, will not
be written as such for Men to be able to understand!

We need to help Man on all the paths which lead to
Heaven. Let us gather together the Seers - the Priests
and all Holy Children, in the Whole World. Let us look
for every person, in every Country. We begin this quest
in preparation for our work - which we will attempt to
do before Jesus again returns to Earth.

No! It will be hidden under the normal plans of Man. It
has come about without Mankind hindering Satan's plans.
Satan has come to rule the Earth, 0h Mankind, and you
are not even aware of it!

Our Lord intends to gather the believers from the whole
Earth. A count of Souls will be taken. The number will be
few, considering the numbers of Mankind, now upon
Earth. We are to gather the Children of God in
preparation for his coming. We are coming to prophesy in
the name of the Lord. We begin the preliminary work for

The forces of Satan have been in place, for a very long
time. He affects your lives by every legal means, which
exerts power over you! In your Religion as well and he
has slipped into every Holy Work of the Church, in every
possible way.
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God wishes to reward Mankind with the light. The
Devils may have the darkness!

The Church of Satan is a science of evil - to defame God and to remove the holiness of the Priest and his dignity!

Everyone is to work in the light, with God. If he seeks
after God, then the Lord rewards him with his love. The
life of Mankind may be glorious, if he remains at the foot
of the Lord, to walk hand- in-hand with Jesus and also to
watch the Holy Mother, teach her Children. Your spirit
has to be elevated and it has to be joyful! God teaches
everyone to enjoy their share of Heaven, while present
here upon this Earth. This lesson is not always satisfying,
but it is powerful and it strengthen the individual, to
withstand the strong attacks of Satan.

The Priest should be the joy of the whole Community.
The Priest should have the love and respect of the
Catholic and non-Catholic. How different is the Church
today, from the holy wish of Our Lord. We should find
holy Representation of Our Lord Jesus here. It is very
important to support the Priests, otherwise Satan will
succeed in the final destruction of the Catholic Church.
It is important that the Priest remain, even though some
of them may be a disappointment to the Laity.
The Laity have an important role, because everything
depends upon the ordinary people. Here are the Teachers
for the Children, for all generations! The duty of the holy
Parent is the strength of Christianity! It remains alive through the Family and love!

A little mystery. A door opens near the boat, which is
filled with light and beautiful rays from Heaven. It is a
passageway to Heaven near the two Prophets, because it
represents them as being one of the passageways to
Heaven for all of us!

The Lord created a physical evidence, of the work of
the Holy Trinity, in the holiness of the Family.

The Two Prophets go towards this door and Elijah
disappears through it - then Enoch. It is filled with light
and I cannot see them, but I am invited by them, - to
follow them through this door and I do follow.

THE LORD WANTS THE SHEEP TO LEAD HIS
LAMBS, THROUGH THE HOLY WORK OF THE
PARENTS!

I then see the two Prophets and it is Enoch, who
speaks saying:

Mankind is living at an important time in this war against
Satan, --- when the individual has to be more responsible!
If the Priest is not leading the Community, in the manner
in which the Lord expects of him then the ordinary among
Men must be responsible, to carry this weight, in the
teaching for their own family and perhaps that of the
Community!

We invite you through this door - just as we invite all of
Mankind. It is the will of God that all Men are invited into
the Kingdom of God! We will venture ahead, where we
invite all Men to follow us. Man has a destiny of love
with God. In the Lord he will find his future. The Lord
will guide Man through the cruel desert, of Satan's evil
work. The brashness of the 'Demons to control the lives of
Men, has aroused the anger of the Lord!

It is especially necessary in the Family! The lord asks
each Family, to take upon itself this responsibility. When
Jesus comes - he wishes to find the Family united and
strong, because this is the foundation of holiness in
Mankind. Many Families are divided and are unhappy!
Those who do follow the ways of God, must strengthen
their work through prayers and also through example.
This takes a lot of courage, but it must be done! Holy
example may sometimes appear to not have an effect - but
this is not so!

The Lord will send forth every help for Mankind. Not
only in the Seer and the Priest. The Lord will give each
person, the knowledge, to do his holy will. Everyone is to
share in this work of guiding Man, to the path of Heaven
and to God.
Man is destined for greatness - with God! Jesus will be
coming soon. He will correct the errors, which have crept
into Man's thinking. At this time Man has become too
complacent with the important Holy Work!'

Man is a follower of good-ways, just as he is a
follower of evil ways.

Jesus is the crowning Holy work of the Father.

If a holy effort is made by the Parents - whether the
Family is whole or by the single Parent, it will have a
great and holy effect, on those Children who will
remember!

Our Lord will come again to lay down his beautiful work.
Once again the Church shall be very holy. Men may go
there – to be spiritual satisfied!

Your Religion has an infinite benefit to your Souls.
Consider your own part of this path. Do not be afraid of
rejection or of anger! It is sometimes necessary to
arouse holiness in some!

Two Churches will exist. The One Holy Church of
God and The diabolical of Satan, which exists as an
imitation of holiness, within the Church!
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Complacency is not the way to spread the word and work
of God. The Devil has made so many complacent. Those
persons consider themselves to be normal, just like
everyone else. Whereas it is not always good to be like
everyone else, because the Lord considers them to be lazy

in their example and teaching of Holiness.
It is important to stay alert, because you know not the
hour, when the Lord cometh! When he comes, then we
pray that your Family, will come to the Lord with you!

THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE HOLY WORK IS TO BE UPON ALL PEOPLE.
THE BLESSINGS OF THE LORD ARE TO BE UPON ALL PEOPLE.
MAY THE LORD STRENGTHEN ALL OF YOU SO THAT
YOU WILL DO HIS HOLY WORK!
MAY THE LORD BLESS YOU! +
AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 35 May 16, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
Today in the Immaculate Conception Church:
I saw three terrible Angels, riding upon horses. They were
galloping down a sloping spiritual hill, in the darkness of
night, towards Earth!

his chest and he faced the Congregation, with the book
open, so that they could read it if they wished!

The first rider wore a red garment and he rode a red horse.
He brought sickness to the Earth.

God the Father was still present in the vision. A white
beam of light shaped like a sword passed from the Father
across the space to Jesus. Where the Father touched the
white book, with this beam of light - his Sword of Truth!

The second rider wore black garments and he rode a black
horse. He brought death to Mankind. The third rider wore
white garments and he rode upon a white horse. He
brought sorrow to Mankind.

In this book were the Truths of God in the Old
Testament, the New Testament, along with the works of
the Seers and the Prophets of the end times!

The Angels had white faces, like death masks! They rode
at a speed, which filled Men with fear and terror - as they
quickly reached the Earth. They easily outpaced Mankind,
as they passed them and when their capes touched Men,
brought them sickness, death and sorrow. These were the
punishments from God; because of the sin, of the Nations
of the World!

In the Church - It was now time for the Celebration of the
Mass. Two Angels came and took the book from Jesus.
They laid it back upon the small table. They then placed
two tall candles, on either side of the table, where the book
sat.
I could see in the background, very far away, the Three
Horses and their Angel riders and farther back and much
higher, God the Father. Almost as if they were cameos,
because of their small size, due to the great distance
between us.

I then saw God the Father. He was much higher and quite
far away in Heaven. He was watching the punishing
Angels, do their terrible work! He looked sorrowful, as he
watched these works of great sadness for Men.

JESUS BEGAN THE MASS:
As the Priest began the service - the Vision returned to
the church. Where I saw Our Lord Jesus, standing
quietly, watching the Congregation.

The two Angels came to the left side of the Altar to assist
Jesus, as He began preparation of the Mass, - as the
"Priest".

When the Priest began his Homily; Our Lord walked over
to the left side of the Church. and stood before the pulpit,
where Father was speaking. Jesus opened a very large,
white book, which had been sitting upon a small table in
front of the Father. Our Lord leaned the book back upon

OUR LORD THEN SAID:
The work of God is the salvation of Men! The destroying
Angels have been turned loose upon Earth, because of
Men, who are in error! This was a difficult decision for
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fact - that all of you, are to come with Me. I encourage you
to love one another, so that your love may be generous and
accept those persons around you, whom you may not like.
If you see that they are also trying to follow your Lord
Jesus and His Mother; then accept those people of love,
just as you want me to accept you!

the Father; who loves his Children! Right from the
beginning the Father has been continuously at war,
against the evil intentions of Demons and Men.
Even within the Church, the impractical Man wishes to
place himself in a great place before Mankind, because
of his impatience with God. Nevertheless it is the work of
God which will survive! For the Lord is patient and he
will outlive those who are careless and also
his
enemies. Man has made unnecessary changes in the
work of the Lord. It is necessary to keep the foundation
of the Church solid. It cannot be moved!

Do not judge them as unworthy, just because you are
disappointed, that they do not appear to be as holy as thee!
They may not be so advanced, on their spiritual Road
towards Heaven, as you may be. Extend your hand to them
and help them along the path, to catch up with you.

It has taken many steps to establish the Holy Roman
Catholic Church. It is surprising throughout the age of the
Church; what a difference a little change has made, here
and there. A change in one Diocese, will encourage
another to change! Confusion within the once stable parts
of the Church teachings, began to become entangled in
misinterpretation of the holy work by Man!

Holiness requires patience and there is no-one more
patient then God. I am never critical of those who are
little and have just begun to follow me. I am happy, that
they are following Me. I love them and I welcome them!
Do not send them away from me. Where two or more pray
together in my name, then their prayers are very strong and
I listen to them. I love them and you are to love them - as
well!

The Souls of Mankind are to be beautiful in the colors
which are Heavenly. When Man loses this beauty, then he
also begins to lose his soul. God did not create Men to be
the very same. The levels of their love and attention to
God, are all different. The Father loves them so much and
they are like beautiful flowers. Our Father takes so much
delight in these beautiful souls in Heaven. They share the
joy of his happiness, just as if-they have walked into the
spirit of God and now share in this special gift, with the
Infinite Being of Love, of knowing His happiness!

The holy bread has been prepared for you. Come to my
table, where I will let you eat my good bread, so that
your Souls may be filled. This holy bread will give you
everlasting life!
Mankind is a beautiful creature of God. Who is a mystery
both in God's creation of his body and his soul. His body is
the wonderful strong part of the Earth. His spirit should be
a very strong part of Heaven! Sadly, it may be a strong part
of Hell.

My children, your presence with God, is your Heavenly
Joy! This presence of love will so inflame your Souls, with
love for him, that you may die of this love, if he did not
preserve your life!
HE IS SO SORROWFUL WHEN ONE SOUL OF
BEAUTY LEAVES HIM TO CHOOSE INSTEAD - THE
WORLD.

Everyone must keep a very close watch, upon their soul.
This is your great gift from God. This is the holy part of
Heaven, which
God has given you in his generosity. The lord gave the
animals the spirit of life, but he gave Mankind, so much
more!

Your Soul is to enter the soul of God; where you die to
yourself. You will then be like an Angel, "who is able to
be in the presence of God and not die. You are to change
into an Angel of beauty and love. You are to take upon
yourself holiness, to inflame so much love in your Souls,
while you are still upon Earth.

The Father desires your spirits to continue to walk
towards Heaven. On this path where the Angels and
Saints will walk along beside you. They recognize the
beauty of your soul - those of the Children of God! Your
spirit is similar to them (when Holy) and they desire to be
companions with you.

Your Soul is to be wrung in the tenderness of the Love of
Jesus. You are to share my love and you are to feel my
love. My heart is to beat within your heart, so that you
may feel my love and my wonderful forgiveness of Men's
sins. I cannot teach you about this love, if you refuse to
listen to me and to follow me, as I lead you with all Men
to come after Me.

You enter this spiritual realm of the Saint and Angel,
through your prayers. If you stop for a few minutes - to
pray or to meditate; you will come upon this holy path,
where you and these holy friends of God dwell. You are to
remain here with them - for a time. Here you will find
quiet and peace. You will have time to think. Talk to them
about your problems and also your- concerns. Ask them to
help you in your daily life, so that they may comfort
you in your sorrows.

It is also necessary, my Children, for you to accept the
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Reveal to them your sins, so that you may have the
courage to confess your sins, to your Parish Priest. Many
of my Children do not completely confess their sins,
because they are too ashamed of their past.

I love you my Dear Children and I desire happiness and
peace for my Children. Come to me without hesitation
and unburden your souls. Speak to me that I may hear
you. Pray to me, so that you may feel close to me and to
love me, - as I love You!

Come to God and talk about your sins. Speak to your holy
companions in the Angel and Saint. Discuss your sins
aloud, when you are alone to give you even more courage,
to confess your sins to your Priest. Unburden your souls,
so that you may eat the good bread of Jesus and to receive
my full Blessing!

I am the Holy Lord and I welcome every Child, to come
to Me. Try to be a Child, who is small and needs the
Father's loving embrace. I will help you my Children. I
will take your hand and lead you down the holy path to
Heaven.

COME , MY CHILDREN - EVERYONE IS INVITED TO BE WITH ME!
I LOVE YOU! I BLESS YOU!
+
AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 36 May 21, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
ELIJAH:

I see a powerful and frightening battle being fought, in the
sky between the army of Saint Michael and that of Satan.
The two sides are nearly equal, but Satan is momentarily
thrown back and Saint Michael advances to increase the
attack against him.

The brilliant Sword of Truth, is standing before the two
Prophets. This is the gift which God has given us. It was
the Lord's before the Earth was created. He fought Satan
with it and he won that battle. The Truth was not in Satan
and he was a liar, who said that he was like God! Some
of the Angels believed in him, choosing him before God.
On that day Heaven was divided!

Satan and his army retreat and fly from Saint Michael like a comet which is rising towards Heaven and then falls,
in an arc towards Earth; with Saint Michael's army hotly
pursuing them. Saint Michael catches Satan on the Earth,
where the two armies clash. People who are in the path of
this battle are killed and injured and there is great
destruction of their property.

The Sword of Truth is struck into solid ground, because
the Truth of God remains solid today and he will not
compromise the Truth!
This is the time of the Great Battle to test the Priest, - the
Seer - and the Holy Ones! This is the test for all people,
who say that, "I am a Christian!".

ENOCH:
Although Mankind will suffer great loss of life and also
destruction of his property. Through fear of Satan, -- he
will join the side of the Devil, against the army of the
Lord! There have not been sufficient prayers from
Mankind, in order that God will allow Saint Michael to
pursue Satan and to win this battle! The army of the Lord
is weakened, here upon the Earth, due to the lack of love
of Mankind for them!

The War between Heaven and Hell, is already old. Since
the beginning with Adam, who started the Earthly part of
this War and although he was at first pure, - he failed in his
attempt to remain holy, as he did not remain with God. He
was a Man who put himself first and he fell!
What would have happened, if Adam had immediately
confessed his sin to God and then begged The Lord’s
forgiveness? His pride prevented him from doing this!

I see the two Prophets - Enoch and Elijah gathering a
few people together to protect them, from the advancing
army of Satan, which seems to have grown stronger,
since he has been united with Man against Heaven!

This War is old and Man has fallen by countless
numbers into Hell. He has sacrificed his Soul, because he
did not want to be obedient to the Word of God. Our Lord
has cautioned Man, to be careful, through the Words of the
Saints!

The Prophets are trying to help the faithful, with their
shortages of food clothing and other necessities for life.
These people have not joined Satan and therefore they
are not being fed and looked after by him, because they
will not bow before him and serve!

Satan has very great power. He is clever standing beyond
the consciousness of Men, who refuse to believe that he is
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real! Satan and the Demons are real powers, who have a
great domination over the personal life of Man. He has
power as well, over many aspects of the administration of
their lives, through their Governments, Religions and
Schools.

Government through evil. It does not matter what
Country or how it conducts itself under its Charter or
Constitution. Each is run differently, which does not
matter! Those who control the power, to these
Governments is what matters. Evil is the Government
that wishes to control everyone in the World!

He has Servants among Men, whom he has made
wealthy in their service to Him. They need only to profess
their obedience to him and their lives belong to him!

ENOCH:
We wish to make it known, that we are coming soon. We
have two places in the World, where we will come from
separately! Elijah is to come first and I will come later. It
is not necessary that we come together. We are the Two
Servants of God, who have been kept for the moment,
when Man would need us most and God will send us to
you, at that time!

If Man does not want to lose his Soul, then he must watch
it carefully! He shall hear many speak, who seem to be
Holy. He will hear many speak, who seem to be wise! This
is the time of confusion and unrest in the World. Satan has
created this Chaos, so that Man might fret and worry, as he
searches for answers.

When God creates a Seer from an ordinary person, then
that is a mystery! Heaven draws these separate Souls away
from Humanity, to become his Servants upon Earth. For
quite some time the Father has gathered these separate
Souls, under Little Pebble. For a while there was a very
great excitement, as the number of Seers became greater,
from all over the World. This Plan of God seemed to have
every promise, -- that all of the Seers across the World;
would soon be united under One Charitable Brotherhood
and Sisterhood of Seers. What a great joy for Heaven!

Satan will put forward many who have these answers.
They will be crafty and wise, in the ways of the World.
They shall have knowledge and administrative skills,
which seems to help Men. They will be believable, to
those who are not careful. They shall not be found out by
those who are not holy!
In these days it is very important to remain close to the
Lord. He will provide the help of the Angels and the Saints
for you. Pray to these Saints who love you so much! In
them shall you find sympathy, because they have had
experience in the war against Satan. They also have
knowledge and Heavenly wisdom about the ways of Satan,
which are understood by them. His evil is uncovered by
them and his ways cannot be hidden from them.

It gave a leadership to all Holy Souls in the World, who
were hungry for the Word of God. Jesus and also Mary,
spread their messages through individual Seers, across the
World and created a great enthusiasm for holiness, among
so very many people!

In these coming years, the battle shall progress, Under the
more clever work of Satan. He shall gain more control
over the lives of Men, progresses in his work to remove
more security, for the body and soul of Man. This will
create more uncertainty and worry in the lives of Men.

God could have ensured success for this work! However
Our Lord allowed Mankind to choose for themselves. He
did not demand that Men follow the Seers. He did not
demand the Seers, to follow Little Pebble. Everyone was
free to choose as they pleased!

In the latter part of his plans - Satan will come as a false
savior, to offer security, for those who will serve him.
Which they will accept in order to have work, to pay for
their needs.

The Mystical Marriage was a great test for everyone! The
timing of this plan was important! It had to come to a
maturity, for the development of God's plans. This coming
of Maturity has not taken place! Now we must wait for
God, to put into place the corrective measures, which will
ensure the success of His plan!

Satan is not one Government upon Earth. He is one

IT IS MANKIND WHO HAS DELAYED THESE PLANS OF GOD!
It is God, who will bring about success, to his plans for
Little Pebble and for the Priests and Seers and All Holy
People of the World!

In this age of carelessness, Men are searching for
something wonderful for their lives, sometimes in places
which are not holy! You must be careful, not to fail your
Lord. Many are selfish. and not wise about Holiness. It is
very important to be aware of what you are saying and
doing. Everyone is responsible for what they are saying!

God expects Mankind to choose the Holy way of
obedience. The importance of obedience, is so that Man
will have holy guidance! Mankind must continue to follow
the holy ways, especially at this time and stay on the holy
path to God.

When Heaven teaches about God through the Seers then it
is perfect, providing that the Seers who teach, are close to
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Heaven in their prayers!

The depression of those souls who are hiding from Satan
and keeping their distance from him, is very grievous! To
them it will seem, that happiness has left and will never
come back. However they should not despair, because
God has sent the great Saint Michael and the army of
Angels to help them. Pray to your Holy Lord and to your
Mother, to help you through your sorrow! It is possible to
become much stronger because of the sorrow!

Otherwise they teach in error and their teaching is
influenced by their own thinking!
I see God the Father - somewhat higher over the Earth. He
is recalling the army of Saint Michael, for they are not
allowed to remain, where they are not wanted!

The holy Angels are everywhere upon Earth today, seeking
out the Little Ones and helping them to find the Lord. They
shall hold these Little Ones, in their arms and protect them
from the evil of Satan.

They go then to protect the two Prophets and those who
are with them. The sky is very dark and gloomy, as if the
sorrow of Heaven, has forever removed the Sun.

MY BROTHERS AND SISTERS, YOU WERE BORN TO BE HERE IN THIS TIME OF THE TEST.
YOU ARE VERY STRONG, PROVIDING THAT YOU CALL UPON THE LORD.
YOU DO NOT HAVE TO BE AFRAID -- EVERYTHING IS IN THE HANDS OF GOD!
WE BLESS YOU IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER, SON
AND HOLY GHOST!
+
AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 37 May 23, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
glass bridges to them. These attachments to Satan are
much stronger, so that those people are attracted to him by
this means and they are not even spiritually aware, of Our
Lords presence in Church. Those persons are not really
present here themselves! Their minds are somewhere else,
while they send their bodies, to represent them, here in
Church.

Today in Saint Anthony Church. I saw some unpleasant
signs of Satan's power.
A dark gloom filled this vision, as Satan came forward
in a spiritual form; like an eerie fog, which is
hiding something frightening from Mankind!
I saw Satan present in an intelligent form, which looked
like a lattice or net - which is present before the face of
Mankind and has a powerful hold over him. It is an
invisible net which is cast in front of our faces and we are
looking through this net. It hinders our view and also our
thoughts about God and of Heaven. It is a satanic
interference for us each day and it is filled with
suggestions from Satan.

The Mass began and I saw that God had broken the glass
bridges; at that time, when the demons are cast away
from the Holy Sacrament of Jesus, The heavy web (or
lattice) of Satan's power remained, to interfere with the
concentration of some individuals at the Mass. Satan has
been cast out and is not present; but he remains
connected to these individuals and quite strong, like a
spider that is aware of everything, which happens in its
web. He is aware of their thoughts and he continues to
feed them with evil, as if he were present with them. He
also has a great knowledge of what is going on in the
Mass.

In the vision some people were attached more strongly to
Satan by glass bridges. These are the attractive ways that
he is present with them. They are held much more securely
by Satan and they are not really interested in being here in
Church. They are looking about, at all of the People who
are present and how they are dressed.

Satan has entangled everyone in his work. Everyone has to
look through the interference of his evil, which is present
before them. If you are not careful and sensible to it; then
you will not be aware of this evil presence, in your day.
Neither will you understand the real truths of God.

ENOCH:
Many people are only physically present in Church today.
As they look through this invisible web of Satan's thoughts
and suggestions they became attached to Satan. He builds

Satan holds this thin veil before you and your thoughts are
encumbered by the error of his teachings. This error is so
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effective, that only those who are very holy and astute, will
be allowed by God, to see through the error.

followed the Church, they did not live in a way, which was
contrary to the Lord or to Mankind.

The rest have been in this error for their whole life. This
error is the knowledge which they grew up with. They lack
the natural fear of those things which are evil and so they
have accepted it.

Now the door to Man's heart and soul has been left open
and filth has entered in! Eventually Man became hard and
coarse and he has accepted so much of the satanic
offering. The forbidden fruit of evil, lay in his Soul. He felt
a freedom and a maturity, to accept the coarseness of
Satan.

The work of Satan has so permeated every culture of
Mankind, in the world. Violence - though feared, has not
been abolished! It has been tolerated and taken to
various levels of acceptance, so that a little violence
seems natural. Sadly - violence will remain in your lives
and there is nothing that can be done about this - except
to pray to God, for Saint Michael's protective help!

The Independence of his Spirit has freed him as well, to be
more aggressive with his fellow Man. His soul has become
hard and he does not value the tender thoughts of love in
his Soul and respect for others. This teaching of Satan has
taught Men to be satisfied with a baseness of life; which
has built a false life, which exists today where there is
great worth in being independent from God and from Man.

ELIJAH:
Satan has entered the back door to the Church. He has
boldly gone into that holy place, where he has been
forbidden to go! Our Lord Jesus has shared this most
sacred part of his life, with the Angels, Saints and Men.
Now Satan has been invited in by his friends - among
Men. This has come about by the errors, which he has
beforehand created, in the minds of men!

Satan has managed to separate Man - one from another
and he has gained power over the individual.
With this liberalization of Satan's thinking, the Individual
is free to do as they please. This usually means, that they
are free to be directed by Satan. Who will use some of
them, in ways which are not holy! These poor Souls, will
become separated and cut off from the path, which leads to
God. Some will become devils, and they will destroy in
satanic madness, every holy attachment to God. Now he is
introduced to Satan's madness, in which Satan is preparing
him, for his enslavement in his master plan, to control
everyone upon the Earth!

He has cleverly introduced himself: as their friend. He has
made Men less aware of his coming into power (over their
lives) by making the necessary changes in their thoughts.
Liberty for Men and independence from the rules of
authority, in the Church. They have accepted Satan's
liberalized thinking, which has made Men free from
serving God!

He had to first conquer the mind, now Satan has reached
out individually, to every person upon Earth and he is
very strong in his plans! Even the most holy people must
be aware, that in moments of frustration and anger, Satan
will leap into their lives and use these occasions, to turn
them away from their spiritual good! He will in these
moments of Man's carelessness - tum their lives around, so
that they are not themselves and they become like him.

Satan teaches that God is an oppressor of Man's freedom.
He has helped Man, throw off the yoke of God. Which in
part is the Church - a ruler for the Heart and Soul. Now the
heart and soul of Man, is free to please himself by any
means which he may desire!
The loss of the authority of God, in the Soul of Man, has
opened the doors to allow Satan to enter in. The rules of
the Church, were quite strict and Mankind was more
innocent, because they were more careful! When Mankind

Each person has to govern their heart and soul. The web
of Satan is close to each individual and this satanic
spiritual communication, is only a moment away from
anyone.

DO NOT UNDERESTIMATE THE SPEED AT WHICH EVIL TRAVELS!
The great spiritual battle was not a physical experience of
bodies clashing. It was a supernatural war, which
involved great powers! The front lines began with the
love of God and his all-encompassing power! Then with
heated debates by Luciel, who felt that, there was room
for more than one God? This disturbance eventually split
the first Holy Dimension and Power of Heaven!
Everything that was not of God, was cast from Heaven by
God!

ENOCH:
The Spiritual War dealt with the use of powers. God was
in the process of Creation. In His work with these plans, he
was setting the base to the Earth, for his new creations,
including Mankind. He had finished with the practical
teaching of the Angel. Their part in the plans of God and
the order by which Heaven was to exist. He had already
satisfied himself as to how he would govern Heaven, with
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the help of the Holy Angels, whom he had appointed in
their Holy duties for this work.

There is no error in his plans. Therefore he does not
change his plans and neither can he change the order of his
plans! How dare Luciel to ask God to make changes? God
is perfect! He has already laid the best course and the only
way, for his plans to succeed! There is no better plan; for if
there were - then Our Lord would have chosen that plan
first!

(IT WAS LUCIEL WHO DISRUPTED THE HOLY
ORDER OF HEAVEN AS HE TRIED TO
OVERTHROW GOD'S HOLY PLAN!)
You must understand well, my dear Brothers and Sisters,
the plans of God when once made are never changed,
because He is perfect in his plans! Luciel was out of order
when he wanted God to make changes! The Plans of God
do not come about through the carelessness of trial and
error, as do the plans of Man. The Lord estimates his plans
and then he creates them through Holiness.

It would be wise for Mankind to also understand - that
there is no measure of time in Heaven, because it is still
the first day! Therefore time in Heaven has not the same
importance as it does upon the Earth! That is why events
do not always happen when Mankind expects them to!

GOD TEACHES ABOUT THE PAST AND THE FUTURE
AND THAT TODAY IS THE COMMON DAY FOR MANKIND!
MY DEAR BROTHERS AND SISTERS, ONE DAY YOU SHALL STAND BEFORE
THE LORD AND YOU SHALL BE AMAZED BY HIS GREATNESS!
WE BLESS YOU, OUR BELOVED BROTHERS AND SISTERS,
IN THE NAME OF OUR MOST HOLY GOD! + AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 38 May 28, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
and error - then he makes the necessary corrections and
adjustments, in his life!

In this vision: I see Enoch and Elijah before me. They have
the large book of the Prophets in front of them. Which they
are holding open, as they stand - to read it together. They
are both concentrating and serious, as they follow the
passages in the Book.

God asks Men to decide now and to choose correctly! He
does not have another lifetime, through trial and error, to
make the necessary corrections and adjustments! God
does not give him another chance after he dies! Man has
to achieve this success the first time, in the name of God!
If he is successful then he will stay in this passageway,
which will lead him to Heaven. This is the mystery of
God - his commands for Men; which they do not all, take
seriously!

ELIJAH:
This book is a History of Man, as he stands in the shadow
of God. It is the story of God, leading Man by the hand,
through his life and death struggle with the Devil!
It is the passageway for all Men to find themselves upon,
as they walk down the corridors, which here and there,
open up into the light. It is their seeking of something
nearly beyond the human grasp - a doorway which leads to
Heaven!

Poor Souls - they have to succeed in the (here and now) of
their life-time! So many will regret with great sorrow their
error of judgment, which has cost them their Souls! There
is one life-time - one chance, our beloved Brothers and
Sisters for you and for everyone, to choose correctly, this
passageway to God!

In this passageway Man walks alone, an individual's
decisiveness in understanding, the correct way to walk. He
hopes that he chooses correctly, but has not the ability to
always know, until he has first experienced! Man is a
mystery who understands as he looks back upon his life!

Through the many ways of hatred and excuse, shall the
Devil lead Mankind into hatred of God, as they blame
Him, for all of the problems and disappointments in their
lives. When they should be blaming Satan and also
themselves! Too late will they learn of the errors of their
ways!

He has not the ability it would seem, to look ahead and to
decide his holy life with certainty! He decides through trial
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GOD IS THE ONLY WAY! HE WILL BE FOUND BY
THOSE WHO ARE PATIENT, EVEN WITH THE
BITTERNESS OF THEIR LIVES!

Those who reject him, will run from him and avoid him
out of fear. They shall have nothing and lose what they
have, for he is the power - the source of control in that day
- of food and the necessities of life.

Mankind is drawn into the fist of his hand. Satan the
incorrigible demon, who does not want to remember that
he was once defeated. No he is aroused with excitement
and new feelings of enthusiasm, to go to war against the
Lord.

It will be the fault of Men that Satan takes power, for
they have allowed him to take his place of power. They
have rejected the Holy Priest - Seer - and Prophet. They
have ignored the warnings of God and they have laughed
at his messages of warning!

The Beast does not tire - he is not like a Man. He feels
exalted in this war. He is once again a King and a head
over the Demon hordes.

The powerful Satan comes with a controlling power over
wealth and Country. Men like this powerful One; who
controls the Economies and promises great wealth, of
Countries and he seemed to be able to deliver his
promises!

This War shall become bloody! That is not the cruelest
part of it. It is the dreaded loss of souls, which will be
staggering. That is the worst part and it and is of course,
the greatest loss!

Foolish Man, do you not know that he controls inflation stimulates your economy and does as he pleases? That is
why he is able to accurately forecast the Futures, of your
Economy. He controls them, with his own Wealth and
Power. He is doing this to impress you, so that he may rule
your lives.

The battle has begun, it rages on now and Souls are dying
and souls are lost! Satan is taking victories, on God's
sacred ground! The Church is struggling to hang on. Some
Priests with a few Souls, struggle to keep this Holy
Ground!

It is all done through the powerful clever Demon, who is
putting everything in place, so that he shall impress you
with his great candor and wisdom, in his knowledge of the
economy of the World. To give you hope, that someone is
taking control of the unstableness in your lives; which you
feel with very great measure. He will stabilize the
Economy until he rules you, then he will let the economy
crash and he will laugh in your faces, as you see with great
dread - his power over you and all!

Many are accepting every change, without complaint to the
presence of Satan's works. All the many Changes which
have led the Church away from the stable place, where the
Holy Doctors of the Church, had placed her so perfectly
and wonderful. The great rock which God had hoped
would be certain and true forever!
Curse the Demon, who has brought about so many
changes in the lives of Man, inside and outside of the
Church!

However when he allows the Economy to crash, it is
because his time is short, upon this Earth. He has already
seen that - which he dreads the most! The Lord is waiting
upon the clouds, with Saint Michael and the Angelic
Powers and they are dressed for War!

CHANGES IN THE CHURCH LEAD TO
UNHOLINESS, WHICH IS THE POWER OF
SATAN!
This madness will continue until Mankind becomes too
frightened, at what he sees and by then it will be too late,
when the devils come and show themselves in power.
When Satan will set up the great table in the Church and
feast there with his followers. He will sit at the head of the
table and shows his true form - the beast! To them that
drink and celebrate, in the presence of his madness, as they
glorify him - who is drunk with power!

Our Lord Jesus and Our Mother Mary, are here upon
Earth, gathering their Children, who will come together to
fight the Beast - though they fear him dreadfully! He has
struck such fear, into the hearts of the Brave as well!

Think of that day Oh Man, when you may enter his Church
and see him at the head of the table, in the building which
was once a Church; feasting as the Beast! Laughing in
revelry, celebrating his Victory over Man!

ENOCH:

You do not know how terrible that he is and you do not
know what a hold that he shall have upon Man! You shall
know him by his name and all of Man, shall fear him!

Man does not have to settle for the harm of Satan's rule.
Man is a much greater. creature, then the fallen Devils.
The Man still has great hope to ascend towards Heaven.
He is not limited by this life on Earth and by. the
normality of his life. He is an Angel Spirit - in a Human
Body! He can fly beyond the baseness of Satan's rule,
here upon Earth. He can live within the glorious joy of

That day will be so terrible and frightening for Men. They
will join him knowing that he is the Devil - rather than
oppose him, because of their fear of him.
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the Lord. His spirit can be associated with God
throughout his day!

which shines from his face and eyes. This Being of Glory,
is the fresh. new beauty, which Mary has been filled with!

It is necessary to live and work upon this Earth. God
expects you to continue your normal lives with your
Family and your work. However, he desires that your spirit
remain with him. If so then your day has beauty and his
light shines down to you and you have a sense of purpose
in Him; even in those moments of sorrow in your lives, to
give you hope!

The spirit of God's glory flows through Heaven. All of
the Angels and Souls of the Saints, along with All, who
enter Heaven are filled with this beauty of God!
My dear Brothers and Sisters you do not have to wait to
enter Heaven, in order to know this pleasure of God's
beauty. He wants you to experience this now, while
you are upon Earth! He is trying to reach out for you, so
that he may take your hand and lead you to himself

His light shines through on those days, when all trouble
and sorrow is pushed away from your lives, so that you
may understand that God is the spiritual joy, that you have
the advantage to love. In this love with God - you are lifted
off this Earth, to walk upon the fresh air of his love!

He is the joy and the beauty to all in Heaven, but he will
not be content, until he is the very same here upon Earth,
in the lives of all Men! He continually proceeds in a
powerful way, through the Holy Priest and Seer, to make
this message known to all.

You may welcome this love into your hearts. It exists just
for you. It is very sweet, as it is sent from God. Jesus has
always wanted to enter your Soul, to fill you with the
excitement of his new work. This work is a new place,
which you have not found yourself in - enough! It is the
new and beautiful discovery of your Soul. This is where He
and you, are companions and you will dwell in his beauty
and love with him!

The message of the holiness of God, is found in many holy
places. The teaching of God is found in the words of the
Holy Angels and Saints, in the Church and in your holy
Prayers and by your holy words – of teaching others! Now
it is time that you must find this Holiness of God
everywhere. God has given the World, so many Seers and
now he is increasing his great effort, to make his holy
name known and loved. He is going to increase in his
plans in this work of holiness, by adding more and more
privileged Souls, among all of you, so that his Holy
message is spread out among all Men! The word of God, is
not to be limited to a few voices. It is to be shared by all!
The Lord will succeed by this means and make his message
known!

Our Mother is your beautiful Mother and you shall see the
glow of her Heavenly beauty, which comes from God. She
is in his presence of Glory. Her beauty is a manifestation,
of the glory of God. The Heavenly atmosphere where God
dwells - to Mary is her joy. His presence is her continuous
pleasure, his beauty -his handsomeness and the light,

OUR BELOVED BROTHERS AND SISTERS - THE LORD HAS CHOSEN YOU!
WE BLESS YOU IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER, SON
AND HOLY GHOST! + AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 39 May 30, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:

along this path. The path seemed to be excited by her
presence, as light was springing up, like happy spirits off
the path.

Today in Saint Anthony Church - I entered it to see two
Angels, one on either side of the Tabernacle. They each
held a beautiful golden candle holder. It was ornate with a
curved stem. The candle bell - which is to hold the candle,
is shaped like a Rose! There was not a candle in either
holder.

It reminded me of those days, when it is raining heavily
and the rain drops fall from the sky into puddles and cause
similar sized droplets of water, to bounce off the Puddles
back up into the air, so that is appears to be raining
from the puddle.
In the vision the happy little energies of light, were
springing up off the path to our Mother, like a tiny
celebration of light, which seemed eager to greet her, or to

I saw a path which led from Heaven to just behind the
Tabernacle. Our Mother came walking towards the Altar,
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get her attention. This display was so bright and active,
that I was unable to see Our Mother’s feet, from the hem
of her gown to her knees. She smiled as if amused, by this
activity which surrounded her!

God is not one day old and yet to man, he is very ancient.
That is why the tree in Heaven, which you may enjoy, will
never die, because it also is one day old. It is-experiencing
the first day of God. Where you will also experience this
first day with your Lord, forever!

I then saw Our Lord Jesus walking behind her, down this
same path with its life of energy, which greeted Our Lord
in the very same way!

Upon entering Heaven, you shall walk into the first day
of Our Lord's infinite day, which will never close and
night and darkness will never come. My Children you
will thrill to the experience of the Angel, knowing that
your life is Eternal!

As I wondered about this pathway to Heaven, THE
SPIRIT OF THE LORD SPOKE TO ME SAYING:
This pathway to Heaven is a Holy living Thing!
Everything that exists beyond your Earthly Life, which is a
part of Heaven, is a unique and holy expression of God.

Your experiences of Earth’s suffering of sorrow, hunger,
death and other disappointments, cannot be found in
Heaven, because they are signs of darkness, which are
your experiences upon Earth in the presence of Satan. The
Lord cast the Devils to the Earth, to test Men, so that the
good spirit of Man, might with obedience to God; listen to
his instruction to overcome the power of the Beast!

Even this path is a holy living thing, charged with the life
of God ! All features of Heaven are living things. Heaven
is not like Earth. When your Spirit enters Heaven, it
becomes aware that in Heaven everything in it is living!
God allows the Angel and Man to understand, that the tree
or the rock, are alive and that they are sensitive to the
presence of Man and to the Angels. The energy of God's
life, exists in them, so that they are alive - though the tree
will act as a tree and the rock as a rock. However you will be aware that it has a life!

The Lord cast the Blackness of the Demon out of Heaven,
so that you would not experience the presence of this
darkness in Heaven. God is light and he composed Heaven
of joy and happiness, taking each from his love. Your
spirits will express themselves forever, in his love!
Heaven is a creation of God's love and even the stones in
Heaven will be a joy and a beauty. Everything in heaven
has a separate individual, importance and beauty to it.
Each Person is a separate Creation and expression of the
love of God!

This awareness, is a beautiful knowledge for Man to
realize! He becomes comfortable in this garden of God.
Life is not hidden from him, as it is on Earth. It does not
have to be hidden from him in Heaven, because he has
become a part of this same life of Heaven!

On Earth you pass people in the crowded street without
taking notice of the Individual. This will not happen in
Heaven! Everyone has a separate awareness of each other,
whom they meet. Each person has a beauty which is
unique and different, from all others and each will be
noticed separately by all. Everything in Heaven is separate
and beautiful, even in the flowers. Heaven is where God
has expressed his creativity, on an excellent and.
magnificent scale.

The whole place has a clean freshness, in the air and water.
That is the expression of God, who remains alive in
everything, in his great Creation of Heaven! Man will
befriend the tree or the water, because they will befriend
him, comforting him in the presence of God. God is love
and life - He has created his Master-piece and his great
work, in the Creation or Heaven!
A tree becomes an everlasting testament, to the greatness
of the Creator. The ancient tree is the first tree and it will
be the last tree! The life in it will continue forever. A tree
which you may enjoy - will remain forever and never
experience a death!
Man will experience life in Heaven - which is new to him.
Earth has experiences of exceptional wonders, as the birth
of a Child! Heaven has continuous wonders, which will
not end with the day.

The Lord did create the garden in Eden, to have a similar
magnificence. The lives of Adam and Eve, were to have
been eternal lives with God. In that day we may say, that
heaven also existed upon Earth! The Sight of this garden
and the whereabouts were lost to Adam and Eve, as they
were asked to leave it. God removed the remembrance of
Eden's location, from the memory of Man. Adam and Eve
died with the knowledge of Eden and God closed the gate
and hide it from Men, even to this day.

That is also one of the wonders of Heaven, - the day that
does not end! It is living in God and it is a sweet
experience with Our Lord - that of his first day. God has
not experienced the passing of his first day. He is the lord
of Light and He cannot experience the night.

When God created Earth, he spared no effort in making it
beautiful. Man has ruined so much of Earth's beauty and
there is no perfect example left, of the original work of
God. Neither in the nature of any Creation of God, upon
the Earth.
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beauty in him.

Man has also fallen so very far, from the original designs
of God for him. The original spiritual beauty of Man, is
not found in many, in this whole generation upon Earth!

Jesus came to restore the spirit in Mankind. He came as a
pure and innocent expression and presence of God, from
Heaven. He came to this very harsh Earth, where Man was
hardened and cynical. His message of love was not
accepted by many. Satan had so penetrated Man with his
evil, that they had no holy inclination to believe Jesus to be
God. Those who would accept his teaching were converted
and emptied of Satan's cynicism. Thus Satan hated them
and he desired their persecution.

God has beautiful plans of love for Man. Mankind is
struggling upon Earth, to maintain a status quo, within the
boundaries of Men. He does not reach beyond this very
often, to experience the super-natural, which God desires
to fill his Soul.
God wishes to change people into the original spiritual
form of Man. To wash away the experience of these times
and to reverse the work of Satan in Man. He wants Men
to again experience the wonderful cleanliness of the Soul
- to be washed anew and fresh, to remain on Earth - but
with God!

Today God is trying to restore at least a little of this pure
innocence, as God chooses to teach Men through the
Church and by using the Seers. The Children among the
Seers, have a value to God, because they are near, to his
innocent purity. He is able to show his beauty to them
and they are able to understand. Their minds and
especially their spirits, are open to learn from the Lord.

Man cannot understand beyond the boundaries of his life
upon Earth. He has to see beyond his physical limitations.
He must be the Child and experience the imagination of
the Child, who is willing to believe that he can fly. It is
necessary for the spirit to be freed.

Mankind should be aware of his Soul, that should be a
clean garden, which Our Lord may plant with pure
knowledge. Our Lord should not find resistance, in
expressing himself to these Souls. When the Soul is clean,
- Our Lord's purity can express itself, because God knows
that truth is welcomed here!

Your spirit is not bound to Earth. It wishes to express
itself and to be free with God. It has the imagination,
which is really the knowledge within it, of far greater
things! It has an existence in God and has come from
Heaven and from the Presence of God!

In the vision:

It desires to return to God, that is why as a Child, you
desired many things which were not Earthly. They were
supernatural expressions of your Souls, when your Souls
were less bound, by the ropes of your Human experience
and of your lives. With your Human experience, you
sometimes became more cynical, about the importance of
the Child!

In the Consecration of the Mass - Our Lord Jesus takes the
place of the Priest and celebrates the Mass. He then
distributes Communion in the center row. The two Angels
who hold the candle holders, followed the Exterior
Ministers to the outside aisles, where the Exterior
Ministers were giving out Communion.
I now understood the meaning of the empty Candle
Holders, which were held by the Angels. There was no
light of God's grace, being given by him - here, with the
Exterior Ministers, who were distributing Communion.
Our Lord did not stand with them, but only with Our
Priest.

The Child has many of the original signs of Adam and Eve
and their natural awareness of God and also holy Heavenly
events. This knowledge lies in a natural Spiritual way in
the Child. The Child grows in this World of Man and the
demon's presence, often destroys the natural spiritual

I BLESS YOU, MY CHILDREN! + AMEN!
TODAY THE HOLY TRINITY BLESSES YOU IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER, SON AND HOLY GHOST!
Little Prophet
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AMEN!

No. 40 June 4, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
the Earth, he drew lines with his finger and pointed to the
places of strength and of weaknesses.

In this vision, there is a castle in Heaven, which overlooks
the Earth. God the Father is looking from a window
opening, in the stone wall. He is watching the construction
of a beautiful cobblestone road, which is being built by
thousands of the holy Angels. This lovely stone road,
arches across the sky from Heaven, like a rainbow to
Earth.

He touched the sky and water fell. He moved towards the
clouds and they flew from Him. He touched them in their
flight and lightning fell from them and fled, in fear of the
Lord!. The Lord has given the sky and the air in the
Heavens, many strengths and weaknesses and then he has
tied them up until a time - when he shall untie these knots
again and many great things, shall fall from the sky!

At Heaven's end - Saint Michael is supervising this work;
he carefully watches the construction, because he is one of
the Engineers, responsible for this road.

He shall cast the demon from the sky, on a terrible night!
When evil shall come and surround Men and capture
them - where they will die. The demon shall knock on the
doors, of houses and of Men's hearts and fill them with
terror! Screams shall be heard in the night as Men are
dying!

At Earth's end, the two Prophets Enoch and Elijah, are
standing and waiting for the road to be completed.
SAINT MICHAEL:
The greater aspects of Prayer are more meaningful, which
is the road that removes the distance between Heaven and
Earth! Heaven and Earth come together as one, where
there is peace and harmony and there is room for the
individual.

Terror will be seen in the faces of those, who are holding
their candles, as they peer from their windows. They are
afraid of the darkness of that night. They will not open the
door or window and let the stranger in. It is a trap, where
Satan lurks in the shadow, waiting for his victims! Run
holy Children and hide! Do not let him in on that day, of
death and punishment upon poor Mankind!

There is no argument or jealousy and God has room in his
heart for the little ones. The Lord does not approve the
greater person - more than the lesser, because there is no
greater than the Lord and there is no lesser then those who
walk with the Saint, because the level of those who enter
Heaven is raised to a very great and holy level.

Do not open your door on that night, because the demon is
running ahead of the Lord's army. The Demon knows that
there is no time left and he is trying to destroy as many
lives as possible, before the army of St. Michael catches
him and casts him into Hell.

Heaven comes down to the level of Man and lifts him
up, to the ceiling of the approval and love of God. The
Lord raises the little ones and places them at the head of
his table.

Satan will push the demons, at a maddening pace - a
frenzy in his final work! He will destroy without regard, to
even holiness in Men! To be outside on that day - is to be
in very great danger, because Satan shall sweep down
upon everyone in this storm!

ELIJAH:
We are now coming into a time of test, for Mankind. These
are not impossible for those who are trying to be holy. The
Lord has great respect for everyone's effort! It may seem
that you are building your efforts upon hope and that there
is no substance to this work of God.

He shall appear physically in many forms with the
Demons. You will know him by his eyes and the madness
in his face! Do not trust his voice, it will sound like the
voice of your Brother or Sister, whom you trust. Do not
open your door, because the demon wants to come inside.
He is fleeing from the Lord!

If so, it is because you are not seeing the many miracles of
God, such as the healing of the sick! You will witness such
events soon. You will also see many miracles in nature.
You will see storms commanded to stop and they will
obey. It is God, who will perform these miracles and many
more!

On that day you will trust in the Lord, as he sends the
gallant Saint Michael to fight for you. He will protect you
in your home and send Satan flying, into the night away
from you. The Lord shall send his valiant army and you
will feel comforted and certain, that the Lord, will not
hand you over to the enemy!

Who created the sky and who created the Earth? It is the
Lord our God! In the sky he has allowed weaknesses and
he has done this same thing with the Earth. When he made

Oh my Brothers and Sisters strengthen yourself today!
This is the time to strengthen your relationship with
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God. It is you - who must seek the Lord, so that he will
make you bold, so that you will not fear the devils. They
are like dogs which surround their enemy. They are
cowards, who do not work alone. They attack in packs and
have courage, because they are in great number. Like dogs
they will flee from you, if you kick at them!

disloyalty. Beware of the power and greatness of the Lord!
He has set the Standard of Holiness and his ways are
perfect! It is Men who are not perfect, even though they
are a part of his work. They say they are holy but be
careful! The Lord has placed the Seer to lead his flock.
Listen to them and follow them. The Seer is the glorious
gift of God, if they strive to be just! These are times of
mistrust, but not in God! Hold fast together in the Lord,
for he shall lead you, even though you are unsure!

This spiritual War has to be fought in the way of the
Lord, because only the Lord has defeated Satan. The
Devil cannot be crushed by the club, or cut by the sword.
Only can he be crushed, by every Word of God and only
cut and wounded by the Truth of God!

Man may fail you, but the Lord will not! There will be
Holy guides in His Seers. They shall lead you through
the darkness of Satan's subjugation, when he dominates
the World! That door will not be total in this darkness because the light of the Lord, will shine through! Woe to
those Seers who are not True!

Take your places beside the Lord and fight along Saint
Michael and his valiant army! Where he and they chose
the side of the Lord; beside Glory and Truth have they
fought to overthrow the liar and seducer of those who are
Good!

Man is to be careful but not be afraid, because God is with
you. The Light of Jesus, has been cast away by Men, who
prefer to stand in the darkness! Our Lord shall overcome!
The Father is waiting and he will come on power, from the
clouds - of light. He shall be here in a moment - the blink
of an eye! Then all will know and fear the Lord!

There is no other way accept with the Lord. His is the way
and he has the knowledge of knowing, his ancient enemy
Satan - whom the Lord had once blessed with his right
hand! He however was betrayed and the Lord created the
knowledge which would stay the Dragon! The Truth sat as
a Testament to God! The Lord wrote of this to you
Mankind, his knowledge through his teaching of Religion,
because of his friend --- who became the betrayer! It is a
testament to God's glory and holiness, as well a description
of a disappointment, in the expectation of the Lord, with
an adverse friend!

This is the time to love him and to listen, as he teaches you
- through the Holy Priest and Seer. This is the time which
the Lord has given you, to prepare yourselves, before the
Devil takes power over your lives and also later, for
when the Lord Comes!
This roadway to Heaven is being prepared for Men, by
their many Guardian Angels. This road is the path, of the
prayers of Man. So that their Guardians may have no
resistance and quickly speed over this causeway, in answer
to their prayers and requests for help!

It is through these teachings of God, that Men must
understand, that he must put his first trust in the Lord! The
lord has overcome the liar and defeated him - who is no
match for God! However he is a very great danger for
Mankind, who has not the ability to fight alone, against
him and to win. You must use the standard of excellence in
the Lord, who has provided every known help for Man, in
order for him to fight the Demon.

These prayers take the high and fast road, which
personally place Man, before the face of God. It is the
Lord, who is first aware of your thoughts and of your
prayers. He then sends to you the full measure of his love
and help!

Listen to the Lord - Oh physical Creature, for he is telling
you how to fight the supernatural enemy of God. The Lord
will strengthen you, by adding to you, as much as is
necessary, for Saint Michael to defeat the enemy in order
to defend you .

Your prayers are the beautiful rainbow causeway, which
your holy Angels are creating for your Souls. One day you
shall walk upon this lovely road with your Angel.

Satan was able to strongly fight against your Powerful
God, so listen to the Lord. It will be through Mass and
through prayer and by every holy means, as the Rosary,
that you will weaken the Demon!

The Stars shall be above you and also below, as you walk
upon this road with your lovely Angels. Happy and
laughing as Children, walking upon this mystery of God's
love and soon to enter his Heart and also Heaven.

ENOCH:

Send your Angels with your prayers, to say to the Lord
that you love him! He knows that you love Him. He must
hear you say so, in your Prayers! This is how your
Angels are to build the Bridge for you, so that you may
pass over it into Heaven.

My Brothers and Sisters be careful of the Lord and respect
his ways! He was filled with vengeance, when he defeated
his enemy Satan! He has set him in the fire, because of his

WE BLESS YOU - IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER, SON AND HOLY GHOST!
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AMEN!

Little Prophet

WHO CAN DOUBT THE REAL PRESENCE?
A Story from the Gospa Mission Newsletter.
On the evening of the last day of his October 1995 visit to
the United States, Pope John Paul II was scheduled to greet
the seminarians at St. Mary's Seminary in Baltimore. It had
been a very full day beginning with Mass followed by a
parade through downtown streets, a visit to the Basilica of
the Assumption; lunch at a local soup kitchen run by
Catholic Charities; a prayer service at the Cathedral of
Mary Our Queen and finally a quick stop at St. Mary's
Seminary.

chapel where Pope John Paul would be praying. For this
purpose highly trained dogs were used to detect any
persons who might be present.
The dogs were trained to locate living people in collapsed
buildings after earthquakes and other disasters. These
intelligent and eager canines went through their rounds in
the halls, offices and classrooms quickly and were sent
into the chapel. They went up and down the aisles, past the'
pews, and finally into the side chapel where the Blessed
Sacrament is reserved. Upon reaching the tabernacle, the
dogs sniffed and whined and pointed, refusing to leave.
They were convinced that they discovered someone there
and finally remained, until called out by their handlers.

The schedule was right so the plan was to simply greet the
seminarians while they stood outside on the steps. But,
Pope John Paul made his way through their ranks and into
the building. His plan was to first make a visit to the
Blessed Sacrament. The security personnel quickly flew
into action ahead of the Pope. Their activities included a
sweep of the building, paying closest attention to the

We Catholics know they were right; they found a real,
living Person in the tabernacle!

KEEP HIS NAME HOLY!

No. 41 June 5, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
Saint Charbel House of Prayer:
Sword was not only a walkway for her, but a conveyor of
the Truths of God which she teaches to Mankind.

I saw Our Holy Mother standing in the sky at night. This
scene of Our Beautiful Mother was very peaceful, as she
stood there in the calm black night, amid the twinkling
stars.

Our Mother stood near the tip of the Sword, as she was
carried forth! She is to be the main thrust, of the Work of
God, in these times! What better plan for God then to send
Our Mother - the Holy Virgin of His Love and Truth?

She was dressed Royally wearing her Crown, as the Queen
of Heaven and Earth! She wore a beautiful purple Cape,
with attractive little designs in the material. Her dress was
a beautiful rich fabric like silk, which had a sheen to it
when she moved.
She stood in the night sky, as three symbols circled around
her body, as if they were flying in the ring of an invisible
vortex, as they whirled about her.

The second symbol was an Open Book! It also turned
within this circle, about Our Mother. This Book was not
only composed of the Bible; it was a Book which had still,
to be completed, concerning the Truths of God for Men!
This book could not be finished, until the end of Mankind's
work, which he is still doing for God today.

The first symbol was a great double-edged, silver Sword. It
is the Truth of God! I then saw a vision of Mary, as she
stood upon the flat, of the sword's blade; which acted as a
road for her. She was being carried by the sword, across
this same night sky, from Heaven towards Earth. The large

In this scene I saw Our Mother being carried forth,
through the night sky, as she stood upon this open Book. It
carried her from Heaven toward Earth. She is the Queen of
Heaven, whose Holy duty it is to ensure that all of
Heaven's work, is to become a success! It is Our Mother
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who works - spending all effort, continually spreading and
supporting, all Holy Work of God.

After the death of the Prophets, She will excite so much
Holy Work among 'the Pope, Priests and Seers and all
Holy Souls, when She openly attacks Satan. She will
severely wound him adding to those injuries, which were
inflicted by the Prophets.

The third symbol was a large Candle, about the size of a
person. It was also turning in the vortex, in which Our
Mother was the center. This large Candle represented the
two Prophets- Enoch and Elijah; another holy work of
God! These are the bearers of His Light, in those end times
of Man, which will become so spiritually darkened!

OUR MOTHER WILL RALLY THE HOLY ARMY
OF ANGELS, ALONG WITH HER HOLY TROOPS
HERE
UPON
EARTH.
CHRISTIANS
EVERYWHERE WILL ANSWER HER CALL TO
FIGHT! THEY WILL BE AROUSED WITH NEW
HOPE AND STRENGTH! OUR LORD JESUS AND
OUR MOTHER, WITH ALL OF HEAVEN'S
SUPPORT, WILL BRING ABOUT A GREAT
VICTORY OVER SATAN. MAN WILL AT LAST
PROVE TO GOD THAT HE HAS SEEN AND
BELIEVED THE TRUTH, IN THE WORD OF GOD,
AND HE WILL. WITNESS THE WORK OF HIS
SALVATION, FROM EVIL - THROUGH THE
ANGELS, SAINTS AND BY THE GREAT WORK OF
THE HOLY GHOST!

In that day - Satan will suppress the Holy Work of God, so
much that it will appear, that the light of God's Truth, has
like a candle been blown out by the Demon. There will not
seem to be any joy of God, left here upon the Earth!
It is Mary, who comes forward at that extreme time of
Satan's Night - when She will overcome the darkness of
his evil. She will bring forth her two Servants, who are
the two Candles, which stand before the Throne of God
- Enoch and Elijah. They shall come forward with the
Words of God. Which will provide us with light and
hope in that dark day!

On that day - God will bring about His Final Victory over
Satan. He will shut His Children in a Safe Place: in
Heaven or upon Earth. Then he will send His Punishing
Powers, to destroy every Demon and to rid the Earth of
them!

They shall come praising Mary and rejoicing in her
words, which will bring joy once again to heavy hearts.
We will also rejoice over this Gift of God - of Our
Mother! We have not seen the most powerful part of
Mary's Work! She is coming once again, to us and she
will bring about an amazing defeat of the Dragon.

He will wash the Earth of all filth and then restore the
Ownership of it, to the remnant of His Holy Children, who
are left upon Earth!

She will present the Two Prophets, who will spearhead
Her work, to uncover the lies and deceits of Satan!
Sending a severe blow to Hell, which will partially
cripple his power over Mankind.

He has taken the Victory from the Strong and the Violent
Lions and He has handed it over to Our Mother and to the
Lambs!

OUR MOTHER: I BLESS YOU, MY CHILDREN, IN THE NAME OF
THE FATHER, SON AND HOLY GHOST! + AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 42 June 6, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
The Immaculate Conception Church - Formosa
Feast of Corpus Christi.
Today the sun shone down into an opening along this
forest trail. The trees were very straight and tall. The floor
of the forest was clean of small trees and larger
undergrowth. On the trunks of the trees grew beautiful
green mosses which enhanced the beauty of the forest.

Today in Church, I saw Our Holy Mother, she was
walking on a narrow path, through a beautiful Forest;
which seemed enchanting with this lovely Queen, quietly
walking along the little meandering path. This trail was no
wider than a rabbit or deer path with little plants, which
brushed Mary's feet as she walked along.

I was then disappointed to see the scene in the vision
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suddenly change to where Our Mother was on a busy
City street and hundreds of people were passing her, as she
stood in the middle of the sidewalk and watched them go
by in both directions.

I saw a Chalice - though much smaller, about ten feet tall
standing behind the Altar and to the upper left of the
Chalice, in the very same way - was the beautiful white
Host, suspended in the air.

She noticed my disappointment, but said to me that she
was to be here helping Mankind. She was not to remain
at leisure by herself! She said that she has to be busy,
doing the work which God has given her to do and that is
to be helping Mankind, to find their way to Heaven.

Our Lord Jesus came from behind the Chalice, to the left
of it and he came between the Chalice and the Host. It was
only then; that I was aware that the large Host was further
back behind the Chalice, as Our Lord had walked around
the Chalice and passed before the Host. Jesus then came to
the Altar to begin the Mass, in place of the Priest.

These people passed her by without taking much notice of
her. Two people stopped to say hello to her and then
moved along in a few moments. She stood there smiling
kindly upon everyone who passed by but they did not
bother to even smile back, to this gentle pretty Queen.

This scene interrupted for a moment, as I now see so many
Angels and Saints, who commanded by God the Father,
rush to the place where Our Mother is in the City. They
have gone to Our Mother, where she was waiting alone
and She is now delighted, to be surrounded by these happy
and Holy Saints and Angels. Their presence, has brought
her so much joy and happiness. They have nearly picked
her off the ground and whisked her here, to this Church,
to be at the Mass and she laughs in delight!

I then saw a large Silver Chalice, tall enough to be seen
high above the City. Beside this silver Chalice to the left of
it and a little higher, a brilliant round white Host, - stood
suspended in the air beside the Chalice.
Above the Chalice and Host - God the Father, with Saint
Michael and the Army of Angels stood upon the clouds
and they were watching the Chalice and Host. The Angels
were keeping a Guard to protect the host.

OUR MOTHER:
My Holy Children - I walk out among Mankind and he
ignores me! I look favorably upon Him with very great
love for him. These are the Children, whom I desire to be
with in Heaven, I desire to fill Heaven with so many Souls
of love!

The People should have been amazed to see such a huge
Chalice and Host, looming over the buildings of their
City and all could plainly see them! Instead they moved
along the street, wrapped up with the concerns of their
lives and did not hardly notice this great miracle! Just as
the people passed Our Mother, without taking much note
of her! A couple people stopped and stared at the huge
Apparition for a while and then walked away.

This age is the terrible time of Satan's Power, when he who
is so evil has taken Mankind away from the gentleness of
My Son. Where the Holy beauty of Jesus, is ignored - in
favor of the selfish reasons of Mankind! Satan is leading
Mankind away from God. He is buying their souls. They
are going to be paying a great deal, for the loss of their
Souls to Hell.

In the Church - it was time for the Consecration of the
Mass to commence.

(IT IS SO EASY TO BE HOLY AND SO EASY TO BE SAVED.)
see and they are unable to pass through the veil into the
beauty, where God dwells in perfection! Their souls no
longer have the ability to come here to Heaven.

GOD THE FATHER THEN SPEAKS:
In this day when Mankind gives fragile Honor to the
Sacrifice of My Son. I will honor Jesus' Sacrifice with
my Family of Angels and Saints and All the Holy Souls
from Heaven. This honor of the Father, will satisfy my
demands for my Son's honor and the blessing of the
Father will not go beyond Heaven, which is for Mankind
a very great loss!

It is necessary my Children, for you to send your Souls to
me, by means of your Prayers - and by going to Mass.
Meditate, my Children, and send me your Spirits. I will
wash and refresh them - then I will send them back to you,
so that you will now feel strong. You will then be able to
endure all of the problems in your lives!

To those upon Earth, who will give the necessary Honor to
Jesus. They shall reap the reward of my Blessing in a very
great measure. They shall also be helped by me, in
measures which are much greater than other Men.

When your Spirit becomes weakened, then you must send
it back to me again! I will again wash it and strengthen it,
to refresh anew your strength, so that you may endure
another day.

These are the days when the selfishness of Mankind has
reached such a spiritual blindness in them, that they do not

THIS RENEWAL AND CLEANSING OF THE SPIRIT
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HAS BEEN LOST TO MOST PEOPLE. WHAT
ANGEL AND SAINT KNOW ABOUT GOD, IS
CONTINUAL BEAUTY AND JOY OF HEAVEN
THEM,
AND
THAT
THEIR
SOULS
CONTINUOUSLY STRENGTHENED!

THE
THE
FOR
ARE

OUR LORD JESUS:
If you pray to me in your Parish - I will send many Holy
Souls from Heaven to spiritually replace, many Souls upon
this Earth. There are many people who have very
important and necessary parts, in the plans of God upon
Earth. I will replace them spiritually with my Saints, in
order that the Lord's work can be achieved in them. I will
send these Holy Spirits, who will be so strong in them. It
will seem that those persons, have a Holy Possession of
those Saints; who will lead those persons, to do the will
and work of God! I shall increase in these days the power
of prayer! That those persons who have these very great
and holy intentions of goodwill for Souls. Will through
their prayers, succeed, to move those persons, to serve the
Lord in a useful manner in Holiness, which I had intended
for them!

You, my Children do not have the advantage of the Saint
to be in Heaven, because you must remain working upon
the Earth! However come to me to be refreshed and
strengthened every day. Even on those days when you feel
strong - come to me, so that you may be made even
stronger!
I saw Angels, as they came down in very great numbers in
every direction from Heaven, to give honor today to Our
Lord, in the celebration of this Feast of Corpus Christi.
Above I saw God The Father, who stood for this
occasion watching everything from Heaven. The Holy
Ghost in the Form of the White Dove flew gently above, as
his graceful wings, rose and fell in slow motion.

Pray for them!
IT WAS NOW TIME FOR THE HOLY EXPOSITION
OF THE HOST.

The Angels who were with the Father left from the clouds
on the command of the Father, to join the rest of the
Angels here today. I then saw the Saints walking down
from Heaven, on a beautiful cobble stone pathway, who
were also coming here this day to honor Our Lord Jesus.

Our Priest then began to lead the People in the Procession
of Corpus Christi. The Holy Priest Saints followed with
our Priest, as he held the Monstrance up high.

The Church filled with Angels and Saints. Many. of the
Saintly Priests, took their place in the front pews and as
many as possible, went to serve Our Lord in the Mass.

The People prayed the Rosary, as the Procession walked
through the Processional Path, around the Cemetery. All
the Angels and
Saints followed in the Procession, saying the Rosary with
the People of the Parish. Stopping at the four little comer
Chapels, to sing - O SALUTARIS.

The Communion which the Eucharistic Ministers give out
is usually invalid and all blessing of Our Lord is
suspended. Today however, the Exterior Ministers were
replaced spiritually, by the Holy Saintly Priests, from
Heaven and the, Communion was made valid.

Jesus appeared in the central part, a little above the
Cemetery, sitting upon his Throne as he watched this
procession. Our Mother remained with Our Lord, standing
to the right side, of his Throne.

Joining us today besides the Angels and the Saints are
many ordinary Souls, who have come from Heaven for this
special occasion - especially former people from this
Parish, as well as relatives of many people here today in
Church, so that everyone here may believe that holy
member of their Family, were present with them this day.

God the Father remained upon the Clouds near Heaven.
The Holy Ghost continued to fly above him, still in the
holy form of the Dove.
The Procession continued until the completion then we
followed Father Anthony, back into the Church, where the
Parishioners and all The Angels and Saints - once again
filled the entire Church. The Holy Celebration of Corpus
Christi soon ended, with Father Anthony's Blessing!

I wonder if we should pray and ask the Lord, if the
Exterior Ministers may always be replaced, by the Holy
Saintly Priests of Heaven, at every Mass Celebration in
the World?

OUR LORD JESUS: MY FATHER HAS FILLED HEAVEN
WITH WONDERFUL GIFTS FOR YOU!
SO COME TO HIM MY CHILDREN AND RECEIVE YOUR HOLY REWARD!
I BLESS YOU - IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER, SON
AND HOLY GHOST! + AMEN!
Little Prophet
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No. 43 June 13, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
The Immaculate Conception Church
God!

I saw a large and very beautiful portico building. It was
built with white marble. In the vision - a beautiful sunny
day, which reflects the beauty of this building! A very
great edifice and the roof was supported by wide, tall white
marble columns. The numbers of these columns were to
exceed my count!

2) I will obey the holy Council of God in his Word as he
tries to gather the Lambs of these times.
3) The Glory of Prayer - I will reserve for God, so that I do
not love my freedom more than I love to honor God.

The great porches of this building lead into an
antechamber, which is a Library. The entire building,
which length I could not estimate, was filled with shelves
of books, upon the walls. The number of these books,
without end!

4) Oh Jesus Christ, I will always remember your sufferings
and honor each day your five holy wounds as I remember
your Sacrifice!

THE SPIRIT OF GOD SPOKE SAYING:

5) Most Holy Mother, I will try to imitate you, as I
remember how you gave support to Our Lord, in your most
perfect love! May we love you and him by obeying your
holy words of love and guidance for us.

The columns to this temple are representative of the
numbers of Saints, as they together support the roof and
the main work of God, here upon Earth!

6) I love the Angels and the Saints and I will follow
their wise direction for me.

The ordinary individual is also responsible for this
important work and it is necessary for them to take this
work seriously. It is necessary for the Lord to be able to
rely upon each one, as they are called by him, to do his
holy work. Some are given a great knowledge and the roll
of leadership, to act as guides for the rest. They are also
given the most responsibility and the knowledge to
perform this work. Certainly not a work to be done in a
careless manner!

7) I will love and respect the Holy Doctors of the Church
and I will follow their directives which they do command
me.
A State of Grace is the openness of the Spirit of Man, to
receive the beautification of the Spirit of God! Men
should strive to attain this state, as much as possible!
THE LORD:

The Lord has called upon his Two Prophets, to bring
about order to his work. It is important for the Seers,
to follow the Holy Order of God. It is important for
everyone to follow The Holy Directives of God, through
the Seers.

My hand is upon these books and the knowledge
therein. The fire of love is going out in many of the
Seers. Many of their books, have not been fully opened
and Mankind has not been able to study their content.
Some of them are not to be opened at this time, because
their knowledge belongs to the future!

While the Seers receive their messages from Heaven, they
do not necessarily follow in obedience to God! They are
disunited and many of the Seers are randomly following
work, which is not the intention of God for them! They
are practicing the art of satisfying Man - before they
satisfy God.

What about the year 2000; shall you walk among those
who are superstitious and become faint at the coming of
the new millennium? Has panic risen like an enemy, who
is about to cross over the border of your Soul and enter
into it?

It is possible to gather everyone under the two Prophets,
without offending any holy person and without oppressing
any Holy Order!
The Holy Priest, the Seer, and all Holy Children
throughout the World, are asked by God to remember
the basic knowledge so that they may remain in a state
of holiness:

That year will come with the same consequences of any
year. There will be violence and disturbance and serious
crimes of murder - as in other years! However the World
will not come to an end just now! There is still more time,
for Man, who has still much to do! He cannot quite now!
He must work and carry on and know that God is still with
him today, to strengthen him!

1) Before my own will, for myself --- I will myself for

My hand is upon these books. I have written my work in
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them for the Individual Child! I shall open each one and
the content therein, will be read aloud, in the work of my
Children, whom I have chosen!

seem to be cast right into the Pit of Hell! - I will
strengthen you to survive that!
I will use your sufferings, to save so many Souls; who
will come to you in Heaven one day and praise you, for
saving them!

I am your God, and the very first Prophet who
placed the lives of my chosen Children in these books of
my Library. Your lives are my plans for you, but you
also have free will! The will that may lead you to follow
unholy paths, which I will correct for you, if you listen
to me!

These books of glory are to be the paths for each one to
follow. If you will listen to the Lord - he will open the way
for you and he will lead you. Your path is a mystery,
which is to be filled in with your life and also your acts of
love.

These books of glory, are to be the paths, that each one is
to follow. You will listen to the Lord - he shall open the
way for you and he will lead you. Your life is a mystery to
you - an unknown path, which is to be discovered by you,
through your acts of love.

I have chosen the great and the small. They are all a
part of my Council, I have chosen these Servants, to
serve me in my plans. I opened each of these books and
then I chose a person, upon Earth, to fulfill the
promise, which has been hidden in that book. I will
open your book and direct you, step by step,
throughout you lives. Please listen to me as I call upon
you to serve me!

You are not alone in this World! I am also opening the
book of each person. I have chosen them, for a holy
purpose. My will and their free-will, is the cause of the
spiritual conflict on Earth, between Satan and myself! It
may seem that my conflict with Man, cannot be solved or
repaired. This is not true, because the solution lies in the
free will of Mankind!

I must be careful in my timing of these plans, when
opening each book! To appoint the Man or the Woman and
also the Child, to fulfill that particular work. My enemy
Satan will counter their work, therefore I do not uncover
more knowledge then is necessary! All knowledge comes
about in the proper time.'

You have the holy key to your Souls, my
Children. Open the door which will expose the holy
passageway to Heaven. You may follow my words of
love which will lead you to Heaven! When you enter
into it, to see the beauty and walk upon the beautiful
marble floor, where the Saints also walk. Then you will
understand the teachings of God, about the paths of the
Saints.

Satan will try to ruin my work, by stopping those whom I
have chosen to succeed in my plans.
A unity of Prayer among my holy Ones, is the satisfactory
solution to uniting my Children. In this you will find the
common need for everyone! You will also find the solution
to unity, among the Seers and for all of my Children.
When your prayers of love for each other develop; then
you are entering a family relationship, which will work
favorable for all of you!

They have also walked there in solitude; where I now
invite you to go. Your Lord will open these same holy
passages for you. You have secretly wondered about the
lives of the Saints? You have thought them, to be so
different from your They were no different as Men or
Women, - they were different in their free-will! They held
that the attitude of holiness, was for them, a far higher
calling then the value, which they placed upon their own
lives!
They enjoyed special moments of love, when they escaped
for a while and no one could follow them. They found
these hidden places - the passageways, which led them to
private chapels of God. There they were allowed to
remain, alone, with Jesus and Mary. These are the quiet
places where God takes them, into their Souls to be alone!
Where they received instruction and help from God, which
change the direction of their lives.

It will not matter to you, if you do not all agree on
everything. Within a family the Children, are often in
dispute! The important thought is to recognize the value of
keeping this Family together.
When you pray, my Children, then you are speaking in
the spiritual language of God, which is most pleasing to
me; I am able to answer your questions and also to help
you; because we have now developed a common
understanding between us.
God has planned ahead, to create a life for Mankind, which
will offer him peace and joy throughout his life. Satan
came and ruined the peace among Men!

I offer everyone this same glory! It was always my
intention, that all servants, shall receive the very same, if
they want it? How shall they succeed? Not by walking
through Hell, but by avoiding it! There are holy paths,
which will lead you around Hell my Children. Even if you

I must find peace for Mankind once again. Since Satan has
upset the Church and the Priests. Then I propose a great
number of Seers throughout the world; who will be offered
the "Word" of God. They are to use it for holy purposes to
teach Mankind.
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Satan has now come and upset peace among the Seers! No
solution was found to regain the peace among the Seers.

Now I have brought the answer for Peace! I want the Seers
and all Holy Souls, to plan a Common Prayer of Unity,
throughout the World, in honor of God!

I BLESS YOU, MY CHILDREN, IN THE NAME OF
THE FATHER, SON AND HOLY GHOST!
+
AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 44 June 11, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
The Kings considered themselves to be great and powerful
rulers and they used their time and that of their Subjects, to
increase their own glory! Many Kings formed alliances
and committed their people to be pressed into their service,
in whatever projects seemed right by the Kings.

I see the Prophets standing amid the clouds. There is a
small desk in front of them. Upon it is the Prophets book.
They are both bent over the book - intent on studying it.
Below the Clouds which they are standing on - I see the
Earth. There is also a staircase leading to Heaven. Souls
are walking up this Staircase. I see hundreds at the base of
the steps but there are only ones and twos ascending the
highest steps towards Heaven.

Today it is similar for every Nation accept that your
Governments, decide what commitments are necessary in
their opinion, for your Country - locally and also in the
International Community.

ELIJAH:
Media has now opened the news of the whole World for
Mankind. He is quite informed, as to what is happening in
the World. Trading is now accomplished by individual
Companies and persons across the entire World. Today
everyone has the advantage of expressing themselves
whether holy or unholy.

The message of the Seer today, is a modern message for
Mankind. It is also an ancient work of God. There came a
time when Men just walked away from the teaching of
God. They became reliant on their own powers and
judgment. They ruled over their own kingdom as gods.

............................................................................................................................................................
This ease of conversation across the whole World also offers Satan a very great Media
Extravaganza to express himself, and for him to teach the people throughout the World
of his teachings and also about his ways!
.............................................................................................................................................................
The greatest Work which God has had to do is to break
through the harrier which Men throw up against Him!

little broader view of God and He is fitted into their lives
on Sunday.

Men fortify themselves with their thoughts and ideals.

As you begin to climb the stairway to Heaven. You will
find fewer Souls on their way to Heaven. Those who make
the greatest efforts for God have become fewer in number.

They then decide how God might possibly fit into their
plans and into their lives? God does not fit into their plans
and religion is eliminated from their lives. Others take a

Two Hundred approach the Stairs, - then one hundred
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stop and one hundred begin to climb the steps. On the
second step half of them remain and go no further. It is the
same on the third and fourth step. Now we find that five or
six people, have made it to the fifth step.

wanted to do this --- they would succeed in organizing an
International Prayer, between them and all holy Souls!
Everyone who serves God, is a part of his Holy
Administration.

Many of the people on the lower steps have become
tired of their effort for God. They have turned
around and they are on their way back down the stairs
away from God.

He is God and he understands his work! If you do not
understand God, - then do not be disappointed. Neither be
disappointed, if you do not understand the part, which you
play in his holy plan.

The gifts of God are holy presentations for you. They
increase your position in Heaven. They strengthen you and
lift you up the Stairs. These prayers provide you with help
from the Angels, who will take your hand and lead you.
They provide strong help for you, to guide you and to give
you the strength, which you need to succeed for God, by
succeeding for yourself.

Have your kind words ever lifted a fallen soul or have you
wiped away a tear? Did you show approval for a
disappointed Soul, whom no other would approve? Have
you given encouragement to those who were discouraged?
If you have done any of these, for someone --- then you
have mended the Angels injured Wing, so that he may now
fly once more and help another injured Soul!

Man is so modern today and has always believed
himself to be modern. You will not be surprised to
know, that he is not close to God!

ENOCH:

The financial knowledge and control of monies, is so much
a factor in running the. Countries of the World, today but
this does not ensure their spiritual success!

Man must step beyond his mortal life. There is a vast
spiritual land, which has to be explored by them. Their
lifetime is to be used to explore this vastness of Heaven.
The individual must seek after and discover the secrets,
to the Holy kingdom!

Heaven is the Spiritual Administration of God. It is run by
three Gods who are Kings, under the one holy
Administration. These Kings have the first-and greatest
knowledge of their work, as to how the World ought to be
run. These Kings have created a perfect Kingdom, based
upon their own plans. They have put into place, each of
their creations and each part holds a place of importance,
beauty and use within these plans of God.

The Lord has brought his holy work to Earth. He is setting
up a Kingdom here upon the Earth. The Administration of
this Holy Kingdom, is accomplished by him, through the
complexity with the Individual person!
You have all become a part of his holy work! It is God
who understands just how each person fits into his plan.
He has set up a complicated Government, where he has
placed each person in a great position. All are a part of his
work. You may not understand your part. Often God does
not allow you to see clearly. He expects that through your
Faith, you will seek for a part of his plan for yourself You
have already accomplished your part. You may not be
satisfied; however I tell you that God is working with you
and he is using you in His holy plan.

The World grows step by step, as it acquires knowledge. If
a problem is insurmountable, then Man has to retreat for a
while and rethink his plans as required, to get around the
obstacle! They work together as so many parts of wisdom who cooperate in their plans, so that they may find their
way to success.
Man has created some very remarkable works in his
long History, on the Earth. He can be very proud of his
accomplishments

It is necessary that you be patient with God! You may be
in stride with someone who is across the World and whom
you do not know. You may also be a part often or twenty
persons chosen, to accomplish a certain mission by God!

However in his spiritual life he is still groping for answers.
Many are no closer to the truth of God today, then were
their Ancestors. The Modernism of the World of Man, has
not increased his Spiritual accomplishments!

You are however, like so many levels of importance,
within the very vast plans of God.
Like so many persons in the World, he has placed you in a
position where you are to achieve a holy work for him. He
has placed everyone, who wishes to be a part of the holy
plan.
It does not matter about your age or the condition of your
health. It does not matter if you are a part of many or alone
- you are still a part of his holy work. It is He who

It is mostly the individual, that accomplishes God's
work!
We are seeking after a holy Administration of the work of
God, here upon Earth. We are searching among Men, to
accomplish this organization of Holy Work. The Seers do
not seem to have the ability to do this. If they really
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measures the amounts of love. He collects it from the
individual and he adds this to the work of another. He
measures the weight and he adds from another until the
correct weight or measure is reached.

It takes courage to carry on with these plans of God,
because you may feel as if you are very much alone. You
are not alone when you seek to do the will of God. Let
these holy words be proof enough for you, because of your
Faith, you have already become a part of this work.

Your prayers when added to theirs: --- may cure the sick convert those who are of an evil disposition to holiness feed the poor – give comfort to the dying -save a soul
from Hell or raise another from Purgatory! ,

You cannot estimate your great worth, when you are
joined with others, in the work of God, to rescue Souls
from their imprisonment - by Satan!

The Individual is everything of importance, when added to
the many prayers and good works of the Christians- the
vastness of their great work moves mountains. God
perfectly understands what he is doing; as he chooses you
to become part of his holy plan! You are not alone, even if
you are lonely; because you are part of the organization of
Heaven, which spreads the holy work, over the Whole
World. You are a part of this vast work of God. You are a
light of very great importance - a part of this holy circuit,
where every member has their holy importance to Heaven!

How many do you suppose, have you rescued by now?
You do not know, but you must continue! They will thank
you later and then you will understand the plan of God for
you He has placed you as his Physical Spiritual Worker,
to live among Men and to administer help for them. Now
you must quite simply do your part, so that God may
accomplish everything through you!
Our Lord could do everything by himself if he wish! He
does not choose to give himself this honor. He chooses
each of you, so that you may receive this honor.

Our Lord's plans are known by him and he administers
them personally! His complex mind is this Government.
You have become part of his holy mind and work. You
take your position, as he has placed you there himself it is
not necessary for you to understand - providing you have
courage to carry on!

The Lord's plans are too complex for the Individual to
understand. He cannot explain them to you. If you were to
hear him explain everything to you for a lifetime - you
would die and still not know the whole plan. Neither
would you have accomplished anything!

THEREFORE, I SAY TO YOU TO HAVE FAITH IN GOD AND TRUST HIM.
HE PERFECTLY UNDERSTANDS YOU AND THE PART WHICH YOU MUST FULFILL HAVE GREAT FAITH AND CARRY ON!
I BLESS YOU IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER SON
AND HOLY GHOST!
+
AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 45 June 18, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
It turned again on St. Michael to attack him. St. Michael
unsheathed his sword and when the beast flew at him, St.
Michael thrust his sword into the Dragon and
severely wounded him in the chest area of the heart and
lungs.

I saw a furious battle taking place in the Heavens! Saint
Michael was fighting a great winged Dragon.
In the heat of the battle, the Beast bit into Saint Michael's
right thigh. Saint Michael jabbed his spear down through
the top of the dragon's snout. The blade went down
through the roof of the snout and out into the mouth.

St. Michael withdrew his sword to thrust it in again, but
the beast turned and fled - flying away. As he flew away
he turned his head to look at St. Michael. I could partially
see the great wounds, which St. Michael had inflicted to
his head and in his chest. Both of these wounds
appeared to be mortal wounds and yet the beast seemed to
be very strong, as he flew off in a rage of anger!

The beast who was enraged and in agony - threw itself to
the ground, rolling and twisting it's body in fury. This
action snapped the shaft of St. Michael's spear. A couple
shakes of its head and the beast was free of the spear from
its mouth.
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If this decimation does not stop within the Church, God
has to counter this-with more effort by his Seers. They are
in position to do something about this decline in holiness,
by offering their own support for the true teachings of the
Roman Catholic Church. They will continue to teach about
the errors within the Church. Hopefully Mankind will
desire to remember what God is demanding of him and he
will desire to preserve the Holy Institution of Roman
Catholicism.

SAINT MICHAEL:
Mankind has developed through many steps in his Culture.
He has come through thousands of years, evolving into
Mankind of today, in the many Nations of the World.
His Religion has also evolved through his long history. It
has come to him through God. Our Lord has used many
holy people through history, to create this long scroll for
Mankind to read. It is a gathering of the work of God,
through Centuries. It has survived Wars, persecution and
destruction on their homelands. It has come from the
various Nations of the World in parts, because God is so
great, that he is everywhere. He has shared his work with
everyone. Therefore he has spread his teachings here and
there, throughout the entire World! The Roman Catholic
Religion has a very long History and it has been developed
by God, through many stages of Mankind's Holy
Development. In which God has the holy Occasion, to
reveal another part of his knowledge to Man, which was
to be recorded. All of these have been gathered through the
Centuries, into the what has become Roman Catholicism,
as instituted by God!

It is most important that the teachings remain with
the Lambs. It is through the Lambs, that the teachings
of God are remembered. They are the means for God,
to retain the knowledge of the Faith forever!
If the present Seers will not make the necessary effort of
teaching the Truth; which the Lord asks of them. Then Our
Lord will bring forward new Seers, who will agree with
the Lord’s demands. Our Lord will also strengthen many
Priests to also teach the Truth, so that Roman Catholicism
will continue in holiness!
I see the Two Prophets - Enoch and Elijah:

All this time, Man has made his many gains and losses
through his own history. Great Cities and even nations
from Biblical times, have risen and fallen not to be
heard of again. Today the very same is happening as
war changes, the shape of the World --- as does
Economy. Through it all - God's teaching continues to
survive, but it is constantly under attack - especially to
that of change!

They are in a dry arid desert area, where it appears to be
very hot and of course barren. They are walking together
through a sandy area and they are pulling what appears to
be a very large jute or hemp sack, with something heavy
inside. They are working as a team, dragging this sack
together along behind them in the great heat.

There are always those in power who must make great
changes in every part of Man's life. It is Man's nature, to
continue to make sweeping changes, when he has the
authority to do so!

What we have in this sack are the holy books of God, in
which is written the holy Work, which Men should not
change. We are preserving these books from
destruction. The holy information in these books must
not be lost to the knowledge of Men. What is holy must
remain so!

ENOCH:

The Roman Catholic Religion has developed through
change. It has been written through God, by his teachings
and through the teaching of Christ. It has developed
through the history of the Israelis, as they passed through
on their path of history with God. Also with the changing
of their Nation, through the passage of time in their
history.

We should gather the Holy Books - the original Bibles and
the Holy Writings of the Holy Doctors of the Church and
the Saints; to preserve the Teachings of God. We will then
store these holy books with Mankind, for safekeeping! If
Mankind can succeed in keeping these holy books; - then
Satan will not succeed in erasing the holy teachings of
God, from the mind of Man!

Religion was helped to develop by way of the Romans.
Their Empire helped speed the message of Christ, because
the Empire of Rome was far-flung over the World. After
the persecution of the Christians; it became the highway,
chosen by God, to spread the knowledge of Christianity!

The Lord has created the guidelines for Man's Soul. He
is to stay upon this safe road of God's love. The Lord
will singularly remove the twists and curves from the
road and lead Men straightway to himself. The Lord
wishes to remove spiritually, the trappings of Man. It
has always been the desire of God, that Men would
desire to be alone with Him! That is the purpose of
prayer and every holy teaching of God, that Mankind
will value this quiet time spent with God.

Numerous successes and failures have brought you
today where the Church now stands. With "Change"
ever knocking upon the church doors. God does not
desire ever more changes, being made in the Church,
because this is bringing about so much deterioration,
of His holy Teaching and Works!
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ELIJAH:

for Him to ask of you, My Brothers and Sisters!

The Lord is not content to wait while you decide to call
upon him in your free moments. He commands your
Guardian Angels saying: "Go at once and present to them
all holy works of prayers and readings. So that they will
know that I have called upon them and that I am expecting
their reply!"

I saw the Dragon return, he came flying over a Town in the
night. There were white clouds rushing by in the inky
blackness of the night sky. Satan brought the horde of
Demons with him. They agitated those people below, to
pillage and destroy homes! They tore from these homes
books, statues, holy pictures and they were burning. them.
These people were quite insane and violent, being spurred
on by Satan and the demons.

The Lord sends out his holy Angels who lay before your
spirit, - His Word, for you. Your eyes settle upon the
Crucifix and you contemplate; - a hymn comes to mind or the troubled lives of another, brings you in touch with
your spirituality in God.

When I looked closer at these burning books I could see
that there were Bibles and many books of the Saints and
some written by Priests. The people were destroying the
works of the Intelligent teaching of Holiness and thought!
They were trying to remove what is written, in hope that
these people will lose all knowledge of God - and of the
Demon!

All of these are presentations used by your Holy Angels, to
capture your attention and to separate you, from that of the
World!

Within this work - a most insidious plan by Satan, to
remove from them, all holy work of God. These people
were the Instruments of the spiritual insanity of Satan, who
being carried on the Demon's Spirit, were helping to erase
from this World, in the great error of Men - the holy
reminders of God. Churches were also sacked and
destroyed, leaving them as empty shells!

How wonderful for Man - is the written word" to
capture for him the breath of God's life. How great are
the wonderful words of God, which are cherished by
the Saints.
The Prophetic words which best suit the thoughts of
God - on this day, I speak and they are written for
posterity. Not that my words have worth, but that I
convey God's message of love for Mankind.
The Lord has gone to great effort in his plans so that his
words are not forgotten. He has chosen those who are
patient, to teach those who must know and are willing to
learn about the abundant love of God! The Lord wishes to
provide Mankind with every help, to speed their Souls to
Heaven. If it were possible to do more - then Our Lord
would do it!

ENOCH:
My dear Brothers and Sisters, value your holy books
and keep them safe. I am not asking you to hide them. I
am asking you to read them!
Satan is effectively removing from you, the Holy Word
of God. For if you do not bother to make use of these
books, then what good are these unused Libraries?

The Lord could perform all method of punishment for Men
by using the Elements of Nature. He could if he wished, to
fully convince Men, through his voice of thunder and
lightning and by earthquake and other violent means, to
frighten them into submission to him.

THE ENEMY OF GOD IS DOING EVERYTHING
POSSIBLE TO REMOVE FROM THE MIND OF
MAN THE DAILY RESPONSIBILITY TO LOVE
AND HONOR GOD, BY PRAYERS AND HOLY
READINGS.

That is not the way of the Lord! God knows that he may,
with a mighty hand, persuade every one of his ways! Our
Lord is Grace in Spirit Form. He expects Men to seek the
spirit by spiritual means, through prayers of love and by
Faith and in the validity of the Mass. That is not too much

YOU MUST BE
CAREFUL THAT THIS
DETOUR IN THE ROAD, DOES NOT TAKE YOU
TOO FAR AWAY FROM THE LORD, IN CASE
THAT YOU ARE IN DANGER OF NOT FINDING
YOUR WAY BACK TO GOD!

WE BLESS YOU, OUR HOLY BROTHERS AND SISTERS,
IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER, SON AND HOLY GHOST! + AMEN!
Little Prophet
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No. 46 June 20, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
Today at the Immaculate Conception Church:
I saw seven Angels, riding very beautiful white mares at a
gallop. In the distance I saw Jesus waiting for them. As
they passed me, I noticed their joy and excitement!

normally be, in this great Temple. It is also here that the
censor of God, burns day and night, where the incense of
the prayers of Mankind, go up before the face of God!

These riders soon reached Jesus - where they dismounted.
They knelt in front of Our Lord, with their heads bowed
and their wings upraised. These Angels lead by Triberious,
were Couriers, who were sent to him with a Message. I
saw a Mystic entering a small Shrine, to pray.

Behind the Father, the nearest wall is a beautiful beaded
wall, which consists of these numerous Rosaries of every
color gathered by God, through the prayers of so many
Rosaries, prayed over the Decades! They form so stalwart
in strength their support for that wall.

She was enthralled by what she saw inside! It was not
possible for this little piece of Heaven, to have more
statues and holy works of Art. The windows were stained
glass depictions of the lives of the Saints. Candles sat in
front of every holy statue. It was not possible to add more
beauty, to so small a place!

These treasures of so many Rosaries, are loved and revered
by the Father, as he places each in the treasury of his
Chapel. Here they remain forever and not one of them, will
be taken from here and he will remember every bead of
Mankind's love, as they have prayed on the Holy Heavenly
beads of the Rosary.

She walked to the center floor and began to turned around
- in awe as she looked with amazement, at this beautiful
little Chapel. She was so happy with the beauty of this
small holy Sanctuary.

Our Mother appeared from behind this Mantle, of so
many Rosaries, in Our Father's Holy Shrine. It also
appears to me, that every Rosary is here from so many
Generations of Man, because they come in so many
beautiful forms.

This little Chapel has been built for her. This Chapel in the
vision is now pushed further back and I am raised above it
now – to see that the Mystic is enclosed in a glass Rosary
bead. She is in this Shrine of the Rosary, built for her by
God, because of her love for Jesus and Mary. He created it
for her from her beautiful prayers!

It is as if so many Rosaries which Mankind prayed with,
which came in so many designs, shapes, and styles are
all here - like precious jewelry which Man has given the
Father.
I saw Our Lord Jesus come forward at the time for the
Consecration, walking toward the Altar. Our Mother has
come forward with Jesus and she came to stand at my left
of the Altar, slightly in front of it and knelt down.

I continue to rise higher in the vision, until I can see other
individuals here and there, throughout the World and they
are also enshrined as she; in one of these beautiful Chapels
within one Rosary Bead.

Two Angels came to assist Our Lord at the Altar, acting as
his Servers. I was intrigued by the fact that the Angels
assisted Our Lord, while She - the Queen of Heaven,
remained kneeling and did not attend Our Lord and serve
him!

The Holy Ghost is in his form of the Spirit, gathers these
single beads - each a different color, and he brings them
together with the first bead of the Mystic into his heart.
Where they form together, into a completed living Rosary
of love. In the greatest of Temples, within the heart of the
Holy Ghost!

OUR MOTHER SAID:
I was not allowed to be there to be noticed, at the last
Supper and it was the Apostles, who attended him. It was
they, who were present that night and they were honored to
be with him and to serve with him, as he also served
them!

When the Rosary was completed bead by bead and then
finished, it is carried towards Heaven. I see the spiritual
hand of God, reaching down to Earth, for this Rosary and
he lifts the completed Rosary to heaven.
The Father places it in his own Sacred Temple, where
there are thousands and thousands of beautiful Rosaries.

No Woman should go behind the Altar during the Mass
Celebration and Consecration. Not even the Altar Girls
should be present there!

They are hanging over the Holy Alter Horn and also over
the Rosary Enclosure, behind the Father, where He himself
sits on his Throne, in the place where the Altar would

This Sacrifice belongs to God, who chose Men, to be part
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of and to serve and Witness, the first Holy Celebration and
Consecration. That is also why the Altar Boys as Innocent
Children are present before Jesus, to serve him in this same
way that these Angels, are present now to serve him! For
these reasons and others, Our Mother did not serve!

holy sacramentals of her love, for her Saints. Add .her
Rosaries to the Fathers Shrine in Heaven. Enter her Spirit a place of solitude, where peace carries you adrift towards
Heaven, on Angel Wings!
You rise in glory through quiet moments and see the
majestic light of Heaven. Where your Spirit is dazzled
with love and light enters your heart, to warm it. Love
overflows into your Soul from your heart and you feel as
the young person who is in love --- within this holy love.

The Father appears again in his Holy Shrine - alone to
speak saying:
The Mystic represents every holy Person, who come to
God in Prayer. The Holy little Chapel, is the place of
beauty, which She has built for herself and for Me.

Let your prayers place you in love with God. Love Jesus
forever and follow him. Take hold of his sleeve and insist
that he take you with him! Do not hesitate, he loves those
who are bold and persistent in their prayers! He is waiting
to hear what you will say to him. He is watching to see
what you will plan to do!

She has built this little Chapel while praying to me. She
has included in it, every wonder and Holy part of her life!
In it - she has placed all beautiful holy memories - which
she has experienced and felt in her spirit. Every holy
picture which she has treasured and every statue, which
she has loved! They are all here today, to embrace her and
to surround her with their beauty.

It is possible to capture God! It is My children possible to
hold his heart in your hands. To feel that heat inflame your
own Soul. To feel the passion and fire of his love, squeeze
your own heart, as he lifts your Spirit from your Body and
you are love-struck for him! You will become his holy
love and he will accept you.

Each person has to create a Holy Spiritual Chapel, where
they may enter and be spiritually lifted and envelop in the
arms of God! They must find this quiet place, in their souls
and enter into it alone to find peace. They must concentrate
on a holy focal point - a sign of holiness as the Crucifix, a
Rosary, a holy picture, a remembrance of some sign of
Peace and love for that person.

The Angel now speaks to Jesus saying:
Love My Holy Lord - Saint Michael and his army
have thrown themselves against the enemy Satan; with
great power, because of the effort of Man in his prayers
today. The presence of your Holy Son - Pope John Paul II,
has made his presence again felt upon Earth and that has
reawakened prayers, in so many hearts! Saint Michael has
used the holy good, of these prayers to attack the evil of
Satan, with renewed vigor to protect Men.

Whatever you choose, concentrate on that moment of joy
and escape through this door of love, to enter your own
holy Chapel. This is a spiritual escape for your Soul, where
you may stand alone to enjoy your prayers and meditation!
Create your Sanctuary which will embrace you spiritually
and lift you away from your physical life, for a few
minutes or for an hour each day. Allow yourself to quietly
remain there and to find peace. Listen to the silence breathe in the aroma of peace, which arise to your senses,
as the bouquet of Roses. Let yourself be enclosed within
this holy place and then listen for God to speak to you!

The Father has sent him to protect a great number, because
of the measure which the Father has weighed, in
Mankind's favor, because of prayers - especially the
Rosary!
Our Captain has sent us flying to you my Lord; to bring
you this news of his increase and victory over the Devil!
For He was able to find the strength of God - given to him
by the Father, to protect the holiness of Mankind.

Listen to hear God my Children and for Jesus to talk to
you. His voice is clear and powerful, in his words of love.
His advice to you - are roses, whose perfume has
intoxicating aroma and beauty. Let him lift you to
Heavenly heights. Rejoice with him because he loves you.
His light shall gloriously brighten the dark recesses and
this beauty will shine through the colored windows in your
shrine, to add beauty to your glorious surroundings.

OUR LORD:
May Hearts again take flight to Heaven - carried upon the
spiritual wings of the Holy Ghost. May his work be
charged with new life, in the hearts of Men.

Seek out your Holy Mother in your prayers and let her
embrace you with her Holy Love. She is the Mother, who
is kind and tender. She will clothe your Spirit in holiness,
so that you will be filled with love for her, Where you will
be desirous to remain with her, surrounded by the beautiful

May you My Holy Father, desire to now enkindle the
flames of your love, in so many hearts, that they will bring
about a glorious Victory, for you My Holy God through
their Prayers!

MY DEAR CHILDREN, ENTER MY CHAPELS OF PRAYER,
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THAT I MAY INFLAME YOUR SOULS WITH LOVE!
I BLESS YOU IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER, SON
AND HOLY GHOST!
+
AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 47 June 25, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
YOU ARE A COMBINATION OF THE PHYSICAL
AND ALSO TRUE SPIRIT. YOUR SPIRIT CAN BE
VERY CLOSE TO BEING GODLY. YOUR SPIRIT
CAN DWELL IN HEAVEN, THOUGH YOU WALK
HERE UPON THE EARTH.

Today I saw a wonderful vision:
The Holy Ghost in the beautiful form of the White Dove,
was flying through a place of air and light. He was
accompanied by ten Angels. These Angels had wings like
Him and they. flew along with the Holy Dove.

You, Oh Man - I have made a very great Creature. You
may go spiritually, far beyond your physical limitation.

The Wings of the Dove lifted up and down gracefully. The
easy rhythm of his wings and those of the Angels, relaxed
my spirit and I entered into a place of peace and a beautiful
soft white light shone out of the vision, to bathe my spirit
in this beauty and peace.

Do not only be amazed with this World, for I can carry you
so far beyond this Earth.
You do not have to wait until your death, because that may
be too late for your Soul. Do not waste these years, in
which you may now experience the glory of God. I your
Lord - ask you to experience Heaven with me now. I shall
carry you gloriously through each day, in which we
together; shall overcome your physical problems - these
barriers, which Satan throws up before you, to confound
you.

I then saw God the Father, sitting alone upon his Throne.
His face was strikingly handsome and his eyes would
pierce any heart.
THE HOLY SPIRIT SPOKE SAYING:
Mankind has not understood me and he has not entered
into Peace where I dwell. He must know that he is
responsible, to reach for me, in his prayers and in his mind
as he visualizes God.

I shall come in spiritual form like the Holy Dove. With
Angelic wings and assist each of you, with strong and
loving spiritual guidance. Allow me to enter into your
private chamber of love - your Heart! I shall guide you
each moment of your day, with patience and love.

HIS SOUL SHOULD VISUALIZE THOSE WHOM
HE PRAYS TO SO THAT HE MAY ENTER IN
THERE WITH THEM, AND REMAIN THERE,
SECURE IN THEIR LOVE.

You do not have to live alone, in your physical World.
You may fly with me and at this same time, rejoice in the
World of the Holy Spirit and of Heaven.

To pray is to enter into the Holy Spiritual World. This is a
true and real place, just as is your Earth! I have always
been trying to teach Men about my kingdom, where your
Holy Souls may come to Me, to spend an Eternity in Joy
and Glory. Your Soul can see and understand all of this.

Each day is to be a completion of satisfaction, in the work
of your body and spirit. Your day is to have the balance, of
the physical and spiritual, for your well-being.
My Children, the foolish Man allows his Soul to starve to
death. It remains weak and undeveloped; it is lonely and it
knows no joy.

You must remove the barriers before your Spiritual eyes.
You confound the beauty of Grace by being so much the
Physical Creature! You are too involved in being the Man
and you cannot enjoy being the Spirit.

When he dies he is left with a sick spirit, which has not the
strength of Holiness, to fly toward Heaven. In this
weakened state it has survived but without virtue and it
will fall away into Hell.

You are not just the Man - one of many among Mankind.
You are also the Spirit, with God, if you wish to be. (Or
you are the spirit with Satan, if you wish to be.)

To them I say:
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I have always taught you the wisdom of strengthening
your Souls. I have always understood the spirit’s {first}
importance to you. You have fought me and argued against
me, until it was too late for you.

important. You will be left' with it in Hell for Eternity.
That which lasts for Eternity - foolish Man, should be that
which you desire to love and to strengthen. Why should
you spend your whole life-time, on pleasing the part of
you, which will only die? Is it not wise to please the part
which will live forever?

You are trapped inside your lost body and you will now
realize that it was your spirit which was your first and most

WHY IS IT SO DIFFICULT FOR MAN TO UNDERSTAND THAT HE HAS TWO PARTS TO HIMSELF?
HE CONSISTS Of THE PHYSICAL SELF AND THE SPIRITUAL SELF.
I have taught the Child to have an imagination, so that he
was able to experience the supernatural thought. He ran
and played with the freedom of the innocent, as he dashed
about physically, while still experiencing his World of
Imaginative games, He should not have lost this
imagination, as he grew. He should have developed it
spiritually in a holy religious manner.

the Word of God - which had taken the shape of a
silver-white, metallic, double-edged Sword. It was
traveling through space, -- point first, towards the Holy
Ghost and the Angels.
The Holy Ghost became excited with love, at its coming.
He was so excessive in his love for the Word of God. That
he and the Angels, disappeared into the white light of the
Sword - the Word of God struck His own light and He
disappeared into it, with the Angels!

He needs to enter this World as a Child, to find God and to
trust Him - who knows! Trust God - who knows about this
spiritual World, where you must soon enough enter. It will
no longer be an imaginary World, but the real World and
your only existence and forever!

Our Father is asking you to enter into your prayers, just as
you would enter a room, in your home.

Enter again the holy Sanctuary of God and experience the
Spiritual kingdom of God. Enter his Church and Pray to
him Pray also to those whom He loves - Your Holy
Mother and His Angels and Saints. Renew within your
hearts, all the former paths of love, which you once walked
upon!

When you enter a room, in your home, which is familiar to
you. You are not distracted by its furnishings. You have
the understanding of what you are seeing here and you are
quite comfortable to remain. Your life in prayer is such a
room. You may be very prayerful and comfortable in these
familiar surroundings.

FIND YOURSELF AS THAT CHILD, WHO IS
VIBRANT AND NEW – EXCITED AGAIN IN
KNOWING AND
LOVING JESUS AND MARY.
ENKINDLE THE HOLY FIRE WITHIN YOUR
HEARTS, THAT YOU MAY BE EXCITED TO
EXPERIENCE HOLINESS, LIKE THE CHILD WHO
EXPERIENCES THE WONDER OF CHRISTMAS!

It is also possible that you are in a new home and this room
may be unfamiliar to you. You may wish to look around
for a while and once satisfied, you may decide to stay. This
may be a new experience to enter into prayer. This room
will not be so familiar to you and it will take a while for
you become comfortable here.

THE BEAUTY OF JESUS’ BIRTH IN YOUR
HEARTS IS THAT HOLINESS YOU SHALL
EXPERIENCE IN THE NEW BIRTH OF YOUR
SOUL. A NEW LIGHT TO EXCITE YOU, SO THAT
YOU WILL DESIRE TO RETURN EACH DAY TO
PRAY.

In a very short time, if you continue to pray, you will
become very comfortable to come and to remain here, for
quite some time! This should be a quiet and private
experience for you, even if you pray with many. You can
have this spiritual place, where you are alone with God. It
does not matter how many are with you or where you are.

Develop your prayers and actually try to see! Enter into
the experience of your prayers . Go there to be with those
whom you are praying to.

Picture in your mind this room. Place upon these walls the
most beautiful pictures and upon the Altar, the most
magnificent statues, so that your holy senses will be
excited in this beauty of your purpose for God. This is
your personal chapel, where you alone may enjoy all of the
Holy Visitors from Heaven whom you pray to.

Your Holy life can (once again) be inflamed with love, as
lovers of God. Lovers of Jesus and Mary. Fly with my
Angels. Travel with the Holy Ghost; for you shall be in the
greatest of company - My Heart Of Love and Expression
of Joy, For You!

BE CERTAIN OF PRAYER, MY CHILDREN. IF
YOU CALL UPON GOD - HE IS THERE FOR YOU.
CALL UPON THE SAINTS AND THEY ARE ALSO
THERE. THE ANGEL COMES IN A MOMENT, FOR

I again saw the Holy Dove and the Angels. I also saw
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HE IS AT YOUR SIDE. YOU HAVE ONLY TO
PRAY AND WE ARE THERE WITH YOU. DO NOT
DOUBT THIS BECAUSE IT IS TRUE! WHOMEVER
YOU WISH TO CALL IN YOUR PRAYERS AND
THEN ASK THEM TO BLESS YOU -THEY WILL
DO SO!

whom you pray to come and Bless you!

Yes, my Children - "Ask and Ye shall receive!" When you
pray and ask for Blessing from Heaven. Be certain those

A good Confession will cast the Demon from you. Do not
invite him back. For the Spirit whether Holy or Unholy
will come to you in a moment, if you invite them.

You may ask for a physical healing and heaven will come
at once, to strengthen your Soul. It is necessary to endure
with patience, until God will come to you, with your
request.

DO NOT BE DISCOURAGED AND COLLAPSE IF YOU SIN OR STOP PRAYING!
PRAY AND I WILL HELP YOU FIND A WAY, AROUND YOUR PROBLEMS!
THE LORD LOVES YOU ALWAYS! COME WITH ME, MY CHILDREN, TO FIGHT
THE DEMON, THAT YOU MAY DWELL FOREVER IN THE ROOMS
WHICH I HAVE PREPARED FOR YOU IN HEAVEN!
I BLESS YOU IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER, SON
AND HOLY GHOST!
+
AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 48 June 27, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
his Temple, because the Angels and Saints are living there
with Him, in his Temple in Heaven. All the beautiful
murals in his presence, are the living scenes of the past,
present and future - although, those beautiful scenes of the
future, still remain as scenes which are empty, having no
people, because they have not yet been filled, with their
living Saints!

Today at the Immaculate Conception-Church. I saw the
Complete World of Man, contained within the Temple of
God.
In this vast Temple with so immense an area, to include all
of Creation as well as the Earth, in this beautiful Temple of
God.

The Angels are constantly flying above in the vaulted
ceiling of the Temple, to give honor to God, and they
surround Him, with their beauty and add to His own glory
and to that of Heaven.

The center floor of the Temple had a great spoked
wheel. The Earth was in the Center- hub of this Wheel.
The paths for Mankind led out from this center, where we
all began together as common people. The individuals set
out in Life, walking upon their separate paths and away
from the center, as they walked outward and into life!

I saw The Holy Trinity sitting upon their Thrones, at the
front of this great Temple, where there is no need of an
Altar; because the glorious magnificence of the Holy
Trinity, is ever present in the Temple of God!

The Statues in this Temple were of the Living Angels and
Saints, where the Holy and noble Individuals lived. I saw
the colored glass in the windows with scenes, showing the
lives of the Saints; and those Saints were alive in those
windows: These scenes extended out to the surrounding
villages or fields and some were near the Sea of Galilee;
depending upon what scene was depicted, in each window.
The windows of the Temple were without end. They
honored the lives of the Saints and glorified the
achievements of their day, - now living in the Temple of
God. We may call upon these Saints and expect to be
included in their lives and their work, which they do today!

I then saw Mankind on Earth. His Sight seemed to be
impaired, as he was unable to see that every moment in
which he lived; was done so, within this living Temple of
God! I saw Mankind living on the Earth, which size was a
very small part, of the Temple Floor. As the Man or
Woman, set out upon their journey in life. I saw how
certain paths crossed other paths and it was inevitable, that
these various people would meet in their journey!
The Earth with Mankind, seemed so small- sitting there on
the floor, of this Great Temple. I thought it was no wonder,
that we do not comprehend God; because we are so small,

It is not necessary for God to have statues or paintings in
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in so great a work of God. It is we who are the Ants, at the
feet of God! We cannot comprehend His great immensity,
due to our small size. We are unable to see, even the souls
of his feet!

God had first given them; did quite well and they did not
reject the help which God gave them, on their new
adventure! The Lord also sent the Angels and the Saints to
cross their paths, so that they could keep in touch with God
- and they did!

Nevertheless Ants are noticed by us and we are amazed by
their ability to live a very well structured life, in which
they proceed in their patterned life and contribute to the
good, of the whole Colony. I saw God watching us from
his Throne; at various times, as we walk along the paths,
away from the center of the wheel, our paths were crossed
at times by Angels, who helped guide us.

Some left their path and also God. They did not listen to
the Angels nor to the Saints, whom God had sent to them.
They - like the ants were too busy with their lives and did
not look up! The veil which hung over their lives, was far
too cloudy! Had they stopped for a while, alone and
remained quiet, it would have been possible for them, to
have looked up and to have seen God as well!

The spoked paths, on which we each travel, all lead to
certain of the Angels and Saints (and of course the Holy
Trinity and Our Mother). There was also a holy
overshadowing of some paths, in which certain parts of the
Heavenly work, were more Concentrated! As if those
persons were destined to have certain spiritual interest in
their lives; or to be helped or led by God, in a specific
direction!

Each of the spoked paths in this wheel, led out to
various Angels and Saints. It seems that at the conclusion,
of our walk through life - that on these paths, we will come
to a holy destination. God has placed all of us, upon these
certain paths, to lead us to His Glory!
However it is also possible to get lost on these paths. If we
spend our times walking through the veil and going
sideways! It is possible that we will never complete our
journey, to the end and to God. It is possible that we will
waste too much time and get waylaid too long, in our
lifetime, until our lives end incomplete!

It was also true of each Individual upon Earth. That God
gave them gifts of intelligence and certain skills; as well as
the direction, in which they were to go. As if they were
predestined, to follow this path of intelligence, which
would provide them with certain advantages such as
employment. They would also tend to walk in a certain
direction, with the approval of God, in the experiences of
their lives.

We should not necessarily fear a new path; for it will also
lead us to a Holy Destiny. It is a change of course; in
which our lives 'probably change forever, but that is alright
provided that we complete that new path to its destination
and to God.

I saw this glorious overshadowing of the Earth and of the
lives of Mankind. It was like a cloud or veil, which
prevents us from seeing the full glory of God, However if
we are like Ants, beneath God; then why can we not
simply look up and see God? It is because we are too busy
worrying about our Earthly life and we simply do not take
the necessary moments, to look up and to search for Him!

THE FATHER:
Visualize this Temple, My Children! It includes My
Creations - the Planets and the Earth. There is Saint
Michael with his foot upon the Dragon. (I see St. Michael
as the living Statue, with the Dragon under his foot, as it is
squirming- trying to free itself from his capture!) From
My Throne I see the spoked Wheel, upon the floor of my
Temple. I cast the Heavenly Bodies above it and below the
Earth - you see Hell and the suffering of those poor Souls!

The Veil had a second (more curious) purpose. The veil
holds a hidden challenge for each of us, as we walked
upon our paths and we are not so "Predestined" as I first
believed! I saw Mankind stepping off their paths and
walking across other paths, which seemed hidden from
them, by the veil! It was possible to step off one's own path
and to step upon another, without being aware of it! This
did change their direction, but they were now to accept this
new path and the consequences of this new and unknown
way!

I have placed the Holy Saints and Angels, within these
walls, (In the beautiful Cathedral I see many Saints and
Angels, living and there are no statues! All of the scenes in
the windows, of this Temple, are the living Saints and
people of that time. In the open fields and air of the temple
windows, which we on Earth have depicted in colored
stained glass, in our Church windows.)

The Veil overshadowed our free will. It was amazing and
strong and it had some advantage for us. God allowed us to
venture forward, in a new directions, other than the one
which He had chosen for tis! God watched with great
interest; this spoked Wheel, with so many billions of
people. Some kept on the paths which God had set them
and their lives seemed simple and straight forward. Some
of those who chose a path different, from the one which

"Look at the high vaulted ceilings - the immense size of
the Temple, which will hold God!" If Man could but
behold the scale of this Grandness, which God presents to
them. They would be anxious to stay upon the holy path,
on which I have placed them! So that they could quickly
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complete their journeys and come to this glory which
awaits them in Heaven, to be with Me!

lead you to Me. He has not failed in his work; He is
perfect!

Mankind is to decide upon his destination and he has
himself, made his own plans! He has walked upon the
path, which he has chosen and in so doing, has crossed
many paths of many people. That person who crosses
those paths, but never completes the journey of their own
path - forfeits their chances to be with God.

It is Men who have failed! My Children, I have a holy
Plan which includes all of Mankind. I placed this plan
down upon the floor of my Temple. I drew it up and I
committed everyone to this same perfection! I added
beauty and mystery to it. I gave Men free will to enjoy It.
I also gave him My Laws!

You see My Children, you are too small to understand the
scale of God's plans. You are unable to comprehend the
magnitude of my plans, which lead each individual to the
finish! You need not be disappointed, if the journeys of
some people were short! For they are Couriers; who have
passed the sealed envelope of my letter on to another!
Those with shortened lives; I have guided and presented
their Souls quickly, at the end of their journey, in their
short lives! They were carried upon Angels wings and,
finished in a moment, - were taken away by God!

My Laws - what are they you may ask? They are My
answer to your problems! They concern your obedience to
Me and they also commit you to love Mankind.

While the rest of you remain; spending your journey
thoughtfully, with much more time for you to use. You are
chosen by Me, to carry the load! You are building the
condition, in which Men must now live. You are a part of
Man's Journey, which is now changing! All of you are
pulling together and carrying forth this change, without
perhaps being aware, that you are working together!

Some may consider themselves to be beacons of light guides to lead Men on perilous courses. They are certain of
their own selfish plans and they have committed others, to
follow their will. Governments have joined them, sending
Nations to follow Satan's plans for Mankind.

This was the type of Law, which provided Man with
everlasting life, because it ensured his holy place in the
love of God. It also ensured his own place on Earth,
because it provided Him with a holy life, which was
conducive for the continuation of life, for the various
people upon Earth.

The Devil is in this Temple as well! He became a part of
the plan - through his own choice! As he stepped off the
path, which I had chosen for Him. Through selfishness - he
crossed over the paths, of so many Angels and swept them
away from the holy destiny, to which I had placed them
in.

I know that it does not seem that you are working together
- however you are! All are a part of this World of Man.
You are sustaining this World, in which changes are
redistributing, the Earth among Man. Change - is an
earthmover and you are watching the pattern change, in
which Men now live, changing some parts of their lives
forever!

It was Luciel’s choice, which he favored to make
himself great! “Foolish Demon, you have lost your
greatness and now your roots are in Hell! You are unable
to reach again to Heaven!”

Some are able to follow their paths and they will see the
end of their destination. The majority cross from path to
path and they do not follow, in the direction which God is
leading them. They are trying to escape Me; but they are
going nowhere! They are not out of my sight and they are
going sideways, whereas they should be going ahead!

This once holy Angel- Greatest among Angels, has fallen
and he now threatens you, as you feel certain that in his
power - He can overthrow your Holiness and cast you
headlong into Hell!?

They are certain that they are traveling in a new direction,
where I have not gone! I watch them and I pity them in
their confusion, as they try to escape me. Eventually they
shall run out of strength and die! They are trapped in a jar
and are walking around in circles, unable to achieve their
destination; because they would not listen to Me!

Foolish Men! I could give you so much strength and power
to fight against him! He cannot walk along the path of
Truth or the Holiness of God! Those paths would destroy
him!
Fill your Hearts with love and obedience to God and you
shall find success in loving Men. Therefore you will find
peace and joy, - which will destroy Satan!

Poor foolish Man - how will you fun away from God? I
shall gather you together and imprison you with the other
defectors from God. Never will you see. my beauty nor the
beauty of Heaven.

He is the manifestation of Hatred! If hatred were removed
from the lives of Men - then there go the Demons forever,
into Hell! Gone forever from the lives of Men! Everyone
would therefore, be upon the paths to Holiness.

I have laid out the joy of Heaven. It was given to you,
because of the Sacrifice of My Son. It was His destiny to
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For many their time is wasted and it is running out!
They have not remained upon their holy paths. They do

not travel in the direction of God and therefore do not
understand Me. They are lost to God!

HERE IN MY TEMPLE - IS ALL LIFE AND ALL DESTINY TO THAT LIFE!
I LOVE YOU, MY CHILDREN, YOU ARE MY CHILDREN,
SO REMAIN IN MY GRACE, THE PLACE OF LOVE!
THE PLACE WHERE GOD CHOOSES TO REMAIN!
I BLESS YOU, MY CHILDREN, COME TO ME
IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER, SON AND HOLY GHOST! + AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 49 July 2, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
In the Vision I saw a Church. Perhaps in the American
Mid-West. It was a very high bricked Church with long
narrow windows. The Roof slants steeply and resting on
top, a very long steeple.

become a Saint. Although he is very much grounded, in
the World - a modern day Priest. Like all Priests Our Lord
has given him the Rite of the Holy Celebration of Jesus,
who must suffer gravely again for Mankind!

Inside I see a young Priest praying alone in a pew. He is
kneeling close to a Portrait of Our Mother.

I am his Mother and he watches this picture of Me, as I
stand Victorious in the powerful storm of God - as He
(GOD) has overpowered Satan?

The painting is very beautiful, - but powerful! Our Mother;
is standing in a furious wind - a storm where her beautiful
royal-blue Cape, is being blown to the side. This has
released a length of her blond hair, like a streamer in the
wind. The background sky of this painting is dark; mixed
in colors of purple, blue and black; like nightfall dropping
in the last moments - before darkness and in a terrible
storm!
She stands Victorious with one foot upon the Dragon's
back and the other on Satan's shoulder. He is twisted
sideways to better view Her; as he strains to obtain a side
glace of Her. He scowls as he fights to free himself
Through the blackened clouds where Our Mother is
looking, come the Angelic Army towards Her to defend
her. She however has already been Victorious over the
Beast!
This Priest with his Rosary in hand - looks so holy, as he
reverently views this Painting and it is obvious that he
loves Our Mother very much!
Unseen by this Priest - Our Mother actually stands before
him. She is talking to him as he prays. She is guiding his
decisions.
OUR MOTHER:
My Priest-Son is faced with a dilemma. He wishes to

"I WHO AM HOLY AND
OVERCOME HE WHO IS EVIL!"

GOOD

HAVE

‘Good’ will vanquish 'Evil,’ because God will give those
who are good, - power over those who are evil in the end
of time!
"THE QUEEN OF HEAVEN" is not just a Title; it is
the action of a very great and Holy Work, which is also
my Cross; which I carry for God. The power is not in
my Beauty. My Power is in God; who granted to me - a
part of his own Power! I have a share in the greater
part of God's Work and that is why I have power over
Satan.
I dwell with God in his purity, which has infinite power
over evil, because there is not evil in Me! I am free of
Man's weakness to do even a breath of evil. I am beyond
evil - therefore Satan is weak beneath me and he is
defeated under my feet. He is crushed by Me, while I use
the powers of The Father: of his Purity and Holiness, to
crush Satan to the Ground!
This young Priest is concentrating upon my beauty, in this
painting! As if the beauty of the Queen is sufficient to set
him free from Satan's power! My beauty is to him, the
beauty of the flesh, which will not rescue his Soul!
I HAVE VERY GREAT EXPECTATIONS FOR MY
CHILDREN.
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I want Mankind to form a Holy Family. I want them to set
aside, their differences and to become united in the
holiness of God. Through the ages, Men have walked
stubbornly in their own direction, preferring their wisdom
to that of God. Some remembrance of the demon remains
in them in their disobedience to God. They act like Satan
in their persistence --- to hold God, at a distance and to
consider that He is not important, in their lives today.
What a very grave error for them! They must cross the
veil to Him and find that their way has been blocked!
The Angel shall stand there at the gate and prevent
them from crossing over into Heaven! The length of
your lifetime is a little while, when compared with the
length of your time in Heaven, or Hell, which is an
Eternity!
Follow Me, Oh Mankind, to the Eternity into Heaven. It is
your whole lifetime, when multiplied forever! If you enter
Heaven, you will begin your Eternal life, where you enjoy
the presence of your Spiritual Family,
In Heaven your love is not for food or drink, to smoke or
to watch television! You have left that behind and you
are surprised to find a place of new interests which are not
like those upon Earth! You will step over the clouds, to
enter that place, where you will begin a new and holy life.
You need not be frightened of death, because you will also
have a new perfect Body.
You will be yourself, in this same Spirit, which now
dwells inside you and has become what you have designed
it to become, by the work of your life! It has also become
an intelligent partner, to guide your body! The intelligence
of your Spirit works with a freedom which your physical
body cannot command! For in Heaven, it can move
beyond the Earthly Limitations, of your body and
experience Heaven, without limitations. Through the
freedom of thought in the presence of God, it can fly!
Your spirit, with unlimited freedom, will enter Heaven,
which is like your most beautiful Dream. It is the
perfect World, which suits the Spirit. It is the spiritual
environment, which will satisfy the happiness of your
spirit.
You will step out of the darkness of the Earth and now live
where your life is perfect. This is difficult to explain, when
all you have to compare to Heaven is your Earth. It is also
difficult to explain the joy of Heaven, while you compare
it to that of Earth. There is so little comparison!
Heaven is a World from which has been cast death and
darkness and the impurity of Mankind. When he leaves the
impurity of Earth, he also leaves his impure habits. While
on Earth, he centered much of his time around those
impurities and also dwelt in his imperfect thinking!

The Children of Earth cannot help but experience some
amount of error, in their lives. They accept the errors,
which exist all around them! Whether it be the acceptance
of drinking and drugs, or over-eating and watching the evil
productions on the television. There is acceptance of Evil,
in greater and lesser amounts continuously.
This error then becomes a part of one's life. In their
lives they become acceptant of these and other errors.
These errors and sins become a (NATURAL?) part to
their lives, which they no longer think is unusual! After
all, everyone is doing it, so why should they not? This is
an unnatural weakness in Mankind; and it is the same
throughout every part of the World.
It is against this (NATURAL) acceptance of Man's Sins
upon Earth which God has forever been fighting
against! This is the reason why He has sent the Prophet
and also the Seer. This is the reason that He has sent
My Son Jesus to die in a bitter Death! This, My
Beloved Children, is what this Battle against Satan is
all about!
When you remove Sin completely from a World, My
Children, then you change both the appearance of that
World and you also live very differently in that new place.
There is no comparison to a World of Holiness and to a
World of Sin:
IT IS SO VERY DIFFICULT FOR THOSE OF
HEAVEN TO DESCRIBE HEAVEN TO YOU!
IT IS EQUALLY DIFFICULT FOR YOU TO
UNDERSTAND ABOUT HEAVEN.
My Dear Children, if you were to remove everything from
your lives, which Heaven considered to be sinful, you
would also have to remove your lives from your Earth!
That is exactly what God wants for you. First you must
make the Holy Effort, of your lives for God; while you are
upon Earth. Then at the time of the reward of your death,
your Lord will come for you. It is at that time, that you will
see the glory of Heaven! It is at that time, that you will
understand the real reason for the Work of God. You will
also understand why He was right; to demand Mankind, to
live the Holy Life! You will also understand that the Earth
is so evil and Satanic, when compared to Heaven and to
God!
THOSE WHO HAVE THE GREATER FAITH AND
TRUST IN GOD WILL WALK UPON THE WATER
AND NOT BE AFRAID!
THE CHILD'S IMAGINATION SHALL TAKE
OVER IN THE ADULT’S SPIRIT; IT SHALL
LEAVE THE GROUND AND NOT BE AFRAID!
THE SPIRIT OF THE CHILD SHALL REIGN OVER
THE SPIRIT OF THE MAN, AND HE SHALL BE
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SET FREE!

work!

Those souls, who enter Heaven, shall be as free as the
imagination of the Holy Child. The polite courtesy of the
Child, will rule over his nature, in the presence of God. He
shall be calm in the beautiful presence of God. This same
Child shall approach God -- who has no limit in how he
may appear, in so great a beauty as to inspire awe, in those
who behold Him!

God had restrained the Earth to the Seasons. He had placed
it on slow time, where change to the Earth, was to happen
in degrees over the centuries. Our Lord has now increased
the physical rate of change, upon Earth and it is
devastating! This violent change creates panic, worry and
death in Men. Man's physical body, cannot stand the
violence of Earth's abrupt differences!

I shall lead you, My children, out into the pastures, where
we will walk along the grassy hills and I will tell you
stories which God has told me! I shall also explain to you
the life of God, as He has taught me.

The Innocent Child, who is kind and obedient is the perfect
person, to be in the presence of God. God has created the
spirit of this Child of innocents, to be the goal for
Mankind. It is this purity which Adam lost! It is this purity,
which Man must again obtain to enter Heaven.

Your Heaven does not consist of the boredom of sitting
doing nothing! Our Father is always planning new
interesting work, which those who come to him, will
rejoice in knowing. He has created a World for your Spirit,
to satisfy your every wish and to delight you!
He is the Holy Spiritual Creator, who has worked more
completely in the spirit, than it is possible for him to even
work upon Earth. Although He has created Earth very
well! Satan has come to Earth and destroyed much of His

YOU ARE GOING TO GO TO HEAVEN, TO ENJOY
THE SPIRITUAL WORLD, WHICH WILL SATISFY
YOUR
SPIRIT COMPLETELY. THIS IS THE
LUXURY OF THE LIFE WHICH YOU HAVE
ALWAYS DESIRED!
OUR FATHER WILL SMILE AT YOU -- IN YOUR
OWN AMAZEMENT OF HIS KINGDOM! HE HAS
CREATED THE PERFECT HEAVEN, FOR YOUR
SPIRIT'S HAPPINESS.

I BLESS YOU, MY CHILDREN, IN THE NAME OF
THE FATHER, SON AND HOLY GHOST! + AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 50 July 3, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
I HAVE COMBINED THE SAINT CHARBEL
VISION JULY 3 WITH JULY 4, FOR REASONS
WHICH WILL BECOME APPARENT!
I saw the Guardian Angels, of those who were present here
at the Saint Charbel Prayer tonight.
They stood beside each of the people here and they were
much larger than we were.
In the fourth Joyful Mystery of the Rosary, the Angels
stood in a circle and clasped each other’s hands. At that
time I was filled with a very great peace, because I
could feel that our Spirits were united with the Angels so that we were all in peace and harmony!
I then saw a beautiful City. It was partially built into a hill
and constructed of white stucco buildings. When the Sun

came up in the morning, the City appeared golden in color.
I asked the name of this City and I was told that it was the
Ancient City of Babylon. When the Sun set at night it
reflected first in colors of blue and then in orange, on the
buildings of the City.
I was told that the gold represented the wealth and
importance to that City in its time. The blue was
representational of water for this City, which meant
shipping, because it was at the center of Trade and
Commerce, in its day. The orange; because the City was
destroyed by invading armies and burned.
Our Angels who were holding hands here tonight joined
with many others Angels in the vision and they held hands
and formed a chain of Angels, which surrounded this City
of Babylon. They formed a circle around the City and they
danced and skipped around this City, joyful of its
destruction as it was sacked and collapsed into dust!
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I then saw a vision of the Remnant Church. Everyone was
in the Papal Ark. I saw this Bark not on water as it sailed
away, but instead the Bark and those in it, were carried by
the myriad of Angels.

before! In the vision was the Globe of the World, upon
which stood Our Lord, holding the Sword of Justice. The
pitiful plucked Eagle stood at Our Lord's feet. Our Lord
raised the sword and brought it down quickly and with one
swipe - chopped the head off the Eagle!

They were carried off crossing the clouds in the sky, to the
new promised land. The Pope was standing in the bow of
the boat!

OUR LORD JESUS:

July 4, 1999

I am the Lord God Almighty - the Maker of all Holy Good
and Joy for Mankind. The Essence of Holiness and Joy of
the Soul! I am for Man the whole Word - because in Me,
- God the Father has completed His Work!

THE PRECURSOR:
Today we went to the Immaculate Conception Church.
I saw Jesus standing at the Altar when we entered the
Church. I then saw the whole World in the form similar to
the globe. I saw a beautiful Eagle fly out from the U.S.A. I
saw it fly into Europe and it flew back to the States. I saw
the Eagle then fly to South America and then fly back to
the States. The Eagle continued to do this to some other
places in the World, then to fly back into United States. It
was representational of U.S. Trade and Commerce with the
World. It also was representative of the U.S. spreading its
Ideology and Philosophy throughout the World.
I then saw what appeared at first to be Angels, flying back
to the US. One had the head of a bear and it bit the Eagle.
One had the head of a lion, which clawed the Eagle and
pulled some feathers from the bird. One with the face like
a dragon, plucked more feathers from the Eagle. From
various parts of the World these creatures flew alone, to
come and harm the Eagle.
After they left I saw the Eagle, which had lost its beauty. It
was partially plucked, which reminds me of a poor bird
which had been mauled by dogs.
I THEN SAW JESUS APPEAR IN A VERY LARGE
SIZE AS THE DIVINE JUDGE. HE STOOD OVER THE
U.S. AND HE WAS OF SO GREAT A SIZE THAT HE
COULD HAVE HELD THE GREAT LAKES IN A CUP.
IN OUR LORD'S HAND WAS THE GREAT SWORD
OF JUSTICE.
The U.S. looked flat and barren, from that great height of
Our Lords vision. I thought it looked like a plain which
had been overflowed by a high water, where the water
subsides and the dry mud appears blistered and cracked
when it dries in the sun. It appeared to be featureless, from
this great height of Jesus.

I am the Birth, Death and Resurrection of the work of God
and in combination with the Holy Work and Plan of God
for My Mother. We are the Beginning work and the End of
Mankind as well! There was nothing before and there shall
be nothing after!
The U.S. is representational of those Countries and
Economies who have known the extreme Wealth which
Power brings to them! The City of Babylon was the
Economic Center of Trade in its day. Those Countries
which rule through Power, set the standard of Culture for
Mankind throughout the World.
Had those Nations held Holiness, as their supreme
Example, then a Wealth of Holiness would they have
spread throughout the World. The Word of God would
have been carried on the Wings of the great Eagle,
throughout the World!
VANITY RULES OVER THOSE WHO ARE SPOILED
WITH WEALTH AND POWER! SHE RULED AS ONE
WHO WAS DRUNK ON POWER! THE EAGLE
BELIEVED HIMSELF TO BE KING OVER THE
WHOLE WORLD.
Now the Eagle is being plucked! Power has risen among
those in the World. Satan is countering the U.S. to subdue
her. He is giving his power to Small Countries, who are
taking swipes at the U.S. The Eagle has been wounded a
little - a scratch here, a feather taken there. Does She look
sound and powerful as She stands over the Earth? Do you
believe her to be greater still than all the World?

My view swept down closer to the earth, in The United
States. I could see (then) that everything was normal there.
The Cities, the people, the farm life, were all in place and
that all life was proceeding normally and all was well!

In the Vision I see storm clouds heading in upon the
shores of the U.S. from the Pacific, the Atlantic, the Gulf
of Mexico - from all sides where she touches the Ocean. It
is as if the fog is rolling in from the Sea. The storm clouds
- with lightning and thunders, travel quickly across Canada
and the U.S. We in Canada are inundated in the gloom and
dampness of these Clouds! The Sun does not shine through
and the Storm is closer and more violent and frightening!
I see Jesus as the great and powerful God of all Powers,
who now has come in the final Judgment!

The view of the vision - went back up to the great height as

JESUS:
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Do not be comfortable, Oh Mankind; this Punishment
comes to all and I will mete out similar punishment to
the Whole World! "Here is the Power of God and this
He will Do!"
I then saw Our Lord Jesus stand With one foot upon
California in the U.S. and that piece of land broke off into
the Ocean, taking with it a large section of British
Columbia in Canada.
I then Saw Our Lord Jesus step upon The Great Lakes. His
foot came down in Lake Ontario and the land there (and
what was underneath) The crust broke and crumpled and
water poured over the surrounding land. The land was
crushed in and around several of the Lakes. The Lakes
were now a mess. The original features were no longer
recognizable and all the Lakes were injured and spilling
out into places, where they never did before.
Our Lord walked to the American Atlantic Coast, where he
stepped off the shore of Florida, injuring and
Compressing it down with His great weight, which it
could not bear! As he stepped into the Atlantic and stepped
across to France. I was surprised that he did only little
damage to France. The Coast was shattered a bit, but it
seemed as if he had stepped upon a solid rock in France.

heel is across the Channel and his toe is upon the
Netherlands. Both were crushed down in this injury but
fortunately for them, that Our Lord's step was light!
Again I saw another Storm coming over the Norwegian
Sea and then passing over the Barents Sea towards
Scandinavia and facing Russia. Our Lord stood on the
Northern edge of Russia and taking his Sword, began to
probe the Coastal Waters - jabbing the sword 38 times into
the Water and he pushed the sword half-way in for the 39th
time, almost as an after-thought!
He walked over Russia examining it carefully but his
walking over it, caused extensive damage and He crushed
too many Cities!
Our Lord then sat down upon Russia. He did not seem
tired - He was in fact looking towards China. He sat there
musing and He lightly tapped the flat of the sword on his
foot. This caused a little shaking like the rumbling of an
Earthquake, which was felt through Russia and China
Our Lord got up and continued on, as He stepped upon the
Country of China. His great weight caused the shoreline
along the China Sea to inundate, causing considerable
damage to the Coastline, Peninsula and the many Islands
thereabouts!

OUR LORD:
I have dragged my foot through the Ocean and caused
flooding of Coastal Waters. The buildings are like toys,
which were built too close to the water!
"Oh England you were a Power among Nations!"
Our Lord stepped upon her in the middle and left the
imprint of his foot. Stepping sideways upon her, so that his

If that were not bad enough - because many People had
died in the previous punishment, a storm blew towards her
from Russia and another Storm blew towards Russia, from
the Pacific Ocean. The Combination of these two storms,
did so very much more damage! As if explosions caused
Cities to disappear in the violence! Water washed over
Islands, all about and tidal waves washed across the
Ocean, thundering towards Australia.

"WOE! FOR THOSE ON THE ISLANDS, THAT THE ISLANDS
WERE NOT HIGHER ABOVE WATER!"
While Our Lord was standing in China, there arose an
enemy in the Americas. He was like a Scorpion and like a
Locust, because he could fly or hop over continents. He
could sting as well with his feet and also his tail.
At first I had thought him limited to travel, in the
Americas. The people there, were in very great respect
and fear of this Creature - a beast really!
Our Lord saw the Creature and watched him, but Jesus did
not attempt to stop him, although I knew that they were
enemies!
The Creature could have gone into Alaska and with one
hop jumped across into China with Jesus; but fearing Our
Lord, it decided instead to fly across the Atlantic to avoid
Him!

The Creature was rather amazing! It stopped to rest before
flying into Europe on the Water no less, in the Ocean. It
was able to stand upon the water, without sinking. It
reminded me of the Water Spiders that easily paddle
themselves across the water surface in our rivers. Standing
upon their long legs, so that they hardly seem to touch the
water.
The Creature flew away and entered Europe. It easily lit in
Germany, causing no damage.
Although it was quite a great size, about the size of the
Eagle, which I saw formerly - it was still much smaller
than Our Lord and of course much lighter in weight.

The people in Europe crowded around him. they were
curious about him. They respected his great size and he
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held authority over them. He spoke in a powerful voice
and with great authority. He Held knowledge like God and
power went out from him. He then appeared as a Man, as
he had power to change his image!
The spirit in him was an army. He had a secret passage
where his army would come and go and he held council in
his Soul - privately with them. They had authority over
Men and great knowledge, because they could read their
Minds and Souls. The Creature had eyes without to
understand the physical aspects of Man. His army had eyes
within, to know the nature and the thoughts of Men.
He told Mankind what they needed to know, in order to
serve him, because he had authority to lead them. They
feared his authority, because He has done a study of their
Souls. He knew the personal and common knowledge of
all Men! The passions of their Souls were naked to him but
His Witchcraft, held special interest to them! They loved
him in a wicked way, as he amazed them! He flaunted his
power before them.
They were in awe of Him, as he spoke with great authority
and he read their Souls. He told them of their past and
present. They were open books to him if they were not
protected by God. This information was gathered for
him by his secret armies.
Our Lord Jesus continued to watch the Creature gain
momentum, both in popularity and authority over Men. He
was able to pluck sickness from a body. A cancer seemed
frozen and collapsed in his power, like ice crystals which
were washed away and made harmless. The body was a
glass bottle, into which he could see, as a doctor with great
ability to heal! The dead with spirit removed - now filled
by a demon, as he healed the stricken body and there

before them, the dead raised itself, back into life!
This Creature was for Satan - a Physical help, the
Second authority in his Command and like himself a
Demon!
So it goes as he heals and raises from the dead – gives rise
to the Demon, in human form, as well to his army in
human form upon the Earth!
Our Lord could easily have crushed him, but does nothing,
for not enough prayers reach to Heaven! God does not
send his Angels to slay the Satanic Creature. All of Heaven
remains silent!
There is however a rumbling in the distance. Its shattering
power is felt and heard! It is the Lord, who has just shaken
the Earth, Water flows over the Coastline and against the
Islands and buildings fall down on the land. Cracks appear
in the whole earth, at the sound of Our Lord's Voice of
Anger!
The Creature which has taken the form of the Man, has
drawn his army about him. Not an Army to march against
Men, as an army of today might fight - one against the
other! This Army will squash Men's authority!
The plan of the Demon is insidious; this army after all, is
his power of persuasion, over the Souls of Men! Here in
the corridor to Men's souls, the antechamber of their life
and privacy, he will raise his army! What is the physical
enemy without - compared to the spiritual enemy, who is
within? Where can Man hide or how can he escape them?
"Woe to those who have lost their Souls and they are
now inhabited by Demons!"

OUR LORD JESUS has decided to gather His Own and
to mark them, with His Holy Mark of Authority; to protect
them from the entry into their souls, of the Demon!

Jesus, in the authority of the Holy beauty in the last
Supper, so that Men may Celebrate that night, to
strengthen their Souls, for this Battle with Hell!

Although it does not seem that it could be possible among
the Holy - Our Lord does not take that chance! God sends
the Angels now and they assist Our Lord!

The Angels carried forth the Holy Incense and the waves
of Blessing of God, which strengthened Mankind and
filled their souls, with that which the demon despises. That
is the incense of Holiness! That is the defense for the Soul
- Mary is also in this Incense of Holiness from God, to
make Men strong! Now there is a passageway and a room
for God, to come in to visit each Soul. A place where
Satan and the Demons are rejected and cannot enter!

They go forth to gently mark the Lambs, by drawing them
with love to accept the mark of Jesus. Next they go forth to
the Apostles and Saints, to strengthen Mankind's
conviction that God has authority over the Demon. To
warn Mankind about the Danger of the Beast! The
Books were written and now must be read. The Prayers
were laid in order to be read and learned. The Hymns were
to be sung. The Priest was to Characterize the Authority of

Our Lord has sent the Seer, who has been given the
knowledge by God and of His Authority to gather the Holy
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Children from the whole Earth, regardless of Nation, or
Religion. He has sent the Seer to help in all Countries,
where they will speak the Word and strengthen Man, to
have Courage! Our Lord will gather these strong Ones
together and with them, he will fight his great enemy
Satan.

and give him glory! They will praise those who praise him.

God is not finished hurting the Earth! It deserves to be
punished more, but for now Jesus will wait! The Authority
of God - He will stay the disasters, for a while longer!

I BLESS THOSE SEERS THROUGHOUT THE
WORLD WHO ARE STILL HOLY AND TRUE. I
BLESS THOSE SOULS WHO ARE HONORABLE
AND HOLY AND WHO FOLLOW GOD!

So where are these Seers? What of this organized Holy
Voice and Authority of God? They are confused and
running before Satan! He has frightened them away and
the flock has been scattered! At this time when God is in
need of a strong unified Voice - where are the united
Seers?
Are they the United Authority, whom the Lord has asked
to deliver Men, in order to protect them from Satan?
THE MAN OF EVIL AUTHORITY HAS COME
AND HE HAS SPIRITUAL POWERS TO ENTER
ALL THE SOULS OF MEN, IF THEY ARE NOT
PROTECTED.
JESUS:
The Seers must be pushed by all Men! My Dear Children it is you whom I must ask to awaken the Seers, for the
Seers are asleep! They believe that their work is common
and not important! It is important but I cannot speak
through them, if they are not obedient. They must be
strengthened!
The enemy will come and he will win more Victories! He
will enter the Souls of those whom appear to be holy and
he will lead you away, if you are not strong! Sight is not
enough, nor is your knowledge of the past light - of the
Seer.
Many Seers are now in darkness. They are in serious
trouble of falling! Satan can enter a Soul and with
intelligent authority, take-it away! He is able to fill them
with new life and knowledge, which is not holy! Their
passion to be filled with the great Mission and the great
Work! He will do this for them, at the price of their Soul!

Oh My Children arouse the Seers, to accept their
responsibility! They are still the Voices trained by God, to
honor His Words. They are still the easiest access for God,
to speak!

I will gather you together, my Children! Help Me to
provide the way! If I have no other recourse, I will punish
the Earth! However I assure you, this is not my first
choice! You see, my Children, the Seers have gone
through the tests, rising and falling. They have learned by
experience the expectation and fulfillment necessary to
please God. They have walked the road of trial and error,
to learn by experience the way of God! It is an arduous and
painstaking path, my Children, and we have not got so
many years, to train many more! I fear the loss of so many
Souls, who are today without a leader!
We must all set in place, those plans of my Father, to
strengthen once again the Seer. This means we must bring
them back! I need the help of My Children, to bring the
Seers together. That is what I command of you, to speak to
the Seers whom you know and advise them of Jesus'
desire that they come back to the table of God!
IF HOWEVER THE SEERS ARE DOING THE WILL
OF GOD, THEN I BEG YOU TO NOT CRITICIZE
THEIR EFFORTS, FOR IT IS INDEED DIFFICULT
TO PLEASE EVERYONE. IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO
DO SO!
My Children you are in danger of losing your Souls, if you
are not careful! The Evil One with the Authority to Satan,
has a vast army who today are entering the Souls and
private places of Men. They are perverting their
nature and driving from them, any remnant of holiness,
which may still dwell there.
They are filling the empty Souls of those in Authority with
Demons, who take Authority in the Government, Heads of
the Judicial Systems, Church and School, which Men trust
to guide them with the Truth, instead of these lies!

He will take them on his paths. They will speak his lies
TRUTH IS NOT IN SATAN, AND THOSE WHO HAVE HIS POWER OF AUTHORITY
ARE IN A POSITION TO LEAD MANKIND TO HELL.
THROUGH THE AGES GOD HAS DONE EVERYTHING WELL!
HE HAS PUT IN PLACE ALL IMPORTANT AND NECESSARY PEOPLE AND ALSO ORDER, TO
ACHIEVE STRONG AUTHORITY AGAINST SATAN’S RULE!
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The Seers are important! God will allow them the
necessary time - if not too long, to come back to their holy
work and to become united! They are important, but God
will not give them authority over his future work - if they
are scattered like sheep!
Their Lord will not give them the important words, of his
Plans, lest they waste this good grain in the dust. This true
food of God - I will not give them, for fear they will be
careless and cast this knowledge away!
The Ark of the Papal Authority is indeed carried by the
Angels, as Representative of God's perfect Authority! The
base for My Holy Pope, next to God and most pleasing,
along with the Saint, to lead Mankind today!

This Authority will lead the Seer, and also through
Heaven, the Seer will be used to guide Mankind!
It must all fall, My Children, under the Authority of Christ
in that day! His Apostles Priests and His Seers (united with
all the Voices of Heaven) through these many Holy
Teachers, to be led First and Finally by God’s Authority!
I intend to set in place, so strong an Authority for you, My
Children, so that I do not have to fear your loss! Let us
together prepare the way for that day, when the Remnant
of Mankind, together, will be carried in the Ark of the
Holy Peter II. When they together will in safety, be taken
away from Satan's evil wrath! Then preserved in Holiness,
there to remain in the Peace of God!

PRAY! PRAY! MY CHILDREN AND ALSO ACT!
DO NOT TRUST THAT THE SEERS ARE DOING ALL THAT THEY CAN!
SOME ARE DOING NOTHING!
THE HOLY GHOST MUST HAVE AUTHORITY OVER THE SOULS OF ALL
OF MANKIND TO STEER THEM ONTO THE ROAD OF HOLY ACTIONS!
I BLESS YOU IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER, SON AND HOLY GHOST! + AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 51 July 11, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
windows. It is a beautiful Church, for so small a
community.

I entered the Immaculate Conception Church.
In the vision I was alone with Jesus! The Church was quite
dark inside, as it might appear in the evening after the Sun
has set.
Our Lord was standing at my side of the Altar, doing
something on the Altar, which I could not see, because his
back was blocking my vision. However, I could hear the
sound of the metal cover being set down upon the
Ciborium. Our Lord moved to the left side of the Altar and
I am able to see the gold colored Ciborium and Chalice
with the Chalice veil, sitting on the Altar. Our Lord came
down the steps from the Altar and He stands before me for
a while silent, looking at me.
OUR LORD:
(Raises his arms to gesture saying, "We are alone!" and
then His arms fall back down by his sides.) This Church
could represent the Soul of a person! Here is where one
Being of God dwells alone. This Soul can be beautiful
inside, just as this Church is so beautiful. It is filled with so
many statues, pictures and also the lovely stained glass

This Church could also be emptied of all of these beautiful
treasures. It could have the appearance on the outside, of
being a beautiful Church building but vacant within. Some
Souls are the former. The Saints with beautiful Souls, are
beautiful Churches, as are all Holy Souls.
I saw Heaven open the roof to this Church. A very great
wind came up and circled around and around, inside the
church, gathering up the pictures and statues. They went
around within the walls of the Church and the wind picked
up and lifted them out and above the Church. The inside of
the Church was turning in the turmoil and it was quickly
losing its beauty. For the pressures from without were
upsetting it!
JESUS:
It is possible for a Soul, to keep the cover of her Soul in
place and to protect the beauty which remains there.
However the outside problems and upsets of life, have
come to arouse her anger and she has been thrown into a
temper and a darkness!
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The side-door of the Church then opened and I saw
Satan come in and he walked over to a Holy Soul and
aroused her to anger! She became furious as she thought
about a recent offence, and how she had been treated that
day, by those, who should have known better!
OUR LORD:

Do not be disappointed in yourself, if the roof comes
off and Satan's fury upsets your patience and harms
your holy peace! You must not let him continue
further! You must quell his power, which he has over
you! You must calm yourself and take away from
Satan, his power. He will not remain, if you do not give
him the full power, to rule over your Souls!

It is necessary to filter from One’s life those things
which cause one so much upset that they take away
from that person, not only their peace, but arouse in
them such anger, which may border on Satanism!

Feel his power weaken as you calm yourself and come
back to your senses. He loses his grip upon your emotions
and the ability he has, to steer you towards - his path,
which leads to Hell!

My children it is not right for those among you, whom
wish to be holy; to cast yourself upon the evil wealth of
Satan. Taking from it, what insanity you wish to practice.
When you have turned away from holiness, in favor of
Satan's tempers!

Later when your fury has abated, then you will see through
the eyes of a calm spirit. Your judgment then will come
from a reasonable Soul. Therefore you will be able to place
the holiness back again, into your Soul and you will be
fortified!

The Storm that comes to ruin your holiness, in its fury,
is nothing less, then the will of Satan for you! Through
the violence in his reasoning - he persuades you that
you are correct to be filled with hatred for another,
because it is their fault and not your own!

It is not possible, My Children, to have life completely
your own way! There are too many people in the World
who want their own way now. You may not agree with
them and you may not wish to follow their advice;
however it is most difficult to find the calm of
holiness, in the storms of disagreement!

Satan teaches Mankind to walk around the Truth and to
avoid Honesty! It is better to pardon yourself, he will
tell you, while not forgiving another. He wishes you to
indulge yourself on self-pity and also loathing for your
enemy.
Satan is the worst type of criminal. He is a most intelligent
super-natural Being, who is set on stealing your Souls. He
is the very worst type of thief and the most hardened
Murderer! It is Satan who has led every individual to
follow his paths of error throughout their lives.
I have sent you my Saints. They are my voices speaking to
you, about the secret knowledge of God. They also had to
struggle with temper and emotions, in their lifetime, as you
have to, My Children. They were Spiritual Churches,
which at times the roofs would come off and the Holy
contents within would be furiously stirred up in the Storms
of Satan.
I would beg them to becalm these violent storms! To
becalm this fury, so that Satan would not have power over
them. They were important to my work and it was
necessary that they did not allow Satan, to overcome their
good disposition and to ruin my work in them!
My Children, you are also important for my work! Every
holy Christian is necessary for My Work. You must do
what is necessary and to gather into your Souls, every
Holy article of God! You must create for yourself, such a
beautiful Church within your own Souls.

What other choice have you My Children? You can either
practice patience and find solutions to disagreements, or
you can continue to be filled with anger, which is Satan's
solution for hatred! That is not an option to those who love
Me! I desire so much to be with each of you, in your own
personal Church! I desire to love you! You must remain at
peace, in order that you may hear Me. You may hear Me
speak to you and you will also hear your Guardian Angel's
small voice. He is the One - who speaks to you, with my
wisdom, advising you to follow the safe path, each day.
You will hear him in your conscience and He remains
beside you to listen to you.
You must remain at peace, so that he is not forced to take
two steps away from you. Your Angel must remain with
your Soul, which He loves and to protect you from Satan.
Your Soul when holy; is like him, for the Angel and the
Soul of Man is Similar! Your Soul is your treasure from
God, where He is to remain and to dwell in.
Ignore Satan's presence, as he introduces evil thoughts near
your Soul. He causes the undesirable rot in those who hate
Me! You need not blame them, unless you wish Me to also
judge you!
Pity those, in whom Satan dwells! He is so close to them
that they are unable to distinguish between him and
themselves. Their Souls are like him and they do not know
when he is speaking or them! Therefore they accept his
madness, as if those thoughts were their own. Everything
which is holy seems unreasonable and useless to them
because Satan is telling them to believe that and they listen
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to him! He is unreasonable and they have followed his
same path.
The Soul of everyone has a stairway. These stairs lead up
to Heaven and they also lead down to Hell. It is possible to
block the door, which leads up the steps to Heaven. That
person may never look up, because nothing holy interests
them! That stairway is never used by. them. They are not
interested if their Angels, wish to come down to them, to
speak with them and to love them. They have no time, for
these Holy Visitors and they are not interested in God!
They are very interested in the stairs, which lead down!
From there come the insults to holiness! They watch for
the temptations, which are cast to them by the devils to
draw them down. These temptations, like vomit which
they throw up as their offerings of evil and wicked things
before those person's eyes to tempt them. Their minds are
filled with evil and they no longer have the sensitivity of
holiness, to feel a guilty conscience! They have become
coarse in their way and hardened in spirit like the Demon!

I cannot reach out to them and love them, because they
do not want My love. My love is no longer an option for
them, because they disdain Me. Satan has persuaded
them that he is now their measure of truth? He has
given them this same measure to judge others. They no
longer value love as a weapon against evil! They are too
satiated with evil and have tasted the wickedness of it.
They are poor Souls who need prayers so desperately!
They no longer pray for themselves and they cannot
help themselves. They do not have the reason of
prayer!
Every Holy Person can be a Martyr of Prayers, by praying
for such as these, who. seem to be so hopelessly lost! How
much will I reward each one of you, if through your
prayers, you can rescue one of these from Hell!
What a great reward I will offer you, My Children, when
you enter Heaven, invited there by My request because I
am so pleased with your personal effort, for your own
salvation and also for the salvation of others!

YOU ARE MY CHILDREN AND I LOVE YOU.
I SHALL ALWAYS LOVE YOU, AND I LOVE ALL!
HOW MUCH I DESIRE THE SALVATION FOR ALL OF MANKIND!
ALAS – I SHALL NOT HAVE THIS JOY!
PRAY AND NEVER TIRE OF THIS, MY CHILDREN, FOR I LOVE TO HEAR
YOU SPEAK IN THIS LANGUAGE OF GOD!
I BLESS YOU, MY CHILDREN,
IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER, SON AND HOLY GHOST! + AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 52 July 16, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
I see an Orange Sun coming up on the horizon. It is much
larger than normal. It nearly fills the whole sky!
Our Father is' standing behind the Sun. I can see half of
His body, from His waist up to His Holy face. The orange
color of the Sun is reflected in His face.
THE FATHER:
I am going to put My Children to the test! I will delay My
plans for a while! I will do this because they are not ready,
for the coming punishments! Neither are they ready to
enter My future plans! They have too many weaknesses
and they must be strengthened! I want to further cull the
Flock of Sheep and remove the Goats, from their midst.
Mankind must step heroically into the next millennium.

However they must first be prepared, for the future.
THE LORD WILL LEAD MANKIND WHERE HE
WISHES THEM TO GO!
I want to give Mankind hope! He is entering into the future
of his Race, in the new millennium. The Children of God
are able to succeed in the future! They are able to
overcome the Devils.
I ask them to suffer for a while longer, as I have decided
what is necessary for their Spiritual Development, in
order for them to be able to continue forward! The future is
to continue and Mankind will be carried in this current of
Humanity. They will continue in this stream, for quite
some time! I want Mankind to know this and not to
become anxious!
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I want Mankind to be tested, while still retaining their
Holiness and remaining as the approved Sons and
Daughters, of God. The Christian has proven his resilience
to all difficulties in the past and in the present.
In his future he will also prove his resilience.
Those who are holy will struggle on and they will carry
with them the Holy Dignity of the Teachings of God. Not
only in their Heavenly future, but also in their present
Earthly life. Where they will continue on this path, where
they will walk into an uncertain future!
I will be with you in the future, just as I am today. We will
travel through it together. This is the time of your Spiritual
Wait, in the Desert, before God will allow the Prophet, to
lead you forth, into the Promised land! The future is your
adventure into this Desert of Uncertainty! Where one Seer
will say one thing and another will say something
different! They will continue to be in disagreement with
one another for a while!
It is necessary for God to lead Mankind on a very narrow
road through a wide spectrum of knowledge, which is
available to you today. Much of this knowledge are
temptations for you from Satan, so that you will leave the
Holy Path!
I want you to pass through this Time of Temptation. I
want you to resist these pressures from Satan to depart
from Holiness. It is Satan who will come knocking on
the doors to your Hearts. This knocking by Satan, is his
invitation for you, to follow him and to leave your
Lord!
Do not follow his allure! You are strong, My Children,
and your future is to be with God. However you must
not only accept that, which is comfortable for you to
accept! I am asking each of you to continue on - though
you do not want to; for it is not time yet for the End! Man
is not ready! Life must continue on this present Road and
Man must continue to walk it!
The Spirit of Man has a much different work from that of
the Body. It has to conquer the greatest Enemy of God the demon! Your Spirit exists in a relationship with God
and it is necessary for your Spirit to fight alongside Me, in
this Great Battle against Satan.
I am asking you to go out with My Heroic Army of
Angels and to fight daily against the demon. We must
fight him together and We must win! I must assign you
to your position in My Army, as I have assigned you to
your position in Life!
In these Tests which is like a Forest before you, Where the
ground is littered with dead- falls and rotting trees; which

you must be careful to step over, or to go around; lest you
fall and be injured or even die!
More time is The Test for My Children? You are tired and
I am asking you to continue on a little farther now, when
you need to rest? I ask you - will you walk with Me ten
more kilometers! Will you stay with Me and will you
continue to remain with Me? Will the words of the Seers,
hold your attention for a little longer, as I talk through
them to you? Will you listen to My voice?
Take up your Crosses, though you are tired and continue to
carry them farther! Mankind needs more time for his
Salvation, Otherwise so many will be lost! Even My
chosen Children are going through so much confusion!
They are unsettled and unsure of themselves and of their
future.
YOUR FUTURE WITH GOD IS LOVE! ONE DAY
HE WILL FILL THE EARTH, JUST AS HE HAS
FILLED THE HEAVENS WITH LOVE!
Satan does not dwell in Heaven, because he does not dwell
in Love. Earth is filled with his Evil. Why do I ask you to
remain with him upon the Earth, when he is to become
much worse?
It is because I must separate my Sheep who are in danger!
They are scattered among the Wolves and I have not had
enough time, to gather them all together!
I do not see the necessary Holy Effort, in many of the
Chosen. I am not satisfied! I am disappointed with
Mankind and for that reason I ask My Chosen to bear the
pain of remaining in these Times for a little longer upon
the Earth!
Some will be taken and some will remain! Those who
remain, shall carry on with this Work of the Lord!
The World is presently controlled by Satan and I will
allow him to control it for only awhile longer. You need
not worry about this my Children, providing you love Me.
I shall overcome his control of your physical life, but I
warn you, My Children, to present to Me a good Spirit!
One which can be tested and will remain strong!
All of Mankind have weaknesses and problems, but
they must try to overcome them, by how they live
their lives. These weaknesses and problems are not to be
part of your future Spiritual Life! This life is passing you
by and it is time to become Spiritually strong!
WITHOUT EXERCISE YOUR SPIRITS WILL
BECOME WEAK! THEY WILL NOT BE CAPABLE
OF CARRYING THE HEAVY LOAD WHICH GOD
EXPECTS OF THEM.
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You have shared with Christians of the past and you must
help in the preparation for Christians of the future. You are
creating the paths, which future Christians will walk upon.
Just as past Children of God, have helped to create the
paths, which you now walk upon! Holiness is an unpaved
road, between God and Mankind.
I am pleased to be gathering you, My Children. I will do it
in My own time! I will not apologize for this delay, which
I ask My Children to bear, for My Names-Sake! God is
asking for more patience of Man, at a time when the
patience of Man, seems to be missing from his Life!

My Plans matter to you? If so, then perhaps you need
more time to be Spiritually strengthened as well!
I have still to accomplish very much, in some individuals. I
have chosen so many privileged Souls, who will help Me.
However they will not be ready to begin their work, on the
Day Of Disaster, if it were to come too soon!
THERE ARE LAMBS WHOSE METTLE HAS NOT
BEEN TESTED.

This is a difficult measure for Me to ask of you at this
time, when you are counting upon the promises of God to
be fulfilled soon!

These tests will take time. They must be done correctly
and with patience. I do not want to frighten them by
bringing about too much responsibility too soon! We have
time My Children, to prepare them, for the coming violent
future.

Do you mind a little more delay which may provide a
little more time for your Sons and Daughters to find
their way back to God? Also more time for your
Grand-Children to find Me as well! Does this delay of

They will be tested in the fire and strengthened, as Good
Steel. They shall be strong on that day, when I call them!
They will be prepared to do, what they must do, to assist
Mankind!

WHAT ADVANTAGE I GIVE YOU, MY CHILDREN, BY GIVING YOU MORE TIME!
I WILL LEAD YOU THROUGH THIS TIME OF THE DETERIORATION OF THE WORLD.
I WILL BRING ABOUT THE PUNISHMENT OF EACH PART,
IN THE ORDER OF THAT PART!
I SHALL DARKEN THE SKY AND FROM IT SHALL FALL A BLANKET OF GRIEF FOR
MANKIND. I SHALL BRING ABOUT THE DISASTERS!
I WILL LET LOOSE THE DEMON FROM HELL WHO WILL WALK BOLDLY UPON THE EARTH. I WILL
GIVE HIM MY PERMISSION TO OVERCOME MANKIND! HE SHALL RULE OVER THEM!
I SHALL PLACE IN THE HEARTS OF MY CHILDREN SUCH COURAGE SO THEY SHALL NOT FEAR
THE DARKNESS WHICH SATAN SHALL BRING FORTH.
I SHALL STRENGTHEN THEM TO FACE THEIR FEARS. THEY SHALL BE
BRAVE AND GIVE THEIR LIVES FOR ME!
I SHALL USE THE CHILD TO LEAD THE ADULT! I SHALL USE THE CHILDREN TO BRING FORTH
THE HOLY WORD SO THAT MEN MAY NOT DOUBT THESE WORDS OF INNOCENCE AND PURITY!
I WILL STRENGTHEN THE MAN AND THE WOMAN. I SHALL UNITE
THE SEER WITH THE PRIVILEGED SOUL!
I WILL THROW UP THE BULWARK TO HOLD BACK THE TIDE OF THE ENEMY!
I SHALL BE PROUD OF MY MARTYRS WHO WILL BRAVELY DIE
FOR THE CAUSES OF THEIR LORD!
I BLESS YOU, MY CHILDREN, IN THE NAME OF
THE FATHER, SON AND HOLY GHOST! + AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 53 July 18, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
Today in the Immaculate Conception Church:
I saw the World bathed in a fire! I did not know if this was
the Earth, before time began or after the World is to end!

I saw God the Father sitting upon His Throne, above the
burning World. I also saw Jesus and Mary standing there
beside His Throne.
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There is an orange fire burning all over the Earth, where it
appears that no life could possibly exist! It appeared to me
that it would be consumed in the fire. The flames shoot off
it into the sky.
The unusual thing about this burning orange Earth, is that
there is a layer of water covering the burning stone
surface! This water ought to evaporate in this fire, or at
least be boiling in the heat of the flames but it is doing
neither!
God the Father is sitting upon His Throne above the Earth.
Our Lord Jesus and His Mother Mary, are standing at the
right side of the Father's Throne and they appear to be
within a few feet of this burning Earth and about one foot
above it.
Jesus leaves The Father and Our Mother and He came
down to the surface of this orange Earth. He wades
through the water which is to his knees. He dips his hand
into the water just as we might, if we had stepped into the
lake or the ocean to feel the water.
The Earth is completely empty of all life accept for Our
Lord Jesus, He is not burned in the pure burning of this
orange Earth! (The color of the Earth, reminds me of the
first molten steel which is poured from the smelter and has
just started to cool.) In the vision, the stone surface of the
Earth appeared to be at the near melting stage! The orange
flames burned through the water and leaped a couple feet
into the air. These flames rose like spirits up through this
water, which does not boil. Our Lord then stepped out of
the water and came back to the Father and to Our Mother
Mary.
Our Mother then walked the short distance to the burning
Earth. She also stepped into the water, just as Jesus had
done and She easily waded through it. She also dipped her
hand into the water and was not burned! Our Mother then
stepped out of the water and walked the short distance
back to the Father and to Our Lord Jesus.
I saw many Angels come and they stood in a great semicircle behind God the Father, Our Lord Jesus and Our
Mother. Then the two Prophets Elijah and Enoch came and
they stood beside Mary.
THE FATHER:
I am looking at this mystery which I want Mankind to
understand! I am going to tell you something which will be
news to you! I intend to take My Children on a detour,
around the road which is before you. There is danger on
this road up ahead. Satan is setting traps for many and the
passage of time will reveal that this is true!
Truth belongs to God and as I lead each person each day
they must follow the right road in order to finish their holy

destination. It is easier when the road is familiar to them.
Sometimes it is necessary to follow a different route, in
order to get to the same destination. I am going to talk this
day about a new route on which I intend to lead Mankind.
If there are those who say “God says something different
today, which He had not said yesterday!” then I must
reprimand those persons for being short-sighted, by
assuming that they have full knowledge of the Plans of
God. No one on Earth has the full knowledge of the plans
of God!
I have revealed only a little and I have revealed this
knowledge over quite a long period of time! We have
traveled together and I have led you to this place where
we now stand upon this road. We are stopping so that
everyone has a few more years to catch up to us.
Some have left, they have become tired of waiting for the
rest to catch up. They ought to have stayed with us! Had
they been patient and stayed, then we would have all
started again together.
I am going to lead you in a new direction, My Children.
Do not be worried. Consider this to be only a detour on
this road. I do not intend to bring about The Great
Collision of Heaven and Hell at this time! Mankind is
obviously not ready; He could not survive the tests in great
enough numbers to continue the life of Mankind upon the
Earth.
If I were to destroy all but the flock of My Lambs, perhaps
I would not have enough Lambs to continue Mankind. If I
were to add to their number those who were not from the
Lambs, then I would not succeed in removing the Demon
from the World. I cannot do that - I want My Sheep to be
free from the frightening Wolves.
JESUS:
It is time for you to be purified in the Desert. I will lead
you, just as My Father led Moses and his children into the
desert, there to purify their souls and to remove by death
those who were not worthy to enter the Holy Land!
ABRAHAM'S CHILDREN WANDERED IN THE
DESERT FOR FORTY YEARS. PRAY, MY
CHILDREN, THAT IT IS NOT NECESSARY FOR
ME TO LEAD YOU IN THE DESERT FOR FORTY
YEARS IN ORDER TO PURIFY YOU!
ELIJAH:
The Father has prepared the Earth for this purification of
the Spirit of Mankind. Our Lord Jesus walked in these
waters first! He has dipped His hand into the purifying
waters and He was not burned by it. He has walked upon
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the Purified Earth and He has sanctified it with His own
Purity!
Our Mother has followed Him. She too has dipped Her
hand in the waters of this purified Earth. She has suffered
no injury to Herself.
In the vision: I now watched as Elijah and Enoch take the
few steps necessary in order to step down upon the
Purified Earth. They step into the water to their knees.
They walk together, wading through the shallow water
which glows orange, above the burning orange Earth. They
stroke their hands through the water, just as Our Lord and
Mother had done.
ELIJAH:
It will do your Soul no injury, My Brothers and Sisters, to
spend some time here as well! This Earth is the place of
reparation, which the Father has selected for you. He will
purify the Earth, separating from those who are The
Chosen, their impurities which are not wanted by Him
because this does not conform with Holiness.
This delay is good for everyone who has faith. You need
not be impatient and fear that you may be lost if the ending
is delayed! You ought to be strong, and no matter how
long a delay which the Father may require, you will remain
resolute and continue on and do what the Father
commands, in order to prepare yourselves!
ENOCH:
I want you to understand, My Brothers and Sisters, that we

can do nothing without God! If the Father decides to stop
His work or if He wishes to make a detour around His
Plan, then everyone must go along in this same direction.
The Chosen cannot continue to walk upon the road of
error! God will not allow this to happen! The Father
considers everything and if He thinks that it is necessary to
change the direction of His Lambs in order to save them,
then that is what He will do!
The Father does not have the response that He desires to
find in the Seers and in their followers. Too many of them
are not on the same course as The Father and they are not
following His plans. He has been warning the Seers for
quite some time that they must love one another, so that
this work of Heaven (which is upon Earth) may become
united under God. This is not being achieved, therefore the
Father will lengthen this time of punishment. These tests
will greatly strengthen the Spirit of Holiness in the
Faithful!
The Father will delay the coming of the end time, but not
the punishments! Ten years may pass depending upon the
success of the Seers to become unified. There is no reason
for the Prophets to come very soon, if the Chosen are not
at peace with one another. It is necessary for them to be
gathered, so that they can join together with the Prophets
and fight against Satan and the Demons.
This delay will be difficult for many to accept. It will mean
that the punishments to Man from Hell will continue
longer! The Father will allow this to happen, in order to
bring about His own Will upon men - that they obey Him.
It is God who decides how the time remaining upon Earth
is to be used!

THIS IS THE FATHER’S WAY OF BEING ABRUPT WITH HIS CHILDREN AND TO TEACH THEM, AS A
GOOD FATHER, TO PREVENT THEM FROM INJURING THEIR SOULS FURTHER, AND ALSO TO
REAWAKEN THEM! HE IS A HOLY BUT STERN FATHER, WHO KNOWS THAT HE MUST NOT SPOIL
THE CHILD. HE LOVES THE CHILD BUT HE ALSO KNOWS THAT TRUE LOVE EXACTS A HOLY
DISCIPLINE, IN ORDER TO PREPARE THE CHILD TO BE A RESPONSIBLE ADULT!
Our Father is preparing Mankind to be responsive to
Holiness! His wish - that Men may follow him faithfully as
children of obedience! Such children will become mature
in their Holiness, because by their obedience, they are
doing everything to please the Lord!

follow us and together we will fight the Dragon and win!
The Lord will do whatever He can to confuse the Demon.
He will change His plans just to aggravate Satan. Those
who are looking for an easy road ahead are going to be
reawakened. There is no easy road ahead!

Now, My Brothers and Sisters, you must also follow Elijah
and Myself, for you must also step into these purifying
waters. Remain here with us while we teach you, then

When you consider those whom you love then you will
also want God to save them! If a little more time will save
them - then that is what you also want, is it not?

THE FATHER LOVES YOU! HE WANTS TO SAVE YOU FROM HARM
AND THE DISASTERS WHICH THREATEN YOUR SOUL.
HE HAS PLACED YOU IN HIS LOVING CONCERN AND HE
DOES NOT WANT TO LOSE YOU TO THE DEMON.
HE WILL DO EVERYTHING POSSIBLE TO LEAD YOU TO HIMSELF.
BE PATIENT IN THIS TIME OF YOUR FATHER'S DELAY, SO THAT
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HE MAY STRENGTHEN YOUR SOULS!
I BLESS YOU IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER, SON
AND HOLY GHOST!
+
AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 54 July 23, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
Today I saw an unusual vision. Golden coins were falling
from Heaven. It is in a bright light, where these gold coins
are falling from the sky. The brilliant light reflects and
twinkles off the coins, as they are falling slowly and
rotating as they descend.

them and brings some food for them to eat. She and the
children stay a little ways apart and eat together and they
listen to the Prophets speaking to this man.

I see the Earth and on it the two Prophets Enoch and
Elijah, who are looking up as the golden coins gently rain
down about them. The coins lie here and there, in quite
great numbers upon the Earth!

We are going to travel across the World, where we hope to
make it possible for many to begin their own Holy
Communities. Not quite what Men suppose, but what they
need! A certain amount of initial preparations have to be
made before these plans can be implemented.

The Prophets bend down and picked up a few of these
coins. Just enough to fill a small cloth bag, which can be
held in one hand. The rest of the coins are left on the
ground.

A normal Community, which is central, ideally consists of
a Church, some homes and some outer buildings which are
together, but it is expensive and takes many years to build!

Then leaving this place, they begin walking uphill. As
they cleared the crest of the hill, I can see a small
village below them in a valley. The valley lay between
many hills of various sizes, which continue to go on into
the distance and out of my view.
This little village appears to be in Africa, as the people
have black skin. The two Prophets walk directly to one
little home. They knocked at the entrance to the door.
A man of very pleasant and kind appearance comes to the
door. He invites the Prophets inside. His wife and two
children are present - a boy and girl.
Elijah, who was holding the bag of golden coins in his
hand, gives it to this Man. The Man does not seem to be
surprised, as if he had been expecting this gift from the
Prophets. He is very pleased as he takes the bag.

ELIJAH:

A Community could be arranged in a much simpler
manner, where a number of Saint Charbel Houses of
Prayer and exterior buildings could remain separate. It
would not matter if the homes were several hundred
kilometers apart from one another. A link of
communication would exist between them. This union of
Saint Charbel Prayer Houses would provide more courage
for the members, which is usually true when greater
numbers of people are together. This would provide more
spiritual and financial support for their holy members.
They will be able to pool monies to provide themselves
with additional equipment and food supplies, which they
could not normally provide on their own.
We will help Men to gather together more easily for God
with this plan, which is to be under the Saint Charbel
Order. It is a matter of careful organization, which can be
done. It is a program for holy volunteers who have the
patience, faith and the will to do it!

He and the Prophets sit down. His wife attends to
GOD HAS ONE PLAN - TO GATHER HIS HOLY CHILDREN TOGETHER.
In this plan many problems must be overcome to
accommodate the separate individuals who will form these
Communities together. Each group of people, who wish to
form such a Community, are responsible to maintain

communication between one another. They are also to
remain united together in prayers.
God has already begun His preparations for the end!
Mankind does not have to fear this so much, providing
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they are doing everything possible, in order to please
Him. They are to be obediently preparing their Souls and
Bodies for the coming desolation, which God will soon
incur in many places upon the Earth. Mankind must
prepare for these terrible events.
In the vision I now see a burning arrow, which is falling
like a flare of fire from Heaven. It pierces the Earth,
causing a wound that splits open the Earth, and fire erupts
from the crevice. On the surface of the Earth, spots of fire
burn here and there, which seem to have been splashed out
from the wound. Everything on the surface near the great
crevice is in ashes and there is no life present at all.
It is one of the dreaded punishments of God, where He has
opened the gate to a mystery which until now He had kept
hidden. They will now see the great Angels in physical
forms who will bring destruction and harm upon Men.
These Angels, who are the terrible Destroyers, have come
without intention of showing the Demon any mercy,
where they will spare so few of Mankind, in this
punishment from God.
What God has closed up and kept hidden, He will soon
uncover in the final moments for those victims of
damnation, who will see the punishing Angels coming
and also the Beasts.
The Great Angel, Saint Michael, will turn loose the
terrible Beast. They together will fight, in the final
moments upon Earth, in the terrible battle between the
Devils and the destroying Angels. This will also bring
about the final terrible end for Mankind. This is so
horrible and frightening for these poor Souls, as they
are overcome by so great a power!
In the vision I saw desperate people, running to escape the
Demons. The Demon whom they formerly believed was
only a mythical beast, is real and ran after these poor
frightened souls at supernatural speed. There is nothing in
the experience of Mankind to prepare them for such an
attack! It is not only the physical appearance of them
which is so terrible, it is also the power of the fear which
they instill in Men with their evil and their great energy.
The Angels whether holy or unholy, have been given the
first and greatest power from God. At the beginning, God
entrusted to them so much more power than what He now
entrusts, to the Human Creature.
When the Demon applies his spiritual powers, to his
physical form, he becomes a physical power who is so
destructive to Man - the physical Creature. He is the
magnitude of a storm and the home with its closed door is
for these Attackers like kindling for the fire!
Neither will a hole in the ground, nor a cave, hide the
frightened victim from these hunters, who have
supernatural eyes. They see through all physical objects -

making visible those persons who may be hiding!
IN THAT DAY THEY SHALL ASK THE EARTH TO
COVER THEM THAT THEY MAY DIE UNDER IT
AND AVOID SEEING THIS TERROR OF THE
DEVILS COMING AFTER THEM! RUN AND HIDE
- YOU KNOW NOT WHERE THE DEVILS WAIT
FOR YOU!
ENOCH:
Oh my poor Brothers and Sisters. On that day Men will
know the fury of the Lord. On that day, they shall know of
the Truth of God.
There shall be no question, "Shall I fear the Lord?" They
certainly shall fear Him!
The Lord has hidden places and things in them which He
alone knows. He will send out those punishments, which
for now He has held back.
It is through prayer that He does not send these
punishments sooner! However time is running out for
Men! The Lord has waylaid the greater part of the
punishments for a while. That is because the Lord is not
satisfied that Men have prepared well enough! He will
send help for
them and gather them together.
Communities are still to be built. Time is to wait a little
while!
Gather together My Brothers and Sisters - this is a
warning! These golden coins which have fallen from
Heaven are gifts from the Lord. He will support those who
will build in obedience to Him. He will support those who
are careful with His plan.
TAKE GREAT CARE TO PLEASE THE LORD WHILE
THERE IS STILL TIME, FOR TIME IS RUNNING
OUT!
I wonder if God opened the door to that place where He
holds back the fury of His power, if He were to show
Mankind these terrible frightening forms and if He were to
show Mankind the dreaded future, would they make
natural preparation to save their Souls?
I DO NOT THINK SO, FOR THEY ARE TOO
FOOLISH! THERE IS NO FURY LIKE THE FURY OF
THE LORD!
THIS WILL BE KNOWN BY THOSE VICTIMS ON
THAT DARK NIGHT, WHEN HIS PUNISHMENT
COMES UPON THEM!
We plan to help Men to build Communities, in
Preparation for the End time. The Lord will extend the
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time for those who will make holy preparations to please
God and to gather Mankind safely together.
Those who are not yet prepared are to take this time (of
God's mercy) to prepare themselves! More people are to be
gathered into Communities where possible, or into more
affordable Spiritual Communities, when money is not
available to build.
Men who have removed themselves from the Lord are

those who have jilted their First Love. God made Himself
known to Men. He offered to care for them and to lead
them through life from one generation to another.
What have Men done? They have ignored Our Lord and
they have become bored with Holiness! It is The Lord
who provides them with their lives and their livelihood. He
also provides them with His undeserved gifts of love.
However they fail to thank Him and they go their own
way.

IF THE JOY OF GOD DOES NOT SATISFY YOU, IN THAT VERY SAME WAY
AS YOU HAD FIRST EXPERIENCED HIM IN THOSE TENDER MOMENTS
OF LOVE, IT IS BECAUSE YOU ARE NOT MAKING ENOUGH EFFORT
TO CALL ON YOUR LORD. HE IS STANDING ONE STEP AWAY
FROM YOU AND HE IS WAITING, BECAUSE HE LOVES TO HEAR
YOU CALLING TO HIM IN YOUR PRAYERS!
MY DEAR BROTHERS AND SISTERS - MAY THE LORD BLESS YOU
IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER, SON AND HOLY GHOST!
+
AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 55 July 25, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
Today in Saint Anthony Church, I saw a pair of beautiful
Hands! They were the Hands of God. These two Hands
were cupped together and were filled with beautiful white
seeds, (Souls) which were identical in size: Below these
Hands of God, I saw the Earth.
The fingertips of the Lord’s Hands slowly lowered, until
the seeds began to gently slide out over the fingertips.
These seeds fell to the Earth where they were united to
various people, who were being born throughout different
places of the Earth. These were separate individuals of
various Peoples and Nations. These individuals went their
separate ways for various reasons and needs, within these
countries. The seeds in God's Hands continued to fall
slowly.
Our Lord Jesus stood behind the Altar in our Church of
Saint Anthony. He looked up and watched the seeds as
they fell from the Hands of God. Our Lord Jesus reached
up and touched with His index finger some of the seeds as
they fell here and there upon the Earth.
These were individual souls chosen by the Lord to serve
Him in various ways. They were to have certain roles in
and they would eventually serve God. Some would serve
Him in their youth and others in old age. The more sincere
would their lives serve Him for their lifetime!

I was interested to see that all of the seeds were identical in
the Hands of God, but when the seed merged with the
body into a person, it became a separate life and so
diverse. The people together formed so complex a society
here upon Earth. It was not possible to identify one from
the other in this society, so different had each become from
the original seed.
In the vision I saw what appeared to be the moments in
Heaven before the separation of the holy Angels from the
fallen Angels. It was after the division of the Angels and
their decision to choose either The Father or Luciel. The
Angels were thrown into this blend of the Angelic Choirs
and all were still present together. However, those who had
sided with Luciel, although still beautiful, appeared dull
because they had lost a great amount of light. I could
easily see which Angels had sided with God and which
had sided with Luciel, according to this light in them or the
lack of it.
The Angels on either side were still beautiful. They were
of the greatest beauty and a most perfect work of God.
They looked like powerful young men and each of their
faces was worthy of being sculptured, or to be painted in
remembrance of their beauty. They were perfect with so
great a celestial beauty. Their beauty was much greater
than any man upon Earth, except for Our Lord Jesus,
followed by Adam who was also very handsome and could
be compared with the perfect beauty of these Angels.
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The Lord separated the pure Angel and those who were
imperfect, because they had lost much of their light and He
cast those who were imperfect to Earth. They merged with
men in the diversification of the nations of mankind here
upon Earth. These fallen angels remained with certain of
the People of every Nation. They remained as lords of
those Nations and they became a part of those peoples
worship and culture to their gods.
Those cultures followed these fallen Angels who led those

people in these cults. They led these people so far away
from any holy teachings of God. The Centuries have so
ingrained these teachings of the demon into these people,
that it has become a part of their culture and way of life.
In the vision: The grains or seeds' continue to fall from the
Hands of God to Earth. God then sent some of the Holy
Angels from Heaven, those of perfect light. They were sent
down to the Earth, where they walked among the people
and the various Nations which were in error and who were
following the cults of the demons.

THE HOLY ANGELS HAD BEFOREHAND GONE INTO COUNCIL WITH GOD. A PLAN WAS
DEVELOPED BY GOD HOW BEST TO LEAD MEN. THIS PLAN OF GOD WAS WRITTEN UPON A
SCROLL. THE HOLY ANGELS WHO WERE UPON THE EARTH HELD THIS SCROLL VERY HIGH SO
THAT CERTAIN SEEDS WHICH FELL FROM THE HANDS OF GOD WOULD FALL UPON THE SCROLL.
THE HOLY GHOST:
THE BEAUTIFUL WORK OF GOD CREATED A
LIFE FOR THE ANGEL AND FOR MAN AND
BOTH TRAVELED ALONG THE PATH OF
FREEWILL!
Those people who choose the teaching of the fallen Angel,
choose a life which developed with a philosophy that does
not allow their acceptance of Christianity. They are living
their lives as securely as possible, but without holiness.
They have developed certain strengths which they count
on. They are certain that their lives have been lived in the
best and only way possible.

These seeds which started first in the Hands of God and
were all the same, have now ended so very differently
from one another.
The Christians have also taken such a different road. They
must each go in this same direction. They are certain the
path that they have taken is the best for them!
In the vision, I saw Our Lord Jesus catch certain seeds, as
they fell gently from the hand of God. To each He gave
His Holy Blessing and placed them individually here and
there throughout the World. He took deliberate steps to
place them where they would be safe to grow.
JESUS:

I refer to people whom you may know who seem to be
living very well, but without the need for God. They have
developed the necessary pattern for their lives. They have
learned along the way and have wisely put into place
everything necessary for their physical comfort and
security.
They have prepared financially for old age and for death.
They have done everything possible for their physical
well-being. Quite often they are more financially secure
then the Children of God. They may worry far more about
the end of their days and gather the security which they
need to feel safe in old-age.
The Christian is now living in a time which also bring
them insecurity! This insecurity cannot be overcome with
financial security alone, because it does not bring them
total satisfaction from worry. They must trust the plans of
God, who is asking much from each of them. First of all
He asked them to believe in Him and His ways. These
beliefs are different from that of your neighbor and from
the majority of people in the World.

These are My Holy Seers, The Children whom delight
Me. They are My Holy Benefactors in My Mission. These
chosen souls were picked by My Father. They were
created by Him to overthrow the demon. They are part of
His special plans and His Earthly Army. They are led by
the Glorious Angels of Saint Michael.
The Demon has come to war against them and to throw
them down. He knows their great value to God. It is
obvious to the demon, because My Father has surrounded
them with His Holy Angels. The Demon watches the Holy
Angel. When he sees someone who is protected by the
Angel, then he becomes interested in that person.
My Seers are each surrounded by many Holy Angels. They
need great protection because they are the torchbearers of
the Word of God. Satan must stop them, for they have the
power of the Father's Word to lead Men against the devils.
They would defeat him if Men would believe and follow
them.

MY CHILDREN, I HAVE CHOSEN EVERYONE OF YOU. YOU HAVE RESPONDED TO MY CALL OF
LOVE. I HAVE DIVIDED MY POWER AMONG YOU. THROUGH YOU, JESUS HAS A PART TODAY
AMONG MEN. YOU ARE MY SIGN TO ALL PEOPLE. YOU ARE MY LIGHT IN THIS WORLD OF
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DARKNESS. YOU MUST NOT HIDE YOUR LIGHT! YOU ARE A SIGN TO OTHER SOULS UPON EARTH
THAT JESUS IS ACTIVE TODAY IN THE HEARTS OF HIS CHILDREN.
My time upon Earth was short. It was necessary that many
would carry My Torch in this Holy Work. My Work is
also your work. I could not finish what needed to be done.
I was not so worried about failure of this Work, because I
knew that you would carry on this Holy Work. My Holy
Children - one day this work will be finished!
My Father has employed you in My Spiritual Army
and you have been appointed to a particular
assignment. You are to fill a particular position in My
Work. All Christians whether great or small are the
signs to all Men, including those who follow the Demon
- A Sign that Jesus is strong in His Own People.

I know that this labor is difficult, especially if you do not
think your work for Me is important! If you and all those
who are small were to quit Me, then My place here on
Earth would end, because I would no longer be wanted
here on Earth by Man.
My Children you are My Witnesses that I head this great
Army of My Father. All of you are a strong sign. I love
you, My Children. Never tire of this work and do not
hide your light of Christ, so that others will not know.
Make Me known, My Children! Not so much in your
words but in your actions of Love towards God and also
towards Men.

I BLESS YOU, MY CHILDREN,
IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER, SON AND HOLY GHOST!

+

AMEN!

Little Prophet

No. 56 July 30, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
I saw a man walking upon an empty Earth. He looked out
onto a barren plain. He was walking through a strange
atmosphere that was divided by a horizontal cloud. We
sometimes experience something similar, when we see
mist trapped in a low bog in the very early morning in
summer and a thin wispy cloud seems to float on the mist.
The man's face was in the Sun. The thin cloud layer is at
the level of the man's chest and forms a division to his
body, which shades his lower torso.
I then saw a very great Angel standing several hundred
feet away from the man. He also stood upon the empty
plain. He was bathed in a very great brightness - much
more than that of the Sun. He was Saint Michael and he
unsheathed his sword. He lifted it over his head and
brought the sword down quickly and sliced the atmosphere
in half.
This caused the thin layer to upend itself and stand like a
wall before the man. It was actually a thin veil, which
remained between the man and Saint Michael. The man
wanted to test this interesting phenomenon, which stood
before him.
The man stepped to the right and Saint Michael also
stepped to the right. When the man stepped to the left,
there appeared a demon about the size of this man. The

demon stepped in front of Saint Michael, standing on the
opposite side of the veil while facing the man. Saint
Michael with his sword upraised, moved over behind the
demon and watched him!
The man could see through the veil and he was aware that
both Saint Michael and Satan were standing before him.
This man who was about thirty years old was Adam, who
appeared to be intelligent and alert. An extraordinarily
handsome man, with a very strong athletic body. He was a
new man inside of a fresh clean body; an original creation
and a pure soul.
The place where the three stood was a featureless plain.
The Earth appeared new and God had not yet placed
anything upon the bare rock surface.
The Father appears above them sitting upon His throne,
but without the usual supernatural support of the clouds or
anything else beneath His throne. The bright sky appears
to be featureless and without clouds or the Sun.
A golden stairway appeared at the foot of The Father's
Throne, which descends down to the Earth. The stairs
touched the end of the veiled wall, between Adam and
Saint Michael. Satan is still standing nearby on Saint
Michael's side of the veil and Saint Michael is watching
him. The wide stairway was divided by this veil and it
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appeared that one could have gone up the stairs on either
side of the veil.
Our Father walked down the stairs to the Earth. Saint
Michael came over to the Father, as did Adam. Satan
remained standing cautiously at a distance.
THE HOLY GHOST:
When The Lord was in the process of Creation, He built
the structure of the Earth so that many separate physical
conditions could exist. In the building of the mountains,
the Father began by causing an upheaval of the original
rock, which broke and moved up with some force. The
Father was speaking to the Earth, commanding it to break
and to move upward in obedience to Him. The Earth is a
living thing to The Father!
This damage injured the plain, so that the mountains could
be formed. Water rose from below the injury and it ran
across the barren rocky surface of the plain and began to
form a creek. The water increased until it formed into a
river and it continued down the incline, caused from the
upheaval of the rock surface, in the Father’s creation of the
mountains.
The veil which existed between Adam and Saint Michael,
now extends all the way up to Heaven. The Father walks
about the Earth, in a form no taller than Adam and the veil
follows Him and continues to touch Him wherever He
goes.
THE FATHER:
The veil is a corridor for the power of God. It is a
passageway for My power to be carried from Heaven to
Earth.
I created this World for Mankind, adding the pleasing
physical necessities for his life and making Earth an
interesting home for his body. Earth is a coursing river, a
proceeding of time in which Mankind lives. It is a passage
not only for his physical and spiritual self. It is also a
passage for his God, to demonstrate His love and also His
power to Mankind.
Mankind has a very great love of power. He tries
through his own technology searching in his endless quest
to experience that which exists beyond his present
capability. He is always searching in hope, that he may
attain new heights, or that he may make new discoveries.
What is hidden from him is the balance of My own
knowledge, which began on an infinite scale, in a vast
expansive and endless journey which already existed
before the time when I created Man.
I realized in the Beginning, that I might enjoy creating

something which was far different from the Spiritual
existence of Myself and My Angels in Heaven. I changed
My course of direction with the thoughts of the physical
creation. It was for Me a new excitement to create the
physical world of Man and of Nature.
It is not as important for man to understand how God
created the heavenly Bodies as it is for him to understand
his own existence. This is not a simple existence of a
simple creature. You are a part of a great physical and
spiritual condition, in which you are also joined with God
through the veil shown in the vision.
I have given division to each individual, in every
classification of creation. Even when they are
identical in appearance, I have the ability in My
Spiritual State to enjoin Myself to every living thing. It
is possible for Me to exist spiritually with each of My
living creations at the same moment. This was a
condition which I made in My creation of everything
upon Earth. Nothing could exist on any level of
intelligence without My Power present in it. Nothing
with life or intelligence is free from Me for a moment.
Your experience and your relationship with God, began at
your conception. The same is true of all living things and
to each, in its particular type of beginning. Your
intelligence has a base which is far greater than just your
brain, the physical receptor for your life. I also gave each
of you a supernatural connection with Myself. This
knowledge defies Mankind's explanation of certain events,
which happen in your lives that cannot be explained by
either intelligence means, nor by the past experiences of
your lives.
I made a very special place for mankind in My Heart, so
that he could enjoy Heavenly experiences that allow one to
reach beyond their physical self and to capture a little part
of Heaven. I want all of you to do this daily through your
prayers and holy works. That is why I have taught man to
reach for this unlimited Spiritual joy and to find it. I want
his experience here on Earth, to make him like a physical
Angel. I want him to be as a child and student and learn
everything which is necessary to become great and
knowledgeable in these holy teachings, which never end!
I can never teach all of My knowledge. It was without end,
even before I began to create the Earth and Mankind. I
tried to teach man by relating his physical experiences to
those of My supernatural experiences, in Biblical times.
Such as the unusual appearance of God and of the Angels,
as well as the unexplained phenomenon of the burning
bush and the appearance of the Hand of God while I wrote
upon the wall, the remarkable holy work of My Son Jesus
and that of the Apostles.
The knowledge which I have given man could have
filled the Earth, if it were all written! I wanted to have
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an existence in his life forever, as His Father and his
Teacher. I have represented My Power as a thin veil,
which leads to Heaven and is attached to Me. All life
must exist in it, including those creatures which walk,
fly or swim through it in their order of life!
Mankind should have developed perfectly in his religion,
because that is how he was taught through Jesus Christ! He
was fortified in this teaching through Roman Catholicism,
which was taught throughout the World. He was to have
experienced spiritually, so much of the supernatural and to
have received the holy help of God through miracles and
the Word!
Mankind did not consider religion to be a living lesson! He
was supposed to keep in touch with God through every
holy human and spiritual means. His knowledge of God
was to be an exciting and joyful learning experience.
Religion is not practiced today by many and therefore has
come to a standstill in their lives.
There is also the subtle presence of the demon He is also
present for mankind on a supernatural level. He comes to
make himself physically known in the most terrible and
violent ways in the lives of Mankind upon Earth.
Why did I allow the demon to have a presence in the
existence of man? I wanted man to experience a similar
battle with Satan as God and His Holy Angels had done, in
the original battle of Heaven, at which time the demons
were overthrown and defeated.
It was My wish for man to become like the Angel, except
in a physical body. Why would I not allow man to fully

experience both sides of the holy and unholy existence in
the Angel? I wanted to allow man to experience the
greatest possible growth of his soul. I did not want to
prevent him from experiencing his full spiritual potential.
I did not want to deny him My trust, so that he could enjoy
the same freewill as the Angel. I denied him nothing
because I had every reason to believe that he would
continue like My Holy Angels, to grow in knowledge from
the time of Adam until this present day.
Mankind has broken his religion into bits and pieces
and spread it throughout the World. I want to change
all of this My Children. I have not given up on
mankind! I know what God is capable of and I know
what man is also capable of learning. You have not
tapped your full potential, My Children. Your door to
the knowledge of God has just opened a fraction. I
want you to experience the pleasure of having a vast
knowledge of God. I intend to pour out this knowledge
upon those who will listen and learn.
The new millennium can be a time to begin to seek a new
found joy! Mankind can experience what Adam ought to
have loved. It is possible for man to rise very high towards
Heaven and he will understand the Holy Trinity, The Holy
Virgin, the Angels and Saints, those who know and
believe!
Why must it be necessary for man to die, before he is able
to believe in the existence of the supernatural, My
Children? It is not necessary to die in order to understand
God and his Kingdom! It is possible to learn so much and
to fill one's whole lifetime with the knowledge of God.

TO COMPREHEND THE TEACHING OF GOD YOU MUST OPEN YOUR
HEART AND YOUR SOUL, AND THEN YOU WILL UNDERSTAND THE
GLORY OF GOD!
IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO FOLLOW THE TEACHINGS AND EXPERIENCES
OF SATAN WHILE STILL GAINING IN HOLY KNOWLEDGE.
ONE ACTS AS A BARRIER TO THE OTHER. IT IS GOD
WHO UNDERSTANDS WHAT EXISTS ON THE SIDE
OF HOLINESS AND IT IS GOD WHO UNDERSTANDS
WHAT EXISTS ON THE SIDE OF UNHOLINESS! HE WISHES
TO TEACH YOU ALSO, SO THAT YOU MAY KNOW
THE DIFFERENCE AND GROW IN LOVE AND HOLINESS!
I BLESS YOU, MY CHILDREN, IN THE NAME OF
THE FATHER, SON AND HOLY GHOST!
+
AMEN!
Little Prophet
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No. 57 August 1, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
Today we went to the Immaculate Conception Church.

I THEN SAW GOD THE FATHER SITTING UPON
HIS THRONE.

I saw the Two Prophets Enoch and Elijah walking from
quit a distance. They were walking in line and Elijah was
leading. They were on a narrow spiritual trail. There were
beautiful white banks of clouds, to their right and left. It
seemed as if they may fall, if they stepped off the narrow
path, because they were actually walking in the sky,
through the beautiful white clouds.
ENOCH:
God has thrust down His sword of Truth today. There is
only the One Truth of God! The Father loves Mankind and
He has guided him carefully. That small and selfish
Creature - the Child throughout time. Man has lived
through the difficulties and disappointments, in lives
which were not always fulfilling. The Father being very
great overcomes every difficulty, as He comes to provide
Men with hope! The disasters of the future are of no
comparison, to the disasters of today as we consider the
loss of so many Souls from Heaven!
Man ought to be a beautiful spiritual creature of God. He
has been selected by the Lord to be greater than all of
Creation. Just as the Angels of Heaven, stand high in the
glory of God, next to Our Mother. Mary stands next to
God and she is to be received into the hearts of Mankind,
to enkindle the fire of love into their very cold hearts!
ELIJAH:
The Father has unlimited plans and He has placed each
individual in these plans. For now it is the plan of The
Father, to bring the Seers and the holy Children together.
It is a difficult task when everyone is going in separate
directions.
My vision is so limited because of these beautiful
clouds which are filled with light, but I see a beautiful
Angel of very great size standing a few steps apart from
several other Angels. They are Servants of the Treasury of
the Lord.
The first Angel came forward carrying what I thought was
a bright lantern, which he held high before his face, just as
we would also hold a lantern above our face and eyes, so
that we can better see what is ahead of us.
As the Angel approached me, I could see that he held not a
lantern, but an amulet of amber from which bright light
shone. Within this precious amber were two ancient
crossed staffs. They were symbolically the staffs of the
Two Shepherds Elijah and Enoch, who are to come and
help lead the Sheep of the Lord into Heaven.

The Angel bowed to the Lord and laid this precious gift at
the foot of the Lord. He then stepped to his right and
walked behind the Throne of God.
The second Angel came forward carrying in his two hands,
what appeared to be a glass lamp, on the end of a long
straight staff in front of him. He reminded me of the
Official who carries the long mace at the Opening of
Parliament in the Government. He looked like he ought to
have been the first, and that he should have led the other
Angels in.
This light from this lamp shone brightly. I looked into the
light and I saw a very large Bible, which was at least a
meter by a meter. This word of God was placed to the left
side of the Throne by the Angel. He bowed before the
Father and then stepped to the left of His Throne.
The third Angel came bearing a great silver sword, which
lay across a beautiful royal mantle that was draped across
the arms of this Angel. He supports both with his arms
extended out before him. He has a gentle manner, one of
great respect as he carries forth this sword to God, which is
the "Honorable Truth of God," in the form of the doubleedged Sword.
This he presents to the Father. The Father takes the sword
and He holds it in His right hand with the tip held up
before Him. Light dazzles brilliantly glinting with every
movement which the Father makes with the sword. The
Father then places the sword on a little ornate silver table,
which stands to the left of The Fathers Throne.
The fourth Angel came forward. He carries a flat silver
plate, which is covered by a beautiful domed silver top.
There is a cross on the top of this dome. It is shaped like
the dome on the Basilica of St. Peter’s Church in Rome.
This Angel went and stood before God. He lifted the dome
off the plate. Inside I see St. Peter’s Church. The Pope is
standing there before the Altar, he is young and strong.
This Angel placed the dome back over St. Peter’s Church.
He laid this on the little table to the Lord's left with the
sword.
The fifth Angel came forward. He was leading three great
hunting dogs. They were great long, lean, muscular
animals, which reminded me of racing hounds. Their
purpose was to hunt down demons. This Angel holds them
on leashes, before the Father. The Father then nods his
head in approval. He flicks up his right hand in a little
gesture to the Angel to release the dogs!
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The Angel removes the leashes from the hounds’ collars
and they are released. They run at supernatural speed and
they are silent, except for the sounds of their feet running
as they head into the clouds and then down to the Earth!
The leashes from the hounds (terror of demons) are draped
across the small table, with the Sword of Truth and St.
Peter’s Church.
The sixth Angel came forward. The right palm of his hand
is held out flat and above it and not touching his hand, the
globe of the World is turning on its axis. In his
presentation he holds the globe before the Father to view.
The Father searches it carefully and frowns in disapproval
at what He sees. It is then that I notice that the globe is old
and that it is cracked in many places, like old paint which
is cracked and peeling. The Angel places this globe under
the table, as if he were removing the pitiful thing to hide it
from the Fathers view.
The seventh Angel came forward and he seems to be
agitated, as he bears a metal cage in his two hands. In it is
a furious collection of plagues, storms, troubles and
suffering for man. I hear crying and I also see blood
flowing out from it. Black clouds in this box of doom, are
in a furious tempest, with rumblings of thunder and
lightning. It is a mix of natural phenomenon and demonic
powers, which has for the moment been locked!
The holy Angel does not present this to God, but walking
in front of the Father, removes it quickly past the Throne
to the hidden place near the Earth.
The eighth Angel came bearing a most beautiful life-like,
cross of the Crucified Jesus. It was a perfect representation
in miniature, of the original crucifixion of Jesus. The detail
is so bold, perfect and realistic, that I am shocked to see
Jesus represented so vividly in His sufferings upon the
Cross!
The ninth Angel came bearing a glass box. In it I saw a red
Sun that is turning. It was revolving in the twilight in the
evening. The coloring of the blood red Sun, shining
through the clouds, cast a blood red shadow against much
of the Earth.

The Tenth Angel came walking up over a hill. He held up
a Victory Banner which he held high upon a long flagstaff
over his head. He was happy and smiling and behind him
followed hundreds, if not thousands of people, who were
jubilant and singing as they marched behind this handsome
Angel with long blonde hair.
When the Angels were finished with their presentations to
God. The Father stood up. To His left I could see the Earth
floating in the sky, slightly below Heaven. The Father
stood here viewing the Earth, standing with the Angels on
the edge of Heaven. This Heavenly Court solemnly viewed
the poor Earth as it slowly turned in the dark sky.
One of the Ten Angels lifted a Trumpet to his lips and
gave a very great blast on the Trumpet. I saw the Earth
shake violently!
The Father then unrolled a scroll, which was like a very
long roll of paper. The scroll was caught up in an unusual
wind, which unwrapped the roll and blew the other end
towards the Earth. Where the end did not quite touch the
Earth, but instead the scroll (being very strong) snapped in
the wind, much as a flag will flap in a gale force wind.
On Earth I saw people in the streets of a city. They were
running around in terror. They were looking towards the
sky with dread and they were trying to find some place to
shelter them.
The sky was boiling as clouds passed through other clouds.
They did not move normally but were being stirred and
from them poured blood red rain in deluges, as if pails of
bloody rain were being thrown down here and there. This
caused no injury to these people. However this unusual
occurrence frightened them and they tried to run for cover
to avoid being soaked in the red deluge.
In among the storm clouds appeared frightening figures,
which some of these people were able to see. These forms
were terrible demons, who had power to terrorize certain
individuals.
The Father is standing with the Angels and they are
looking at these strange events, which are happening upon
the Earth.

THE FATHER:
POOR MANKIND - HE IS RUNNING AWAY FROM THE DREAD OF HIS FEARS. WHAT HE FEARS I
HAVE BROUGHT TO HIM TODAY. I HAVE SHAKEN MANKIND WITH THEIR GREATEST DOUBTS AND
WORRIES. I HAVE UNFURLED FROM THE SCROLL THOSE THINGS WHICH MEN FEAR THE MOST. I
HAVE OPENED THE WORST FEAR IN EVERY MIND AND I HAVE PUNISHED EVERY PERSON UPON
THE EARTH!
This day terror shall reign all over the Earth. It is
unreasonable fear because Men will not pray to Me and
obey, except in these moments of absolute terror for him.

The terror is caused because of Man's Pride, as he assures
himself, that he can succeed without the help of God in his
life.
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TODAY, OH MANKIND, YOU SHALL KNOW THE POWER OF THE SPIRIT. GOD IS LORD OVER THE
SPIRIT. HEAVEN AND HELL ARE SUBJECT TO ME. EVEN THE DEMONS SHALL KNOW THE TERROR
OF THE LORD. THIS UNUSUAL DAY WILL COME WITH MANY OTHER UNUSUAL DAYS, WHICH MEN
WILL FEAR GREATLY!
My dear Children - those who please the Lord do not have
to fear the punishments of God on the Days of the

Chastisement. In those days I will come Myself and carry
you away and I will provide for your safety.

I BLESS YOU, MY CHILDREN, IN THE NAME OF
THE FATHER, SON AND HOLY GHOST!
+
AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 58 August 8, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
Today in the Immaculate Conception Church:
I saw two beautiful white clouds in a very blue sky. They
were folded together like a pair of closed hands. These
clouds opened to reveal a very delightful castle, with
lovely stone walls and pointed towers on the comers.
Inside the castle I saw God The Father sitting upon His
Throne. He appeared to be in a most solemn mood.
The whole castle now opened to reveal the center hall in
the castle of God. An army of the Lord's Angels were
leaving the castle and they went outside to the left of the
Lord’s castle. They were sent out by Him and they went
out in a straight line upon the smooth clouds, as if these
clouds were solid ground. Another column of Angels
moved out to the right of the Lord's castle. Now the two
columns of The Lord's Army of Angels had formed a
straight battle line and they were about to advance against
us, here upon Earth!
The Lord gave the signal and the two columns moved
forward as one and attacked the Earth. The Earth seemed
desolated when they arrived, as if it had no life. The Earth
sat in the shadows of night, in a semi-darkness of
shadows and light. Everything is in a half-light in order to
view this scene.
The first attack of the Angels was an attack against the
very face of the Earth's surface, where rock and the hills
crumpled, as if hit by something so heavy that shattered
the base, which seemed insufficient for so great a weight.
THE FATHER:
It is time to do more than to punish the Earth. It is
Mankind who is represented in the desolation of this Earth.
His spirit has died and it has become destroyed!

Mankind had every chance in his history with Me to be
always in contact, so that we could have been Holy
Friends. I have always wanted this from man.
I have tried in every way possible. He is a stubborn
creature and selfish. He wants what he loves first and for
some reason, which cannot be understood by Me, he
continuously rejects My Love!
This sounds so much like an old complaint from God! It is
true today as in Man's ancient history. Why do you not
desire this holy union with God? I wish to take you to My
Breast. I want to love you. I was to be your Holy Guide!
Today man runs in madness until the whole world has
become mad. Now this is realized by man and he is trying
to correct the mistake, but he just widens the area of
disobedience and error. You have polluted your World. It
all began with a Man and a Woman and the error of
selfishness, which was then passed down and thus
disobedience to God. That is why obedience among the
Priest, Nun and Brother was seen to have had so great a
value. Now chinks formed in this armor and the Holy
Orders are flawed, because those who direct and who
decide are men in error!
Have they followed the words and works of Jesus? Have
they followed the Teaching of the Holy Fathers of the
Church? Of course not and what is the result? A once Holy
and trusted Institution of God is now in error! Error adds to
error - mistake to mistake until the whole population of the
World, is in error in their practice of worshiping God.
This error is Satan's error which he taught Adam - his own
disobedience. It was all freewill - the Angel, the Man, and
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now everyone! It is not too late for some! They have seen
the error in the World and in the thinking of Men. It leads
to unhappiness and to Hell. Mankind deserves better than
this. He ought to desire to improve his situation!
Those of you who will work and swim against the stream
of Mankind - I will open a World of happiness and delight.
You only have to arrive in Heaven, to know the reward of
joy which is yours forever.
How difficult it is My children to interest man, in that
which he does not see nor understand. You who have lived
in the error of the World and you who have enjoyed it you do not understand the danger! Your freewill does not
work in the spiritual World. You may not walk where you
wish, unless you are allowed. Those who live in the
Spiritual World of Heaven or of Hell, live by certain rules
and regulations. These rules are simple, you have chosen
where your spirit shall go by how you have lived your life!

know how to enter here. They are unworthy of God. They
cannot be born into Heaven, unless they have first past the
test of obedience to God. It is I who am the Lord of
Heaven. The careless rules of the Earth, which are made in
the shadow of the Devil, do not apply here.
Man must become educated in the ways of God, so that he
may enter Heaven. This education is a holy education. A
holy education are the teachings about Heaven. It is not
like Earth, so what works so well for the Earth does not
work here. Heaven is the new World, the new life and the
new experience, where you will enter in spirit form.
Heaven is the new spiritual experience, for some of those
who died today.
The physical creature on the physical Earth cannot
understand about the spiritual World unless he has been
taught. It is not that it is so difficult! It is only difficult to
those who do not want to do it, because they refuse to
leave the baseness of the Earth.

In Heaven I am the Lord. I am love and therefore you may
come to My Kingdom where you will be loved. This love
allows you to live in peace and harmony with all who
dwell here. God has shown all who are able to love, that
He rewards with all good things. He brings joy to their
lives.

Oh My Children, how can I make you understand, except
to say Come and See! How can you come and see if you
do not obey? Is it possible to enter a well-guarded
building, unless you are known by them? Why then do
you believe that everyone may enter Heaven, just
because they have died?

Love is remarkable peace and it is a quiet beauty to make
one smile for no reason, except the joy to do so! Those
who remain with Me have the greatest Father. One who
knows them - understands and enjoys them. In Heaven I
will never become angry with you and never complain
against you. I am bemused with those in Heaven and
delighted to remain here forever with them. They have
pleased Me well by their efforts, whether great or small
they have provided a path for My love.

I do not tire in My attempt to teach mankind, who is so
limited in his own thinking. However he may not use that
limitation as an excuse, why he could not enter Heaven.
The spirit of man has a need to be helped, loved and
educated. That is what I have attempted to do because I
know that in man lies the eternal gift! The mystery of the
unbound nature of the soul, an unlimited ability to exceed
the expectations of the body.

I demand what I think is appropriate in effort from you.
Those who can give more must give more. Be careful
those of you who give less! You could perhaps be among
those whom I call Lukewarm. I will spit you out because
you have no part of Heaven.
It is the Lord who tells the obedient among you how to
live, so that you may find yourself one day in My
presence. I do this for you. I am trying to guide you to My
Heart.
God is not a man and Heaven is not the Earth. The rules
are different to enter here. You enter the Earth by your
birth - the life which God gives you. Then you continue
your lives and many are certain that they understand what
is best for themselves, even if holiness is not a part of their
lives.

That is your key to open this door and enter into this room
of the Spirit. A whole new World which will now open at
the end of your life - unlike that of Earth, where you are
born as a child. You are born into Heaven as the child or
the adult, it does not matter and all holy souls are
welcome!
When you arrive you must be responsible to your Lord and
to those who dwell there. Love and obedience upon Earth
to God will make you responsible and pleasing to God.
While on Earth you do not enjoy those who always clash
with you and those who are in disagreement with you.
Likewise I do not welcome to Heaven those who oppose
Me. This opposition proves their disobedience to Me.
Try your best to please Me! I know who is making an
effort and who is not. I am Lord over the spirit and I am
listening to My own. I know when you love and I know
when you hate!

They have not got a part in Heaven, because they do not
I LOVE YOU MY CHILDREN - I SIMPLY LOVE YOU!
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I DESIRE YOUR VICTORY OVER MY ENEMY!
COME TO ME AND LOVE ME BY OBEYING ME.
I AM WAITING TO WELCOME YOU INTO MY KINGDOM
WHICH IS UNLIKE ANYTHING UPON THE EARTH!
I BLESS YOU, IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER, SON
AND HOLY GHOST!
+ AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 59 August 13, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
I saw a Woman praying in a Church. The Church was
quite modern and had few statues and other holy works to
remind one of Heaven.
Our Mother was also present in this church. She was
standing in front of this woman, who was kneeling in the
front pew, closest to the Tabernacle and Altar.

she desires to be with Me at all times. I am her greatest
joy. She comes to be with Me alone. I council her and
guide her. I am her good Mother, who comes to her even
before I am called.
I know my daughter, I am her Mother and her Friend. She
does not care to be with anyone else. She is intoxicated in
her love of Me.

Our Mother was walking back and forth in front of the
woman, as Our Mother talked to her. It was obvious that
the woman was a Seer or at least gifted because she was
hearing Our Mother speak. Mary walked back and forth.
The woman turned her head following Our Mother as She
walked first one way and then the other.

I have many such daughters and as many sons who love
Me so much, that they do not want to leave Me. They
would rather isolate themselves from the World, then to let
go of one sweet moment spent with Me!

Occasionally Mary would stop in front of this woman and
touch her arm or her shoulder, when Mary wished to stress
the importance of what She was saying, or to simply take
this moment of joy to show Her love for the woman.

Some of my holy gifted children can do little more than
this, due to their timidity, they are unable to make
themselves known to very many. Their missions are of
prayers and love where they remain with their Lord and
with Me. They pay so close attention, so that We know
that we are so loved.

I was allowed to see this woman's face. Her face was filled
with greatest love for Our Mother. Attentively listening to
each word of Our Mother. Mary's voice produced these
sweet sounds of love, which were gathering flower by
flower in the heart of this woman, as she was overcome by
the beautiful color and fragrance of this Beautiful Bouquet.
She was like one who is lost in the beauty of so many
scented roses, overwhelmed with their beauty.
This woman was in love with Our Mother, who appeared
to her in so very great a beauty. The gentle smile of this
young pretty Queen, who was wearing simple beautiful
garments, in color combinations of mauves. In light that
was not of Earth, Mary was most perfect, lovely and
charming in Her very great beauty!
OUR MOTHER:
My daughter is very much in love with Me, when I am
with her. I have filled her heart with my love and I have
sweetly embraced her in my arms. She is my daughter and

These Seers represent all of my children in their work.
Where those children love all those of Heaven. They
pray to Us and they love Us with most sweet and tender
care. They are our attentive children, who watch
carefully, both the Church and the Seer. They pray for
our beloved Pope John Paul II and they pray for peace.
They are here to support Heaven with their prayers, as
well as supporting all of mankind with their prayers.
All of my holy children in the World, who love Me so
much.
Your prayers are strong cables of steel, which are used by
you, to pull Heaven down closer to you. We of Heaven use
them to pull you close to Us. These are the paths that we
walk upon together. They are the holy bridges where we
come together. We meet and talk together in your prayers.
These are the invisible highways, on which great roads, the
army of Heaven crosses to you, to fight for you.
Pray to Us, my children, and Heaven shall rescue you
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from Hell. Too many of My Seers remain hidden. God has
given them a great work, but they are afraid to begin their
mission and so remain hidden.
I pity them because they are like Jonas who ran and tried
to hide from God. The Lord will find them, but will they
come back and serve him? God has chosen so many
hundreds. They are all special people, as are all my
children!
Satan has come as the bully in many forms, through
family, friends and associates. Their criticism of my
children has sent my children into hiding. They are afraid
of being wrong, according to the opinion of man! At first,
when God had called them, they came rejoicing, happy to
be chosen by Him. He immersed them in His love and they
felt secure, brave and confident.
Then He sent them out and they became afraid. No
longer alone with God, they were ostracized by friends and
family, after they had told their wonderful news - how
Heaven had come to them. My children are always happy
to tell everyone about these wonderful events which have
happened to them.
How cold is the look of disbelief, in the eyes of one whom
you love. You are trampled beneath their stare of disbelief
Do not give up because you are to rise above your doubt,
so that Satan will not defeat you. He plays upon your
moods and tempers. He depresses your spirits to worry you
with concerns about your health and self-worth.
Oh my dear children, how little you value your own worth!
God has made each of you a treasure, whose body is not to
be ruined by food, drink and drugs. Satan is an abuser,
who bullies and makes waste in beautiful places. God has
asked you to nurture and protect your heart and soul.
If you are careless and veer off the chosen path in error
my children, do you think that you can walk among the
demons without being attacked? What good is a work
of God, which is left undone. It is still the plan of God,
which cannot be given away. The Seer who does not
try, is a disappointment to God.
I saw the Two Prophets coming from quite a distance. Our
Mother is watching them as they come. The privileged
soul who is present with Our Mother, does not appear to
see them. Our Mother says to the Prophets. What word
have you brought from My Lord? Enoch hands Her a letter
and She reads it saying:
My Son Jesus is appealing to all of His sons and
daughters to make the holy effort of prayer, so that He
may gather a number of souls who have lately been taken
from Him. The battle against Satan has escalated in the

past few months. So many are dying quickly without
benefit of the Last Rites.
Their lives are snuffed out like candles that are burning in
violent winds. They have not a moment to sigh or rekindle
their souls in the last moments, or to ask forgiveness of
their sins from God. The Lord's pity is upon those who are
thrown on their faces at His feet, when they have not been
given beforehand the chance of His forgiveness.
Poor Souls, if they had only known that their hours
were numbered. The accidents of Satan have snuffed
their lives in a moment. They have not had time to
prepare, because Death caught them by surprise! We
must all pray for those who die and are not ready to
meet the Lord.
Our Mother puts down the finished letter. The Prophets
remain as Mary speaks to the privileged Soul. You must
pray and pray for poor souls, who do not know the beauty
of a spiritual life; before their physical life had ended.
They do not develop quickly in their preparation for
Heaven. They must remain in Purgatory until the Lord
calls their names.
They shall suffer alone and wait for what seems to be an
eternity, before they hear the voice of My Son. He shall
send out His holy Angels to them. They will be called by
name and the forgiveness of the Lords power, shall raise
them from the place of the living dead. Where the pall of
that dreary place acts as a landing for them. It is like an old
Earth, where the rot of dreary city and town remain.
It is the place where they meet few people in their
travels. There is no common interest among them, for they
all know their own business and keep to themselves; as
they eke out their days, waiting and praying to the Lord in
that gloomy place.
However they should be thankful if they walk upon these
last stages of Purgatory in the ancient place, because they
will not remain there too much longer! They are alone but
they are not lonely! They are only bored in this dreary
place, because with the limitation of old rotted wood,
they cannot build and they cannot plant, unless the Lord
grants them privileges.
Those in the latter stage do not suffer pain, but remain in
this place where towns and cities are vacant and have
fallen into disrepair. It is not possible to find the good
board to nail or the good nail for they are rotted. This is the
final suffering for these souls, before they go to Heaven.
They shall leave the place of gloom behind and enter the
beauty and glory of Heaven where they may build the
spiritual Kingdom with the Lord God Almighty!
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MY CHILDREN, PRAY FOR THOSE POOR SOULS IN PURGATORY!
I BLESS YOU, IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER, SON AND HOLY GHOST!
+

AMEN!

Little Prophet

No. 60 August 15, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:

I saw Our Lord Jesus standing at the end of a line, which
He was gently lifting it up and down in relaxed easy
rhythms, which sent waves down along its length.

this crest of the wave, you are holy and you feel joyful to
be with your God. You are alone with Him here in His
Spirit. Your love grows forth in holy bloom. This love of
Heaven, which exists forever in the meadow, with God in
His love!

I saw people walking upon this line. Sometimes they were
up on the crest of the wave and at other times they were at
the bottom trough of the wave. Each person appeared on
their separate line, on which they rose and fell in the
rhythms of their lives.

Sadly this wave falls and you fall into the darkest recesses,
where the light of holiness seems to fade. Soon this light
will go out, if you do not rekindle the flame. Refill the oil,
My Children, and light the wick! If not - then Satan will
come and carry you away into the darkness.

I saw Mankind on the wave of life when he was very
happy. He was riding on the high part of the wave. When
he was sad he was on the bottom part of the wave.

You will follow him and when you look back you will see
no light. Heaven will only be a memory and a faint one!
You have left it. You have walked away my children.

There is a similar wave shown which concerned our
spiritual life. When we may be on the crest of the wave
and spiritually elated in the love of God. Where our
hearts burn with joy and love for The Holy Trinity or Our
Mother, the Saint or the Angel. Where we have walked
with Jesus and we have studied His life and we are in awe
of Him!

Heaven has not moved because that is impossible. It is
always here, My Children. Keep the path to Heaven open.
It is a matter of willpower that you continue in your lives
towards God.

Today we went to the Immaculate Conception Church.

Your lives are one work of God. The two waves come
together in your lives, which you are rising and falling
upon.

JESUS:
This line is the cycle of Me which mankind walks upon.
They travel upon these paths, which they choose, and also
upon the paths which they do not choose.
God calls you to the highest place of His love to dwell
there in the Heaven of His Heart. He asks for your
participation in holiness. It is a choice for you and for all!
This is My Fathers way of drawing you towards Him.
ou are riding these waves each day. The one line is when
you crest the wave in great exuberance and joy. Your soul
is relieved to feel elated and happy. You live for such
moment and rejoice in them.
There is also the fall to sorrows and to sadness, where
your soul is depressed in the gloom of deepest sorrow.
Regret and unhappiness and the remembrances of your
past life, crush any thoughts of joy in your present life. The
storm is overhead and you are mired in the muck alone and
sorrowful.
You also walk upon your spiritual line. On the height of

Perhaps your lives are not orderly and confusion has
entered in. That is Satan's work, to add emotions and
feelings each day. confusion and chaos to your lives, in
your emotions and feelings each day.
My Father has made a wonderful Creature in man. He
loves you and He has worked patiently and individually
with each. Take stock of your lives and let the level of
holiness, rise in your lives, by holy acts such as your
prayers, meditations and by confession and in receiving
Holy Communion.
These strengths will support you and hold you up. When
you are happy and have a chance to laugh and to feel
elated again for a moment. Enjoy that moment and do not
be anxious to throw this joy away and to remind yourself
of past sorrow!
When you fall into sorrow then I will send you My Help! I
want you to reach for Me and I will lift you up. I will pull
you from despair. When I do this, My Children, then enjoy
these moments alone with Me. You will find each time that
you remain with Me, then you will desire to stay longer.
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Your hours of praying, meditating and your hours as well
in Church will grow. I am the relief for the heart and its
joy!

remain there in the middle, then you will not become too
close to God and perhaps you will not come
(unknowingly) too close to the Devil.

If the love of God is not practiced and He is forgotten in
your life, then He cannot remain upon the crest of your
spiritual joy. How far will you then fall? Shall it be to the
pit of depression, anger and sorrow?

I will call upon you and I will ask you where have you
been? I did not see you near Heaven and I did not see you
near Hell. At the end of your lives, if I have not seen you
close by the gates of Heaven then I do not know you - do I,
My Children?

Some of you want to remain upon the line, where you will
never experience the very great joy and excitement of the
love of God; nor to experience the angers and depressions
of Satan. You may feel that this last path is the best. If you

When you die, your spirit will not fly to Heaven. Life is a
gamble for such souls! Death is also a gamble, with those,
who will lose their precious souls to hell.

YOU HAVE NO CHOICE, MY DEAR CHILDREN. YOU MUST RIDE
THESE WAVES IN YOUR LIVES, UPON THESE STORMY WATERS,
WHICH FIRST LIFT YOU VERY HIGH AND THEN LET YOU FALL!
God tries to teach you how you may attain the crest of His
love and to remain there for quite some time. He teaches
you how to hold on, so that you will not fall too far or too
fast. You have to hang onto these plans of Heaven.
The air provides no support and the spirit is not a physical
part! You must rely on Heaven to hold you up. It is
necessary for you to follow the plan of God. Each day you
must reach toward Heaven in your prayers and in your
meditations, as you concentrate upon God. If you take the
time out to experience Heaven, I will hold you to My
Breast!
When daily troubles and past memories depress you,
take time to walk away from them, Dear Children. Do
something good for yourself by treating yourself to the
Good Food of God! There is time for you to pray. You
must or you will be lost to Me.
Do not let the demons leave with your soul. Do not let
your busy lives or sorrow become the reasons why you
have left God.
You have no excuse to go away from Me. I am

everywhere that you are. I am never away from you. I am
beside you at work and at rest always! Speak to Me, it is
easy. I will protect you if you fall, so that you do not
become injured. I will save your soul in the time of your
greatest worry and give you confidence.
When man is in the lowest trough of loneliness with Satan,
the demon teaches him to blame God for his miseries. He
takes him away from Me and later to Hell! Where is your
victory oh mankind in the darkness of Hell? Is it not better
to live a life of sorrow and then go to Heaven and live a
life of joy?
There are many who are rich and they have nothing. While
there are many who are poor and they have everything.
Truthfully - you cannot take away anything but your soul.
I wish all could see the glorious beauty of a beautiful soul.
It has angelic beauty and form. A clean pure spirit stands
before God and remains in Heaven. The World goes past
and life goes on, but this spirit of glory chooses God in
Heaven. This soul talks with God and rejoices with the
Angels and the Saints. This spirit is comfortable in these
holy surroundings.

THOSE WHO ARE COMFORTABLE IN PRAYER, LOVE GOD AND LOVE MANKIND,
THEIR SPIRIT IS AT PEACE WITH GOD AND AT PEACE WITH MANKIND.
The spirit of harmony, love, joy and peace is a quality of
the sublime happiness of the spirit, which one has to reach
each day, whether for an hour or a few minutes. It is the
time to set aside the world and worries and to escape with
God!
Heaven is present for those who love. Even though they
ride upon the upsets of life, as Satan attacks them. They
are not defeated! He throws himself at them, to depress
and worry them but he cannot succeed in defeating them.

They have put their troubles in My Hands and they have
trust in God, that He will solve their problems. Satan
shall not run them in his madness. They are too calm and
prevail against the storm which he sends after them.
Your Lord is here with you. Take My Hand and you too,
shall prevail against Satan. It is not enough for you to be in
a neutral position, between Heaven and Hell. Those souls
are lukewarm and I do not know them. I will cast them out
into the darkness!

RIDE ON THE STORMY WATERS IN LIFE. DO NOT BE AFRAID.
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I WILL RESCUE YOU!
I BLESS YOU, IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER, SON
AND HOLY GHOST!
+
AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 61 August 20, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
I see a great horse running across the sky. It is running
after a thunderbolt, which is cutting through the air. The
horse has a great rider upon its back - it is Our Lord Jesus.
He is following a fallen Angel on the first day in the
Punishment of the End Days.

cast from His sight.
My Father has prepared His plans with infinite care and in
this care He has preserved His creations of Man and Angel
forever. They are His intelligent Creatures with whom He
has shared His own Soul.

OUR LORD:
You have to understand that at the end - the last moment
upon Earth, it is necessary to imprison the last demon. On
that day they will be without a body and in this
supernatural condition, they will experience freedom for
the last time.
I will lock them into a place of no escape for the spirit. I
will imprison them between forces, which are much
greater than iron bars. They are the powers which God
has reserved for those days. He will sacrifice His last love
for them by not destroying them. He will ignore the insult
to Himself of their existence in this prison of Hell.
My Father will not destroy that which He can preserve, not
even His Enemy! Hell shall be cast away from your sight,
My Children, and even from the eyes of the Angels.
My Father shall not forget, and neither shall Hell be

This intelligence of God He has shared with them so that
they may know Him. He will teach those who are not
proud and arrogant, for they will listen. He can teach the
meek and the humble and for those He shall reserve a
place in Heaven.
The proud and arrogant are too busy with their lives. Satan
has carried them away. They listen to his boasts and to his
lies, as he works very hard to gather them into Hell. They
are patriots of Hell whom Satan gathers together in large
numbers. They are pushed ahead of him like animals, to be
corralled in the satanic enclosures.
They will awaken too late to the error of their lives. They
have laughed and celebrated too far into the night! When
the morning dawns, they along with the devils shall be
gathered by My Holy Angels and will be cast into the
place of sorrow and gloom.

FOOLISH CHILDREN WHO STAY TOO LATE IN THE COMPANY OF
DEMONS, YOU SHALL BE CAPTURED AND CAST INTO HELL.
My Father is seeking out a holy contingent of soldiers who
will stand with Him and the Holy Angels to fight in the
battle on the side of the Lord. Powers shall meet powers on
that day. There shall be lightning and all forms of light,
with thunder and sharp noises. Mankind shall be in great
fear in the last hours.
What is one sign of the end? It is the fear of God that will
exist in every heart. It is the great voice of God who will
quake in every soul. God will reveal His great power in
every soul, to cause terror in them. On that day you shall
know Him, as the Lord. No one shall say, "Who is
speaking?" They shall know in their soul the great power
of His word!

Yes, My Children, every person will hear the same voice
speaking to them - "His Warning," which they will
understand! They shall tremble with fear. They shall not
eat or sleep. They shall pray because of their fear of the
Lord!
My Children, it is better that you do feel such terror
because this is a warning, but it is not the end! After this
passes, so many will forget and they will continue on as
before in the careless state of their sins.
The wise will remember the fright of My Father’s Voice
and they will continue to live their lives in respect of the
Lord. With them go the blessing of My Father, because
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they will obey God.

man, woman and child. Not today in this World but in a
new setting of holiness.

Man is so clever. He is capable of creating. His wisdom of
technology is commendable as he progresses in
intelligence and continues to achieve. However, as he
proceeds he also continues to move further from God.
When the fear of My Father is felt by everyone in the
whole World, there will be a sound like that of an
earthquake, or a sonic boom and you will feel the
vibrations as your home shakes. This will be a warning to
those who follow the Lord and they will know that of the
Lord has paid them a visit. He has visited the place of
their soul!
Those who do not love Me, will take little note of the
tremor in their soul and they will not have a second
warning. This is just for you who are My Children.
These two signs - My Father’s Voice followed by the
aftershock of a Clap or Boom, which will vibrate your
home in the percussion from His Voice. Everything will
then return to normal for a month or two or whatever My
Father decides!

I have a holy plan in which I will remove these times from
men and then I will remove men, from these times. I want
to destroy the evil of this world, but first remove a remnant
of mankind, from before My Powers of Destruction, so
that I can preserve them for a future holy life!
I shall use an Ark, which is capable of riding over the
waves of men's sins. I shall contain within this Ark
precious life. I shall build shelving and stock it with holy
food, a good supply to sustain their lives.
I shall build a Chapel, which will be the Gateway to
Heaven, where God will come and grace this place with
His Holiness. The Holy Communion will create new life!
The blood in the chalice shall sustain it!
I desire to create a new Holy People, who are to be saved
from this world and they are not of one color, one nation,
or of one religion. I am seeking after those who desire to
obey God and to follow Him in holiness.

The next sign is that there will be an increase in deaths in
the World, caused by a rash of accidents. The numbers of
souls dying will be ten times worse than the numbers of
souls taken today and this will continue for several
months.

He shall lead them past the wicked of this world. He shall
teach them the way because man, the physical creature,
cannot find the way. The path is hidden to him. The Lord
has blocked the entrance where those with eyes alone are
stopped! The body sees with physical eyes. The spirit sees
with spiritual eyes.

Once again, My Children will take note of this change and
become alarmed, because of the increased numbers of
deaths. However, those who are not My Children will
maintain their belief that it is all natural accidental losses
of life!

Follow God in obedience because I have created a great
work! I am planning to save a remnant from this world which now belongs to Satan. I shall defeat him for their
sake. I shall fight for them and I shall win! I ask you to
trust Me, My dear Children, for I am the Lord!

When you see the alarming number of deaths, then
understand that the madness and power of Satan has
escalated this violence in a society which does not value
Human life. A culture has developed within a spiritual
compromise, which is insanity because the violence in the
World has so little effect upon these people.

The Ark has been created and it is carried under The Three
Sails, which will lift it upon Spiritual Wings. At the helm I
have placed the Rock - My Holy One! My Apostle PETER
II, for he is to lead you!

My Children, there is a very narrow path between Heaven
and Hell. Those who are careless try to walk on both sides.
There are those who believe themselves to be holy, but
they do not watch carefully at all times. They use the
escape of alcohol and drugs to leave Me, while they
experience the dark places.
There are those who are unholy but they have become sick
of their lives. If they wish they may escape this Hell and
return again to My Love. The others will remain there and
forfeit their souls. They shall leave in despair when Satan
comes to take them away.
It is possible for a whole generation to be holy - every

It is necessary, My Children, for you to shore-up the
property of your soul, for the onslaught of the raging
storms. It is necessary to overcome the influences of evil!
One influence you must overcome is that of hopelessness!
Satan wants you to believe that you will fail. He wants you
to believe that you have failed and that you are doomed to
be a failure.
You may be certain that Satan is doomed to Hell! You
must not believe that you are too! Refuse to believe Satan's
lies. Begin today to work your way towards holiness and
goodness. It is a holy and joyous work, which leads you to
Heaven.
So many holy books have been written that you may use
them for your steps, so that by the time you are finished
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reading them you will be at Heaven’s Gate. Follow those
who are Holy. Stay on the paths that are Pure. Follow the
Saint and the Angel.
I know that My Children are imperfect and troubled in
their lives. They have gone off My Paths and followed
Satan into the ways of error. However I do not accept

Satan's lies for you! Your souls are not lost, you who have
already given up and quite trying! Wake up, My Children,
it is not too late! You are just in time to leave with those
upon My Holy Ark!
Many have left the Ark and I pray they return! This leaves
much room for you My Children. Those who were invited
have left!

NOW I SEND TO THE STREETS MY HOLY ANGELS TO GATHER ‘ALL’
WHO WISH TO COME TO THIS FEAST!
COME, MY CHILDREN, YOUR LORD AWAITS YOU!
DO NOT DISAPPOINT ME, I WAIT AT THE HOLY TABLE.
FIRST ENTER THE GATE TO THE TEMPLE COURT. THEN ENTER MY TEMPLE!
I BLESS YOU, IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER, SON AND HOLY GHOST! +
AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 62 August 22, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
Today in the Immaculate Conception Church I saw a veil,
which opened like a book. The book was the Book of Life!

pass, as if these soldiers were coming home after a victory
in battle.

It started with God as He was making His plans,
including those for Mankind and other parts of His
Work.

I see the edge of a city or town, which is a bustling
Community and it is busy with buyers and sellers and the
business of that day.

The first part began to unroll like a scroll. It unwound from
the top and from the bottom. Separate parts of The Work
of God began to fall from the scroll, as if it were a box
which contained all parts of Man's Life! These parts were
able to fall separately from the scroll in pieces.

The vision rises higher and I am able to see Modern Day
Palestine. I see a great soldier coming out from that
country. He is coming to rule over the Palestinians.

THE LORD:
I AM THE LORD, GOD AND
CREATOR OF LIFE!
A Woman of very great beauty walked forward on a path
that went around a hill and past a stony meadow. She had
to be careful of her footing as she picked her way around
the rocks. (The Woman is Our Mother Mary.)

In his left hand he holds a book which is the documents for
a new Order. It is the Law that He has the authority to
make! In his right hand He holds a spear. This is the staff
which he will use to enforce the law.
This soldier stands alone upon a hill. He is still holding the
book and spear and he is now looking down upon the
Plains of Abraham.

The scroll continued to unwind and I saw Jesus step out
into a similar pasture on the same rocky land, with the
green grass growing around the stones.

On the Plains I saw a Dragon. It is walking towards the
hill, on which the soldier stood and it began to climb
towards Him. The soldier was Jesus and he remained
holding the Book and the Spear, as the Dragon approached
Him.

The scroll unwound to revealed a lake - like Galilee where boats sat on the shore. They were single and double
sail fishing craft which held one to eight men but all were
small boats.

The Dragon became more furious as he approached Our
Lord. His image changed into that of a Man. He is posing
as Our Lord Jesus and he is pretending to be God.

A road was then revealed with Roman soldiers marching in
columns. People had lined the road to watch these soldiers

Our Lord pushes the Book, which He holds, towards this
man. The man pushes the book away from himself saying,
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"I cannot use this Book, because the words in it are not my
words!"

Our Lord says: "You are right when you say that these are
not your words. This is the Book of God’s Truth and this
truth is not found in you!"

TODAY AN ENEMY HAS COME. HE WISHES TO MAKE A VICTORY OVER
MY PEOPLE, THE SPIRITUAL PEOPLE OF GOD, THE CHOSEN PEOPLE OF
MY FATHER, WHO WILL BE CHOSEN FROM EVERY COUNTRY.
I have gathered many of them together. I have many more
to be gathered. You will see war occur and blood will be
spilled. These will be martyred for love of Me! In the
vision I then saw a war on the Plains of Abraham.

Our Lord has now asked others to support Abraham. Who
has grown so weary as he has tries to support the staff
alone and cannot by Himself, but with Our Lord's help he
is able to succeed.

Armored divisions of Israelis and Palestinians fought.
There forces seemed equal and the battle was of giants
fighting against giants.

Our Lord has assembled His Seers from all over the
World. They have come to support Abraham. The Seers
support the arms of Abraham, in the great work of the
Lord. The Lord turns the battle in favor of His Angels,
who are able to push back the Demons.

The Angels of the Lord fought against the devils, but some
Angels were on the side of the Israelis and some on the
side of Palestinians. Some demons were on the side of
Israel and some were on the side of Palestine. The sides
came together in the chaos of hand-to-hand fighting and
confusion.
Abraham appeared on the hill with Jesus. He seemed to be
a very old man, who held up his staff and Our Lord helped
to support his arm with the staff. This support of Our Lord
and the Angels helped to drive the demons back! (The
vision places Abraham in the part, formerly associated
with Moses with the staff!)
I saw the great Assembly of the United Nations. There
were Diplomats from every Country, especially those
who represented African Nations such as Ethiopia, Nigeria
and other African Nations. There were representatives of
Native Americans and Northern Native communities. At
the same time there were demonstrations in North America
and Europe.

The two great armies of the Israelis and the Palestinians
stop fighting. Our Lord's Angels are among them. These
old enemies return together and remember how their
families were once common and united. They leave the
weapons of war on the plains and they walk away
together in peace.
OUR LORD:
Abraham's arms have grown weary. I will send my Seers
to support him. Just when the battle has come to the
climax. When it seemed equal on both sides and therefore
a victory seemed hopeless! I will send my holy Assembly
of Seers to support Abraham.
My Seers must assemble from every part of the World to
protect My Holy Ones from the invading army of Satan.
Who’s evil is not always obvious to those who are not
careful and it has spread throughout the world.

Jesus is assembling the Poor of the World. The
Authorities scrutinized them, but they do not know what to
do! It is one of the greatest assemblies of People perhaps
upon the whole Earth!

Today it is practically impossible to separate the good and
the bad in the World. My Holy Ones are really the poorest
of the poor because the United Assembly of the Seers has
not come together at this time.

OUR LORD:

I will unite them under My Abraham who is Peter II,
because there is no other to assemble them. If this
assembly does not take place in these next few years, so
many may be carried away as they mix with the demons.

What is so feared by the Authorities, My Children, as the
organizations of the Poor, as they try to protect their
human rights? The underprivileged, are not supported by
their Governments. They are among the poor, but not the
poorest!
Those who out-number them and are under the power of
Satan - ought to demonstrate against that power, which he
holds over them! In the vision the scene goes back to Our
Lord standing with Abraham, on the hill.

My Holy Angels cannot easily separate them, because they
are lost in the confusion in this battle. The Holy Angels are
fighting for them against the demons. I will send My
Seers, under Abraham's Orders, to go and rescue them.
I see so many thousands of people down on the plain and
they are clashing together in the battle. One against the
other as various peoples are fighting. Here the Angels and
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Demons are both fighting and everything seems to be
confused.
While some Seers remain to support Abraham's arms, He
sends the rest down onto the plain where very strong
Angels side with them. These Seers walk in among the
people in this battle. They lead these people one here and
one there - away from the skirmish (with Angelic
protection), from the battle with the demon.

The Angels then form a circle around the fighting mobs,
people and demons, who are still fighting against each
other down on the plain. Man against man - demon against
demon - fighting in the madness of sin and. evil.
There is one moment of silence among those on the hill
with Abraham; as they watch Our Lord Jesus, now borrow
from Abraham - his Staff!

They are able to struggle through the clashing, fighting
people. Now the Holy Ones clearly see and know who
their various leaders are! The Holy Ones follow them out
of the tumult.

Our Lord raises it straight up above His head. The land
opens beneath the demons and people fighting down on the
plain. They fall into the abyss - where fire and smoke burst
out from it, as it continues to open up, until they all fall
screaming into it and disappear. The pit then closes and
there is silence!

The Seers from various nations try to save their people,
leading them away from this war of the Angels and the
demons. This Assembly of Christian people is led away
from the battle of the World and the demons. The Seers
then lead these people up the hill towards Abraham.

All those on the hill are surprised and shocked for a few
moments. Then they smile and they are happy and
relieved, because of this final victory of God over Satan!

OUR LORD: MY CHILDREN, YOU WILL SEE THIS VICTORY OF GOD
OVER THE DEMON, ONE DAY!
I BLESS YOU, IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER, SON
AND HOLY GHOST!
+
AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 63 August 27, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
Today I saw Our Lord Jesus with the Two Prophets Enoch
and Elijah, on the boundary of my vision. At the edge of
a plain stood a very great Angel. He was magnificent in
very white garments. On his head was a great golden
crown. This crown was studded all around with precious
jewels. I saw that he was dragging something, the dragon
Beelzebub.
JESUS:
Beelzebub and a demon called Pincer have a very
terrible work among Priests of the World. That is to
remove the name of Jesus from the Earth.
Beelzebub had from the beginning a terrible work – to
remove the name of God from the Earth. This is his
principle mission.
Beelzebub and Pincer and a small number of 100 demons
had formed a Caste. This caste of 100 became head and
council over the rest of the demons.

The caste was formed during the time of Adam and Eve. It
was created by Satan to unite the work of the demon with
that of Man. The influence of the demon took form in the
minds of men and became for man a (natural) part of his
thinking.
Since it was the purpose of Beelzebub to remove the name
of God from the Earth, God had to defend His position
among men.
The plan of Satan for the Caste was to direct all demons to
gather together and to destroy everything, which mentions
the name of God. They were to remove from the Earth all
things that pertained to that Holy Name.
My Dear Children, it is necessary for you to venerate and
love the Name of God. It is also your mission to make
certain that the Names of the Holy Trinity remain forever
on the tongues of Mankind!
This caste is an order of demons under Satan and it is
much more than just a Council of demons! It became the
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rule of this Order of evil to remove the Priest, Seer and all
Christian Souls and all people who love and serve God.
The initial authority of Luciel (Satan) began in the highest
Court in the Heavens under God. Luciel demanded My
Father to give him a place of equal respect to that of God.
It would have given him the approval of My Father's
Angels.
Man may wonder about the audacity of Luciel, an Angel
and a Creature, to be so ambitious as to ask this of God?
The Angel is the existence of spirit, a creation of a part and
Order of God. God is Spirit and the Angel is a Creation of
that Order of the Spirit from God.
In the beginning the Angel was in the highest Order next to
God. Luciel was in the first Order of the Angels. He was
created from the Order of God. However he thought that
he was like God.
My Father placed Luciel in a caste with the first 100 of
the Angels who were created by My Father. The purpose
of this caste was to serve God in His work of Creation.
My Father approved the knowledge of Creation to be given
to the 100 Angels. The 100 were also part of the greater
Order of God with all of the Angels.
My Father was The Head of the Caste, with the balance of
the 100 a close second to Luciel, but not so great as he in
their knowledge.
It was knowledge that made Luciel greater than the
Angels. In regard to powers or strength, he was not so
much greater. Knowledge was the great gift of God given
to him. That was the honor given to him by My Father.
The Life of My Father exists beyond time and beyond the
creation of the Angel. My Father has all knowledge; God
is not like a man, who must practice and study to become
perfect.
Everything has their own knowledge that God gave to
them. He is the knowledge that He allows Angels and Men
to understand. He is the Existence of Knowledge!
My Father uses His knowledge for good purposes. He asks
Men to use their knowledge for good purposes, and in a
holy and patient way which gives honor to God and to
Men.

The Father had appointed the Caste to be Lords and Rulers
in the Holy Order over the Earth. They were the approved
spirit of Man. They were to take up order upon Earth and
rule over Man. They were to lead Man in the ways and
knowledge of God. They were to be for Man his very
intelligence and direction, where the spirit of man would
be the holy Angel.
It was My Father's plan to combine Man and the Angel to
be a holy Physical Being upon the Earth. The Earth was a
new creation by God. It was a Physical place and God
planned a physical body for the Angelic spirit of Man.
The Caste was to come first to begin this Earthly Heaven
for My Father. Earth was to be a Holy Physical Heaven. It
was to be the Earth that descended from Heaven!
The Angels were to have physical bodies. They were to
exist upon Earth under physical condition where Earth
would provide all necessities to support their bodies. With
Angelic Spirits they were to remain united to My Father in
this perfect Spiritual Nature.
My Father was to rule the Earth as He ruled Heaven. The
Angels who ruled Man were to rule the Earth under My
Father. It was to be a perfect Physical Heaven, where like
Heaven, everything was to occur naturally and to remain
perfect. Where love, peace and harmony were to rule over
the lives of this new Creation of Earth and Man.
This was a beautiful plan of My Father. All existence upon
Earth was pro-creative among their own kind, so that
everything under its own order and kind was able to
recreate, in the beginning, a Paradise for Man.
The Rebellion of the first Order of Man arose like
something rotten! The new Man Adam and the Woman
Eve, in the first order of Mankind took their physical
independence from God. They also took their spiritual
independence from God by disobeying His approved
order. for them.
The first caste of Men were born naturally under Adam
and Eve, and due to their purity there was no danger of
inbreeding in the species of Man. Each creature born of
Eve was also an Angelic Spirit of Purity.

Satan does not abide by the rules of God. In Heaven
Luciel disobeyed God and led a Rebellion against God.

Each Child born either Male or Female according to the
Father's Will was a pure state. Body and Spirit were pure
as Angels in Heaven. Each Child born to Adam and Eve
was really a new and independent creature different one
from another. Each child was perfect and strong, the First
Creation of Adam and Eve and the Children of their union.

I want to take Man beyond the semantics of words when I
describe the fall of Luciel with the whole caste of the
Angels.

Each child was still of the original pure state of Adam for
the Male and Eve for the Female, so that in the Child every
male was a new Adam and every female was a new Eve,
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until the first hundred were born by natural procreation to
Adam and Eve.
The independent partners were joined as Man and Wife
and remained as pure as Adam and Eve as Angels, with
physical bodies, in these first creations from God.
They were to remain upon Earth and to live forever filling
the Earth with their own kind. They were never to die, just
as the Angel in Heaven does not die. The pure food of the
Earth was to support their pure bodies forever.
Rebellion against God settled into the mind of Mankind.
Man was enjoying his independence from God. For the
Lord had given each order upon Earth a separate identity
and order of each thing in its own kind in Creation. My
Father had given them independence to live their own
lives.
Man was also given this independence of thought,
although the spirit of the Angel in man perfectly
remembered his Angelic state in Heaven and his
commitment to God. In the rebellion of Man he had asked
for complete independence from God, which was granted
by God if the first caste of man approved, which they did!
My Father did not approve this independence of man but
he did grant it! It was of course an insult to God. Men
insulted their Creator by asking independence from Him.
Understand this clearly, My Children! These first Angels
were of a high order of knowledge, and with independent
bodies were the Lords of the Earth. They thought that with
eternal lives and food for their bodies that they had no
more need of God?
The Order between God and man was broken! Thus My
Father broke the Eternal Lifeline between Heaven and the
Angelic Soul of Man. Now the soul of man was no longer
the exact replica of the Angel Spirit. With this separation
from God, the spirit of man did not give his body eternal
life and his body would eventually die.

The history of man had changed - his life now had an end!
All life on Earth had an ending. All this happened, My
Children, because man wanted to be independent of God.
In My Fathers patience this request was granted, breaking
the Eternal attachments and His lifeline from man and
causing Man's death and also death to the Earth.
ELIJAH:
My Brothers and Sisters, the Earth and Man changed:
The Earth itself was no longer stable. All life upon it was
no longer stable. The Earth changed in appearance as it
became weakened.
The plants of the Earth and the food of man and
everything lost the purity of God. Our Lord has kept the
gift of creation in place and the Earth is in continuous
creation, but it is also ailing.
The Climatic changes and everything became unstable.
Man became more separate from God, and he would forget
Our Lord if God did not send help.
ENOCH:
Now Our Father has sent so much help to teach mankind
and to lead him. The Father has sent the Prophet, Priest
and the Holy Order. He has trained the Religious among
man.
God has done everything well but Man has so fallen
beyond His original nature of holiness. Today he just has
occasional glimpses of his once magnificent state with
God.
While man does die, he is not to give up in sorrow! He is
to study the ways of God in His Angels and Saints. The
Priest and the Seers are to understand first and greatest and
to teach this knowledge by holy paths given to them by
God. Man is to learn this and to be (once again) obedient
to God.
JESUS:

The Earth and everything on it did not have the protective
Powers of My Father's Eternal gift of Life. Therefore, the
plants and the animals of Earth would die. Man began to
live upon that which had a limited life span and his own
life became limited.
(My Father exacted a price for man's rebellion that cost
man dearly!)
My Father did not discuss this beforehand with man. It was
never in the mind of the Angel that he could die. It was
never before in the mind of Adam or Eve, nor in their
children, that they could die.

Sadly, My Children, through generations of error Man has
fallen so far and he is in despicable condition of spirit. It is
so difficult in these days, for man to understand His God.
You have a long and rich history with God. God has done
everything to lead you to Heaven.
It is not your fault that Adam broke away from God. It is
not your fault that as punishment, My Father had to break
His contact of Eternal Life from Earth that brought
sickness and death to it.
However the fallen Angel exists in men and his spirit in
demon forms are all around you. You know that Satan is
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everywhere.
Why will you not listen and follow the approved plans of
My Father for your souls, so that your spirits might be
saved and join My Father for Eternity in Heaven.

I have told you a little more about the war between Heaven
and Earth so that more pieces of the puzzle fit together for
you.
You may understand the greatness and goodness of God.
You may also understand the horror of the demon and the
error in the judgment of mankind.

I BLESS YOU, MY CHILDREN, IN THE NAME OF
THE FATHER, SON AND HOLY GHOST!
+
AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 64 August 29, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
Today in the Immaculate Conception Church I saw God
the Father sitting upon His Throne. I saw columns of
words like rays of light that shone down from the Sun in
all directions. These columns of words fell from all around
the Father to the Earth. Each column that was sent to each
person on the Earth was their understanding of the Word
given to them by God. On each column word path was the
complete knowledge that God gave to them. Their
knowledge could not exceed this unless they were taught!

however great are not the full measure for that person from
God. I have planned that Man ought to have knowledge
and skills so that he may work and live. Some gifts are
greater gifts so that Men may overcome difficulties that he
may develop an expertise to help him to solve problems.

I then noticed that paths of prayers were corning back to
the Father. These were like letters that He read and sent
back upon those individual's paths, an increase of holy
knowledge to them. The Lord had accepted their
prayers and He sent more knowledge for those
individuals to better understand Him.

God wishes to lead Men to Himself. You are all
independent and you may come to God individually. It is
the choice of each one to follow God. You are not bound
to follow another. You are bound to follow God. I will lead
My Sheep. I will take you with Me while you live here
upon this Earth. I will take you on a Heavenly Course.

THE FATHER:
I am Knowledge and I am Life. Having thought much
about the present condition of Man, He finds himself on a
course where he is confused between his spiritual self and
his physical self. He has separated the two parts. That is
why his physical life is not holy. That condition of an
unhealthy physical life is also ruining his spiritual life.

One day you shall All stand before Me. It will be for many
a day of very great rejoicing! It is the day of God's great
love for them. They shall experience from that moment
perfection in love. You will be separated from the Earth
and the normal condition of Man and you will enter a new
World, not the limitation of an Earthly World. You will
step forward into Heaven, which size is without end and
there is no Earthly way to measure Heaven.

The two are to be one and holy. They when separate are
not the one holy body of the Man.

(In the meantime Our Lord Jesus and Our Mother have
joined The Father.)

The separate paths of knowledge which I offer Man are
limited if he does not pray to Me and ask for more holy
gifts. He will therefore remain with this limited life, in
comparison to those who seek spiritual awareness from
God through prayer and the Word.

JESUS:

The limitation has become for Man part of these times. He
is concentrating his education in other fields. Those fields

Nevertheless his spirit must grow and develop with his
mind and body. His spirit must be part of this marriage, so
that the Man may grow and be complete!

My Children, enter into Paradise and be amazed at what
My Father has done for you. He has created the place of
perfect happiness for your Souls. Where tiredness, illness
and anxiety have been removed and you are no longer
under the influence of the demon.
My Children, begin your entrance into the glorious state of
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happiness. Let us write the message of God into your
Souls. Let Me give you a place in the Bible, where you
will continue to add more pages and chapters in your own
lives under your obedience to God for an eternity. This
new Heaven is a state of holiness and a spirit World of
unlimited beauty.
Today the demon lives in the shadows of your lives. They
are figures that are allowed to come to you in the day and
in the night. They have power over your minds and they
can cause you moments of distraction where you may lose
your lives.
You may be driving down the highway of life and they
may distract you from your present situation, so that in
these moment as you speed down the highway, you are no
longer aware of what you are doing and this distraction
may cause you to have an accident, where you or others
may be injured or perhaps lose your lives. You will not
remember what you did wrong or how it happened. The
demon is capable to remove those who are unwary of their
presence and to place those persons in grave danger.
The Holy Angel can also come in the light of your soul
and He can make you aware of your danger and protect
you from the demon, which may distract you to destroy
you. Your Guardian can make you move quickly to save
yourself. You will not understand after how you avoided
having an accident. If you had an accident you will not
know how you got out from it so well.
It is because God makes his Servant aware that you were
in danger and God intended your rescue today from death!
He decided for many reasons that you were not to die and
to enter either Heaven or Hell. Through His Mercy your
life has been extended past this place of danger. Then My
Father has overcome this danger to save you.
MARY:
The powers that the devils have are very strong. In a
moment of distraction they may change your direction in
midcourse and send you in another direction. They have
the ability when you are under the influence of alcohol or
drugs to make you say and to do things which you never
would normally do.
The alcohol and drugs provided the moments or hours
when you are not concentrating on God. In fact you do not
consider Him at all! The demons are in the shadows near
you, now have an opening to attack you. They will do this
if you have no protection against them, from God.
One must be protected all of the time. These times are
serious times of battle, as Heaven fights against Hell for
the souls of Men. You must not be careless with your
souls. You must not leave them in the dangerous path of
the demon.

If your Soul is holy, then let it remain holy and protect it
from harm. Never suppose that you are strong enough to
risk it, while you tempt the demon to attack you. Never
suppose that you alone may fight the devils and win!
They are intelligent monsters that live in the shadows near
your Soul. They hate you and they intend to ruin your
Soul. Your eyes cannot see them and you are not always
aware of this danger.
That is the reason why God has provided mankind with
protection. He has done everything which was necessary to
protect you from the demon. He leads you Himself with
the Prophet, Priest and Seer.
My Son Jesus leads them so that all Souls of holy
intentions may know the way to Heaven.
THE FATHER:
My Children, I am doing everything possible to safely
lead your Souls through your lives upon Earth. However,
Mankind persistently rejects My Help! It is as if so many
are trying to rush to the edge of Hell and jump in before I
can get to them in time to rescue them.
They are doing everything possible to avoid Me. They do
not attend Mass and they do not pray. They do not accept
help from the holy members of friends or family.
They refuse the advice of the Priest. They will do (it) their
own way.
Oh foolish Men, why do you reject My Love? You choose
to leave My love and to walk into the darkness alone with
my enemy, who hates you. He will most certainly destroy
you!
I will soon send out My Two Prophets to gather My
Sheep. The Sheep are confused and scattered. The Wolves
have charged at them and the Sheep have been scattered. I
will send these two Good Shepherds to gather them.
My Seers are also scattered. Some I cannot save because
they have been foolish. They were certain that they could
fight the demon alone and win without the help of the
Lord. The demon has taken them from Me.
Nevertheless I intend to gather My Sheep now. I have
tested some of them and I am pleased. I do have strong
Seers. I also have strong Priests, but not enough!
Perhaps the Prophets will excite holiness back into the
lives of Men. They may recognize the work of the Lord in
these two Servants.
Satan has gained such a strong place in the hearts of Men.
They are no longer aware of the danger. He has renewed
his attacks and he has secured his position and has divided
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the Holy Children. He has taken residence in the Souls of
so many of the remainder of Men.
There is nothing I can do except to love Man. He is My
Child. I have taken him on so very long a journey. I have
guided him over Mountains, Seas and Plains. I have led
him throughout the World.

My Saints have pleased Me. They were My Angels upon
Earth. I am happy with these who have fulfilled My Work.
Now it is your turn, My Children. To My Priests, Seers
and the Holy Orders who follow Me - continue to do so,
for you have My Great Blessings!

I have filled the World with My teachings. I have sent the
To the holy Souls who are faithful -- I shall reward your
Apostle and Missionary all over the World. My Priests good work in Heaven. You shall sit before Me in Heaven
have spoken about Me on the four corners of the Earth.
and I shall tell you about Myself, as only I am able to My
My Holy Religious Orders, the Brothers and Sisters, Children.
have helped Mankind in each Country in the needs for
Mankind that I asked of them.
I BLESS YOU, MY CHILDREN, IN THE NAME OF
THE FATHER, SON AND HOLY GHOST!
+
AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 65 September 3, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
Today I saw God the Father sitting upon His throne. In
front of the Father and to His right were all the Holy
Angels in Heaven. To the Father’s left were all of the
fallen Angels.
In the center between the Holy Angels and the fallen
Angels was 'One' who was holding an open book. He did
not face the Angels, but stood facing the Father as if
reading to the Father.
The Father was solemn and He rested quietly as He
listened to this Man who held the book. Why a Man was in
the company of the Father and both the Holy and unholy
Angels was a mystery to me.
The Man is reading saying:
It is God the Father's will that I declare to you, Oh Angels,
that division has come between thee! Luciel has won a part
for himself and he now has the followers that he had
wanted. Now, Luciel, thy name shall he changed to Satan,
as the division between thee and the Father has been set
forever. Today shall thou be cast from Heaven with thy
followers. Henceforth thou shall never again enter this
Holy Place.
The Father became very stem and a storm brewed and built
up in Heaven so that great black clouds churned in a
tornado like wind. This storm picked up the demons in its
power and lifted them from Heaven, leaving peace once
again in Heaven and the tornado cast them below to the

Earth!
I saw them stirred in agitation and peace was no longer
with them. This brought the first storm to Earth and with it
the first agitation and first fear upon the Earth as well. This
dark spirit came to the Earth that day.
THE FATHER:
The Man who stands before Me is My Son Jesus. (At this
time I recognized Jesus.) I did not give the Fallen Angels
sight of Jesus True appearance. It had to remain a secret
until He came to Earth so that they would not know Him.
I have cast the Demon to Earth in order to rid the Heaven
of disharmony and strife. I have cast them to the Earth
because My Creature, Man, should be able to remain
strong and purposeful in the face of all tests of life
including them.
The Earth then appeared in the vision. I was looking at the
surface of a most beautiful new Earth. There were mature
trees and forests, rivers and lakes and animals. Mankind
walked among the animals and neither of them was afraid.
I saw Adam and Eve and many of their descendants as
adults and children. These people were going about their
lives like people at leisure and their life was easy for them
because of the great amount of plants, bushes and trees
which provided them with so much to eat.
The Earth and the plants, the water and everything were
so clean, pure and fresh in appearance.
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The people were beautiful, both the male and the female.
The whole Family of Adam was now several hundred
strong. If Adam had not been pointed out to me, I would
not have known him from the other Men because he
appeared no older than they. This was also true of Eve
with her youth and beauty and long hair to her waist. They
were naked and unashamed, innocent in the freedom of
that place.
JESUS:
The Creator had made the Man a holy work of God.
While on Earth he was to be a bloom and in Heaven a
Bouquet. Mankind will begin a holy journey in obedience
to God, or his life will be removed from him.
Today and in the next few years there will be a slight
reprieve from the greater punishments to Mankind by God.
The Father will add some more days of lesser
punishments and Man will continue to die in numbers of
one hundred, rather than by millions.

In the vision I see a chariot on fire that is pulled by a team
of white horses. They are driven by Elijah the Prophet. He
had left Heaven and is flying through the sky towards the
Earth.
The great team of horses is powerfully built with great
muscular bodies, where muscle flowed under the skin with
the great exertion. They have supernatural strength and
power unlike horses here upon Earth. They ran as if on
solid ground or pavement but through the air.
As the team of horses and the chariot of Elijah touched
the Earth, the horses continued to run upon the Earth and
down a dusty road that seems familiar to Elijah, who
finally drew on the lines until the horses slowed and
stopped. They are sweating and chewing their bits and one
paws the ground.
Elijah steps off the chariot and the excited horses remain
unattended.
ELIJAH:

God the Father is sending His Holy Angels to help
Mankind to find the holy way to live. The Father is
sending this support for Man in order to direct them.
No matter who the Father sends and no matter how great is
the message that they bring, there are always those who
misinterpret or purposely destroy the work. By one means
or another, they create deterioration of a once Holy work.
It is the same with My own Holy Work upon the Earth.
The Father sent Me so that I might rescue Mankind from
Hell. He sent Me to give Mankind an example of Holiness
which would exceed all expectation of Mankind for
himself
I did not spare Myself, neither sorrow nor suffering. I
suffered so much more than what Man can do. I did not
achieve this by sparing Myself in a supernatural way. I
achieved it by throwing My Body on the torturer’s table.
By Human means I achieved everything and became the
greatest Teacher of Men, in whom they may follow and
imitate.
My Father has been on the same Holy Journey for a long
time. He is the Lead Shepherd and He has not given that
responsibility to another so that He may rest. He works
harder than all and He does not quit.
The Father is patient. He has endured too much from
Mankind. He is kind and loving. His anger is only
apparent when Man is disobedient to Him. Nevertheless,
Our Lord remains calm even under the attack of so many
who are against His work. My Father knows that the
demon has pushed Men to commit grave errors to His
work.

I am the Courier of the Lord, sent here by Him to deliver
Men this message. Oh Mankind, it is the Lord who gives
you a holy part in His work and you must obey Him. The
Lord is looking among Men for those who are obedient.
He is searching for those who will listen.
He comes and rescues the Holy from the unholy. He will
divide Men and place the Holy on one side and the unholy
on the other. He will save the Holy and destroy the
wicked!
The Lord reaches out to His Children with His love. He
takes them to safety and hides them. Remain here with Me,
My Children, for the dragon is without. He is stalking
Mankind and looking for his victims.
He shall not have these Children of the Lord, for the Holy
Angel shall carry their souls away from the demon. They
shall leave there in flight and return to the valley of the
Lord.
There they shall enter and The Lord shall await them, as
He sits upon His Throne. He shall welcome them. He
knows each one by name, for they are His Children.
I saw a great Dragon. He was slowly walking up a steep
hill. He was already quite high. Many people were merrymaking as they laughed and danced around him. At first I
thought they were mocking him but they were not. They
were touching him as if they admired him. They did not
have the natural fear of him.
He had power over them in his lies and he encouraged
them to follow him and I heard him say: “All is true; watch
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me, for in a moment, I will turn into the Lord God
Almighty!”
Soon they approached a great cave where he encouraged
them to come in. Some were hesitant as the cave was very
dark and the dragon was a beast. Nevertheless, since the
others went in, then they who were hesitant also followed.
Soon the dragon and the people were out of sight in the
cave.
ELIJAH:
Many today are following the dragon, though they do not
trust him fully. He offers them the physical comforts that
they desire. He is the wealthy, generous one of his own
creation! Today he is one thing and tomorrow another, for
he must satisfy them all. He buys them cheaply. They are
foolish to follow him and they believe his lies.
He is not a man at all, though he will pose as one. He is a
beast. He was once part of the highest principals of God.
The Lord has given him great powers and gifts. He is
intelligent to a great power, a number that is unknown to
men. He sees and understands but not for the same reason
as God. They are opposite and Satan is less.
However, Satan's intelligence cannot be measured because
his powers come from the scale of infinity from God. The
Lord will not destroy him for a great time, but He will
separate Satan from his power. The Lord will take the
demon from man. He will enrage Satan by taking from
him all work. The Lord will retire him in a cave, where he
will be locked and chained, so that he may do no more
harm to men.
Today he rules much of the Earth, for he is ambitious. He
offers power to those who will serve him, especially those
who desire power. Power is important to him. He loves to
rule over Men. He wants to become their god.

The Lord asks you to be holy because He is Holy, Just
and Fair to each individual. He does not dominate you
unfairly as Satan does. He loves all and His love is fair to
all and under this blanket of love, all are the same.
Love is a measure that the Lord has made for all. It gives
equality to the Soul of each. For the Lord sees no
difference in the Holy and they are all His Children. His
love is the very same for each one of them.
The Lord gathers His Children here and there; but like
sheep, they wonder off. If only they would remain in the
sheepfold of the Lord where the Holy Angels will watch
over them and protect them.
In the vision I heard screams come from the entrance to the
cave into which went the dragon with his followers. A puff
of smoke and a flame of fire blew out from the entrance as
a rock slammed down and sealed the cave!
ELIJAH:
Foolish people, when will they learn? They will learn
when they listen to the Lord! Those who follow Satan are
disobedient and careless in the presence of the Lord. If
they were to change then they would become more loving
and then more obedient.
The Lord knows that if Men are left to their own devices
they shall run and scatter and fall in harm’s way. The Lord
teaches them to be careful, and like a Good Father, He
warns His Children of the danger.
The Lord is careful. He knows the danger of Satan to His
Children. He will warn them of this danger to protect
them. They must listen to Him, for He existed before the
dragon. The Lord knows the Demon and the danger that he
presents to the Children. Satan can reach into their souls
and he can also destroy their hearts.

He gives them a mission and intelligent gifts, so they may
rule in his stead over Man. He is clever and offers them his
help so that they may be clever. They twist Men's thinking;
they bully them as they rave and rant.

The Soul that is not protected is a walkway for Satan and
for all the demons. How possessed have some become!
How many demons can they count? So many evil powers
in one Soul and they affect the demons in others and
they become united together and serve Satan.

Poor Man, you have submitted yourself to wealth and
power. You may live in great wealth and power for
seventy years. What is all that worth to you, in
comparison to living with God for Eternity?

My Brothers and Sisters, the demon has power over you if
you are not protected by the Lord. The Lord has His rules
that you must obey, and like the Holy Angel, you will be
saved!

I BLESS YOU, IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER, SON
AND HOLY GHOST!
+
AMEN
Little Prophet
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No. 66 September 4 & 5, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
I saw God the Father sitting on His Throne. He had in His
possession a lamp and a book. The lamp looks like the
torch carried by the Olympians, except that the stem is at
least six feet long. It represents the Word of God and is to
be seen over the heads of all, because the Word of God is
to be above All.
The Book is the "Book of Life." In it are written the
Names of all of the Angels, who fought against Satan and
won, and therefore remain in Heaven. Also in the Book are
all the Names of Mankind who will be saved. The print in
this Book is in gold lettering.
God The Father passed both the Lamp and the Book of
Life to Jesus when He began to do His Holy work among
Men. It was Jesus who carried forth the Word of God and
it was Jesus' right to judge Men and the names are taken
away from the Book or added into the Book.
Jesus then handed the Lamp to Elijah the Prophet. Elijah
comes to Earth at a time when so many have fallen away
from God. He comes carrying the Lamp of the Word of
God and He speaks the Truth about God. It is He whom
God trusts to speak in His place and to tell Mankind about
His great measure of love for them and also the great
punishments in store for them, if they ignore the Word of
God through Elijah.
I was surprised that the Lamp was not given to Enoch
However, Enoch smiled and nodded his head 'No!' and
refused to accept it. Enoch then showed me his heart,
which was really a Shrine and both the Sacred Heart and
the Immaculate Heart were enshrined in his own heart of
love for all of Mankind.
Enoch is part of the holy work of Jesus and Mary. He will
be concerned with the Holy Order within the Church and
the Priest, Minister, Holy Orders, Seers and the Laity. His
work is to point out the errors within the Church, so that he
should teach us the Will of Jesus concerning the correct
Doctrine of the Church?
I notice in the book of Life that there are many empty
pages. I notice that names of Men disappeared off the back
of the Book in this time today. There were many names
missing, of Seers and Holy Laity whom I assumed would
be in the Book.
When Elijah and Enoch begin their work, they will have a
very strong following and many names that have been
taken out of the Book will be added back again. This will
happen because the Prophets will inspire Faith and Belief
in God and they will gain quite a great following across the
whole World among all Peoples.

September 5, 1999
Today in the Immaculate Conception Church, I saw the
Father sitting upon His Throne, Our Lord Jesus to His
right, Our Mother Mary to Our Lord Jesus’ right. The Holy
Ghost flew above. The Angels and Saints with all Holy
Souls surrounded The Holy Trinity and Our Mother.
I then saw the beginning of time, when God had created
Man and He was filling the Earth. His love flowed out
from Him into every part of the Earth and filled it, so that
love and happiness were to become a natural part of
Mankind's life while he was upon the Earth.
ELIJAH:
It was the Father who blanketed all of Mankind with His
love. It did not matter if Man believed in God or not! It did
not matter if they had even heard of God. His love (really
Himself) poured forth and covered all of Mankind in His
joy and also the knowledge of life and death that all people
understood.
If they did not know of the True God and about His
Heaven, it is because they had not been taught. Those
tribes and ancient people were without knowledge of the
True Teaching of God and were less guilty because they
did not know Him.
However, all people had knowledge of Codes of Conduct
among their own people that they closely observed and
practiced and had great regard for the After-Life. No
matter how distant were their beliefs from the Truths of
God. The Presence of The Father was shown in their lives
by their kindness and love towards one another. He was
present in the sorrow they felt of seeing the death of those
whom they loved and also in their knowledge that there
was belief of an after-life.
The Father decided to organize the World of Mankind into
a sensible plan to lead Mankind in the whole World to
Himself. Man had lived for many generations upon the
Earth and many no longer knew of Him. God chose the
whole Nation of the Israelites. He led them from one
generation to the next and gave them knowledge of
Himself and also of the Holy Laws, for their own holy
conduct with regard to State, Church, Law and everyday
life.
He taught them everything and this they have recorded, in
order that they may have the knowledge to live their lives
perfectly, according to the Father's Will for them.
Not all people and nations accepted the Israelites and they
did not want to live like them nor practice their religion,
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their laws, nor their way of life. They were jealous that
God had chosen this one nation and they hated the
Israelites.
The work of organization continued when The Father sent
Our Lord Jesus. Our Lord taught the Father’s work
perfectly. He gave respect to all past work of the Father.
He then created a practice to Worship God that would
work well for all people on the Earth.
At the time of Christ’s coming, Man was offering animal
sacrifices to God. Man had begun to offer blemished
sacrifices to God while they kept the best for themselves.
The Father resented the errors of His Chosen People. They
had become careless in their worship of God.
Jesus came with all knowledge and pure teaching about
God. It was He who did all miracles of God for the people
and He appointed His Holy Successors in the Apostles and
Disciples.
The Father knew that the Religion must be passed down
the generations and that other Holy Teachers must put into
place His Teaching. The Life of His Christ was too short
to record everything and it was not all complete for
posterity, but passed down the generations by deed, word
and letters.
Other great Teachers for centuries put together the plans of
God through the Universal Church. Here was a satisfactory
explanation of the Work and Word of Christ- a Bible,
which was added to all Past Glory and Testament of the
Father.
Roman Catholicism completed much of the Father’s plan
to a great work! With this knowledge God had given
Mankind the ability to organize every person on Earth
under the True Teaching.
My Brothers and Sisters, many people, tribes and sects of
people had only the first natural teaching of God the
Creator by showing respect for those within their own
people and love for them.
The Servants of God did not have the Universal means to
teach all People one Religion or One Teaching of God,
until the Roman Catholic Religion was developed step by
step over many centuries. The great works of the Saints
and Seers added more fervor for God, as the True Living
God. This is what the Father wants to teach All Men, that
He is the living God!
He sent the Word out by various means to the four comers
of the Earth, so that all Men would know Him and accept
the Universal Teachings of Him, that He may finally unite
the whole People of the World under one Religion.
ENOCH:

However Man is a creature of error. No matter how good
was the attempt of God's most Holy Teachers, Apostles,
Priests, Brothers and Sisters, there were always too many
errors made, careless mistakes that were created by Satan's
demons. In this once great and proud Work of the Father
and Jesus, evil had entered and through pride and error
Satan managed to lead the Shepherds into error.
Despite the Holy success of this Work of Christ and the
Holy Doctors of the Church and also the Saints in the
Roman Catholic Church, wolves entered in to destroy this
holy place and they tried to ruin it by Satanic means.
Christ will not let this attack (completely) destroy the
Church - it must not! Through every desolate corruption
and satanic attack upon the Earth, shall this Holy Church
survive! You see My Brothers and Sisters it is not possible
to replace it with a better Religion. Such a Religion can
never be found.
Since the thinking in the Church is not of a universal
support for the Pope by the Cardinals, Bishops and Priests,
Our Lord has sent the Seers to support both the Roman
Catholic Church and the Laity. He has added them to
strengthen His position, so that the Universality of Man's
knowledge of God in the Church and love for the Pope as
head of the Church may not be lost!
Through the recent centuries of division of the Roman
Catholic Church, many Churches have broken away from
the True Faith and many errors have been accepted now by
the Magisterial in the Catholic Church. The error is hurting
the support for the Catholic Church. This is important, dear
people, otherwise the Church becomes a Church of Man.
He must not accept every whim and notion and adapt these
errors into his Worship, for that is ruin of the Church.
I do not belittle the knowledge of Man. It is He who
belittles the knowledge of God. If the Universal Religion is
not retained, then Religion will become nothing! If it does
not honor God perfectly, then it is nothing!
The teaching that God had developed over the Centuries is
now being taken apart, bit-by-bit and Holiness is being
discarded. God wants to return Holiness again to the place
of Honor with Himself in the Church.
It is Christ who has carried the torch that is the light of
God's teaching. There were those who followed and there
were those who left. Therefore in the Book of Life there
were some names added to the Book, but there were so
many names that had been removed from the Book of
Life.
Our Lord will now hand the Torch of God's Light to Elijah
and we together shall go into the World to strengthen the
Priest, the Seer and all Holy People. This load has become
too heavy for the Seers. Heaven had great hope that
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through Little Pebble and through the Holy Order of Saint
Charbel, that all of the Seers of the World will become
united and to remain thus.
Satan has interfered with this work, just as he had also
entered the Church to ruin everything! God had made great
strides in this work with the Seers. He had success in
gathering so many Holy Seers and Holy Souls together.
Satan did not ignore this, for it threatened to ruin his work.
He fought with his weapons using Men of Pride and
Arrogance to succeed in ruining unity with the Seers.
After God selected the Israelite People with so many signs
and wonders, they became a strong people who worshiped
Him. Satan attacked those people who were filled with
Pride and Arrogance and they despised other Nations,
rather than welcoming them and also teaching them. The
other nations then despised the Jewish nation and the
Original Teaching of God for the World failed in part
because of Satan.
This rise of pride and arrogance rose (as well) in the
Roman Catholic Church. They were arrogant towards
pagans and other people of the World, instead of
approaching those people with kindness and
understanding, as Our Lord Jesus and Mary would have
done. Evil followed on the heels of the Jesuits and Priests
by the armies that were sent by their Kings to exploit so
many of those people and nations and to plunder and kill.
Soon the Roman Catholic Religion became attacked. Satan
exploited the errors of the Roman Catholic Church which
had been introduced into the Church by him. A great
disdain rose against it and God could not succeed in
placing the whole World under the Catholic Teaching.
In these times God has sent the Seers to bolster the faith
for the Church and the people. Once again pride and
arrogance welled up in many of them and that great harm
has divided the Seers and holy people.
I ask you, My Brothers and Sisters, how can one follow if
they are despised? That is not how Jesus taught! Now
Jesus has handed the Light of God to Elijah. Elijah will
come and work for a short time only. The Seers are to join
him in his holy work, which is The Father’s Will for them.

and Holy Souls on Earth, in hope that every Soul who is
chosen by God may become part of the One Plan of God
for everyone. Our Lord wants to teach them to prepare
themselves for the End! All Christians are to fight this War
against Satan together.
The Lord has executed His plans and prepared it for this
day when He shall fight Satan and release those that Satan
holds hostage among the Priests, Seers and Holy Souls.
It is time for Mankind to realize the errors of his ways.
Pride and arrogance has ruined the very good work of God.
The Lord asks Men to make haste and become united
together in God.
Satan will come to destroy the final separate divisions of
religions. It will be easy for Him to smash each separated
part and to destroy the remaining fragments of religion
which remain divided from one another.
The Lord has given Men a chance to recover their Souls
and to be saved. Time is indeed running out. Men are not
prepared and they must choose the Will of God for them.
If they do not, then the Lord will bring down upon them
the punishments! The Hour has arrived for the Seers and
the Holy Souls to make their decision.
In a Holy Order the Individual does not have the right to
continue on carelessly. When the Angels of Heaven
became careless - Luciel the Devil led many Angels away
from God and from the first Holy Order Of Heaven.
The Lord will support The Order of Saint Charbel. The
numbers of Saint Charbel Homes are to increase and the
members of this Holy Order are to remain serious about
their responsibilities, to this Holy Order and to God. Let
God bring everyone together under This Order, so that all
may receive a similar salvation by God in the Day of
Disaster!
If the Lord does see that Souls are responding to His Plan,
then He will add and increase the numbers of names in the
Book of Life. However if He should see that few respond,
then the number of names in the Book may decrease.
The Lord will eventually bring disaster and punishment to
the Earth and He will end these times upon Earth, so that
He does not lose more Souls to Satan.

The Father sends the Prophets to give Holy support to
strengthen the Catholic Church, the Holy Orders, the Seers
GOD HAS GIVEN MEN A CHOICE! WHAT WILL THEY CHOOSE?
MAY GOD BLESS YOU, MY BROTHERS AND SISTERS!
+
AMEN!
Little Prophet
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No. 67 September 6 & 7, 1999
THE PRECURSOR:
Christian Spirit that is a generous love for God and for
Mankind - people who show the true Christian value and
spirit to serve God. I shall use these various people to
build the Holy Tower to Heaven. Saint Michael’s holy
Angels will closely guard it. No one shall ascend those
steps unless they have been chosen by God.

At the Saint Charbel House of Prayer, I saw The Holy
Trinity and Our Mother sitting upon their Thrones.
God The Father sat near the center with Our Lord Jesus to
His right and Our Mother was to the right of Jesus. The
Holy Ghost was sitting to the Father's left. He appeared
similar to Jesus, except that He had darker hair then Our
Lord Jesus and also like the Holy Dove had dark eyes,
which appear to' be black and the same as the Dove.

Today I have invited many, but they refuse to love God
and Mankind. They have brittle cold hearts and they have
no compassion for Man. How am I to choose these selfish
creatures that do not love their own kind?

The Thrones and Holy Beings are sitting upon white
clouds and the background is also in nice fluffy white
clouds. In front of them are all the Saints and all of the
Angels in Heaven.

My Children - I have given each of you separate gifts and
abilities. All of you are very gifted and useful to God.
You are also useful to Mankind.

When we began the Rosary the Angels and Saints in
Heaven knelt down to pray the Rosary with us, in honor
of Jesus and Mary. I saw the prophet Elijah with the
Angels and Saints. He walked forward to the Father. The
Father spoke to him a moment in privacy and then the
clouds, which had been behind the Throne cleared, and I
saw a blue sky beyond the Holy Trinity and Our Mother.

At this time Mankind is so heavily burdened. The demons
are constantly harassing all of you. It is seldom that you
get through one day without an upset. It is sometimes
impossible to turn around or change directions without
interference from Hell.
Everyone needs a little help; sometimes a smile or a little
chat is all that is needed. Most people are coping as best
they can with the problems of the day. However, a smile
or a few kind words add a little joy to their day. A few
kind words from them will add a smile to your own day.
When you are lonely or you do not feel loved, go out
among your neighbors and offer them a smile or a few
words of love. If you do this you will find that God will
reward you. My Children, you will have a warm feeling
inside which will light up like a smile inside of you and
you will feel a little relief from your own problems.

I saw Elijah traveling through the World going out upon
his mission. I saw him going west as he traveled over the
mountains in British Colombia and then down across the
Pacific Ocean and He soon crossed Japan and I
presumed on to China or the Soviet Union.
I was surprised when the Prophet went over high
mountains and came down the other side in what I
thought may be Switzerland or some scenic mountainous
area like it. As he was traveling down the mountains a
dark shadow of the demon began to follow him. A voice
came from Heaven and said, "This is the seat of the
Devil!"

Satan has made the World of Man a cold place and he has
taught everyone who will listen to him to ignore their
neighbors and to mind their own business. Is it any
wonder, My Children, that you are lonely and cut off from
your neighbors and those people of your villages, towns
and cities?

I saw Elijah go about his work there. He entered a
Christian Church that had the cross outside, but it was not
the Crucifix and he talked to these Protestants. Some of
them were anxious to meet with him and to talk to him,
while others were not. Those who did not want to hear
him or to speak with him remained near the back wall.

Mankind's Society is no longer in service to help one's
neighbor. Satan has twisted the thinking, so that you
avoid your neighbor. I suggest a smile or a few words,
just to see if your own spirit will brighten. One has to
have a spiritually enlightened Soul in order to seek the
higher Glory of God and to find it.

Wherever Elijah went throughout the World, this black
shadow continued to follow him and it watched him from
a distance.

Despite the problems in your lives, it is necessary to
escape for a while and to enter a quiet place of solitude
where you will gain awareness of God. This awareness
has to be reached by the individual through the Mass,
prayer and meditation. You do have to seek harder for

THE FATHER:
The Two Prophets have been sent with specific missions.
Elijah begins and he is to gather Holy People from all
over the World. I do not care whether or not those people
are Roman Catholic. I care if these people have the Holy
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God. What good are the Mass or prayers for you, if you
are not in a spiritual state of peace with God?

The practice of religion prepares your Souls to enter
Heaven. The Practice of charity also prepares your Souls
for Heaven. It is necessary for people to be charitable in
their love for God and for Man. Charity has its own
rewards and is very pleasing to God. Charity makes sense
in order to sustain the needs of a Society. Charity of the
Heart is very important.

ELIJAH:
I am seeking for the Children of God. The Father sends
me forth to seek the spiritual beauty, that sense in
Mankind that is seeking perfection in God. I am able to
see the light in their souls and the mark of white purity, as
holiness seeks to grow in them. I will not consider the
blackness of some Souls who I know will disappoint me. I
know that they were among the chosen, but they have
now failed Our Lord.
Everything that you do to please God is Good! However it
is necessary for you to please yourself by growing with
God. The closer you come to God then the greater is the
joy and the reward of His Love.

One must find the place of love in their hearts and take
from it little gifts for their family and also for the stranger.
A smile and a few kind words are the way to begin.
You must remember that everyone is struggling for the
survival of his or her Soul. Satan attacks everyone
equally. If evil people seem to be doing well in the World
while those who are holy suffer then be charitable with
your love and find a little pity for them if you are able, for
the day shall come when you will be in the glory of peace
and joy with God in Heaven forever, while those poor
Souls will suffer for all Eternity away from God and from
Heaven.

People who are not close to God think that to practice
their Religion is a punishment. Those who seriously
practice their Religion are close to God. He is a pleasure
to them and they seek to know the Holy Trinity, Our
Mother and all of the Saints and Angels. They have
discovered that true happiness remains and exists when
they are near God.

Pray for them and pray for all those who may be your
enemy. Find the same love and charity in your Hearts
which Christ found in His Heart for His enemies.

MY BROTHERS AND SISTERS, I BLESS YOU!

+

AMEN!

Little Prophet

No. 68
THE PRECURSOR:
In the vision I see God The Father in Heaven. He is
standing at a table with Our Lord Jesus. The Holy Ghost is
also present in a form like Jesus. He is very beautiful and
like Jesus, is also about thirty years old. His hair appears
nearly black and his eyes are dark. They are the same as
when He is in the form of the White Dove.
The eyes of God in The Three Forms of The Father, Son
and Holy Ghost are the same. The eyes are kind in
appearance but the intelligence in those eyes knows all, as
they pierce our souls when they look at us. They have the
ability to look far ahead of our present life and also far
back into our lives with that one look in this moment. The
Holy Trinity is standing around a table and there is a scroll
sitting on the table that they read.

the hearts of many. This is the final place that God exists
in their belief. We are unknown outside the Church by
most, because they do not bother to pray to Us.
Satan has gained such a powerful hold over many Priests.
He plays upon their weaknesses as they desire
independence from God. They have turned their lives over
to his control as they accept the ways of the World.
Through this weakness he wields great power over them
because he is able to play upon their weakness. The
knowledge of the World and the acceptance of it into their
own lives is not called weakness by them, but it is called
strength. They have become Worldly! Of course I am
unhappy about this because through their weakness, Satan
is taking over direction of the Church.

THE FATHER:
Satan is in his final plans to destroy the Church. We must
stop him or We will not be in the hearts of very many upon
Earth. The Church is the final bastion of God's presence in

Satan the proud Demon is always confident in his ability
and he is always certain of his own victory. His plans to
decimate the Church will be foiled by Me. I intend to
strengthen and fortify the Church. What he sees as a
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weakness in Me is actually strength. He has
underestimated Me again. The leaders of the Church have
become confident in their ability but I shall come in a
moment. I will correct those who will take correction and I
shall remove those who will not!

Church who do not protect what is holy? Their mistakes
are Satan's thoughts of destruction for the Church. He has
come in a whirlwind to make significant changes so that
the holy base of the Church shall be shifted and then
rebuilt by him.

The separation between My Cardinals, Bishops and Priests
is an error caused because of their acceptance of the
thinking of Satan, the snakes of error that have wrapped
themselves around the Truths of God.
When the Truth is clouded by opaque and gray, the cloudy
definitions of Men hide the Truth of God and Men become
confused as to what truth is. They search for "new truths"
and ignore the Truth that is of God's and has always been
there for them. They are continuously searching for new
ideals while they are casting away the foundations of
Truth. The Church has settled on a base of sand where
ideals are constantly changing and shifting.

My Poor Lambs are running with these Wolves led by
Satan. It has so weakened them in its evil. I need strong
Priests to safeguard those Souls and to lead them away
from the evil of Satan. Many Priests are not strong and
they are often weaker than My Lambs.

Do you think that this Great Work of God should be
changed, My Children? Was it not important to leave
something for each generation which was solid, reliable
and constant? What is wrong with the Hierarchy of the

The Lambs are also afraid of the 'Wolves. Foolish Priests
lead them in error and they do not know what else to do
but to follow. Where can they find strong holy leadership
today?
They are starting to believe that evil is a natural condition
of this day. That they can do nothing about it, therefore
they do nothing and the deterioration of holiness in their
lives continue. Evil continues to erode the Church's
foundation because they do not see strong leadership in the
Priests.

Little Prophet

No. 69
THE PRECURSOR:
Our Lady of Victory Church:
Today in Our Lady of Victory Church I saw a distressing
vision. A beast was rising from the World and gathered to
its body a great number of people. They were pulled by it
as if stuck to it and they could not let go. It was in the day
of the great and terrible siege of Satan against the Holy
Army of God.
I then saw a council of powerful demons who sat at a table
with Satan. (I was able to hear them talking about their
plans.) They were making preparations to finally
overthrow Mankind. They were planning a great attack
upon the Citadel of God - the Holy Roman Catholic
Church.
The Pope was first in line to be removed. The demons
planned his removal by decreasing his status in the eyes of
Men. He was to have a position for awhile that would be
considered to have little importance in the lives of Man.
Eventually there would be no need for a Pope.
He planned to remove the need for the Catholic Church
from the mind of Men and to eliminate the Worship of

God from the face of the Earth. Satan planned to move so
many of the Holy Cardinals, Bishops and Priests from the
Church, and in time to remove all holiness from the spirits
of Men.
He would begin to remove the need for the Church from
the lives of the Laity. In a World where God is said not to
be found, he would gather these worldly Bishops and
Priests who have become careless. The Mass will be open
and simple so that Mankind will come back to the Church.
Through ambition they will rise to prominent positions
within the Church to attack it with these new changes.
They will be modernists who are educated in the ways of
Man. They surpass in their own opinion the knowledge of
God and the knowledge of those in the past who set the
standard of the Holy Order within the Church.
That was the root to which Satan planned to attack the
Church. It was the precise order of the Church.
It had been meticulously cultivated and prepared with
great care by Jesus. It was this order and care to which
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Satan placed his attack. The craft of the demon that sought
to attack the heart by way of the body.
The demon planned to attack God by the destruction of the
Church. The Church is the (only) place where God dwells,
in the thinking of much of Mankind. He does not dwell
there only, but Satan knew that with the Church's
destruction, he would have success in removing the name
of God from the minds of most Men.

My Pope will bring all of this into play. He will be viewed
as a most holy and charitable Pope. I intend to ruin the
finances of the Church in these generous acts of charity for
Man. He will send missionaries in response to the needs of
the World.
To the people this will appear to be a revival of the work
of the original Apostles of Jesus, in which they shared all
they had in order to help Mankind.

The division of the Church had to be complete within a
certain time frame, Satan reasoned, because Men would
need several generations to make these preparations in the
Church.

I will do the same and use all the resources of the Church
for this apparent holy work. We can acclaim it as righteous
and who can argue the need of these works in today's
World of war famine and suffering?

Satan is speaking and he says: It is nearing the year 2000
and our attack against the Church is nearly completed.
We simply have to finish the final mess.

The events are already in place to proceed with this plan.

The Seers have been sent to aid Mankind when we are near
success, in our plans to separate the last part of holiness
from the Church. Respect for the Church is at a low ebb in
the hearts of Man. It has all but been removed, along with
the need for the Pope and also the Authority of the Church
over the people.
The Old Man is no longer useful in the hearts of Man. He
appears feeble and Men judge according to the body. They
judge him as frail and therefore they no longer support
him in these days of our attack against the Church.
"Our Priests" are in control of the whole Church for the
removal of the Pope, who will not live for long. I have
'One' who I intend to replace him with. He shall be strong
and offer us support as well.
He belongs to Me and not to God. I have chosen him well
and he shall be my Son. He is enlightened as to my ways
and he supports my belief that many changes are needed
within the Church, for I have very great plans for the
Church.
I am going to create through charity a plan of acceptance
for all peoples of the World to enter the Church. It will be
a great evangelization of the World in which all are
welcomed.
It will seem to the Priest and Laity alike that the Church is
throwing open her doors with great love and charity,
welcoming off the street and from every part of the Earth
so many regardless of their religious belief or lack of it.
We are going to create a 'Club' within the Church, a great
evangelical inspiration and invite all manner of people. It
will be the modem Church’s response to the needs of the
World today. In this plan charity will reach out to feed and
clothe the needy of the World.

My Pope has little time left and we will begin soon in our
plans. Soon I shall succeed in my final destruction of the
Church. I shall do this by the hand of the Shepherds and by
the plans of charity for Man. There is nothing that anyone
can do, because it is a great charitable act of the Church!
JESUS:
My Father shall counter Satan's plan of evil that he has
planned against the Church. Mankind may learn too late of
these plans of Satan if they will not follow the messages of
the Prophets and the Seers.
My plans at Nowra have been crushed down for the time
being by those of little faith and by the errors of My Seers
in their many reasons for discord. However, My Children,
there is a greater reason and need for harmony and love
between My own Children.
If the Church should stumble, who will catch her, My
Children? My plans are in place and I have placed the
Rock to catch it. The Church shall tilt with the pressure of
evil, but it will not fall and shatter because of Peter II.
I have chosen him, My Children, to guide My Church in
that day of the near collapse of the Church, on that day
when the Church shall falter and appear to be lost. The
Church that lay in the faith of Man is built over a strong
foundation that will not crush. When the foundation is
built on Rock then that Church will hold fast.
A serious Warning for you, My Children. The visible
Church is weakened at the corners and will fall if not soon
supported and shorn up by faith. Put aside pride and anger
and come to My defense of the Church before it is too late.
If I see that My Seers and Holy Children are united, then
My Father will bring great support for Us from Heaven.
The Church belongs to God, My Children. You must
support Me in a Holy union of Souls and with your
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prayers. I want to see One Work under Peter II - My Little
Pebble, one great Work of love! So that Heaven and My

Holy Children upon Earth may be "One" and united for a
Holy Defense of the Church of God.

I WILL COME AND SAVE YOU IN TIME, IF YOU CALL UPON THE LORD.
SO CALL UPON ME BECAUSE I LOVE YOU.
I BLESS YOU, IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER, SON
AND HOLY GHOST!
+
AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 70
THE PRECURSOR:
Today in The Immaculate Conception Church, I saw Our
Mother gathering people together. They were trying to
escape the unpleasant effects of a fierce tempest.
She was trying to gather them into the shelter of a cave
because a raging wind was blowing sand and other debris
around and they could hardly see because of the miserable
condition as the wind drove sand into their faces and into
their clothing.
I then saw a terrible dragon flying above them. Satan was
the cause of this storm against Our Mother and those
whom She was rescuing from Him.
His sinewy neck, body and tail had a serpentine likeness,
and his body was as supple as a writhing snake as he flew
in his attack after them. He attempted to provoke Mary so
that She would not be able to save these people.
However, She stood her ground and faced him. She said, "I
am not afraid of you!" "I have no reason to fear you!" She
stood there facing him and the others fought their way
through the fierce howling winds and blowing sand,
making their way to safety and Our Mother blocked the
dragon from attacking them.
Satan did not dare to attack Her directly, but he was
enraged by Her presence. He was helpless against Her,
although he continued in his attacks of the people. He
could not get around Her to rush at them and he could not
fight against the great power which Mary had over him.
OUR MOTHER:
Satan is abusive of Mankind. He is certain to attack all of
them. He is cruel and frightful in his attack. When children
are abused, the abuse sometimes continues to be repeated
by them. They continue Satan's work. The evil, which
Satan inflicts upon Man continues to go on. The evil spirit
of the demon passes as a black shadow through Men.

It manifests itself in various individuals in violence, sin
and corruption.
It is seated and hidden in weak Individuals and it is able to
manifest itself at certain times. It takes vengeance on
others. The hatred of Satan leaps from those persons to
kill, to rape and to abuse others.
This cruelness seems to be a nature of Man. IT IS NOT A
NATURE OF MAN. God did not create Men to be brutes.
It is an evil spiritual infection where Satan dwells in the
shadows and background of Man. He is waiting for an
opportunity and a reason to attack them.
It does not matter to him whether it is the young or the old,
the male or the female, because he hates all of Mankind.
He is waiting for an occasion and an excuse to incite
violence or an abuse against someone. He does not care
who it is. It is all the same to him.
He does not respect the authority of the Priest, the Judge or
the Police; they become victims to his hatred. All poor
Souls upon Earth are victims of his abuses and violence.
When he confronts the strong that are able to defend
themselves, he does not attack them directly, but harasses
them by various ways through other people until they
become weakened. Then he will attack them if he is certain
that he will be victorious over them. To those who are
weak and cannot challenge his power, then he attacks them
openly and without fear of them.
He is careful in his plans and it is Man who attacks the
innocent, while the demon remains hidden. He plans the
attack and he invents the occasion for the attack, because
Satan has always been the abuser of Souls.
Mankind continues to do the work of Satan. He is hidden
in their evil plans; he plans these attacks against the
innocent. He fires the fury of hatred into the furnaces of
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the hearts of the abuser and the tempest embroil into the
storms of Satan.
He makes the plans of evil in the minds of Men. The
deceptions are created and planned as wicked attacks,
which come against their enemies and victims when those
souls are unaware. This surprise attack catches them
unaware and it may be too late for them to defend
themselves and to fight him off.
All evil begins with Satan, My Children. The Attacker and
the Victim are under the power and influence of Satan. The
murderer, rapist and thief are victims of Satan as well. It is
his work that they do and they are his victims by being
Satan's servants.

temper and unreasonable thought, it manifests itself
It must end in each individual. You cannot stop it in your
enemy, but you can stop it yourself Each one must make
the attempt in him or her to overcome it and to stop it!
That is how it will end in each person!
God attempts to select a holy people upon the Earth. He is
not able to select one nation. He is able to select 'One
People' who are a part of many nations.
Holy Souls are a very strong force that are fighting
against Satan. The individual will make this change to
good in his own Soul, because change begins with the
Individual.

My Children if All of Mankind were to stand together on a
very great, flat, plain and we divided this plain into the
side of God and the side of the Devil. Those who are
without sin are to go to the side of God. How many would
there be with God?
All of Mankind are victims of Satan. He has not missed
one of you. Your enemy is also a victim of Satan. Perhaps
your enemy is blind and foolish and hateful. He may not
see the evil power which Satan has over him. This does not
excuse his evil act, for most people know when they have
done wrong.

If all of Mankind could just understand that evil and
violence does not make them a strong people, it makes
them a very weak people. They are marching away with
Satan, where God will not be welcomed and He cannot
save them!

Where does evil and hatred end, My Children? What day is
it to be concluded and at what hour does evil no longer
exist upon the Earth? It is continually perpetuated in the
hearts of Men. It passes with him down the generations. It
is the black shadow that follows him and in a moment of

Think what a different World this would be if your
enemies were to change their ways and to become
converted to Holiness in God! Your own problems would
be lessened and you would not have to worry about them
anymore.

It is better that those Souls who are in mortal danger of
Hell fear that terror and return to God in fear and in
sorrow. God will then be able to help them to find the holy
path, so that they may make the change in their souls
which will change their lives.

FIND THE CHARITY IN YOUR HEARTS TO PRAY FOR THEM, MY
CHILDREN! MADNESS CONTINUES TO PERPETUATE ITSELF.
Evil continues to manifest itself in each generation of Man,
in every Country and Race of People upon the Earth.
Satan shoots his arrows into you when you are
vulnerable and sore. He builds upon your weaknesses, to
exaggerate a bad occasion or the evil words, which may
have been spoken against you.
He prefers to exaggerate thoughts and evil circumstances
out of proportion, so that one may be overcome with worry
and doubts about their own stability, or about their own
performance in their home, or workplace and while in the
company of others.
My Children, the problems of Satan are manifested into
terrible storms when the problem of the Individual keep
adding to the problems of Mankind across the whole
World. It may appear to My Children that they are living
in hopeless circumstances. Those thoughts are the
ferocious storms of Satan as he tries to make you a victim
of his wrath. Do not believe his lies My Children!

Holiness and Peace begin with each of you. The frustration
of Mankind in the World is not the weight that you must
carry. You must not let Satan worry you to death. Do not
let your problems continue to grow!
If you feel helpless then turn to Me, My Children, I am
your Mother and I am here with God. My Son is strength
and power over Satan's evil. Good will conquer evil in the
End! One day, My brave Children, you will walk away
from these dreadful attacks of Satan. You will be with
Jesus and Mary. God will protect all of you and you will
be removed from Satan forever. Never again will you be a
victim of his hatred.
Those who are evil and who are powerful have confidence
in their powerful hold over Mankind. They are foolish
victims of Satan, because they have exchanged their Souls
for his power that they wield over Men.
Do not worry about them because their days will end. The
Lord shall come soon to attack Satan and to free My Holy
Children!
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Be strong, My Children. Life is very difficult, but it is not
an excuse for you to give up. It is the reason that you must
continue on. There is too much evil in the World. You
must try to avoid evil. Do not adopt the pattern of Satan.
Good starts in you the Individual. Do not continue to be
the victim of Satan and let his evil dominate your soul.
Come at once to Jesus and to Myself. You will find your

Lord in the Mass and in Prayer and in Holy Readings.
Perhaps you cannot ignore a World where the demons
seem to rule, but they do not rule the heart of those who
love God. Our Lord will not let ‘His Own’ go to that side.
God is with you My Children. You need to think about
this. You must escape this World and Satan's power.

I LOVE YOU AND GOD LOVES YOU.
THE SAINTS AND ANGELS LOVE YOU.
THE SAINTS KNOW OF YOUR BATTLE.
THEY ALSO KNOW OF GOD'S VICTORY OVER SATAN.
JOIN US IN HEAVEN AND WE SHALL ALL BE ONE HOLY FAMILY.
I BLESS YOU, MY CHILDREN!
+
AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 71
THE PRECURSOR:
Today I saw four very great Angels. They seemed to be
waiting for some. reason, standing at the comer of a field,
where two roads came together and crossed each other.
The Angels were very large, each stood as high as a one
hundred story skyscraper.
I saw an equally huge dragon approaching from the west
He was walking down the road, coming to where the great
Angels stood. As he crested a high place, where the road
rolled over a hill- he saw the Angels in the distance and he
instantly threw himself into a rage. He charged and then
flew at them, passing over a valley. He then flew high
above the Angels and began to circle over them, like a bird
of prey over its foe. He did not attack, but continued to
circle them.
God the Father sat on His Throne in the east and a great
Catholic Church, a Cathedral, sat along the road to the
south. Each of these Great Figures was on one of these
roads which intersected at the corner where the Angels
stood. All were very large like the Great Angels.
I saw a Man come walking forward from behind the
Father's Throne. He was the Prophet Elijah.
ELIJAH:
The Lord placed His Angels at the Crossroad of Mankind's
life! - where Men will meet their Lord and where the
jealous Demon will come to attack them. The Lord has
placed His great Angels, His Soldiers, to constantly watch

the enemy and to prevent him from committing the full
war against Mankind at this time.
Nevertheless, the Devil is free to attack those who
welcome his visits. It is not possible for those persons, to
be on his side and to also know peace in their lives. They
are the first of his victims, and in line for the worst of his
attacks because they do not seek the protection of God.
Most people are careless as they stray over the line into
the territory of Satan and he attacks them.
Holy people try to be careful and the Holy Angels of God
watch over them. Satan charges them and makes surprise
attacks on them. The Holy Souls will not go unnoticed by
him, but the Angels of God are there to protect them.
Maitreya will soon be visible to everyone as Satan who is
present in a man. He considers himself to be a god and
the forerunner of Christ, whom he claims that he had sent
(JESUS) in his own name. He will place himself at the
head of the various Religions as the Messiah, the Imam,
and the Buddha etc. He wants to be at the Intersection of
the Religions of the World where the Angels of God stand,
but the Holy Angels have been sent by God to attack him.
They will defend this position that belongs to God.
Maitreya will seem to be the acceptable expectation of
those persons, who do not believe in the real Christ and do
not have knowledge of God and of His ways. They will be
amazed with this charlatan who is able to do many
amazing things which they would expect Christ to be able
to do. Perhaps there is a look in Maitreya's eyes which his
aides and servants may not trust, but in his hands are the
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gifts of wealth that are acceptable payment for their service
and their loyalty to him.
Beware of this man as he prepares to come to this office of
Satan. Mankind is anxious for the Coming of the Christ
and for the two Great Prophets. He, the charlatan, will try
to make claim to those works. He understands what is
necessary in order for him to possess the World. He has
no limit of knowledge or of wealth, but he cannot trust men
to assist him. He is beyond them as the satanic intellect
and he understands much of Mankind's knowledge!
Who is this Man who is not holy? Maitreya flies to the
ceiling of Satan's knowledge and he considers himself to
be high above God and Man. He has knowledge of the
various Religions of Man here upon Earth and he has
created the perfect introduction of himself as a supernova
in these plans.
Who can he trust to carry out his orders? Men are foolish
and selfish as they wish to praise and raise themselves in
their own ambitions. He does not want to raise them; he
just wants them to be obedient and loyal as they carry out
their little part of his very great plan!
How much can he trust men who tend to be stable one day
and careless the next. Maitreya's plans must run smoothly
and no one in his company is to be careless, because that
will reflect upon him. He is a government in "One Man"
who must rule all governments upon the Earth. How to do
that, except to win all hearts and all support, but how does
this unholy demon win the support of men?
First, he will appear as a god to those who they will
admire and love him. The subjects of his personal council
will be paid well for their loyalty. They will be amazed
with this demon's greatness! Maitreya is aware of Man's
foolish weaknesses. He spurns their presence – they are all
beneath him! He is god in praise and satisfaction of
himself and to those who are not religious and holy; he
will prove that he is the greatest demigod ever!
Why, My Brothers and Sisters, has he not come forward
before now? It is because he is afraid of failure! When will
he be content with his plans? When will he feel that he has
prepared enough? He never will be certain but he must
soon execute his plans. He must come forward and begin,
even though his plans are not complete. He does not have
the comfort of endless time. The clock is ticking and he is
growing older!

execute his perfect plans and use imperfect man to help
him succeed. There are holes in his plans but he must soon
come forward and begin them.
The Holy Trinity - Father, Son and Holy Ghost, scorn this
one who dares to call himself god. Satan has filled him
with evil lies and he believes himself to be a lord! How
dare he "play at powers" in the presence of THE POWER
OF GOD!
Maitreya will indeed impress Men. He will cure the sick
and raise the dead, but he will do this with Satan's power
and not with that of God. He is dangerous to those of you
who are Holy; he is not on your side with God. He is a
dragon who is fearful that his time is running out! His time
is passing and he is annoyed and impatient with Men.
Maitreya is ready and he is waiting for them to take their
positions and to hold those positions, as the necessary
structure for his plans. Man is the cause of delay for these
plans.
Is it not ironic, My Brothers and Sisters, that he who calls
himself "Master," has no control of man, because man has
freewill and cannot be controlled by God or by Satan? The
Lord gave Man the freedom to choose! He gave them.
independence from Himself so that they could decide
whether to follow God or the Devil. Be thankful for this
independence, My Brothers and Sisters, for it will save you
from being forced into Maitreya's unholy work. Those of
you who are Holy will refuse to follow him.
You will recognize him as a dragon that flaunts himself as
a 'holy - one'. He will not fool you and you will not be
deceived by his cleverness. His evil shall be a blazing star
that will amaze the wicked, but it will not amaze those
who are Children of God.
Who does Maitreya trust? He trusts himself only, but he
needs Men to help him carry out his plans. He will put one
here and there to take care of certain parts of his plan,
while he will have knowledge and control of the whole
plan. No one will know the whole plan but he. He will be
careful not to trust anyone, but as time goes on he will
become more careless and impatient and he will make
more mistakes. He will become more volatile and more
ruthless in his decisions, which have power over the lives
of much of Mankind in the World.

I mock Maitreya for his cowardice in this delay, because
he is afraid of failure. He mistrusts the men whom he has
selected to carry out his plans, that he thinks are perfect.
He shall not find perfect men but he cannot do everything
by himself!

My Brothers and Sisters, be assured that Satan has
completed all of the details for his plans with Maitreya.
There is nothing left to do except to execute those plans. If
he is waiting for Mankind to be perfect for his plans, then
he will never begin, because Man will disappoint him just
as Man has disappointed God. Perhaps Man's indecision
and his carelessness may be viewed as one factor which
will help to ruin the plans of the Devil.

He is doomed to failure before he even begins. He will

However that is a very weak point in order to fight against
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the Devil. It is within everyone's will power to serve God
and to obey Him. That will save you from Satan and
Maitreya in a powerful way. God will come to rescue you
and He will make you aware of the great evilness of the
Beast! The Lord will help you to recognize Maitreya's
sorcery and his use of the black arts that he practices in
order to rule over the souls of Men.
He has no part in holiness and he has no power over it. He
cannot take the Holy Sheep from God, for they shall not
follow him. They know their own Shepherd and they shall
run to Jesus when they see this evil man approaching them,
whom they fear like the Devil.
It is the time of the division of Man to choose either God
or the Devil. Man cannot choose both Jesus and Maitreya.
It is necessary for Man to make the distinction between
Godliness and Ungodliness. He has to choose either the
one or the other. The Father is not afraid that His Holy
Children will follow Maitreya in error, just as the Unholy
will not come willingly to follow God and to love Him.
There is a division in the choice between Godliness and
Ungodliness that cannot be confused! These are selected
and chosen by every Individual at some time during their
lives.
You who are Holy are not going to fall into error of evil,
for it is not an option for you. When you are threatened by
Hell and you see Satan coming, you will fear Maitreya and
you will not accept him as your friend or leader. You will
certainly not accept him as your Lord, the Christ Jesus.
You will know the difference between that evil Man and
Christ. So do not fear him because God will not let you fall
into harm’s way. He will not abandon you or let you fall
under the spell of Maitreya.
I saw Enoch come from the side of the Throne of God.
ENOCH:
My Brothers .and Sisters, you are approaching the time of
greatest decision with the rest of Mankind. You must
decide individually whether to join Jesus or Maitreya. The
test is that Maitreya is present to you today upon the Earth,
while Jesus has not yet come! You cannot be coerced into
an error that you do not want. You will either follow the
path to God or the path to Satan. You cannot follow the
path of error if you do not want to.

or deceive you because the Lambs do not follow after the
voice of the Wolf.
The Lord shall cause fear of Maitreya to enter into your
Soul; (a warning) to you when you see him come. This
sign is a warning for you to be aware of this danger and
not to become intrigued by him, like the curious who
follow Satan. Satan intrigues them as he also had intrigued
Eve.
You would not play with poisonous snakes or dangerous
animals, so why would you follow after Maitreya? There
will be enough people dancing about Maitreya as they
become caught up in the hypnotic enchantment of his
words and of his presence and they follow this piper down
the path to Hell.
His music is ancient - Satan has played it to many careless
men who preferred to search for excitement and new
interests that were not of God, and this Piper will bring
excitement to men again today. They will hear Maitreya's
music and become enchanted as he leads them to the devil.
They shall dance too long and go too far, where they will
become trapped at the end of 'the long, dark tunnel by the
demons. There will be no one to save them, or to bring
them back!
The Lord God Almighty shall become annoyed with them.
He has been wounded too many times by Satan and by
these people and He will lose His patience for them. It is
then that He will bring down the final punishments of
damnation upon them!
Those who have chosen to chain themselves to Maitreya
will remain chained to him and all of the abominable of the
Earth - the sorcerers, witches and all those who are
wicked, as well as those who are crafty in the verbatim of
the Devil, and the gargoyles in high places, who are the
Administrators for Maitreya, shall be chained together and
they shall all fall together into Hell and be lost!
Jesus shall save the Holy and they shall not suffer death
with the brutes. He will save them from Hell. Our Lord
shall send His soldiers, who wear strong Armor, to fight
against Maitreya. The False Prophet shall fear their holy
words that are true to God. He shall become annoyed and
agitated in their presence.

Pray for your family and friends, so that God will show
them the difference between Jesus and Maitreya. Jesus will
return powerfully with His Great Army! Maitreya and the
false Prophet will be crushed down in their power. The
Devil shall be caste with them into the fire.

They shall have the true words and the steady voice of the
Lord. They shall fight on His side of righteousness and His
holy wisdom shall burst forth in that day from their
tongues in their words from The Holy Ghost. They will
drive the demon back and he will have nothing to say in
argument except to vomit his vile curses from Hell.

You are the Soldiers of God and you must have faith and
remain at your post, steadfast and certain in Christ. You
cannot be called away by the enemy. He cannot lie to you

The Lord shall send his Mighty and they shall proclaim the
Truth! God will not let Satan cover "His Truth" with the
wicked words of Maitreya. The Saints will uncover
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Maitreya's lies and sorcery and they will make it known to
all Children of The Lord. The snakes shall be seen and the
Lambs shall move away in fear of their ugliness!
The Lord loves His own and He will protect them from the
wicked hands of Satan. They are the Brave Hearts, the
Saints who will stand their ground and fight against the
wickedness of Satan. Be assured, My Brothers and Sisters,
that the Lord has also prepared well for this day. He has
not left you as abandoned Children. He has also readied
Himself and His Children for these days of battle against
Hell.
God has chosen the Priest and the Seer, but He has been
disappointed by each of them because they have not
stood together on His Side! Today is not the time for the
division of souls in the army of the Lord. They must
become united and fight on the same side as the Lord. The
Father chose the Seers and He prepared them for this day
when they would face the army of Satan - Maitreya and his
followers upon the earth.
The Lord has placed the “Sure and Steady One - the Little
Pebble," in a position of Leadership. He can be relied upon
to lead Men through these terrible days of consternation
and confusion. He will patiently lead the Chosen of God
on the path to God through each of the tribulations in these
times.
The division between the Priests, the Seers and Mankind
has occurred and many will abandon God and follow
Maitreya. The Lord's Heavenly Army is ready to fight
against this evil in a battle that they have been expecting to
fight for quite some time!
This battle will take place and the Little Pebble will help
guide the army of the Lord. There will be much heroism
among these courageous people of the Lord. The Old and
the Young and All Holy Souls shall stand together and
they will be: victorious against Satan.
It takes a great deal of Faith to believe in the promises of
God in the messages of the Seers. It also takes great
courage to stand up for your holy religious convictions!
The commitment to God is to be done by ordinary people
who will stand their ground for God! especially in these
days when the 'Holy' wait, exposed to danger! They wait,
standing upon the spiritual headlands, the open land that
lies between the two great armies of God and of Satan. In
the difficult test today of the Lord, man must believe that
the two great armies are standing, facing each other and
that they are readied for war and are prepared to fight for
the souls of Mankind!
This is the time when all Christians are asked to prove
themselves to the Lord. It is one thing for Our Lord to
know you, but you must also learn about yourselves. In the
test, each of you will begin to know yourself and to realize

your own strengths and commitments to God, and realize
your strong convictions in favor of God.
Stand fast and do not run, even if you are afraid! It is all
right to be afraid of something that you do not understand.
It is right to fear the evil of Satan and his Maitreya. That
does not mean that you will run from him. It means that
you will be wary of him and not take up his evil cause.
Some will know for certain that he is a devil and they will
still follow him. To them - The Lord says that they have
earned their reward - the fires of Hell!
The Lord has appointed "The Rock" as a comer stone to
provide the reliable strength to support His work. Little
Pebble will hold fast and stand his ground in support of
God. He will not abandon you, but fight for you in the
difficult fight and even if he must stand alone, he will
support this work for Jesus and Mary!
“That day” is in the time when the Holy followers of God
shall recognize the evil of Maitreya and because of the
courage that will be in the midst of them they will turn
against him. They will have the courage and to put their
lives on the line for Christ, if it is asked of them!
The Little Pebble will stand with them and with all of the
Holy Leaders in the Churches! A warning shall go out
across the World and preparations will be made for the
Holy Souls of God throughout the World to unite in this
common goal to fight against the "False Christ" and the
''False Prophet."
This Council will gather together hastily and make plans
on the side of Christ to gather the Children of God and
make them aware that Maitreya has abandoned the World
and Mankind to the Devil to gain his final unholy power
and authority over them.
His Church will be a cesspool for filth and wickedness, a
practice of feasting and acts of immorality at the table
within the building. There Satan will sit at the head of this
table and laugh wickedly, to the great astonishment and
fear of all those who are present to witness that! Those
poor Souls who serve Maitreya will be the first victims
who will be mistreated and their souls will be captured by
the demons. They are the ones who followed Maitreya
even when they were certain that he was a devil. They
played with the powers of Hell and became burned by
them.
The Ship of the World will begin to sink on that day and
the Religious will have to be hidden. The demonist plagues
from Hell will be released with their final powers and,
pressured by Satan, they will cause a black cloud of doom
to settle over the heads of Mankind. Men will either fall
into line under Satan's authority and obey him, or leave
everything and flee to safety from him! They will be
fleeing from spiritual demons and from demonist people.
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It is necessary for all Holy Souls to stand up and be
counted on that day, because the Lord wants to save them
from the World which Satan has taken over and which
Maitreya has abandoned to him in the damning act of
treason against God and secondly against Mankind.
When Maitreya begins his work for Satan, he will appear
to be very holy and he will also amaze many throughout
the World. They will worship him and he will appear to
be Jesus to those foolish people! He has planned his own
campaign to make himself known and loved, like a gifted

politician, he will fly to the top of public support.
He is a curiosity, My Brothers and Sisters, who has come
from Hell. So do not be among those who are amazed by
his sorcery in those days. Beware of his coming and
prepare your Souls by becoming very strong in your Lord
Christ Jesus and in Mary.
Their love will prepare you to become very strong and to
have the discernment not to accept Maitreya's work and
words of Satan!

WE ARE THE HOLY PROPHETS OF THE LORD WHO WILL COME SOON!
WE WARN YOU THAT THE DEVIL HAS MADE HIS APPEARANCE
UPON THE EARTH TO MAN!
WE BLESS YOU, OUR BELOVED BROTHERS AND SISTERS!
+
AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 72
THE PRECURSOR:
This morning I looked out towards the East. There was a
beautiful Sunrise in ribbons of various colors and shades of
orange, pink and yellow.

difficult to love those, who you do not know or whom you
may not like. Nevertheless you have a social responsibility
for all of Mankind.

I then heard the voice of God The Father. He said, "Would
you like to go for a walk with Me?"

When one person is ignored, that person becomes an
island where they are left by themselves to make the
important decisions of their lives and those decisions may
also affect your lives. Everyone needs guidance; each one
of you has many gifts in order to help one another. These
little courtesies that you show to one another are very
important. These are social graces that you have learned
through the years in your lives. They are part of your
social development and cultural ways.

THE FATHER:
It is very easy for Mankind to be with Me. I am always
with you and you need only to talk to Me. I am a Friend
who walks beside each of you and we chat about your life,
which includes your problems and upsets, and We also talk
about the happy events in your day.
I am there with each of you all day. I see the little and the
greater problems which are the challenges for each of you.
We work together and I am there with you when you eat
and I am at rest with you.
Each person is of very great interest to Me. Your separate
lives are very important to Me. Each of you is taking care
of a separate responsibility for Me in the management of
the Human Life. For Man is a social creature and is
responsible for the rest of Mankind. Every person has a
duty to be concerned with one another. Everyone feels
physical pain in the same way, hunger and sorrow, you
laugh and cry and you love.

Man is a sociable creature. I have made him to be
dependent upon God and also to be dependent upon one
another. Each one of you has different skills. You also
have different strengths and weaknesses.
I want mankind to live within a society of caring and love.
A village, town or city is to be a place where the
limitations of the individual are not felt, and what he is
unable to accomplish can be accomplished by others
within the holy community. His limitations are overcome
and the need is accomplished by these other helpful hands.
That is the purpose of a Holy Community. I wish that all
people upon Earth lived within the protections of caring
people, where each person saw the need to be responsible
for the other and together they would address their needs
and care for one another.

It is quite easy to love those who love you and it is more
That is the purpose of the Christian Community that was
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proposed by the Apostles. They created a Charitable
Christian Community and they tried to meet the needs of
their people.
It is necessary for people to be charitable to one another. It
is also necessary for those who receive this charity to
return some Christian service to their Community. The
necessity for one is similar to all, in that all persons have
similar needs. When the basic necessities for life are not
met, then it is the responsibility of a Christian Community
to help their own.
I know, My Children, that these criteria are not met. That
is why so many of you live as lonely hearts, within these
cities of Man. It will not be that way in Heaven. Your
every need will be met, and not even the small things will
be ignored. God does not overlook anything. My interest is
to please Mankind and to satisfy his every wish here in
Heaven. I will not do that for him while he is upon Earth.
He would have no end to those things that he wished for. It
is not possible to satisfy Man with material goods. He can
never be satisfied.
In order for you to become united with God then you must
also be charitable towards Me. You must offer Me the
necessary time and patience which are needed so that you
may succeed in the Holy work by finding Me.
It is equally important for you to be charitable towards
yourself. There is no use ignoring your duty towards God
just because you are in a state of sin. You cannot condemn
yourself by saying; "I cannot go to God because of my
sins!" That is Satan's will for you, that you do not come to
Me because you are in sin. It is not God who has said do
not come to Me. I say to all of you to come to Me!
Everyone has sinned, so sin is not the excuse that you may
use in order to not come to Me. It is the very reason that
you must come to Me. Sin has placed you in a state of
great necessity for the forgiveness of God. You have not
sinned so bad that I cannot forgive you. There are those
who refuse to believe that they have sinned. Both types of
people are in error and need the forgiveness of God!
Come to Me in sorrow and humility and I will forgive you!
Mankind is on a very great journey, but he is not alone.
There are both the Good and Bad Spirits standing upon the
paths of your lives. You cannot ignore them, and both
affect you in their power.
God is the very light of your Soul. He does not promise
you that you will not suffer throughout your life. However,
He does promise that He will be with you to help and
guide you in your suffering!
It is your duty to search for Me and to find Me. I dwell in a
spiritual state and within souls that are Holy. You will find

Me easily when you are at peace, as you contemplate Me.
However I am also with you when you are in a state of
conflict and worry. I am present when you battle
spiritually and physically against evil, to strengthen your
Soul.
I am also with you in the joy of laughter and when you are
most happy. You have only to think of Me and I am there.
I was always with you but you do not always notice Me. It
is necessary for you to notice me in order to be strong
yourself. You have to make God a part of your daily life,
minute by minute, in order to experience the help of God.
You see I am always with you, but you are not always with
Me, because you ignore Me! You do not feel that God is to
be part of every moment of your life but I am always
present in your attentive consciences.
You do not have to lose attention to your place at work and
you do not have to refrain from your work and chores of
the day. I want you to do all of that and to consider your
daily life (to be a continuous part) with God.
Work and play are necessary parts of your life and they are
not to be ignored. God is also a necessary part of your life,
which you are not to ignore. It is possible to live your daily
life and to remain conscious of God. Therefore I have a
part in your day.
Every day you must battle against the demon. You are not
always aware of him until he strikes a severe blow.in your
life and then you are made aware of his evil. presence in
your life. It is wiser to make, certain that help is present to
fight against him before he is allowed to escalate his attack
against you. To be prepared you, have to allow the peace
and beauty of God into your lives.
The volatile attacks of Satan come against each one of you.
He plans to stop you from entering Heaven. If God is
present in your life each day, then the attack of Satan will
land more lightly because your spiritual protection is here
to help you in the battle which you are not able to fight
alone.
You are physical creatures, and Satan will attack you in
many ways which remain hidden for a long time from you.
He is a terrible storm that sneaks upon you. You will not
notice him until you are being punished in his, attack.
The help of heaven will protect you against this spiritual
enemy. I will come and I will be present when he comes. I
will offset his blows which I can see coming. I will
strengthen you and make you aware that our enemy is
near.
He is a coward and he will attack you when you least
expect it. He is spiritual and he can approach you when
you are unaware of his presence. He has time to set up his
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attack against you. He will make use of a bad situation in
your life to break down your defenses, so that you go
through one bad day after another. He does not want you
to see the beauty of the light and he will depress you in
hope that you remain in this gloom.
Come walk with Me, My Children. Your day and My day
should be as One! Allow Me to be present when you are
sad or happy, or when you are angry and disappointed.

Call upon Me so that I am always present in your day. We
will walk together. If the day is very pleasant, then we will
smile together. If We are in sorrow then we will cry
together.
If God is near you, My Children, in your day and in your
night, then you will know the joy of the True and Holy
Friend - Your Lord!

I AM WITH YOU ALWAYS AND YOU MUST ALWAYS BE WITH ME!
I BLESS YOU, MY CHILDREN - I LOVE YOU!
+
AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 73
THE PRECURSOR:
I saw God The Father sitting upon His throne. He was
looking down to His hands, which held someone precious.
Light came from His cupped hands. Something so brilliant
and bright lay in His hands and a great white light radiated
from Him, so that I was unable to see whom The Father
held.
This light, which God held, pulsated quickly in a rhythm
like a baby's heartbeat. The rays of light continued to be
sent from this bright crystal of life in steady rhythms. The
Fathers face and chest were filled with this light that
delights the senses with the sublime beauty in this perfect
moment.
THE FATHER:
I had fashioned this most Eloquent Child. God has raised a
New Life - the First Life and all Men should have such a
life! He is the only example of the perfect Man.
The Heart that beat in My Hands was formed from the
Creator of the Heavens and Earth. The Supreme Being
beheld Himself in a Human Life! The power of God was
condensed into a Human Mortal. The Supreme Being that
held up all life with His power submitted to be held within
the boundary of the life of a Man.
What I beheld in My Hands was all of My Plans for
Mankind, in this little Human Life - Jesus. He was the only
perfect example of a Man and He therefore was the only
great lesson for Man to learn. The Spirit of Man should
soar at this news that the Son of God has come!
Man will seldom take the initiative to let his spirit fly high
above his earthly limit. He must spark the spirit of his

Soul, and try to see with his spiritual eyes what awaits him
in Heaven. All have the ability to see! They were given
this vision of Heaven and it has been imprinted on the soul
of each child. I did this when I beheld each of your souls in
My Hands, before you departed from Me, to begin a new
life by your birth.
It is usually not possible to reveal the Spirit by a physical
means, unless you see God revealed in His creations upon
the Earth. However, that is not necessary because the
remembrance of Heaven is seen through the window of
your soul. It is your picture of Heaven and your
remembrance of this beauty that lay in each person.
Together mankind has a vast picture of Heaven and you
also have a great Heavenly knowledge between you.
The teachings of Christ will open the vision of Heaven in
every soul and release the knowledge that had been hidden
within it. Everything that Jesus taught man should unfold
many of these mysteries. When He taught Men, they
understood the meaning of these precious thoughts that
had formerly remained as shadows in their memories.
Jesus' words opened the avenue to understanding the
passageway for all knowledge to God. He made the beauty
of God understandable by use of simple language. The
Word of God sparked the light in Man's soul, so that he
was able to understand about Heaven. Each person has part
of the knowledge of God and is a student of the Lord their Teacher. Each person holds a key, which opens his or
her own soul to allow God to enter therein.
When God touches upon your separate knowledge, it
become crystal clear to you and what was hidden from you
before has now come to light, making you aware of its
beauty and knowledge.
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It was always yours but you could not uncover this holy
understanding of God, unless God gave you his light. This
understanding carne through Jesus, to His Apostles and
they taught His lessons. They revealed the Truths of Jesus
to Mankind and that opened the light of Heaven to them.
Those same lessons have been handed down through the
Church. The Church ought to be a channel to Heaven for
Man. Sadly, many Churches are not in Heaven’s light. The
Spirit of God therefore has to be raised in the Individual
person. It is guidance for them, so that Christ Jesus can
open their Souls at once.
How many people do the pains of sin crush down, so that
they cannot rise from this muck, to realize that God loves
them and that He is waiting for them? You are not to delay
coming to Me in the hope that one day you will have no
more sin - before you come!
You are to come to Me today, (even in your sins) now that
you know that I love you and that I will forgive you!
There is no use in delaying because time is running out!
Come now and I will open the doors of love to you. Come
to Me even though you are deep in the muck of sin and I
will raise you up from it!
It is Satan who tells you not to come to God if you are in
sin. He will keep beating you down so that you will never
be raised from sin and it will be too late! No, do not wait,
come to Me now in the misery of your sins and I will teach
you how to find the light, to enjoy the purity of My
Company. Satan will flee from you and so shall sin. You
will then experience a reprieve from sin, so that you may
be strengthened and enjoy this time of freedom from the
terrible weight of sin.
That miserable demon - Satan, will drive you from Me, if
you continue to listen to his lies. He has taken you into the
darkness, where if you remain too long, you will not know
the pleasure of God and of His joyous light.
Come at once out from your miserable states of loneliness
into the light of God. Beauty abounds here for the Child,
who will remember, and with this memory of the
innocents, like a little bird with very white feathers, he will
enjoy these new moments of innocence, beauty and joy.
Those who are deeply in sin, but seek after innocence to
free their souls, may see this beauty in the sunrise, the sky
or whatever
implies innocence to you and does not
provoke your sins to burst into flame. Use this sight of
innocence to steal away from your sins for a few moments,
an hour or a day until sin is broken. Then feast on the Holy
Word and Works of God, until that dark corner in your
mind becomes a place of' strength to hold light, holiness
and goodness!

Those who sin only a little can be raised to the joy of
cleanliness quickly and easily. Those who are in serious
sin must find these little openings of light, when through
some action of holiness, they can escape their sins for a
few moments to feel cleansed by a little joy, while they are
enlightened in peace and beauty to escape their sins.
Find out what lifts you into this state of joy and love of
God. Use that as a continuous doorway to begin your walk
into far greater experiences with God. Take this little
opening into holiness; rejoice and feel glad for the
moments when God has released you from evil. Then you
will want to experience this more and more, until you will
desire to remain in this holy state forever.
Start with a little effort and gain a stronger acceptance of
the Good that you desire for yourself. Start with a good
little work and increase your effort more often and for
longer periods of time, so that God may help you to open
the door of your innocence. It is with the realization of the
beauty of the existence of innocence, within yourself, that
you will desire to increase your knowledge of it and begin
to direct your own life towards a life of holiness. Take
these little steps and begin today!
Jesus came to show Man what God as the Perfect Man is.
He came to show Man what to expect in God when they
entered Heaven. This beautiful Gem that I now hold in My
Hands is My Perfection - Jesus! He is present to prove to
all Men that they have great value to God. The Spirit of
everyone is a gem of very great importance to God. Each
has been paid for by the infinite value of Jesus' sacrifice
and death!
The Soul of each person is a separate room where the
treasures are kept and no other person has knowledge of
what is kept there. Much of it is secret and the eyes of
another cannot see nor may they understand! God knows
what lies within this room. He has placed some of these
gifts here and He abides the others that are also present
here with His own.
I share with you this personal place. It is where I come to
greet you when you invite Me to come to hear of your
plans and we together shall assess them and try to lead you
onto the best path.
Life is complicated for you and it may often seem that God
does not share in any part of your day, that you alone carry
on with all of the work and you put forth the plan and the
effort that is needed to succeed each day, as you spend the
energy and exhaust yourself, taking care of the daily
matters of life.
If you are convinced that God has no part in your day, then
you are indeed on a lonely journey where you may not be
aware that a great battle is raging all about you. It is raging
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about everyone and Heaven is fighting against Hell for
your souls every day!
It is only by following God that you are able to make sense
of your life and of the troubles that life brings to you each
day. There is no one to help you so greatly as God. He is
the One who is able to enter your private room and not
even your spouse or closest friend is so close to you as
God.
I am the One who understands the silence of the unspoken
word that will not call out, or the anguish of the voice that
does call out and is not answered! I understand the
loneliness of one, when family is gone and when old age
has come and health has broken down, when others now
control these lives and they are shut in and alone!
I understand when there is no true freedom and the great
numbers of mankind act as waves, when power decides the
fate of men; or the direction that society, or a Country of
people must go, to be carried upon this wave and taken
away from all peace because others had the power of
violence to decide the direction of human lives.
I know the sorrow of loneliness of many in the cities of
Mankind and the great numbers of men who go where they
do not necessarily want to go when there is no choice,
when work is found far away from family and friends and
they do not have control of their own life or that of their
family.
I grieve sorrowfully over the separation of the Family due
to the injustice of cruel people, marriage separation, death
and sickness and old age. I am grieved over the sorrows
of man because I want him to know only joy!

I am with you at every moment, but I will rush to your side
to be with you so very closely and lovingly. I ask for
nothing but your love in return! To you I give the greatest
Father and Friend! One who loves you without cost to you
and the One who gave you life and I shared it with you. I
remain young and tireless in my love for you. Your body
will age and eventually fail you and perhaps your mind
will as well, but I will not fail you! You see, My beloved
Children, I am God the Holy Spirit of Eternal Life, Youth,
Joy and Beauty.
The beauty of the Child in Man - his love and dreams, his
wishes for happiness and joy, all belong to the Holy
Youthful Spirit of God. That reason for you to remain
young and beautiful of spirit is the very reason that God
must remain in your Soul forever!
I am the very joy of life, the purpose of love and the reason
for Man to continue procreation and life. I am Existence
and the reason that mankind must desire to continue in his
own existence and I Am All in All, for Man and for
Infinity!
Do you see, My Children, how the gloomy hateful Satan
has no share in My Work? For that reason you cannot
follow the grim Satan. He is the one who casts the gloom
over your day and casts you into the muck of despair and
you cannot afford to follow him. Your Soul may hit
bottom and you may feel that you have no escape from
there!

Call Me to your private room, My Children; God is
necessary for your Soul. You may love Me and, not feel
ashamed of your past, for God is the One who loves and
understands you!

It is necessary for you to reach out and take My
outstretched hand to you. Press My Hand to your heart, so
that your heart will be touched with the spark of My
Infinite Love and Joy of God. I am all Holy Life, so fly to
this Life so that I may give you life! Together We will
experience the joy of happiness and youth in your heart,
where the flames for God may burn in your heart (of the
Child).

The devil understands you - while hating you! The War
between he and I is grievous and your choice in choosing
God is so very important for you. I am able to enter your
soul in the turbulence of the spiritual and physical war. I
offer you holy solitude in those moments when you turn
towards Me and away from your hectic life.

A Man has to do his work and a Woman must do her work.
They must raise their Children and satisfy the demands of
life. However, they must never lose sight of the joyful
Companionship of God. There is simply no excuse to do
that and there is no reason why they should want to do
that!

GOD PRESENTS EVERY POSSIBLE HELP FOR YOU FROM
HIS BEAUTIFUL FAMILY IN HEAVEN!
HIS SON JESUS, HIS HOLY DAUGHTER MARY, THE SAINTS
AND THE ANGELS AND YOU MAY HAVE THESE
EXCELLENT COMPANIONS, THE FRIENDS WHO LOVE YOU
AND WILL NEVER ABANDON YOU!
I PROMISE EACH OF YOU THAT I AM ALWAYS WITH YOU,
BUT YOU MUST MAKE YOURSELF AWARE OF ME
BY SHOWING LOVE AND GRATITUDE FOR MY HOLY PRESENCE.
YOU WILL DO THIS BY YOUR HOLY EFFORTS FOR ME!
I LOVE YOU - I BLESS YOU!
+
AMEN!
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No. 74
THE PRECURSOR:

Today in Saint Anthony's Church, the Church appeared to
be unused in the vision - a dusty building littered with
dust, chaff and spider webs.

now with so many religions and the independence of the
spirit of man to decide his own direction, so many are
walking away from Me on their separate paths.

I saw The Holy Ghost as a large White Dove. He flew off
the floor, as a Spirit. His great wings lifted Him towards
the ceilings of the Church and the airlift and movement of
His wings caused dust, chaff and, spider webs to blow all
around the vacant Church. Even the Great Holy Being
himself had chaff and dust blown up onto His feathers,
until He passed through the ceiling and roof of the Church.

There is "One God" for man to follow and for many to
discover, because they do not know Me. I wish that they
knew Me. There is so much to know and understand; they
are already far behind, in their knowledge of God.

I saw Jesus in the Church as it appears today, as I watched
the Priest celebrating the Mass. Our Lord Jesus took His
place as the Priest and He said that He would make up for
what is lacking in the Priest and all was well according to
Our Lord.
OUR LORD JESUS:
Many Churches need a good cleaning! Some are full of the
excesses and the accumulation of Human interests. The
Church today seems to have a need to customize itself to
accommodate the needs and plans for Man. They have
taken the Holy Books along with the Hymnbooks and they
have hidden them away in the cellars and other places
where they grow dusty.
Much time is spent on useless excesses within the Church.
It is of secondary importance if it does nothing to increase
the value of their souls in holiness. There is no good in
card parties and meetings that have no relevance to God.
God witnesses what happens in the Church and on the
Church property. He has chosen the Church for His
continual presence with mankind, who should respect that
fact and honor Christ.
I rejoice when the Priest and Laity place Me at the
center of their thoughts and the focus of their attention.
Why, My Children, should it be otherwise? Has not the
Son of God and Your Savior the rights of the First? Am I
not to be the First, where God has placed Me as the Lord
over Men?
Men who walk away from God in various directions
cause the dust and chaff in the Church. There is a loss of
the uniformity with the holiness of past centuries.
Everyone was to be taken in one direction towards God;

However, they are not too late to find Me! I am the vast
knowledge and I have separated it and given some of this
knowledge to every person.
You cannot know everything about God, but it is important
to know what is common knowledge about God. His
immense love for you makes up for what everyone lacks in
his or her love of God. I am too immense for you to love
perfectly, but you are not too small to love Me. God helps
you to direct your lives each day. I send you many Angels
with My advice to lead you wisely each moment. Your
Guardian Angels add their spiritual helps.
Satan also comes to you when you are distracted and not
paying attention to God. He stirs up your emotions end
agitates you, causing you to lose your place and to be
attracted to evil intentions. A man is constantly in the
tempest where his feelings and emotions are blown about
here and there, tossed up and all around.
Your religion teaches you about God and is a measure for
a man to help him through each blustery day - a rock, a
stable place in man's life to help him through his emotions
and feelings when he is upset. This consistency and daily
stability puts strength into his day.
The practice of Religion does not guarantee that each day
will be perfect. You know that few days are perfect, but
God does ask man to consider a daily practice of prayer,
and you will find that peace and love is added to each of
your days.
When Man does not practice his religion in obedience to
God, then he continues to be blown about on unstable
spiritual winds. It is much harder for him to find peace. He
may try to find a substitute for God, but his spirit will
never know true holy peace without God.
God has the best plan to help Mankind through every day.
God has also tried to explain Himself to mankind and to
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describe Himself by measures of love and peace for men to
study in order for them to understand Him. Otherwise, they
cannot understand God, because He is not like a man and
they would never know God. I have chosen the Holy part
for Myself. I have tried to teach Mankind the way to God
is through love and peace, that is the great measure that He
also wants man to be measured by.
If man is measured by love and peace, then he shares this
same unit of measurement with God. It is by this measure
of love in man that I am able to share something with him.
That is why I ask man to work for holiness, love and peace
so that he may imitate Me and be accountable to this holy
standard - this good measure for his soul.
I do not measure Man by his physical appearance or
intelligence, his wealth and so forth; those measurements
of man vary and that is not a true measure of a man.
Love, peace and holiness are fair measures for everyone
because this is a measure of God. I judge men by this
honest measure, which will grow in its value in those
honest souls who wish to develop the fair measure that all
people can attain. It is done through hard work, prayer,
fasting, and by going to Mass. The Saints had to develop
this in very great measure. This should be the same goal
for all of mankind!
Satan exists as a mystery that comes to harm man. He has
chosen what God has not and he is the opposite of God!
He is a powerful figure who has sway over much of
mankind - people and nations. Those who do not love God
love him and worship him in terrible cults that are centered
on his promise of power and wealth for them.
Today he has given his power to Maitreya, a man to fear!
Satan has made him a strong and powerful man. He will
walk among men, but men are not like him. They will have
no idea of his knowledge, intelligence and powerful
ambition. Satan has opened the door to his power and
Maitreya has been refused none of it and neither will he
refuse any of Satan's power. He will use this power as he
pleases!
He comes and goes at will, entering the minds of people
who receive him and he will read their histories and
understand them. He will seek out the secrets of their souls
and use this knowledge against them. He will place these
yokes upon their necks so that he may be the lord over
them.
He has great understanding of religions and governments,
trade and commerce. He also knows about the heart, soul
and. ambition of man. He is modern and in touch with this

new age that Satan has created for him.
He will come as a modern-day master of demons to
combine the religious of the earth to follow him. Man will
be impressed by his ability to heal, to raise the dead and to
cast out the demon that will eagerly fly to him - their lord.
You have the advantage, My Children, of following God.
You will have the discernment to reject the cult of
Maitreya. He will not become your living idol. You will
not worship him as so many will and you will have a holy
fear of him as well! It is good that you will have a holy
fear of him, My Children. Your souls will be endangered if
you follow him. He is charismatic and he will sweep the
careless away in his flood of popularity.
He is the man with the right answers for this generation of
man and the ideas which will seem to save the world. He
will bring peace for a while to certain nations. Oh, he is
clever and he will capture the foolish souls that are not
alert, and they will follow the new modern prophet. The
man comes at this time into a chaotic world that Satan has
prepared for him. How very fortunate for him to enter a
World which the devil has prepared for him. He will step
into his position as the master of this work.
There is only one Jesus and I will come again in time to
save you, but not before this test of Maitreya. Man has
rejected God in the past and that has left an opening for
Maitreya to play at being god in the future. He has always
wanted to be a god and now he believes that he has his
chance. God will watch him and God will then judge him
with the original judgment that The Father judged Lucifer.
Satan is certain that he can succeed with this false savior.
He will fail as The Father has said that he will fail, as he
had failed in the beginning.
What good is this life of Maitreya - a work that is without
holiness? It is only a play, where an actor plays a part in a
role - it is a production and a farce, a foolish act, where a
man pretends that he is playing a god.
I will come again and I will show Men what God is like.
They will know the difference between the counterfeit and
the real Jesus. When I come man will be overjoyed after
having waited so long for My Coming and then here am I!
I will come in a moment, not like Maitreya whom you may
hear on the news media. I will not need media because I
will be with you and you will understand!
Prepare yourselves for the Test that God will allow you to
suffer, so that you will become good strong Christians.

I BLESS YOU, IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER, SON
AND HOLY GHOST!
+
AMEN!
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No. 75
THE PRECURSOR:
JESUS:
Oh Mankind, do not be surprised by life today upon the
Earth - you reap what you sow. Man is flowing along in
the tributaries of the world and they are merging into the
rivers alike, where they flow together into the oceans and
they become common in sinfulness. You should not be
surprised with the difficulties that you are experiencing
in your lives. You are being carried with the rest of

mankind in the world and if you are not careful you will
become as "one in sin."
My Children, it is difficult to be responsible to God. It is
difficult for you to be responsible for holiness and for the
salvation of souls. God has appointed each one of you to
be responsible for the salvation of souls. He asks man to be
responsible for his Brothers and Sisters.

PEOPLE DO NOT ALL ACCEPT A HELPING HAND AND
THEY DO NOT ALWAYS APPRECIATE HOLY ADVICE.
Prayer is the silent non-intrusive help that you may send to
them. You are able to help them and to rescue their souls.
They are not always aware of this help that you send to
them from Heaven, but I am aware of your prayers. I will
hurry to respond to your unselfish love for them and I will
help them, as you have requested of Me, in your prayers
for them.
I am asking you to remain with Me so that We may work
together for the salvation of Souls: The individual person
is important. You are indeed to pray for the masses of
mankind in the world, but when you pray for a soul or a
family, you send. these individuals the attention of God for
them. This is the hand of God upon their shoulders,
and His love settles in their hearts as He tries to warm
those hearts.
As men live out their lives, they must set goals for
themselves. They must decide if they want victory over sin
by leading holy lives, or do they instead want to be
victorious in sin by leading unholy lives?
Whether or not they will believe it, everyone is setting
goals in their own lives through the choices that they make
by their lives. Prayer and Mass help them to find a time of
peace to escape from their troubles and to purify their
lives.
When those who do not pray or go to Mass fall into
despair, they do not know where to turn for help! They
are alone and their spirit is crushed as they continue to

plunge and hit the bottom, where there is only loneliness
and sorrow in attendance with them. They are surrounded
by this gloom and they do not know how to escape!
To those who follow Me - My Father gives His gifts to
them without restraint. He has been listening to them as
they pray to Me, so that He may give to them without
restriction. He will open the doors of His Treasury and
give generously to all who are in need of His graces.
God provides love for All! Not everyone has known the
love of family or friends. Quite often they do not know
how to find love. God loves men without limit. They are
slow to return this love to Him. Many do not seem
capable of loving. They are far too protective of their own
feelings and they will not follow Me. They would rather
hide in their homes, living out their lives and not
responding to My love by offering Me their prayers or by
attending Mass. Everyone has a responsibility to love God
and to love one another.
Oh My Dear Children, you may go your own way and
hope that God will bless you with all good things, even
though you are selfish and neglectful of your holy
obligations. The Priest is.to continue in his responsibility
as a Priest throughout his life. The Priest cannot pretend
that he is just like everyone else when he is not at Mass.
The Seer is to carry his/her cross as a careful holy Seer.
The Seers also must continue in their responsibility.
Everyone has. his or her duty towards God. Everyone
must be responsible for their own actions in their lives.

YOU WOULD NOT WANT GOD TO SET ASIDE
HIS HOLY DUTY FOR EVEN ONE MOMENT!
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It is not easy for you to be attentive to God at all times.
Your lives are filled with great distractions and upsets.
You must continue to keep trying; it is too easy to find
excuses to shirk your duty to God and to Man. It is very
easy to walk away from God when you no longer make
any effort for Me. The spirit has become separated from
love in those who do not use it for holy purposes today.
Many spirits are dead to holiness and they seem vacant missing from the body of mankind.
Penance and fasting help to keep a soul in contact with
God. These little sufferings of the body help the soul to
become aware. This awareness is the awakening for the
soul that has become tired from neglect. It has fallen asleep
and cannot be aroused. A little suffering in penance and
fasting will awaken all sleepy spirits and they will become
mindful that they have a life!
Souls who are close to Me are aware of the need to
sacrifice; they do not have to be told about this. It is not
possible to be close to God, if the person indulges himself,
or herself with every temptation, pleasure or sin. Those
who indulge in self will not be close to God during their
lives. It is necessary for one to make little sacrifices in
their live in order to be near Me.
It is difficult to change one's selfish life. Everyone
becomes accustomed to living their lives as they please.
Some give a very great deal to God and to mankind. Some
give a steady small amount to God and to man and they are
quite content, satisfied with their lives. The last do not
spend any effort for God, because they do not love God.
In the exercise of holiness – patience is indeed a very
great virtue! When one attacks you and they are spiteful
because of some erroneous belief about you, it is very
difficult to remain patient with them, especially when they
are obviously in error.
I give great holy blessings upon those who are patient with
such persons. The others are obviously ignorant of the true
situation and because of this ignorance they are impatient
and attack the good Children of God.
If there is another confrontation you will have to be twice
as patient as you were the first time. If you do remain
patient - then I will give you four times My Blessings of
Praise for your sacrifice. It is difficult to suffer a rebuttal
when you are innocent of the charge!
Man has to try and have control of patience in order to
please God. Man cannot understand that God loves
everyone. I love your enemy as I love you. I have asked
man to be patient with his enemies. You may not
understand how I can be patient with your enemy when
you are not patient with them. You cannot understand the
abundance of God's love. You cannot understand the

abundance of God's work; therefore you cannot fully
understand Me.
The best that you can do is try to obey Me and to trust in
Me, because I know what is best for man in order for him
to succeed in God! You should be proud that God has
chosen you; but in considering this pride you should use
far more care to please God. You ought to be gloriously
happy that God has chosen you and also to be aware now
how careful you must be in order to apply yourself to His
service.
I have chosen a number of souls whom I have taken into
My Confidence. They are Christian by deed and by their
love, which they show towards God and to one another.
I plan to come and My Children will see me. I will come
suddenly and I will announce My Coming in the souls of
many of My Children. They shall rejoice as My Peace
floods their souls and they will be filled with love for Me.
Calmness and happiness will filter into their souls, as light
in the early morning! Love will flow through these souls
and they will realize that a great event is about to happen
upon the Earth - Jesus Christ is about to appear to them!
God has come to earth and He will overlook many of
the small imperfections of man. He has come to gather
every possible soul that is available to come to Him. He
will not overlook one soul of love, for He is careful to
gather His Children and lead them from the threat of
Satan.
The Spiritual War has commenced and your souls are
agitated with the upsets of your lives. 1 will come and take
you away from all of that! I will provide strong help for
you and I will answer your questions. You will be. taken to
a safe place away from the battle.
The spirits are active today; the demons possess men and
they will continue to become more powerful in the coming
years, to gain rule over the world (and also your own
lives), if they are able.
Help is on the way for you. I will not leave you without
strong help - those whom I have chosen to lead you. I will
send them at the time when you need them most!
Today there is punishment and troubles for man, death,
destruction and disease, murder and famine. All these
things are predictable and they have always been, but
never in such great numbers as today!
Tyranny will spread until it will include the whole world
and fall under one leader. I will send out help for My
beloved Children - Holy Leaders. The Lord's Apostles and
Disciples will come forth to lead all souls away from
Satan. They shall be with you here upon earth to help you
and guide you as good Fathers guide their children.
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This is the time when your spirits need to be aroused
because preparations have to be made by you in order to
help yourself. When the demon has control over the world
you will have the necessities for the body and defense for
the soul. You do not need the weapons to protect the body
as much as you need the weapons to protect the soul.
However, it is necessary to prepare for a physical survival
and also a spiritual survival.
Survival of the fittest is survival of those souls who are
strong in their love of God. They have prepared their
homes with a few good provisions for their bodies and
great provisions for their souls.
When you walk among the demons, My Children, you
need not fear as much if you have prepared well for
holiness through your prayers.
The doors of My churches are still open, so come to them
and visit with your Lord. We together will prepare you for
the future conflict that will increase in strength and sadden
you! You will become strong and determined to have

victory over the demon for yourself and your family.
A great war is coming, My Children; Christians and all
followers of God must march bravely forward. They must
be stalwart and certain in their trust of God, that He will
certainly protect them and provide for them.
However, it is necessary for the individual to make
preparations for the soul and to fortify them today. Those
who are now strong are those who daily practice their
faith. Those who are weak must begin today, so that as
days and weeks, go by your faith will be stronger and
continue to grow until you are also fortified against the
devils as they gain powers over your economies and
governments.
There is no need to be afraid, My Children, unless you
have no intention of obeying God or preparing to
strengthen your faith and your souls. One day the demons
will appear out of the darkness to those poor screaming
souls, and much to their fright, take them away where they
will not be heard from again.

MY CHILDREN WHO LOVE AND OBEY ME - YOU NEED NEVER TO FEAR SATAN,
BECAUSE GOD IS FAR GREATER IN HIS LOVE AND PROTECTION
OF YOU THAN IS THE DEVIL IN HIS POWER OVER YOU!
I BLESS YOU, IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER, SON
AND HOLY GHOST!
+
AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 76
THE PRECURSOR:
This morning as a light appeared to me, I saw Jesus
standing in the light with His arms across the shoulders of
the two Prophets - Elijah and Enoch. The light was at their
backs as they faced me. This lent a shadow of soft light to
their faces and a certain beauty as well. Their bodies
softened the bright light so that I could see the kind
sweet look in the face of Our Lord.
JESUS:

I have led the Saints and I allowed them to share in My
Pains. In exchange I have taught them certain truths of
God that they have handed down to mankind. These Truths
filtered into the midst of mankind and then become lost.
Like fine work in gold, they were regaled for a while, then
man changed them and many were discarded. However,
the original truth in the Saints work was not lost, but
carried by the Angels back to the Library of God. The
knowledge then became lost to much of mankind upon the
earth.

I offer to mankind a beauty and a new beginning that is
beyond his human understanding and life. My Father had
sent Me to be the new and perfect beginning and
understanding of God. I was the new study for man, in
order for him to understand God.

Mankind believes that they understand what I have said.
They do not understand everything but instead drift away
into their own thoughts. I am seldom able to go very
deeply into matters that I would like to discuss with them.

Much of the knowledge and truth about God is only with a
small number of people upon the earth. Truth is accepted
by some and rejected by others, so that the knowledge of
God is not a constant rhythm in the heartbeat of mankind.

The holy words of God are very magnificent. Those who
are attentive and solemn in the presence of the Holy Word
will plunge deeply into the Holy Waters of God. Their
understanding will be great, compared to those who are
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not serious and attentive to Heaven. The latter ones will
touch the shoreline, but they will not understand the depths
of the Word of God.

by them. You must look away from them, as Lot turned his
face from Sodom and Gomorrah so that he would not die
with their punishment from God.

The demons hold mankind in a false embrace, an illusion
that everything will be all right. They do not want you to
deeply understand or believe in God.

The demon has great power and those Leaders of men
(even this day), who have power over you may be
intelligent and skillful leaders, but corrupt in their
thinking. They are headed in the direction of hell and they
cannot change their course without turning around to
follow God. They can pretend to know God and to serve
mankind, but they cannot understand God's intentions for
them because they are not on His holy path.

The false prophets have come and they will walk upon the
water, but not because they are holy. They are only
deluded by the demon Satan who supports them; he holds
them up for now from sinking.
(Our Lord Jesus looks very tenderly upon the Two Holy
Prophets and He says to them:)
The World is waiting for you to come. My Father has
poured out His graces upon you. They wait for you and
they also fear your coming. Satan holds many tightly in his
hot hands of sin. They are not anxious to see the Holy
Prophets coming!
The false prophets will come and they will deceive the
foolish and amaze them! My Children will not be amazed
and they will not be deceived because love does not exist
in the false prophets and My Children will recognize that
they are devils.
They will seem to be good for business, for the wealthy
and the powerful will want them in their company. These
prophets will heal the sick and cast out the devils.
The devils that are cast out will not go far! They will join
these false prophets to increase their power and strength
like two legions of great power. This addition of demons
will add great power to the false prophets, but they will
also become increasingly unstable and temperamental.
Their impatience will flare up and reveal their evil
disposition and intentions towards mankind. They shall
heal those with demons and take those demons to add to
their power until these two nests of vipers shall reveal
themselves in the satanic imbalance of their minds and
words. Satan cannot remain hidden for long before he will
become impatient and reveal himself.

When one does not walk upon the holy path, there are
walls and barriers and tripping places that prevent those
persons from following the decent path, as good leaders of
men: On the path of Satan they have become blinded and
dull in their thinking.
Although they may plan carefully, they are looking across
the wall from the other side, and they do not have the true
knowledge of Good because they only view God from a
distance. They do not practice holiness; therefore they do
not know how to use it. How can they be good and true
leaders of men?
If these leaders of men had intentions to change their ways
and to tum to Me, I would offer them My Helping Hand.
The truth that I would show to them would surprise them!
They would understand what they thought was true before
while they were in sin, will not be true to them when it is
revealed in the light. The decisions that they made in
the darkness are evil when seen in the light.
It is necessary for them to tame their nature. It will be for
them a study of a new way of life. This new life will take
them in a new direction as good leaders of men. God will
help and support those good leaders who are willing to
make holy improvements on their souls. I will offer new
help and open new books of knowledge for them. These
books that were formerly closed to them when they were
in error will now be opened to them. It would be My joy to
welcome them to Me. I would continue in My original
plans for them. It has grieved Me that My work has been
set aside because of their carelessness.

Do not go rushing to them, My Children; they are not the
holy prophets sent by God. They are the creations of Satan
- the false angel; he has created them out of his image.
They shall be his eyes, mouth and his ears, and to them he
will give unholy power and he will also dominate them, as
they submit themselves to his will.

I prefer to be kind towards everyone. I am patient in My
love for them. This kindness towards them is a helping
hand that touches them with 'love' to guide them through
their day.

When the false prophets reign there will be no room for
carelessness and no excuse for recklessness with regard to
these Two! You must take care and not believe that they
are filled with supernatural greatness!

It is sometimes necessary to be firm with mankind and to
forcefully pull someone who is in danger of death quickly
from harm’s way! I am making many such rescues each
day for souls. They are in harm’s way - the devils are
pulling them away from Me towards the precipice of death
for their souls.

You cannot follow along with those who will be amazed
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I am sorry for My Children at this time - there is confusion
among the Leaders of My Children. I will not empower
these leaders with My gifts until this confusion is sorted
out. I will not give them the graces and privileges that I
have promised to them, until the confusion in their
own lives has been straightened out.
A person makes decisions based upon their own
knowledge and understanding. My holy leaders of My
Children guide these Children according to their own
perspective of God's Will. Too often their minds are
clouded with their own problems and they base their
judgments of My Will incorrectly, to satisfy their own will.
I do not like My Name used incorrectly just to satisfy the
will of man,
The Seers who continue today are very courageous,
especially those who have been doing the Lord's work for

the longest! They have gone through many tests - I have
spared them nothing! They will be good strong steel in the
difficult days that are coming.
As Souls sacrifice their lives for God, some of them tend
to feel sorry for themselves. Those who put on long faces
ought to remember that their suffering on Earth is a gift
from God for their own salvation, that will decrease
their time spent in Purgatory!
God has chosen certain people - He has chosen you! You
have become a part of His great work. You are among
those who have been invited by Him.
It is difficult to be a great Christian. God uses little ones to
do His Work. Ordinary people carry on with life upon
Earth. They have carried the load and built the bridges in
God's Holy Work! It is they whom He has sent to carry His
Gospel to every part of the Earth!

I BLESS YOU, IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER, SON
AND HOLY GHOST!
+
AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 77
THE PRECURSOR:
Today Our Holy Mother appeared to me. She was
standing upon a cloud and on Her head sat a splendid
jeweled crown. She wore a wonderful outer garment in
rich colored lavender. Her inner gown was a beautiful dark
green. Both garments appeared very rich and beautiful in
their royal shades of color, especially in the light that
emanated from Her body and Her clothing.
The Queen of Heaven appeared very beautiful, holy and
magnificent.
OUR MOTHER:
I come today to speak to man who is so impoverished in
his spirit. So few practice as God has taught them and
many are in accordance with the teaching of Satan.
The Father has allowed mankind a delay of many
punishments in the world in order to save Souls. This delay
also confuses the demons; they are watching the events of
the World and they are trying to calculate the time for the
coming of My Son Jesus and also the time for the coming
of the Two Holy Prophets.
The Two Prophets are necessary at this time to help bring

together the holy Children of God. They will be gathered
in many separate places. The Lord has the number of them
and none shall be missed. The two Prophets have a holy
interest in each one of you and they are aware that the
Children of God are to be found in all people and religions
upon the Earth.
My Lord Jesus is the bridge to Heaven for all holy souls.
None shall pass the gate except in His Name. The Holy
Name is "One" of forgiveness for the sins of men.
Man is walking in a continuous storm in their lives, where
the upsets of the day are constant in agitations by their
friend, neighbor or family and many people who ought to
be kinder. Each person is like an island with personal
feelings and thoughts, and upset for one will not
necessarily disturb another. The emotions of the individual
are so different from one to the next person.
Life is difficult for you, My Children, and your day is not
always peaceful. The . weeks or months that you now live
in may present to you so many problems. For some souls,
every day is a constant battle for you as you suffer with
your pains and illnesses, and you try to make your finances
meet your needs when you cannot be certain about
tomorrow. This upset of life is felt by many in every
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country, and when you multiply this upset of so many
people upon the earth, and then it is no wonder, My
Children, that there is so much trouble and confusion
across the world.
Those who are in power over you may be demons. In this
godless state and with the upset in their own lives, they are
driven by Satan to think and to act in irrational ways. You
suffer at their hands, perhaps because of some policy
which they may have enforced over your lives.
These people may be political leaders of your country or
they may be the people who are your supervisors at work.
They may ask you to change the method which you have
been working at your workplace or to change positions at
work and do something that displeases you, all because
someone has the power over your lives that you cannot
control and you have no say - even to complain!
These changes are also taking place in your churches and
in the schools for your children. These changes are taking
place in every aspect of man's life upon the earth. These
changes place more difficulties in your paths and they add
to the pressures that you feel daily in your lives.
Satan is controlling much of the world through man and he
places constant worry upon all of you. It is through
mankind that Satan is controlling and squeezing mankind
together, forcing each of you into situations with evil
people. Through them Satan is able to influence your
lives, where he may. be able to legally keep you bound and
under pressure of his teachings.

compared because they are opposite! Their effect upon
man is opposite in their nature.
If the world today and your lives were run according to the
holy standards of God, then life would not be marred by
corruption. The word “corruption” would not exist in the
language of mankind. Many words and works of
corruption must exist, because they effectively explain
Satan and his work - words of explanation for his evil
intentions.
My Children, you must follow Me as I lead you to a secret
place where Satan and the demons cannot find us. I will
place St. Michael and His holy warriors, the angels, at the
gate to protect us from the interference of the devils.
The work of God is also My work and it ought to be found
in the Church. I should be able to gather you with Me in
the Church. We should be secure there together and safe
from the demon. It is not always safe in the Church, is it,
My Children? Some churches are dens for thieves. The
demons dwell in some of them and they steal the souls of
My Children who had believed themselves to be safe there.
This is a difficult time for mankind to live because the
teachings of the Churches are not always taught in the
perfect way of God. Some Priests and Ministers are trying
to mix the errors of man with the perfection of Christ's
teaching. They have created a teaching that is partly of
God and partly of man.

Your lives seem to be filled with just a human presence.
You may blame mankind for all of your problems. Perhaps
man should be blamed for the problems in your lives.
However, you cannot ignore the undercurrent of Satan that
runs through mankind.

What to do, My Children? You must put on your holy
clothing and walk with God. These coats are created by
you through your holy prayers, holy work and the
protection afforded you by wearing your sacramentals.
Come to the sanctuary with the Holy Trinity and Myself,
the Saints, and the holy Angels.

This undercurrent of Satan is his teachings of error that he
has committed in lessons to all generations of man for so
many centuries that much of mankind no longer knows the
Holy way. The error of Satan is so prevalent in the lives of
man, that man is unable to remember a time when he was
pure in his thinking and his teaching for others.

If you cannot always count on finding a private sanctuary,
then it is necessary for you to put on the holy garment and
feel quite safe and secure in the love of Jesus and Mary. It
is necessary for every Individual to put on this holy
garment in the lesson of the Individual who is most
comfortable with God.

This pure teaching of God does exist My Children. The
philosophy of holiness exists without error and evil - the
teaching of purity, The emphasis of that teaching is the
importance of loving and obeying God. The second part of
this teaching is for man to love one another.

Heaven may express itself through the Individual. The
good Homily in the Church taught by the Holy Priest
reaches out to each person and provides him or her, with
holy sustenance that will sustain him or her for a while. If
those persons pray each day and
quietly meditate for a while they will find the strength that
they need to carry them through the week.

The Father has made a great effort for men, but it may
appear to mankind that He is losing the battle against
Satan. The corruption of the demons seems to have
surpassed in power all goodness of God.
No, it is not so, My Children! The power of holiness may
not be compared to the power of evil. They may not be

The Seers are also teachers, avenues by which Heaven
comes to speak directly with you. If the Seer remains upon
the correct path then their message will speak to each
person and help to strengthen them.
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What is most important from the holy message is the
lesson of help and encouragement that each person
receives. One has an understanding from the Word to
receive Heaven's help. You are all individuals who have
different needs! The world is very complex and each of
you satisfies a different purpose for God and for man. You
are all on separate paths that will one day converge in
God.
The Lord has made each differently; you have different
needs from your brothers and sisters; those needs will be
met by God. He is the One who reaches out with separate
help to each one of you because He is the One who takes
notice of the individual needs of each.
God is carefully watching this world, where each person
seems to be thrown into the blend of life, and they seem to
be stirred and disappear in the confusion of humanity,
where the rights and needs of the individual does not seem
to matter. He is watching each of you and God is
considerate of each of your lives.
It is Man who is not considerate of the individual. The
pressure of Satan too often influences those in power.

Even those who enter politics and other authorities that
influence your lives become crushed under the weight of
evil. Even their good intentions are scorned and ruined by
Satan. They either quiet and leave in discouragement, or
remain and then change in their good intentions to fit into
Satan's evil system.
There are those courageous souls who fight against the evil
of Satan and they fulfill the holy plans of God. They do
not bend the
knee to Satan. They remain strong and certain of the
direction in which they must proceed. That is why My
Children must wear their own holy garments. They must
not be swayed from the Holy path to Heaven. It is difficult,
but it must be done, My Children.
It is not necessary for you to run to a cave and to become a
holy hermit. I would rather you remained in the world as
an example of holiness to others. You are more threatening
to Satan when you remain present in the Church to fight
the holy battle beside Jesus Christ. You do not necessarily
have to be loud and vocal. It is enough to be quiet, holy,
and an example to all that a servant of Jesus and Mary
remains in the Church.

HOLINESS QUIETLY SPEAKS VOLUMES, MY CHILDREN!
LOVE ME AND OBEY ME BY FOLLOWING YOUR LORD JESUS!
SUFFER THE COST OF LOVE, AS JESUS SUFFERED THE COST OF LOVE!
I BLESS YOU, IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER, SON
AND HOLY GHOST! + AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 78
THE PRECURSOR:
I saw a very severe black stormy sky. Black clouds boiled
and rose as they were carried along at very great speeds. I
saw God The Father - He was standing in the storm and I
could see Him from His head to His waist.
The earth below was flooding and as the water rose it lifted
a boat - the Ark of Noe. People were running through the
rain to find cover as they climbed to higher ground,
fighting against the severe wind and torrential rains. Even
sheep, cattle and chickens were wildly running with these
people, as if man and beast had together become mad at
the same time!
The Prophet Elijah has now appeared, standing in the
Heavens below the Father and above the panic-stricken
people. In the distance I see the Ark being carried away as
if it has entered a great river channel and is being carried

on the tides by God.
ELIJAH:
The Father came in the time of Noe, a time of very great
sin, to wash sin from the earth. Those in the Ark were the
privileged among men and animals that were saved from
the wrath of God.
Sin is the raging river that threatens to flood the Soul and
drown it. This filthy water should be diverted away from
the soul to save it. This stream came from a place of filthy
stagnant waters.
Our Lord will come soon and dam this water for a short
time. Then He will save His Children before they are
washed away in the river. He will gather them in a safe
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place and on that day they will fall to their knees in praise
of the Lord and serve the Lord's purpose for them.
Those persons that displease Him will remove themselves
from Him; they will fly from Him as demons, but if they
do not, then He shall remove them and they shall not
interfere with His salvation for the chosen souls.
When He is content that all have been saved who may be
saved, He will then break the dam which holds the stinking
filthy waters. This flood will drown the last remaining
victims of Satan and they shall all be carried off in this
water and pour headlong down into the hole together into
Hell.
There is merit in holy work and great purpose to pray
for oneself and for those you love. This is to overcome the
flood, which may carry you away from God or it may
carry them away. No one will be saved without prayers.
Salvation is not given as a convenience to the lazy or to the
procrastinator.
The Imperial Head waters of the Lord will then come to
wash away and clean this last filthy mess left by the sins of
Satanism.
On that day in the triumph of The Lord - what is a man and
what will he say as he stands before the Lord? What will
his excuses be for his sins and how does he rectify himself
with the Lord?
Salvation is waiting for those who search for it! It will
come to embrace them with love and forgiveness. It is such
a small thing for God to ask mankind to be good so that
they may be happy of body and soul. What other way
brings contentment and joy to mankind? No other way
brings salvation to the body, mind and then to the soul.
It is salvation for the body and mind because peace of
mind brings pleasure and satisfaction to one's daily life.
The purity of the body and mind is instrumental in the
happiness of the soul.
The repulse and loathing that one has with sin is
detrimental to good physical health as well as good
spiritual health and the sense of well-being. Sin totally
corrupts at times and brings down upon the unfortunate
soul despondency and regret. How can one advance in
their day if they are despondent and depressed? The
purpose of prayer and every holy act practiced by man is to
wash from him all sins, so that his spirit is cleansed, and
uplifted for him to be joyous!
Satan will send the demon again to tempt you to sin and
try to cast you back into the gloomy shadows. However,
you must fight against him and progress. If he does win
and he casts you into deepest sin, then you must

immediately search for the opening into the sunlight from
where he has cast you, and you must seek for an exit to
escape the misery where he has placed you.
Come to the Lord and He will fill you with the excitement
of His Holy Work, for all are chosen by The Lord if they
will only come to Him. He does not despise a soul that is
in sin. He pities those who will walk away from His
merciful love.
Blessed are they who choose to walk in the ways of the
Lord! (Oh Holiness, make thyself known to souls!) Call
upon the Lord so that He can divest Himself of some holy
gifts, which He will give to you to obtain holiness.
It is a mystery, My Brothers and Sisters, how some are
able to follow in the footsteps of Jesus and Mary, while
others do not care to tread! It is a gift of God that offers the
former the sensibility of reason to follow God while the
latter stagger along in the darkness of sin, and on the other
side of the holy curtain of enlightenment where holy
thoughts do hot dwell.
Fill yourselves with the gifts of God. Ask and it shall be
opened to you! Understand what is necessary and then ask
for strength to desire the richness of Heaven, while
rejecting the commonest of evil.
It is not easy to fight against sin and it is difficult for one
to walk away from it. That is why God does everything
possible to teach you how to avoid sin and how He
encourages you to come to Him, in order to overcome it. It
is most difficult for you to do this alone, in fact impossible,
because you have to overcome the devils! They hold you
in the bondage of this insult to your soul that is sin.
There is an enviable place that is beautiful; it lies beyond
the reaches of sin. It is the place that God wants men to
dwell in. It lies within the boundary of the earth on the
edge of the battle with Satan and it is your life, as you live
it for God.
It is not possible for you to change the sin that other people
commit and you cannot always avoid people who sin.
Their nearness to you and their particular sins may affect
you in a lesser or greater way. It is necessary for you to
avoid them where possible, especially if your
circumstances allow you to avoid them if they are your
neighbors.
However, you cannot always avoid a family member who
sins and who may be affecting your own life. If they are
leading you into so degenerative a sin that your soul may
be harmed then it is up to you to make the decision to save
yourself. You should not remain in circumstances that will
harm your body or your soul.
Save
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your

own

soul

despite

your

unfortunate

circumstances. No one can take your soul from you. Not
even the cruel acts that others may commit against your
body, mind or spirit because your soul is an island that
belongs only to you. No one can go to it or find it to strip
it from you.
You cannot remain in the stinking waters of sin with those
who surround you, when you are too wearied because of
their sin. You must climb out of the nauseating waters and
climb higher until you will find a place where you may
remain alone, at peace to contemplate God.
That is the beautiful place of meditation, and your little
quiet place where you may escape to be alone with Jesus
and Mary, the Saint and the Angel. They are waiting there
for you to come. They do not like to be near the sins of
man, but they welcome you with open arms, when you

desire to walk away from sin for a while each day to be
with them. You are loved by them and welcomed to come
to them when you can spare a little time.
Escape the world for a few moments, a half hour here and
there throughout your day and shut yourself in alone with
your God. He will offer you the strength and solace to live
in a world where sin constantly irritates you. He will also
give you peace and knowledge to deal with a complex
world that may worry you.
Since you cannot escape the world, you are to remain there
and satisfy God's purpose for you. Fly to the holy heights
as you let your spirit escape a world that is created for the
pleasure of the body but not for soul. Let your soul be
filled so that you are free to be loved and refreshed in the
blessed love of God! Then you will understand that you
are truly free!

MAY GOD BLESS YOU IN YOUR DAILY STRUGGLE
TO FIND LIFE IN HIM AND PURPOSE FOR YOURSELF!
+

AMEN!

Little Prophet

No. 79
THE PRECURSOR:
Today in the Immaculate Conception Church I saw a path
of smooth golden paving stones leading up to Heaven.
These stones were so similar and they fit together so well,
that the path looked more like a fine golden chain bracelet
than a cobble stone path.

between the Holy Trinity. Mankind is not allowed to fully
understand the sacred existence between The Holy Trinity.
They are bound in Holy obscurity, hidden from the eyes of
man and his understanding of Them.

I saw Jesus standing halfway up the golden path. He was
looking down towards the earth. Closer to the earth but
standing on the same path stood Our Holy Mother and She
was also looking down to the earth.

When God wishes to hide Himself, then He enters into the
higher Heavens above the present Heaven and Earth. In
that Heaven exist Three Holy Beings, who are above
man’s description and understanding of Them. They are
magnificent and beyond comparison in their beauty even
to the Angels.

At the Mass I saw the Crucified Jesus on the Cross – He
was being carried through the air by spiritual means and
He and the Cross entered the holy chalice that sat upon the
Altar. Immediately, holy incense wafted up from the cup
and continued up to Heaven until it gently touched the
Father. Then incense came down again from the Father to
Jesus, who was now standing behind the Altar.

They exist perfectly in themselves and They are not in
need of food or physical comfort. They are Holy Spirits
and Lords of all life! From their intelligent creativity
came the plans for Heaven and Earth and the plans of
Purgatory and Hell!

OUR MOTHER:
What can you offer to the Lord that will please Him so
much as your love and your attention to Him?
The smoke that rises from the Chalice is Sacred. The sweet
incense is the holiness of God that travels back and forth

In their creation of all things they gave such great diversity
to all things in existence. Their creations were not separate
from Them, but they made them to believe that they were!
They gave creation a great freedom. In the understanding
of that freedom it believes itself to be independent from
God.
The various lines of this creation could not exist without
Them and therefore was not free for one moment from
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God's attention. They expressed in creation what They
could not express in themselves and that was the
gift of independence!
They cannot set aside their knowledge of themselves or the
existence of each part of their creation for even one
moment. They are aware every moment of each created
thing forever! A man can forget himself for a moment if he
wishes and excuse himself from others of his World. He is
able to escape the rest of his Brothers and Sisters and
remain alone if he wants to. That is not possible for God.
He is always fully aware of Himself and each part of His
Creation at all times.
This independence is a very great gift that God has given
to mankind so that man may even choose or not choose his
God. What very great independence he has - to be able to
either save his soul for Heaven or to cast it forcefully into
Hell!
The words of God affect mankind in different ways. Some
love Him, while others feel hatred for God because of their
attitude towards Him.
You may not consider such independence as freedom,
especially when you consider that your souls may be lost
to Hell if you should decide: to be independent of God.
However, this gift was an act of very great love of you
from a most generous God!
He is giving you the freedom to either choose Him or not!
He can never enjoy this freedom from choosing you,
because He is bound to be with you and to love you for
your entire life! Otherwise you could not have existence as
a form of life for even one moment without His constant
attention.
He has gone one very great step further in offering you His
Son Jesus as a Holy Sacrifice for your Salvation!
SAINT VINCENT DE PAUL:
"The first step to be taken by one who wishes to follow
Christ is, according to Our Lord's own words, that of
renouncing himself -- that is, his own senses, his own
passions, his own will, his own judgment, and all the
movements of nature, making to God a sacrifice of all
these things, and of all their acts, which are surely
sacrifices very acceptable to the Lord. And we must never
grow weary of this; for if anyone having, so to speak, one
foot in Heaven, should abandon this exercise when the
time should come for him to put the other there, he would
run much the risk of being lost. "

the Angels and Saints and through them, come these very
same words to benefit Mankind. This burst of Love passes
from Jesus back to the Father as the prayers of holy souls
pass joyously through Jesus to the Father, asking for His
love and help with their lives. The love of Jesus for His
Father cannot be contained and it is lifted on the waves of
His very great love for man as well!
The love of Jesus pierces the hearts of those to whom He
gives His serious attention. They cannot refuse the passion
of the Fire of His Love and they are consumed with this
Fire and their hearts ache in their love for Him.
Jesus desired to love Man as He might have loved His
Father. Jesus is Himself God and loves completely as God
loves; not in part or even a half measure, but fully, as The
Father loves fully! Jesus turned His attention and His Great
Love As God, upon man and created in man such a fire
that He might consume him!
Man turned against Him and they rejected His
tremendous love. They despised His love and they
murdered Him, because they were jealous of His Godly
Powers which He was unable to hide from them!
They were frightened because God could not bide His
power from them and they collided against so powerful a
Work as God in Jesus. Those foolish men could not enjoy
the presence of God upon the Earth! They misconstrued
the idea that Jesus was in competition with them, whereas
He was so very much greater than they and He never
planned to remove them from their positions of power. He
came to correct them and to teach them and this they
would not stand for! The plan of God was to teach man
and to give him understanding of God!
On the earth in each generation, a man lives out his
lifetime while raising his family and working and then he
and his time are replaced by new generations of men. They
come and leave their own particular mark upon the history
of the earth.
How was God to explain the need for these things to so
small a creature as man, who mourns the passage of the
times in which he lives, just as he would mourn the death
of a loved one. How was man to make sense of the passage
of time and the necessity for it?

OUR MOTHER:

In the patience of His creativity, God made levels of
development upon the earth, like windows in history. In
the memory of God each thing and part in its time still
exists! Each of these windows were levels of development
in man's history which, used by God in the development of
mankind and each generation of man, gives God a
pleasure in their time of existence.

The Word travels forth from the Father to Jesus Christ and,
like a crescendo of spiritual waves that flow from Jesus to

It is not possible for man to understand the need for death,
the passage of time, or the constant changes that take
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place. However, God is much greater than he and He
makes sense of everything! He allows even madness and
sin to have a place upon the earth for now.
God grants man a chance to experience a little knowledge
of His Divinity by leading men to understand about the
existence of their own spirit. Man is to experience this
while he is still living. The physical being man is taught
about the spiritual existence of his own soul, and the place
for it is to be in God. It is God that shares a similar spirit except His is Divine.
The existence of man’s spirit is similar to the Angel, which
is a little like God. The Angel did not have to experience
the temptation of the body as man, who has to undergo
physical temptation. Man is expected to overcome this
temptation which is to be part of his cross, and then upon
his death he.is to rise like Christ in Heaven.
The experience for man upon earth is indeed a suffering,
when we consider the amount of temptation which tempts
the body. The Father has asked man to confront the worst
forms of temptation and to overcome them.
Mankind is to be much more than the base human
creature! He is to bravely continue in this war to overcome
his sins, so that he may enjoy something so wonderful
beyond his human condition and to dwell with God in the
kingdom of Heaven forever!
Man is to be a little like the Angel and a little like the Man.
He is to put the spiritual part together with the physical
part and allow the goodness and the strength of Jesus'
teaching to overcome the temptations of his body.

his physical self and to offer these as many sacrifices to
God.
The Father fully understands the burden that man has to
carry in his lifetime. God has used these burdens to save
man. God has used the inescapable suffering of man and
what is natural for man, as acceptable by God, as a part
gift for the salvation of his soul How Wonderful, Holy and
Great is God, to put within the grasp of man by a natural
means, his suffering which God accepts as an offering
from man for his salvation from Hell. What other means
could God possibly accept as a gift from man, that is more
natural for man to give to the Lord?
If man patiently offers his suffering along with his prayers
to God, then he is offering the gift of the Angel to God and
he is sacrificing himself at the same time as a physical
creature, by offering his suffering with love to Jesus. Jesus
will take these sufferings and prayers of man and offer
these along with His own sacrifice to The Father. God will
accept His Son’s Sacrifice, along with the sacrifices and
prayers of man, with very great love for man and also very
great joy! The Lord will use these sacrifices to save other
creatures among man from suffering damnation!
The plans of the Lord are powerful! He has created them
so that man could follow the teaching of the Father and of
Christ, and by obeying these teachings and also by his holy
participation in them, he is able to assist Jesus in his own
redemption!
Jesus does not want to suffer alone! He demands that men
participate in their own salvation by their prayers, and
patience in their own suffering, and by offering these
sacrifices along with their love to God.

The body is not to be looked upon as the evil part of man.
No indeed, the body is a most wondrous and joyful gift
that God has given to cover the soul of man. Man is
allowed to experience a life that is so much different from
that of the Angel. His life can also be a very holy life!

Jesus is both Priest and Sacrifice at the Altar, which He
offers up to The Father for Man's salvation. Man is to
witness this and to participate as much as he is able in a
way similar to Christ's sacrifice of Himself.

Man must lift up his spirit and rejoice in God. He must see
the beauty of himself and he must understand the
sensitivity of God in creating such a wonderful creature as
man. What a wonderful experience has man - to exist in a
way in which he has to overcome the various difficulties of

The Lenten Celebration is the time to begin anew with
great love and patience as all are asked by God to be
saved. Each must understand the importance of their own
participation in order to satisfy the demands of God for
them!

I BLESS YOU WITH MY GIFTS AND FAVOURS OF LOVE!
Little Prophet
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AMEN!

No. 80
THE PRECURSOR:
Today in the Immaculate Conception Church I saw Jesus
Christ. He was wearing a garment that was draped over
His right shoulder. It was so loose under His right arm that
I was able to see part of His right chest rib cage.
The vision then concentrated on the right rib area of Jesus
so much that I was unable to see anything else. His build
is that of a strong, young, muscular and athletic man.
The gown slid further down to reveal the Holy Spear
Wound in Jesus' side. The wound appeared to be in
between the main second and third rib from the bottom and
parallel to the ribs.
In this vision Jesus is not showing the usual signs of His
torture, the bruising, beatings or cuts from the whips. He is
beautiful and His flesh appears natural except for this spear
wound. Even the wound is beautiful today and it belies the
suffering that Our Lord had to endure.
JESUS:
I want to lead mankind on the practical journey of My
Wounds. Each one of My Wounds is a step to Heaven. The
first of the messages sent to God The Father as proof that I
have answered His demands of Me and that I have
agreed to everything that He has asked of Me.
My Wounds were each messengers carried on Angelic
Wings that flew to
Heaven
and touched God
passionately. He was grieved by My agony and touched by
My Love. He immediately forgave all whom I asked Him
to forgive and condemned those whom He could not
forgive.
I became the Salvation of man because God placed My
Wounds in remembrance before Him forever and He shall
never forget My Sacrifice that I so willingly gave to Him.
I have only to say, "Father forgive them!" and My: Father
will forgive them.
My great sacrifice of burning love burns before My Father
day and night!
The vision now enters the Wound in Our Lord’s right side
and Heaven opens to reveal the Highest Heaven of God.
The Three Holy Beings (God) stand there. Heaven and
earth and all things and every man upon earth are before
Them, so that they see everything within and without.
Each creation is before Them as they see everything at
once. They have no barriers, no walls, nothing but air
between Them and their creations.

JESUS:
To God everything is in very great magnification, for not
only is God in Heaven but He is upon the earth and with
every man as well. He is standing beside you and He looks
inside you as well.
My chest wound has given you freedom from Hell and it
has given man a passage to Heaven. God enters the heart
of man by a similar passageway to see what lies there.
He is the complete Doctor who rules over the head, heart
and soul of man. He comes to dwell there if He is not
rejected and expelled by those who will not love Him.
His awareness of you is more acute then your own
awareness of yourselves. He has far more concern for you
then you have for yourselves. He does not halt life or set it
back on course either. It takes the bends and curves in the
road of life that will sometimes take man through
frightening and dangerous places.
God created each part of the body of man to serve different
purposes. Each person is to serve a separate. purpose but
they are to serve God first and then they are to serve man.
The body of God is very beautiful - The Spirit with full
knowledge of Itself in The Three Parts. They create at will,
and the creation appears passing from the invisible through
the veil to the visibility of man.
Men see these creations but they do not usually appreciate
these daily miracles of God. The young Mother and Father
marvel at their first Child, they are amazed by this miracle
of their love. However, science makes light of this miracle,
declaring it to be common! Science considers man to be
common, while making no account of his soul.
This is not so with God who sees all miracles of life as He
saw it in the first light. Each is a fresh new and beautiful
part - a delight for God!
I cannot ignore the fact that man is using the science of
Satan to create new life as well! The creation of this life is
an advanced science by man. It is born from darkness and
it comes to man from dark plans of power. Man then
becomes the creator with disastrous results. He has stepped
out from the natural laws of his being that God had created
for him.
Through the computer man has once again found and
mastered the common language along with its knowledge.
This has given him power among his own. This modern
tool has entered the home to calculate the number of man.
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It is not always clear to man when the division between
good and evil first begins to take place. It is absolutely
clear to God! Poor man is wondering how he can please
God and also please himself. He must first please the God
of Light, who is aware of the darkness in many lives and
He sees sin in dark shades in their souls and as gray areas.
He loves you fully with His whole love but you cannot
hope to fully understand Him. You cannot understand a
Being of His purity and holiness in perfection.
God is not merely a perfectionist who has come to make
you uncomfortable about your imperfection. He is a
perfect Being who wants mankind to achieve his greatest
effort towards his own perfection. God is perfect and He
desires you to enjoy as much of the perfect life that you are
able.
Do you understand, My Children, that God is pure and
He is not able to ask less of you? He holds man in very
high regard. He asks them to desire Godliness if possible
for themselves. They are to desire as much as they are able
for themselves. Do not settle for a little, or worse, nothing!
The vision returns to the scene of The Three Remarkable
Holy Beings who are standing in the highest Heavens.
JESUS:
Our thoughts are cast beyond the Heavens and earth. We
are the Eternal Beings and the sun, moon, planets and stars
are just small spots in Our Eyes. They are only wisps of
smoke before our vision.
The past is in one of Our hands and the future is in the
other. We hold them in Our Hands and We estimate the
time in between, which are these days now upon earth.
This passage of time must be balanced so that the earth
may be able to continue life and does not fall into
destruction.
We watch continually and We make estimates of the flight
of time and where the whole world is going and what
affect each day has upon it. We understand how the
individual works in the plan of this body of life.
Life goes on and God is fully aware of it all. Now He asks
you to find a moment, a half hour, or an hour, to turn
your attention away from the world to be with Him. Each
day you are invited to join your God. He desires your
attention and your presence as you stand before Heaven in
audience with Him
He invites you and He makes Himself known to you in
every physical, spiritual and mindful way that you are able
to comprehend God. My Father knew that He could not
teach you perfectly about Himself.
How can you
understand a Spiritual Being who can hold the Universe in
the palm of one hand?

My Father taught you by every means available to you everything! God has taught the philosophy of Holiness to
man in stages, Saint by Saint. It is a cultivation of holiness
that grew within the civilizations of man. It grew into a
distinct culture of its own. It is a magnificent cathedral that
is dedicated to God, the Angels and the Holy Saints.
Where We exist today present before you as Living Beings
that are a part of the Holy Work of God. The Angels and
Saints have all played a part in the work of God. They are
steps to Heaven for you and an excellent work of God.
The Saints taught the holy teachings through their human
journey and experience as they tried to understood God
and follow His Teachings.
Much is changing, but there is still this holy current of God
that runs pure in Christianity, and no matter how much
man will change the holy work, they will not stop the
origins of holiness and it will continue on. Holiness will
find a way past the errors of men. It will once again
straighten out its course. There will always be good souls
who will seek out the path of God and follow it.
Be assured, My Children, that Satan cannot strip away the
holy teaching and cast it from man. God will not let him
succeed in his evil plans. If man wants to follow Satan - if
they prefer him to God, then God will allow them to run
their course and then He will remove them. He will then
place mankind again on the Holy path towards Heaven.
From the diversity of peoples and nations, God selects
certain people as servants. He will ask them to serve Him,
and they will be expected to serve while they continue on
with their work and their natural life.
Christians are the servants of God. He draws them out of
every people upon the earth. They are individuals who are
of interest to Him and who wish to follow The Lord. The
authority of Satan cannot stop them. The Church will be
moved and martyrs will give up their lives, but not their
souls, and the work of God will continue.
I will reach down from Heaven for souls and draw them to
Myself. I do not need permission from man to do this. I
call whom I wish and they come to Me and serve! I will
lead them upon the holy path that others cannot see. They
will be drawn to My Prayers and Images. I will then reach
into their hearts. My love will caress those hearts and they
shall follow Me.
I will draw them into My arms as The Good Father and
embrace these Children. The Family is safe when The
Father leads them to safety. The Children He will lead by
the hand. They can be certain of His love as He gathers
them into a safe place. His Angels shall surround them and
they will feel the comfort of love that God will provide
for them.
The Holy Trinity is perfect union of The Three Persons of
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One God. They are the Three Parts of All Life: The
Creator - The Creation - and The Life of The Spirit!
I have a unique interest in Man. I have shared My Life
with Man and I was born as that Creature. I shared their
pains and their fears. I was bruised and beaten and alone! I
died among them as a Man. However I am God and I rose
from the death of a Man to once again take My Place as
God!
Man has to be careful today. For many – the path
towards Heaven is difficult to find. That is because not too
many walk upon this path. It has become filled in with so
much sand because of neglect by many and it is difficult
for them to follow. If you are too distracted by the world,
and careless, then you may inadvertently walk off the path
and not be able to find it again!
God comes to you as a burst of Life! He takes you by the
hand and you are led into His love and protected by it. You
are led away from the danger of Satan. As your spirit
comes closer to God, you are lost in His love, and the love
that aches in your own heart is His love that fills you with
its Holy influence.
Man has to overcome sin, just like a person who has
cheated death, by healing from a near fatal sickness,
injury or accident. You must overcome the death of sin and
live in God! The eternalness of God will burst into bloom
inside the soul of man. Do not only catch the stream of
life. Do not just flow upon the surface of the holy water,
but participate vigorously to overcome your anger and
temper and selfishness! Attempt to grasp on to the power
of God's work. The World cannot overcome the holy life
and God will prevail over the world.
This holy life is to be within mankind, but if there is no life
or love in man, then what good is it for a man to say that I
am a Priest, a Seer, a Religious or a Christian, because that
person is dead inside? His practice of religion is exterior; it
is not the burning love of his soul - the interior.
In the test of life you are placed on the vulnerable edge or
boundary between Heaven and Hell. You are tested by life
and it is you who must make the choices to be religious or
not.
The foolish continue in the ways of Satan and their lives
spin out of control! It becomes too easy to accept the angry
ways of the demon to handle every problem. Soon they
will not know any other way of acting and acceptance
of evil becomes too easy.
You must try to solve your problems as calmly as possible
and not act until you have had time to think about the
problem. Words that may come out in haste are sometimes
thoughtless, hurtful words. It is better to wait and to think
things out.

There is a better time to speak when one becomes calm
and rational. You must not flee from your problems, but
act on them in a holy way and with holy words.
Satan pays out every evil and horror to you. He has caused
you to suffer every hurt and indignity and he has done this
through others in your family, friends, workers, and also
your enemies. He has hurt you by every means possible.
What good is it to return hatred for hatred? Where does
evil end - when will it stop? At least stop it in yourself and
slow the pace of it in your own life. Slow the events of
evil by overcoming evil with holy intelligence and calm.
Legally handle a
situation in the ways of God - the
rational prayerful way.
Madness has played too big a part in the World. Now it is
time that the way of God overcomes the way of Satan.
This has to be done by you in a way that bespeaks the way
of God in you. You must take as much responsibility for
your own problems as you can and solve them if you are
able. However, when these things are out of your control
then you have no choice but to place them into the hands
of God.
You have the power to choose God! You have the power
of His help in His way! Do not expect God to rush in and
to solve all of your problems, as sickness, or to cure the
sickness of a loved one, simply because you want that to
happen.
You are a part of the great world and work of God. You
are in the big body of life and everything is being
continuously stirred, with, you in it! Everyone is a part of
life that keeps going on and does not stop. Do what you
can to ease the torment of Satan in your own life. Offer a
little charity to someone who is having trouble and share a
kind word or smile with them.
With regard to your enemies, allow yourself to patiently
bide time. Leave it in the hands of God and time, My
Children, will eventually dissolve the hatred. Old wars will
never be settled by Satan's ways. Satan does not care if you
hate each other or if you destroy each other.
God does care about the body and the soul of mankind.
They are combined in creation so that the physical man
may enjoy part of the holiness of God. Your soul is to be
your holy ground. No abuser can take away this holy land.
Your filthy enemy cannot take your soul. I declare this to
you here and now! It is yours-take it, wash it and preserve
it in holiness! Your enemy did not take it away with his
evil. It is still with you, so cleanse it and rejoice in the love
of God.
Your soul is a bloom that Satan cannot have if you fight
him and overcome his sorcery. He has made many believe
that their lives are ruined due to their sins, caused by
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themselves or by others against them. Satan cannot defeat
you if you will only fight back. Find the stream of holiness
of God. Swim with the flow or His holiness. Do not allow
sin to tug at you and to pull you back and to hold you in its
grip.
Your soul is your meeting place between you and God. No
one can take this away from Us. God comes here to be
with you. I love everyone and I want to be with everyone
but they do not always want to be with Me.

Cast aside the sickness, its torments and depression that
haunt you and then begin to bloom! First as a little flower,
a bud at first! This flower needs attention and care in order
to grow. Weed around it so that it does not have to
compete with any weeds for the light of God and water it
with holiness. It will bloom and bloom and the color of its
light and life will brighten. The light will warm you soul.
You will find reasons to smile and to love. I am waiting to
come to each of you to fill you with My Love.

I HAVE A GREAT LOVE, WHICH I MUST USE AND FILL YOUR HEARTS.
I LOVE YOU - I BLESS YOU!
+
AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 81
THE PRECURSOR:
Today I saw God The Father standing out in the semidarkness in the Universe among the stars and other
planetary bodies. He was viewing the Earth that was only
the size of the palm of His Hand in this vision. The earth
seemed to change from a solid body into a liquid body as it
began to pour into a hole that was not visible to me until
the earth completely disappeared from my sight.
ELIJAH:
Everything is in itself a measure of the work of God. It is a
measure of His creativity. You need only to believe in the
miracle of God. It is the belief that God can open what is
now hidden from you, which is the last step that you
need to take before you will find the truth! The Truth is the
full measure of God. He will reveal a measure of truth to
you as well.
The Lord will open His world to those who have faith in
the Spirit of God and faith in His Holy Kingdom. The
Holy Spirit lies very close to mankind, as close as their
true faith is in God, and what may not be tangible now to
mankind will become tangible in their faith. If it is strong
in them then God will reward them with His miracles for
their faith.
The Kingdom of God lies just beyond, but within man's
belief and also in his physical domain. It is just that one
last step of faith and you shall believe and know that
everything written of God is true, including the miracles of
the Bible. God has not passed from the sight of man. It is
man who refuses to remove his blinders from his eyes so
that he is able to see God's Holy Kingdom.

The power and strength of God is the same as always. He
can never change, unless He becomes greater. He is the
Creator of many wonderful works, healings and miracles
each day throughout the World. The measure of these gifts
varies in those who believe.
St. Gregory (Meditations 19 & 20): "He is a profoundly
hidden God, yet everywhere present: He is essentially
strength and beauty. He is immutable and
incomprehensible; He is beyond all space, yet fills all the
universe; visible, yet manifest to all creatures; producing
all motion, yet is Himself immovable, always in action, yet
ever at rest; He fills all things and is circumscribed by
nothing; He provides all things without the least
solicitude; He is great without quantity, therefore He is
immense; He is good without qualification, therefore He is
the Supreme Good!"
Man has so little faith in God that Our Lord will not
commit Himself to as many miracles today as people
expect of Him. He is not to serve them; it is they who are
to serve Him and they have forgotten how to do this!
If man cannot believe “beyond” what he sees in his
physical world, then he will never be satisfied that holiness
is present and that God has touched him, and neither will
he have faith in God. Belief is one of the doors to God's
Kingdom and also His miracles. If your belief is strong,
and it is the will of God, then God will satisfy your faith in
Him.
God created two worlds - the one man knows about and
the other God has hidden. One offers degrees of physical
satisfaction while the other offers immeasurable spiritual
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satisfaction. It is a difficult time for man to think about
crossing the veil, as he is too reluctant to leave this world
It is a relief for man to travel across the veil each day as he
prays to God. It offers him a time of peace and joy and an
escape from his unhappy life – a few moments to relieve
the pains of his difficult day.
With complete Faith the door of a miracle may open to you
because God has given you the key to His Kingdom and
He has trusted you with the gift of His miracle. I cannot
impress upon man enough - how great a gift is faith in
God!
Faith is the last stronghold of man and his key to enter into
the Kingdom of God. The prayers that travel from man to
God sometimes return again to man as spectacular
miracles when Our Lord deems these miracles to be
necessary.
In the vision of semidarkness among the stars, The Father
un-cups His closed hands to reveal that a man is kneeling
in the palm of His Hand. It is Enoch the Prophet, who then
stands up straight in the Hand of God and he speaks
saying:
ENOCH:
The Lord can flood the world with His Work if He desires
to. The Tree that was strong grew in the desert and he was
St. John, the precursor of the Word. He came from a holy
place beyond the earth and was a Seed that grew in the
desert from the Holy Word. He beheld the mystery and
was the messenger sent by God to announce Jesus' coming.
Jesus came into the world - a Perfection of God - and
shared with the Woman the work of God. She kept this
secret from man's knowledge, so that he was unable to
fully understand that the door to Heaven and to God had
been opened to them for a while, and they could not
comprehend by human understanding that the greatness
and power of God had completed Himself in Jesus.
Jesus hid most of His greatness. He could not reveal to
man the full meaning of God. Man is not to understand,
nor can he, about the infinite and sacred mystery of God.
Jesus is beyond man and He will never fully satisfy man's
knowledge of Himself.
There are many Saints, Priests and Ministers, Seers and
other Souls whom God has revealed much to and He has
given them knowledge of many things! However, one says
one thing while another says something else! That is the
way of God, the Infinite Being who reveals a different
particle of His knowledge to each of them. He is in fact,
revealing a particle of His knowledge to everyone! His
word is very significant to them and He is leading all of
the Chosen in one direction.

He takes into account the interference of evil and the
disobedience that it breeds in men. The world exists, but
not as a random act. It also flows forward in one direction
as the floodwaters carry man along with the passage of
time.
It does not matter to God about the difference of race and
culture today, as He inexplicably draws together the
Chosen from everywhere on the earth into His holy work.
This work is growing into an ever tighter circle under the
protection of God.
God is helping mankind to overcome his carelessness,
errors and omissions in their practice of worshipping God.
The Lord will overlook many things for now and
concentrate His Power on drawing the chosen together.
It does not matter now what the will of man is. Let man be
foolish and turn against the Lord if he so wishes. He is
foolish if he does so, but this will not stop the holy work of
the Lord.
He is pulling the world together into a plan that will act as
a punishment for man and also as a lesson for him, as he
recognizes the greatness of the Lord! Man will have a
chance to once again witness the unbelievable power and
forces of God that will terrify mankind as in olden days. In
their suffering during these terrible punishments, men will
do nothing but hope in the Lord, for His mercy, so that
they may survive. They will have little control of their
lives in those days and will be carried as dry leaves upon
the waters of life, fearing greatly for their safety!
That is already happening today in many parts of the
world, my dear Brothers and Sisters. God no longer
expects very many to volunteer their participation in His
work. He is tired of asking mankind to return to Him. The
majority of them do not believe in Him anyway!
This holy work of The Lord has been going on for a long
time. The Lord has sent waves of knowledge and
understanding to mankind throughout the World. He has
informed them of their part in His plan. No one has the
complete message of God. Christ only was the complete
Word of God. Everyone has only a part of the Holy Word.
This powerful work of God carries the Good and the Bad
along in the very same stream of Life. Some have very
superior feelings about their worth at this time, while
others feel very inferior. Some are great and some are not,
but all are carried along together and no one can stop these
tides that are directed by the hand of God.
God directs the plan and He does not wait any longer for
Man to volunteer. They are participating now and they
have little choice! Their choice today is that they can either
be carried along in this stream of life, while they willingly
hold God's hand and receive His help and blessings, or
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they can be carried along in this steam of life and reject
His helping hand and His blessings.
No matter - they shall all participate just the same in His
plans, for there is no turning back now! All shall have a
little joy and all shall know a little suffering. The Lord's
wealth for man of both joy and suffering; He shall deal out
in the scales of life for everyone according to His will.
Today, as in the past, various races and nations have
suffered independently under the miserable condition of
weather, illness and war. Now all nations are being drawn
together. Mankind may not recognize God's work in these
plans. They are divided in their thinking as to the causes
and meaning of this confusion in the world. Indeed, they
will be confused because they share only a particle of the
Lord's reason and perhaps much more of Satan's reason!
The confusion for man will grow and become more
complex with time. More and more will he need the help
of God for guidance so that he may make a little sense of
the World! Life upon earth will become more confused
and to continue life will seem pointless to many.
One day the Lord shall appear and He shall draw together
the Chosen! At that time all will see the purpose for the
sufferings in their lives. They shall see that the Lord did
have a plan and that everything was under His control and
that at no time was He confused! He is the One who stands
above the earth and directs the events of the earth.
No one or nothing, not even the devils, are out of His
control.

However, great trouble and sorrow has now come upon
man because of his disobedience to God. This runs along
in the pattern of man's life and continues in the stream of
life for everyone. God allows this to happen and it adds to
the confusion of life. The sin of one Soon contaminated
all!
Saint, man and devil are all carried along together in the
tides of life, adding to the work of God or taking away
from it, depending upon their particular part of the plan
that God controls. For He is so much larger than they, and
He allows the man.to go along, even if in error toward the
conclusion of their life in these times.
Each day man adds to the confusion in his life and he
carries this extra baggage along with the rest of his load.
Even the work of the Seer seems confusing as one says this
and one says that! One promises this and another
promises something else. Even they are only one part of
the great work of God and God can only measure the
importance of their work. He alone has the true measure
for all of mankind.
The Seers are certain of their work because God gives
them the strength to believe in Him, regardless of the
message which they may receive. The love of God will
satisfy their expectations of Him when His plans are
complete for everyone!
No one knows the time when the Lord will come and call
upon them! There are many signs seen today that He is
coming, but the moment of His coming shall again tear the
veil and cause the earth to tremble in His presence, as He
steps through the veil as mankind looks on! Everyone shall
sigh, as their soul shall be shaken within them.

BE STRONG, OH MANKIND, AND CONTINUE ON WITH THE LORD!
The Lord is very great and His plans for man are patient
and certain in these times. You need only to be

patient and persist in the holy work of the Lord and He
will lead you by the hand to His Kingdom.

MAY GOD BLESS YOU!

+

AMEN!

Little Prophet

No. 82
THE PRECURSOR:
Today at St. Anthony Church I saw Jesus in such very
large stature sitting upon His Throne. I was like a mouse at
his feet.

Our Lord handed me a little book from His great hand, but
it filled my Hands. In the hand of Jesus it was a very small
book but in mine it was quite large and as much as I could
hold.
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At some point in our lives we receive one of these little
books from God. We remember a special moment, when
reading about a Saint or Angel, or perhaps when some
figure comes to us in a dream, a stranger that we may have
met upon the street; a friend speaks to us offering a
reasonable but simple way of making changes in our lives
that we appreciate because they have helped us around a
huge barrier with their words and we remember this
special meeting with them forever.
Perhaps God Himself may appear or Jesus and to some
Our Mother may come to them during the day or in their
dreams. These special occasions are imprinted on our
memories; they are punctuations in our lives when God is
speaking to us and we are able to remember that moment
forever, because of those moments it would seem that we
have changed.

doorway to Hell has been left open and all evil ones are
escaping from that prison to enter the earth. They are
walking upon it and convincing mankind through evil
spiritual intellectual communication to follow their
leadership.
Some of the greatest and most intelligent of Angels and
Men have been cast into Hell. Those doors were to remain
closed so that those enemies of God would not escape
from there. However, the actions of men upon earth and
their own strong evil spirits are calling to these evil
brothers and sisters in Hell. The intelligent beings of Hell
are able to communicate their ideas to those upon earth.
Man has a powerful spirit! God has always directed him to
tame this spirit with holiness. He is to train his spirit with
love. He is to control it with prayers. He is to love gently,
in a wonderful loving relationship with God and with man.
He is not to allow the beast to rise within himself.

JESUS:
With this little book you embark on new paths in the
journey of your lives upon earth. My Father has given His
gifts to everyone so that they may succeed in their earthly
journey. He has given enough to each of you. He has
called all of you to take many steps to help your Brothers
and Sisters as well.
I am with you at this moment and at the same time I also
have a view of the stars in the Heavens and the oceans
upon earth. My Eyes see the lands of the earth and the
people individually who dwell there, and still I am alone
with you in your little rooms and there with you when you
are praying in Church.
A great revolution is on the rise which will be brought
about by the Lord. Mankind has fallen at every tum and he
has left the Lord. He seeks for excitement away from the
Lord and his Christian Religion. He is looking for
excitement elsewhere, as if Jesus and Christianity no
longer have any appeal for him.
I say this to mankind that many of you have experienced
the sinful ways and you have learned by experience that
you do not enjoy sin. Sin has led you away from God. It
has taken you on paths that have filled you with sorrow
and regret. Today, if you could change any part of your life
it would be that time of sin and sorrow in your lives.
Unfortunately the world and mankind do not learn through
their errors. They are ever spiraling down to their own
certain deaths in Hell. There are so many errors today that
the whole world is swayed by so much error. It has
become a science for man and his thought and his teaching
at this time.
It is this revolution of sin and error which is spread across
the whole earth today; this revolution of Satan has changed
man's relationship with God and with his own kind. The

Man is making some very serious decisions today, and the
differences which he chooses are creating revolutionary
changes that sway not only the small sector of those in his
immediate life, but also mankind of the whole world.
As Mankind is becoming more united in international
governments, then his errors within those governments are
affecting the whole world. The situations in today's life as
man becomes pulled under one power are setting the net of
Satan over all of mankind. The error of just a few people in
power will enslave mankind and change the whole way of
man's life upon the earth.
You may be certain that those who take control will be
servants of the devil. They will be greedy men who lust for
power. They will be intelligent rulers of evil disposition
and interests of self-fulfilling ambitions, at the expense of
the lives and souls of men.
All that is needed to unite them is a company, whom they
feel is intellectually capable of bringing together the
various factions for the mutual benefit for all - to rule over
mankind and the world! A small delegation will be able to
rule over that company, and then they will have satisfied
their ambitions by ruling over the world.
They have befriended the important and powerful of this
world and they have formed a unilateral society within,
and the members act as keys that will open doors to
governments, companies and other strong allies. They will
obtain the necessary clout in government to bring about
this net over the world.
Throughout history there have always been ambitious
plans made by men, kings and governments to rule over
the world. They have formed political and diplomatic
alliances to try to achieve this. Secret Societies have tried
to create long-term goals which guide mankind, society
and governments to a certain destination that is expected to
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fulfill their ambitions.
The plans of these societies have succeeded in part, but not
completely, to satisfy their plans of complete domination
of the world. Today, the technology and especially
communication make this plan within the grasp of Satan. I
say Satan because these people turn to Satan for his power,
regardless of the cost to human life, and they turn away
from God and align themselves to Satan.
When men have ambitious plans to rule mankind with evil
intentions, then these godless people join Satan and they
unwittingly become a part of his plans. He will make
himself known to a few of them and they, having full
awareness of his presence, will eagerly serve him. They
will talk with him and purposely join in his ambitious
schemes for them, which are against God and man. They
are godless, powerful people who have one interest and
that is to rule mankind. They shall do whatever it takes to
succeed regardless of the injury and deaths which they will
certainly bring upon mankind.
There are always ambitious people in the world, but they
have never before had so great an advantage of becoming
masters by using today's advanced technology and
communication, to pave the way for the greatest advance
of Satan's army in the history of mankind.
To be sure, My Children, mankind is ripe for picking
today! The doors to Hell have been opened; the demons
have been loosed upon the earth because mankind is
practicing evil and keeping company with these ambitious
demons who are in Hell.
Satan and his council of demons project their thoughts to
those who are hungry for ambition! There were none who
were more ambitious for power than those who fell with
Satan. There were none who were more intelligent than
those demons. Now they have become the advisors to men
and they will guide them upon their own paths of ambition
and hatred for God and men.
Satan and the demons of Hell have been fuming and
venting their hatred of God since He cast them into Hell.
Today they have made terrible plans for vengeance against
God by destroying at all cost the souls that He loves. They
will send this evil among men to destroy My Holy
Children - the innocent, and all who live in peace with
God.

methods of Satan are obvious to them as the events unfold
before them. They are powerful plans that are changing
the way that men live and think. They are visibly
controlling many aspects of your life.
The society of hell is using men as instruments for their
own ambitions. They exist secretly, using mankind to carry
out their will. These demon carriers are accepted members
within the community locally, and in the community of
the world, just a part of the world in modem times.
To man technology is but a tool to ease his workload, an
aid to increase his knowledge and production. However it
also facilitates the demon to pass from the spiritual world
and become a part of man's daily life as they continue to
influence man!
In the hand of those who are holy, the advantage of
technology to increase their awareness and knowledge of
the holy life is quite limited. Whereas to those who are evil
that same technology has a far greater impact upon them to
increase their awareness of evil. It is an opening to them of
the vast assortment of every kind of evil upon the earth.
These clever demons can tap the full measure of Satan's
evil powers and his instructions that he sends to them from
hell.
The little book, which God gives to each of you, has the
opening chapters of your lives. It begins with the help of
God to give your life a holy path, to start you on your way
through life. It is a gift of holy intelligence and innocence
with the ability for you to love, and a direction for your life
to travel upon the path towards Heaven.
God provides each with an Angel who is a great measure
of Holiness. A sensible guide, a conscience and a friend, a
helper for you as you walk upon your path of life. He is
there to say "yes" to you or "no," depending upon the
moment and the situation that you find yourself
approaching! All are gifted and precious - separate
identities that God alone can fully appreciate. For it was
He who created each of you for Himself to be a companion
to Him. He has formed you to be different from one
another and His personal friend.
You are to remain with Him united to His love! He is to be
your greatest interest and love! What is the World and
everything upon it, compared to his love for you? His love
is without end and you are a part of His love and separated
with Him from all others. You share a part with God alone
in His love! He has made you for Himself!

They will also destroy their ambitious followers and much
of mankind; in the final cataclysm they will attempt to
destroy God's creations of man and earth and everything
upon it. That is why the earth is in agony today. It is in
pain and it suffers because Satan has led men to destroy
it in their ambition for wealth and power.

You are a separate book that He has created. There is no
limit to your worth and value to Him. He has created you
from Himself, and you are to share in His infinity of life
and His immeasurable sea of love. You are to be with Him
in Heaven for eternity and to be extremely happy!

Mankind is watching all of this take place daily. The

In Heaven you will finally understand that all of the
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unhappiness and sorrows that you have suffered upon earth
were but a small measure to pay when compared with His
immeasurable love for you, as you dwell forever with God
in Heaven.
He will remove every sorrow from your memory and every
tear from your eye and give you a clear understanding for
the necessity of your lifetime of pain and suffering. He will

make sense of every aspect of your life! Every turn and
twist that road has taken you, has helped you avoid the
greater numbers of demons on your path of life!
The direction which your life takes is written in the "little
book" - the separate realm that God has given you alone. It
is your journey as a person through your life with God, to
be the companion of Angels and Saints so that you may
find the path that leads you to The Lord!

TAKE MY HAND - THAT I MAY GUIDE YOU TO HEAVEN.
I BLESS YOU, MY CHILDREN!
+
AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 83 April 29, 2000
THE PRECURSOR:
Today I saw a figure speeding from country to country. He
moved on supernatural wings. The Angel's color was ashen
without the normal beauty of the Heavenly Angels. He was
not ugly like most demons, but a gray shadow when
compared in beauty to the Holy Angels.
He went flying at an unnaturally quick speed. He was
followed by one of the beautiful Angels of God, who was
following him closely to observe what he was doing.
These Two Couriers were carrying great knowledge
according to their particular powers - one of evil and the
other of good!
Each day a vast quantity of knowledge is opened up to
mankind. The two great powers of Heaven and Hell work
as opposing forces, and we learn much from them in our
lessons of life.

Jesus extends out His hand to greet everyone each day. He
is standing in their presence, but hidden from their sight
behind the veil that separates the spiritual world from the
physical world, for a little longer!
The spiritual beauty of Christ will always be found
somewhere in mankind and His grace will continue to
spread through them in His spiritual kingdom of this
world. If Man has spiritual beauty then his personal
spiritual world with God will be beautiful!
Jesus' words are blooms of beauty that blossom into men's
souls and create bouquets of flowers in their hearts. The
work of God is beautiful when holy people answer the call
of God. Our Lord measures their success by the
wonderful fruits of their work. Our Father is trying to
establish a holy assembly with the spirits of each person.

These two strong opponents rushed here and there and they
kept track of each other, but the demon was trying to evade
and outrun the Angel to escape him.

I saw the Prophets Elijah and Enoch - They stood on a
rocky escarpment overlooking the ocean. They were
watching the two supernatural Beings traveling quickly
over the world following one another.

ST. GABRIEL THE ARCHANGEL SAYS:

ELIJAH:

The Holy Angel is reaching out his hand as he attempts to
lead mankind towards Our Lord Jesus, and at the same
time he is trying to counter the evilness of the demon's
presence in men's lives.

These are the opposing forces and God allows man to
choose from either of them. They move from person to
person and their presence affects each person. The Father
opens the path to His Holy Plans for each person who
wishes to be led daily to Him.

The holiness of God reaches beyond Heaven to the earth,
attempting to carry the spirit of man back with Him to
Paradise. God has established His Kingdom upon earth
through Jesus. It is not difficult for man to push aside the
curtains of his world each day to visit Our Lord.

Outside interests oppose and divert the attentions of man
away from God and try to prevent man from following
God. They attack man with great force and these same
powers oppose God and His acts of kindness towards man.
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These attractions catch the attention of man, leading him
away from God. These people feel that it is not possible
for them to pay homage to God. The Father wants to have
the first place of love in everyone's heart, but the demon
fights against Him and people fall away from God and
reject His Love.
God placed Heaven high above men and they should feel
the necessity to scale tremendous heights in their spiritual
acts of sacrifice for God. The Lord wants His Lambs to
desire to come to Heaven to be with Him. Heaven is
beautiful, and life there is simple when compared with the
complexity of man's life in his world, with his sins and the
many disappointments of his life. The upsets of life come
like brutes that push away the joy of man, leaving him
unhappy and disappointed.
Man's spirit should soar as it rises to the higher Spiritual
domain, supreme to his own physical life and he should
then sense great beauty in his soul. Life is to be balanced
with holiness and joy, so that man aught always feel alive
in his spirit. In this way he retains a little of Heaven and he
rejoices with the Angels each day of his life. He is not to
live in the shadows away from his Lord, divided from his
Christian obligations to God.
Man is to add holiness to his soul as he would add
furnishings to his home. His soul has the right to
overshadow the needs of the body for a while each day.
His soul is to be aired with the fresh, sweet scents of the
spiritual air of Heaven.
Man is to live his life as a meek soul, seeking to find
something greater and more wonderful that lies beyond
himself! The soul has to exercise its right to fly beyond the
earth and visit the place of its own birth each day with its
God.
The Bible is the message of God and it is relevant for each
person today and for always. Those holy words open
passages that speak to each person, separately guiding
them to its light. Jesus is waiting in the light of these
passages and He will lead the Lambs to Heaven, with the
help of His Mother and His Apostles. Each person has the
right to be shown the road of salvation and the path to
Jesus.
You cannot substitute the lessons of Jesus for the lessons
of the world. You must first seek the holy love of God,
which is His personal attachment to man. God is the
predecessor and creator of man's spirit. Man has to
cooperate with God's plans or he will have no part in the
Holy Spiritual Plan of God.
Do not drift away from the lessons of God and lose your
spiritual awareness of Him. This delicate beauty escapes
most people today because they do not understand the
sublime beauty of God. The sight of God is far more
magnificent than the sight of any among man. Man cannot

see God, but he must believe in God because of his faith,
which is so very pleasing to God.
After his death he shall see and believe, but this will be too
late for many! God was in the Beginning and He is here
today with you. The Kingdom is open to you. The Father
has sent out His invitations to each of you. Your spirit has
the ability to see and to believe in the magnificence of
God, if you look carefully for Him. You are to obey His
Word - Jesus!
ENOCH:
We are the Two Prophets - the Rams of God, who
coming to gather the Sheep of The Lord! We are
Students of God's Laws of Holiness and certain of
power of the Lord. We are perfect in our courage, as
stand before Him and have seen the face of God!

are
the
the
we

The dragon is a man that dips his vessel in the fires of Hell
and sips a long draught. He then spills the rest over
mankind and bums them with his words. Some are like
him and they enjoy his extreme and powerful ways. They
are fascinated by his words, which lead them into the
practice of his mysticism of ungodliness. They will walk
after him in amazement to hear him speak and they will
lean against him for support. He will use his evil power
from Satan to impress them and to gain power over them.
This dragon came from the original beast of Hell and not
many today recognize him as a beast. He is a part of the
earth, and that makes him oblivious to the world because
they do not see his spiritual form as the dragon. They will
address him.in confidence as their friend!
Soon they will see the true and horrible form of this ugly
beast! He is ferocious, filled with hatred of God and of
Man. Man shall be terrified of this beast when he makes
himself known to them. He will awaken their spiritual
awareness and terror of him.
Man is comfortable now while the dragon appears to be
asleep. Do not be fooled, Oh Mankind, because the dragon
never sleeps. He is lying still with his eyes closed to fool
you. Soon he will become an immense burden in your lives
and you will not be able to ignore him!
He is not a man - he is a demon and the whole earth will
shift with the great weight of his evil power. He will
harness the souls of men to the yoke of his plow and they
will pull the great weight of his satanic works for him.
They will be slaves to him and they will carry the load for
the beast.
The Crucified Jesus hangs upon the Cross - He is the
Universal Sign of God's Love for man. His existence is a
world apart from man today, although He was once a part
of your world. Jesus has achieved a great holy relationship
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with many, but not in great enough numbers for Him to be
able to save the world. Man continues stubbornly to refuse
to cooperate in the plans of God. He prefers to be ignorant
of the Spiritual World!
He sometimes walks to the edge of Heaven, to take a look
at holiness, but he will not stay there too long before he
walks away. He is afraid to come too close to Heaven
because he considers the responsibility that God expects of
him is too difficult, and he is frightened away!
As the number of Christ's followers continues to diminish,
there will be an increase in the number of Seers and their
spiritual followers. It is necessary for God to speak to man
in private spiritual revelation today in order for Him to
strengthen the Church and to strengthen man. Today, when
Satan has become so thorough in his destruction of
everything sacred, he is driving mankind away from God.
Satan and his demons will not succeed in choking out the
Word of God.
It is not just the Seers who have the ability to hear Jesus
speak. In the future many more will have a chance to hear
God speak to them! God will guide them with His Holy
Priest - Shepherds and Seers. God will guide them more
carefully than man can today, because God is always
consistent in His teaching and love of them.
Today much of the holy teaching taught by man is not
consistent. It is necessary for the Teachers of Holiness to
remain together on the same path of continuity, so that
man may continue to grow in his spiritual preparations for
Heaven.
It is the interference of the demon and also the stubborn
will of man that prevents him from being consistent in his
love and worship of The Lord. Why can the Children of
Man not remain on the holy path, where God desires them
to remain? It is because man is self-centered and not
spiritually fulfilled!

Our Lord Jesus would lift mankind up to credible heights,
but man refuses to come to Him. They are dampening the
fire of their own love and therefore they are unable to feel
the consuming love of Jesus' Holy Passion. He desires to
enlighten their minds and also their souls, but they prefer
the superficial of the world to Him.
Everyone carries a little of the load in each generation.
They have laid the roads and they have constructed the
buildings and the homes and they have fulfilled the
numerous chores to satisfy the needs of rearing their
children and protecting their people in each generation.
The winds of time continued to blow and change man's life
a little in each generation. One great nation would rise in
importance and contribute to the knowledge of man and
then that nation would fall and the next great nation would
then rise! With the passage of time and each succeeding
generation, man developed in his thinking and his ideas
have evolved with the addition of each of these
contributions of knowledge.
God found someone to satisfy all of the needs for life upon
earth throughout time. Everyone has played a part in their
countries’ development and the nations have shaped the
whole world. Each one of you has.an importance - whether
great or small, that is necessary for man's life.
God also asks you to do your part by contributing to the
spiritual needs of mankind and by satisfying the spiritual
commitment which He has asked of you. Each person is
to contribute his or her part of the whole spiritual work, to
satisfy the various needs to develop the spiritual villages,
towns and cities of God. One generation after another has
to contribute to this development of the great Holy
Spiritual Kingdom.
God has entrusted man with a prayerful part of the work.
Just as the Angels contributed to the development of The
Higher Heavens, so man is to contribute to the building of
the lower Heavens.

1 JOHN 3:1 "Behold what manner of charity the Father hath bestowed upon us, that we should be called,
and should be the sons of God."
MAY GOD BLESS YOU WITH HIS EVERLASTING LOVE!
Little Prophet
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AMEN!

No. 84 May 12, 2000
THE PRECURSOR:
I SAW A GREAT KING
MARVELOUS TO BEHOLD!

AND

HE

WAS

His Majesty – Jesus, was young and strong as He walked
among His Angelic Troops and spoke to them saying:
"Commit your service, Holy Angels, for the salvation of
Man's Soul!
The Angels were powerful and serious and they were very
beautiful as well.
OUR LORD JESUS:
Life is not a consequence of nature. It is a step-by-step
progression in the plans of God. The demon rises and dares
to challenge Me on this, telling mankind a lie, saying
that life is just an act of nature!
God exists in all life, therefore life is more than an act of
nature - it is the holy plan of God for mankind.
I encourage strong people to serve Me. They are to be the
Holy Leaders of My People. If they fail Me, then I must
raise up another. I do this work in secret and I do not ask
man for his permission. When I want to remove a leader
from among men, or when I want to remove his life, I do
it. I do as I please because I know what is best for Heaven
and for Earth!
Great people serve Me, but if they do not want to continue
to serve Me then I allow them to leave Me if they want to,
and then I raise another one and with a new work for
God! The second does not replace the first, but begins a
new work to complement the first work. When one fails
Me, then My plan has to change and a new person must
succeed in carrying out a new plan.
There is a war between Heaven and Hell that continues
daily and everyone is a part of it. It does not matter if man
wishes to be involved in this or not - they are a part of this
war and it will continue. God fights very hard to win men
over to Himself, but He is constantly challenged by the
Devils for the souls of man. It is a personal choice that
each person must make each day, whether they wish to
tum to God or away from God? The struggle continues in
this battle between Heaven and Hell for your Souls.
I have told you to come to Mass and to Pray! It is the
right way for you to follow Me. Holiness is a self-training
course - a study to teach the Soul holiness and to give it
direction.

Do you prefer holiness, or evil, or somewhere in between
them? Do not feel defeated by your sins and by Satan if by
remembering your past you appear to have preferred sin to
holiness. I want you to understand that holiness is not
necessarily natural for all of men to choose. Holiness is not
natural to people who prefer to continue in their sins.
People sin because in their weak moments they fall into
choosing the sin first!
Do not be discouraged, My Children, you are My Children
whom I love! I do not condone Satan's evil, but I do love
My Children to an extreme measure!
When you are first tempted to fall into sin, do you intend
to fight against it? You will desire to do that if this
weakness of sin disgusts you! If you are tired of it, then
you are on the right path to become strong and to make the
decision to be healed of your sins.
My Children, your lives have direction. Sin is a powerful
experience for man to suffer! Sin completely defeats the
willpower of man at times and crushes them into sorrow
and depression.
It takes a great deal of courage to choose to reform your
life and your thinking. You must find a new direction or
stop before you sin and choose to go around your
temptation. When you try everything but fail, you are
depressed with the thought that you have failed God. Well,
do not feel that way! Maybe you had chosen to run with
the devils for a while, but do not remain with them! Rise
up again out of the muck and come back to Me. If you had
chosen to go in My Direction in the first place, you would
not have chosen sin.
My Children - I want you to become aware of the
"choices" that you have to make each day, when sin comes
to haunt you. Look for the sign in your heart which says
"Choices" to you. You are approaching the "Y" in the road
of choices and every decision that you make is a direction
that does make a difference!
I do not have to tell you that if you have been under Satan's
power for 10, 30 or more years, then those sins will not be
defeated easily. When sin becomes a part of your nature
for a long time, then it is difficult to overcome. Think
about the temptation that came to you and you fell into Its
trap, and after a struggle with the temptation you continued
to follow it!
However, sin and nature are not the same. Sin has been
taught to you or you have learned it! Sin was not a natural
part of the innocent Child's "Nature!" You were not born
with sin. Perhaps you grew up in a sinful family, or lived
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among sinful friends or neighbors. From them or from
some evil abuse from another person, or from filthy
literature and pornography, you have learned to sin.

for the little light that will help you as a guide to lead you
out of the darkness. You must choose God to find it
yourself!

I assure you that when you were born, you were innocent.
You were indeed natural, as God intended mankind to be
natural! Man's first nature in Adam was not like men are
today – he was innocent! The Devil then taught him how
to sin.

You are at the "Y" in the road, where you must purposely
choose the holy direction that you will go and make these
little conquests daily in your lives. It is this "awareness" of
good and evil that makes the difference in your life. This
makes you responsible for your own direction. It is helpful
for you to recognize the signs on the road of your personal
life. You will become stronger as you become more aware
that you are making these choices.

You may want to ask Me - why was Satan allowed by God
to influence mankind with his evil? Why did God cast him
with the demons to earth, instead of away from mankind?
The Saints proved that Satan was not a test that was certain
to defeat mankind. The Saints labored hard and overcame
his evil. All holy people have to labor hard and overcome
Satan. He is part of the problem of sin, while man's
acceptance of him is the other part of the problem with sin.
Corruption does lie with the Corruptor - Satan. Man must
be strong in this test and eventually choose a Holy
direction and follow it. If you have chosen God, then Satan
cannot win you over to himself. I will not allow Satan to
come and take you away just because you have suffered in
weakness of sin. Not at all, My Children, you are My
Children and you belong to Me alone!
It is a great battle that you must fight daily, My Children.
The "Tempter" comes to lead you astray and God sends
His Holy Angels to bring you back to Himself! Sin is only
deadly if in the end you have completely rejected God.
This rejection is My estimation of how you have lived
your life, whether in love with Me or in hatred of Me.
How many times do you sin while you are coming towards
God? Never - when you sin you are always walking away
from God and then you hide from Me! It is you who are
hiding from Me. I am present to receive you into My
Arms. It is your "guilt" that prevents you from coming to
Me. You have it in your mind that. you cannot approach
God when you are in sin.
That is the very time that you should approach Me - when
you feel weak and depressed because you have sinned. It is
then that Satan will attack you dreadfully and pull you
from Me. He lies to you, saying that God does not accept
you in your sins, so flee from Him! Satan is a clever liar!
God is your strong companion, who embraces you when
you are weak and disappointed with yourself.
I am the kind embrace of strong arms to hold you to
Myself, because I love you!
When you are vulnerable to the attacks of Satan, then look

Do not stray into sin - do not feel sorry for yourself when
you do - and do not feel hopelessly lost, or that God will
reject you! I will not reject you - it is your guilt that makes
you walk away from Me in your shame.
God's help is life giving for your Soul. I am the fresh
beauty of happiness and joy. Turn and come back to Me,
right away, for I want to help you. I am the way that sane
people will walk towards when they truly understand the
insanity of sin.
Satan is still ruining the beauty of Adam and Eve today.
Recognize when sin is approaching you so that you can
walk away from the temptation. It does take courage. to
fight sin. It also takes courage to come to God when you
are in sin.
Who loves you so much as God? Who desires your
presence so much as I do? My Children, if you are
searching for beauty in your lives, then you are looking for
Me. I am the companion and love for those of you
who are also seeking for the beauty of Heaven.
I am mindful of the lonely, the aged and the sick upon the
earth. Those tests strengthen you, My Children. One day
you will never be lonely again and sickness will be washed
from you and old age will be replaced with beauty and
youth for eternity!
Your lives are coming to an end upon the earth, so that you
may begin a new life in Heaven. The tiredness of this earth
will be replaced by the beauty and energy of Heaven's
happiness and joy.
In the meantime try not to complain too much! You are the
Soldiers in My Holy Army. You must continue the good
fight, but not alone. We have to fight together as a Holy
Army. Be strong and be brave, knowing that I am here and
that I am leading you in this battle.
Together - We will fight the enemy and I promise that we
shall be Victorious over Satan and the demons.

I LOVE YOU! COME NOW AND FOLLOW ME!
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I BLESS YOU, IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER, SON
AND HOLY GHOST!
+
AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 85 June 11, 2000
THE PRECURSOR:
Today in Saint Anthony's Church I saw Our Lord Jesus
appear with Our Holy Mother.
Our Lord was holding quite a large book in His hands. It
lay back against His body. He and Our Mother went to the
right side of the Altar where they sat down upon their
Thrones.
I saw a great sword appear by itself and rest in front of
Our Lord with the point of the blade down and it stood
perfectly balanced.
It was time for Mass and Our Lord stood up and walked to
the Altar. He took the place of the Priest and served the
Mass. Our Mother knelt to the left front of the Altar and
watched Our Lord prepare Communion.
The Book was carried by an Angel to the front and left
side of the Altar. The Angel and the Book became as one
very bright light.
Our Mother walked to the brilliant silver lighted Book
and a page opened for Her near the last part of the Book.
Lines of words traveled out of the Book as ribbons of
scripture which the Priest was speaking of at the time in
his Homily. Some of his words came out from this book as
ribbons of words, while others did not come from the Book
at all.
When the people came to receive Communion they went to
the right side of the sword – spiritually, and walked around
the sword as if it were a turnstile, ascending one step
above the floor as they received Communion. In the vision
they then continued around the sword and back down to
the floor and to their pews.
OUR MOTHER:
This is to show My Children that they ascend above their
corporal form, at the moment they receive the Body of My
Son, Jesus in Communion, providing they are in a state of
grace. The souls of those persons are elevated above those
who have not received Communion. Those who receive
Communion are to consider that God has elevated their

souls because they have received the greatest gift possible!
Does man consider that God has given Himself to them?
The Lord has considered the needs of mankind and of the
necessity to feed his spirit with new life!
At first when one looks about the earth there is little to
remind one of Jesus. Christians are scattered and hidden
and not very vocal in praising Jesus to the world. This may
leave the impression to some people that not too many
love Jesus.
I feel sorry for My Holy Children who are trying so hard to
love and obey the Lord, as they continue in their prayers
and do the Lord's work each day. Mankind does not
appreciate their holy efforts and therefore their numbers do
not increase appreciably. They are disappointed when the
Priests introduce error into the Church, and the Laity adds
novelties that seem to change and ruin all good in the
Church and push it away.
The Priests who are holy try so hard to encourage the Laity
to continue in their holy effort and in their prayers, asking
the people to come to Mass more often and to go to
Confession. These good Priests are disappointed by the
lack of response in their Parishes, especially in those
Parishes that are wealthy.
Be assured, My Children, that I have many Children who
love Me. You are spread all over the world and one day I
shall gather this holy family together. I will have many
holy priests, parents and children. I shall have many
grandparents, uncles and aunts. I shall gather them all into
one holy family although they are not related!
In this family the grandparent shall have grandchildren.
The holy parent shall have holy children. The child shall
have a holy mother and father. In My Family all members
within this family shall be satisfied that they are of one
holy member of a very great and holy family of God.
Loneliness shall disappear on that day because I shall
restore the true value of the Family. All members of this
Family shall find a place of love which they will fill and be
loved in return!
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The Priest will find his holy congregation and he shall be
appreciated and listened to by all those in Heaven.
Everyone shall gain holy status in Heaven, as each is
important to God and to each other. Opinions will matter
and voices which express themselves in the language of
love shall pay tribute to God.
JESUS:
Today mankind chooses as he wishes. The holy choose to
be among the holy, where they feel most comfortable. The
unholy remain among the demons but they are not very
comfortable there. In the end God shall judge and He shall
decide to choose the holy from among mankind.
I want My Children to remain patient and to be careful not
to judge the actions of God. Man has to be careful in the
presence of his God, whom he does not really understand!
The pure in heart are not impatient for God to bring about
the end, because they have learned patience in their own
fight to become holy. They have battled with the devils
that are evil and impatient and they have won against
them!
Be careful, My Children, not to fall into the trap of Satan
by using his own methods of impatience and violence,
especially in your confrontations with the demon as you
March and Protest in the name of God to protect the
rights of Human kind. Violence is not the way that God
has chosen for you. The day will come when He alone
shall decide on the demon's fate!
What can you say today about My Father - The Great God
who has the power to bring about the total destruction of
earth and does not! How impatient do My Children grow
with this merciful delay of My Father? How good is My
Father in his kindness to man, when He knows that the
demon abounds upon the earth among men and should be
removed or destroyed?
The devil mocks My Father in this delay. How long shall
My Father delay the punishments? He shall delay until He
is willing to begin! He is the volcano which is about to
erupt and the storm at sea, which soon shall crash against
the shore. He is great power, and who shall judge Him?
He is beyond Judges and He is beyond being judged. He is
Lord of all that He surveys and He sees everything! He
waits and He does not explain Himself to anyone. It is
interesting for mankind to listen about the prophecies of
violent events which will destroy the fragile life of man.
However, it is not interesting for them when they are asked
by God to pray or to go to Mass to save their own souls.
Prayers are easy to say but to many they seem too difficult!
SAINT AUGUSTINE:

despair: through a presumptuous hope during life, and
through despair at the hour of death" (De Verbo, Serm.
147)
Man believes himself to be the hub of all knowledge and
truth! He is proud that he has a comprehensive knowledge
of God and of His Truths. However, throughout the
centuries man has crowned himself more and more as lord
and king. Today he is with great knowledge and considers
himself to be like God, worthy of worship himself because
of his achievements!
Through this pride of man, the snake has been embellished
and glorified and its figure has been placed on the high
place and given great honor. The human path needs
guidance as it too loosely deals out its own type of faith. It
was not difficult for Satan to come and fill the spiritual
void left open by man in his rejection of God and his
worship of himself.
Satan has created his unholy abode among men and placed
himself in a high place above all men. He expects their
admiration and worship of him. He comes with great
knowledge and he is conniving with the demons against
men.
In his role as leader Satan has led the generations of
mankind in an ever-greater evil. Those steps were
graduations in man's journey that have led him, one step at
a time, to this very day of sinfulness. Man has continued to
become harder of soul and abusive to his own life and to
others. He has the unholy habit of placing himself before
the needs of the underprivileged that are just trying to
make a living.
Man is always anxious to try something new. He has
always hoped to create a satisfying religion where he was
at the center. This worship of himself would bring him
personal joy and honor among his own.
He has already achieved this today by casting aside the
worship of the Lord, and man has achieved a nearly
supernatural wonder of himself. He has gained the
recognition and status that he desires, as mankind now
gives very great honor to those who excel in some field of
sport, technology and other fields of advancement today.
Man has a great disregard for God as he rises higher in his
wonder and glory of himself.
What place has God in such a World? Man did not go into
consultation with Me as he developed this work building
his modem Tower of Babel to honor himself. It has all
grown and developed until there was a universal
acceptance of the technological advancement for the
automation of his life. There is no turning back now in this
very great development that affects every aspect of man's
life and he has little or no control over it.

"Men go to Hell through hope, as well as through
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My Father has to consider how long He will allow all of
this to carry on. At what point will man pass the point of
no return for his soul and become rejected by My Father?
This rejection is a marker on the scale of the graduation of
man's life. It will be an exact point on the scale when My
Father will read it and say, "Enough!"
Can you say to the Lord that He has written such and such
in the past, and what about that? What of that, My
Children? Is it not the Lord who chooses the time of the
flood or the destruction of an age? He allows an enemy to
rule over His Children for a time to teach them some of
His lessons of life.
When men become weary of these lessons, then some of
them will return to God. They will beg for His forgiveness
and His mercy. He will grant both to them when He saves
His children from the world.
You may be certain that My Father is impatient with the
world. He has grown tired of Satan. However, The Lord
stands on the tail of the dragon to hold Satan back. Foolish
men make their way to the dragon to honor him. They are
in awe of his intelligence and his magic ways; he is
disgusted and loathing of them!
They are foolish to remain with him and consider his
powerful ways. They are amazed by his science and
technology which close the gap between the demon and
man. It is possible to cross back and forth and man will
learn of this - much to his amazement!
The false prophets are part man and demon and they wait
for Satan to begin! It is God who holds them back, as it is
He who stands upon the Dragon's tail. Satan cannot
advance at this time, and so he cannot release them with
his full power. He promises them much and they are
anxious to begin.
As great prophets shall they come to man, and with

sorcery to amaze men with healings of sickness and
depression, and to lift the dead back to life! They are
indeed snakes on very high poles that men may look to and
be healed.
What of this healing, when vipers command these demons
of sickness to stand aside, so that healing may appear to be
restored or command the demon, so that strength returns
again to a man? It is sorcery, and these false servants who
belong to Satan will use his power to fool people who are
already blind to the "Truth." They will be in awe of the
false miracles, which are mirages like all satanic wonders.
Indeed, the unholy religion of Satan has come to catch
hold of a great number of careless people. They will be
enchained to Satan and rejected by God. They shall be cast
headfirst with their satanic capturers into hell.
Oh My Dear Children - My Father has grown impatient!
Your own impatience is as nothing to the fiery tempest of
God! Nevertheless He will 'hold' for a few moments
longer! He is watching the annoyance of mankind grow- as
they stand too near to the presence of Satan's rage and his
annoyance with God. Each day he grows more angry and
impatient with the Almighty.
Man has found in his annoyance with the world that he is
unhappy, but he is unable to escape the world and find a
better place. My Father expects to turn some of these
unhappy souls away from the world and back to Him. The
time which they have left to make these changes in their
lives is very little. Pray for those unfortunate souls who
are floundering on Satan's hook, because your prayers
may free them.
Pray – pray, My Children, because the time remaining is
short. My Dear Children in every generation have received
this same message! The practice of holiness is necessary
and still men refuse to obey Me! Remain obedient to the
Lord by continuing to pray for those, who will not pray for
themselves!

I LOVE YOU, MY CHILDREN, AND I BLESS YOU!

+

AMEN!

Little Prophet

No. 86 July 2, 2000
THE PRECURSOR:
Today in the Immaculate Conception Church, I saw Our
Lord Jesus. He was walking away from the Tabernacle and
He came down the right side of the Altar and stood there
for a while.
I saw a myriad of Angels standing in rows and levels

behind Him, so that each row stood half a body higher than
those in front. Great numbers of the holy Angels stood
present in the Angelic Choir behind Our Lord.
I saw the beginning of a new dawn of time for mankind,
the experience of a new way of life. The Lord has planned
a time upon the Earth like no other time.
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As God had one time flooded the whole Earth to remove
from it the error of man's thinking and his evilness by
destroying him, so it will come again in another
destruction.
I saw a myriad of demons at the opposite end facing the
Lord and the holy Angels. They were also raised in tiers
and in very great numbers by thousands. The holy Angels
and also the Demons were quiet, as if waiting for some
great event to happen, an event that will amaze mankind!
THE FATHER:
The expected date of the chastisement which men have
waited for has come about slowly, because I do not have
enough holy obedient Children prepared for the disasters! I
thought that man would have responded to the messages of
God through the Seers. I thought that the Seer would be
unified with the Seer. This has not happened in great
enough numbers throughout the World.
My Dear Children, it is My wish to form a Holy People
across the World and in every Country; but the presence
of the Word in the message of the Seer is apparently not
enough reason to convince men to obey God. This is a
disappointment and also disobedience to Me.
I will resolve it with more punishment to man, although he
does not heed the warning. I will set upon the earth some
powerful figures. I will give them power to rule over men.
You need not fear all of them - you must however respect
those who I will send. I will give the Angel more power
upon the earth and I will make them more visible to those
who are holy.
I want mankind to think about this and pray for a greater
number of personal Angels. The Angel comes to you as the
obedient servant of God. He is perfect in his power
because he uses it in a holy manner which pleases God.
Unfortunately, there is going to be a greater number of
demons that will become visible to people who are
disobedient, and who like to remain neutral between
Heaven and Hell. Those people have not declared their
obedience to God. The time has come for them to choose
between Heaven and Hell.
They are people who are unconcerned with their salvation
and neither do they believe in their condemnation from
God. They exist in the belief that they do not have to worry
about God or the Devil. I will surprise them!
I have placed some powerful people upon the earth and
they will soon be visible to everyone in the world. They
will be of great interest because they have some unusual
powers. Some have powers from Heaven and some have
powers from Hell!

Those who are holy are attracted to those powers from
Heaven, while those who are unholy are attracted to those
powers from Hell. What about the souls who are
lukewarm? They shall not ignore the persons of power
who rule over them - no - they shall notice them!
Much of the world falls into this latter group of the
Lukewarm. I know that they sit in Church and stare
without seeing - they listen without hearing. They are
present in body but their souls are far away from Me. They
are lukewarm and the same as those who never come to
Church. How are they different when they are not present
either?
A large number of people upon the earth have not made
their decision. The time for them to decide has come!
I will send to the earth powerful Angels who will stir up
the demons that remain hidden among men. I am going to
send My Prophets to bring about this change and with
them will come Choirs of the Holy Angels.
The presence of these Angels and the Prophets will stir up
much interest among the demons. My Servants will not go
unnoticed by them! It will raise similar interest among
them as the time in which My Son Jesus walked upon the
earth with His Mother and the Apostles.
They also had legions of the Lord's Holy Angels
surrounding them. This did not go unnoticed by Satan.
What was their purpose, he wondered? Why has the Lord
protected them with so great an Angelic presence? The
demon is in hiding - I shall flush him out! He is in quiet
possession of souls who go about their work perverting
men and increasing evil among them. They remain
protected by the law and outside of their spiritual and
physical prisons for now, good citizens who ruin the souls
of men?
It will not be easy for them to remain hidden. They are old
in evil ways and they will not conform to the wishes of the
Lord!
The Prophet Elijah will begin. He will be unexpected and
his sudden appearance will be a surprise for men. I will
send him with great power. He will have a great interest in
the ordinary people. He will walk among the rich and poor,
the sick and the ill, the Christian and non-Christian,
because they are all Children of God.
I have sent him to find those who are seeking the Lord. His
presence upon the Earth will gather great interest among
those who are holy and the unholy alike. Both the Angel
and the demon will be drawn to his presence, and Satan
will come to attack him!
Elijah comes with great power from Lord to save
souls and to heal bodies. I shall make him known soon.
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Satan shall send a contingent to offer him gifts, so that
they may try to take the Servant of the Lord away from
God.
This is a great time for Elijah, but do not think that his
work will be easy just because he is the Servant of the
Lord. It will not be easy for him because he has to fight the
demon.
His ways are simple and those who are unholy will not
accept him. Only the Lambs shall know the servant of the
Lord. However, many among the Lambs shall reject him as
well. His time upon Earth is difficult because men today
do not understand their God, and they shall not understand
His Servant who has great powers from olden times
These powers shall surprise a people today, who think
themselves quite great and advanced in their knowledge!
With his powers he shall devastate the kingdom of Satan
and overturn so much of what man loves today upon the
Earth.
Mankind lives in these days of Satan and much of what he
loves belongs to the devil, and man will not willingly part
with it. The Lord's Servant will not care about man's
comfort in his battle to save souls from Satan. He will
recognize those gifts of the demon and walk away from
them, and take the Angels of the Lord into the center of the
enemy where My Angels shall strike the blow that will
wound the demon.
This destruction shall raise fear in men and they shall take
sides and fight for Heaven and also fight against Heaven,
and man shall judge whether Elijah is holy or unholy in
their opinion - a servant of God or the devil, and they shall
decide his fate!
Elijah shall have knowledge of the holy and the unholy
and he shall not be fooled. I have sent him with My
Wisdom to recognize Satan. I do not intend to see Elijah
stopped by the demon before his work for the Lord is
finished. He is a liberator for many who are now being led
away by Satan. He has come to rescue them!

I am sending My servant Elijah - first of Two Holy
Prophets, to prepare man and help to unite the Holy
Children in preparation for the attacks which will come
against them in fury from Satan.
The demons are quietly preparing for that day when they
will use violent means to overcome mankind. They are
preparing men so that Satan will rule all men. Satan has
sent a strong army to rule over mankind, in his final
attempt to destroy the work of God upon the earth!
When I send forth the Prophet then all Hell will make itself
known in the attacks against the Holy Ones. Satan has
prepared powerful demons to attack My Children from
within the Church, as well without! Satan knows that his
time is short and he has prepared the necessary persons to
bring down the Church.
The Catholic building is to be sacrificed so that the
Religious will remove themselves from it and be saved to
continue on. Those who will remain with the Church in
those days will be controlled by Satan and will be killed in
the destruction of the building.
I stress, My Children, that the Catholic Building will be a
Church, but not the Holy Roman Catholic Church with the
Holy Mass of My Son - Jesus!
Elijah will work very hard to save a holy remnant of
mankind from out of the World. I warn you, Oh Mankind,
not to be critical of his work! His eyes see the soul and he
knows who is holy and who is not and who hesitates with
uncertainty!
He shall strive to rescue many who are stubbornly
following Satan to Hell. He shall see them as the foolish
whom he loves, and does not want the ignorant to fall
further into the trap of Satan. They shall call him a fool but
he will persist and try to save them.
He loves Me and I will send him at all cost of his own life
to rescue from the Earth and from Satan, every Child who
has been chosen by God, and none of them shall be lost!

I BLESS YOU, MY CHILDREN,
IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER, SON AND HOLY GHOST!

+

AMEN!

Little Prophet

No. 87 July 28, 2000
THE PRECURSOR
(The Italic print refers to the man that died - so the

message appears to be in two parts.)
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Recently one of my friends committed suicide. I felt
very sad that he would end his own life.

the Lord to explain things to mankind in a way that is
simple for man to understand.

I heard a very loud voice saying, "Write what you see!"

God is simple in His way, but He is complex for man to
understand. A vision is a simple explanation for God.
However it is complicated for men to understand, except
My Children, who are close to My Heart, because the
words of God make sense to them.

I saw a vision which I would describe as being the sunset
in a storm ... clouds in various colors of orange, red, pink,
green and blue were racing past very quickly at unnatural
speed. It was eerie to watch them pass in layers and wisps
of clouds appearing and disappearing as they passed in
colors - sailing by me.
I saw a great Angel standing among these passing colors
and clouds, his head above the passing sunset and his feet
upon the earth. His continence and features were very
terrible and stern.
I saw many people looking at the strange clouds in the
eerie sky. These people were aging and growing older, as
if they were watching their own time passing in the various
colors of those clouds sailing away so quickly!

I have said continuously for many generations what I
expect men to do in order to please Me. It is repeated over
and over because it is important to Me that you pray to Me
and that you love Me.
It is great freedom to be able to decide when to come or to
go, to get up or to lie down, to work or to rest. This man
has lost all of those simple rights! He is now at the mercy
of his Punisher. The Executioner is an Angel who will
carry out the order in the decision that God has made,
and the type of punishment deserving for this man.

The Angel speaks saying: "I am the Executioner of men
and I am sent by the Lord."

He has cast away all rights for his own freedom! He is in
the grip of the punishing. vise, a power and terror for him.
He has decided on his own death and God will exact the
punishment for him, more terrible then his death!

The great Angel tore back the cover of the sky, as if it
were the soft cover of a book. On the first page I saw the
beating heart of Our Lord Jesus. As I came closer to the
entrance of the opening of this page I saw Our Lord Jesus.
He was standing on a lofty mountaintop and He was
surveying the World and All of Mankind. He stood on one
pinnacle of seven mountains. (Five mountains were
together, and a little further away stood two more.)

I am going to cast the devil and all demons from the earth
before man is finished living upon the earth. It will be a
new time for men without the burden of Satan's power. In
that time, new light will be shed on man to experience
greater knowledge of God. He will reveal to man a fuller
understanding of His Traditional Spiritual Way.

JESUS SPEAKS:
Holy miracles are happening upon the earth today-like
flowers which bloom in small places among the buildings
in the city, in the country, and in the sand. These
flowers are few and greatly scattered, growing in arid
places and among the stones, and in cracks of the cement
of time among men and their sins.
Devils struggle for positions as rulers of mankind. Satan
has come to smash all hope and all good! Earth's safety is
on jeopardy by the minion of devils which control so much
of the earth.
My Children are poor Children living among the wealthy.
My Children are holy Children living among the sinful.
Is suicide not an act of treason against the Author of Life
... God, and is mankind not committing such an act by their
various sinful ways, so many acts of treason against the
love of God?
God is so great, filled with insight, while man is limited in
his understanding of God. Sometimes it is not possible for

Time is passing away for the demons. They are growing
old and their time is nearly complete. They are to be
removed from among men. In the knowledge that God will
reveal to mankind, a more simple understanding of
Himself, He will help to free them from the demon's
power.
Man has had the wisdom to know that knowledge of the
devils is an old gift from God to make men aware of the
great danger that sin is corrosive to man's soul, and causes
separation between him and his love for God.
Sin is a great walled barrier that interferes with My
Children and they lose courage to come to Me. The Father
and I and the Holy Ghost with My Mother have fought to
destroy this barrier and to tear it down. Resistance is strong
- sin is a tremendous power that has gripped man so
forcefully!
Life is very serious and complicated for man today. God
is sending him help by Priests, Religious, Seers and Holy
Children as good neighbors. God has planned a great
change for man. The Lord will help him to change his
perception of God so that it will be easier for him to be
obedient to God.
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This gift of God is more powerful than Satan's evil. Satan
will be cast away forever with the demons. Sin will be rid
off the earth and God will live in peace with mankind. God
will be able to approach him more openly and as
companions who know each other well - we will become
very close!
Men do not like to change, so it will come about slowly. If
anyone has hope in the Lord, they shall not be
disappointed. The future will offer man clemency by God.
Man is to do everything good that is possible in his
lifetime, so that he may rejoice with God for all Eternity.
Those who have taken their own lives have not learned this
in time. The power of evil has interfered with the
knowledge of God so that knowledge of His goodness and
forgiveness has found no place in their own belief!

Myself, My Mother, the Prophets, Priests and Holy
Servants, to explain a little of what He wishes to say to
mankind.
July 30, 2000
Today in Saint Anthony Church, I saw the Holy Ghost as
a great pillar of Fire behind the Altar - high above it.
As the two Priests were Celebrating the Mass, I saw a
number of wonderful Holy Angels kneeling in a bowed
position facing the Altar. These Angels are present at
every Mass in the World. They are the Adorers of the
Sacrifice of Jesus.
It is impossible to describe the very great beauty of these
Heavenly Visitors - their gentle, sweet ways or tender
glance as they focus attentively upon the Sacrifice of Our
Lord Jesus.

My father intends to give mankind a greater knowledge of
good and evil, as he does not understand clearly at the
level that he is capable. With this greater understanding of
good and evil, he will gain an open view of the devils and
realize why the Lord constantly warns him of the danger of
sin.

Their Spiritual Bodies move in fluid gentle movements,
and whether kneeling or bowing, their arms and hands
remain crossed over their chests, so that their hands touch
the opposite breast. Their wings are closed behind their
backs and visible above their shoulders and head.

Mankind will grow in sensible wisdom, understanding
step-by-step what he is to do in order to improve his life
and please God. He will have Adam's awareness of God,
except that he is to be a wiser Adam and avoid making the
decision to sin.

The Angels bow gracefully, fluidly without effort,
tenderly, lovingly and holy in their respect and admiration
for the Sacrifice of Our Lord Jesus. The Angel is the most
sensitive of God's Creations and most sensible in
understanding every direction given to them by God.

It is possible, My Children, to reason and choose God over
oneself and over Satan. It is the new way of life and
eventually everything will be made clear. The knowledge
is a clear window and you will no longer be blinded as you
are today.

JESUS:

God is outside the human systems of man's world. His
spiritual powers move the physical earth and all life upon
it. He is Lord over the metaphysics of man's earthly life. It
is difficult for God to pour into your human experience
knowledge of His Great Work! Presently He does this in
simple human explanation, and everything which God tells
you has to fit into your present perception and knowledge.
When God tries to fit His Greatness into the human
understanding, He has to shrink His Greatness to fit man's
understanding, and this does not give Him ample room to
explain all things! It has taken centuries for The Father,

God will continue to appoint His holy servants. Those who
listen to Him are obedient to Him.
He will not chose those who continue to rebuke Him and
to ignore His commands for them to serve! He will not
continue to call upon the Priest, the Seer, the Religious or
any who continue to ignore His Will. He will allow them
to decide for themselves and then go their own way, if they
wish!
He will continue to attract those who are fresh spiritual
Children in the Priest, the Seer, the Religious and All who
love the Lord and who continue to find excitement in
following Him. God is a fresh, new love and it pleases
Him when men remain alive in their spirits and experience
new feelings of love for Him!

I BLESS MY PATIENT HOLY CHILDREN!
Little Prophet
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AMEN!

No. 88 August 6, 2000
THE PRECURSOR:
Today In the vision I see a woman praying in the church.
She has a number of prayers cards, books and also her
rosary with her. She is making an effort to concentrate on
her prayers, but she seems distracted.

I am sent here, My Children, with good news and to
comfort you. I come to all who love Me. I will hold your
hearts near My Own Heart, so that you may rejoice in my
love. I want you to feel the love which I feel for God. I
desire to take you to Him - Myself

THE HOLY SPIRIT SPEAKS:
Today is a special day for her; she has made a decision in
her life which is very important to her. On this
anniversary she has come before The Lord and His Mother
to ask them for their Blessings. However, she is distracted
with recent events, which have upset her.

He is my greatest Love. He is my Heaven and I have seen
His Glory revealed to Me. I have entered His Spirit and
walked across the bridge to the sublime joy of God's Spirit.
I have entered there and I have existed there alone in His
beauty for days or perhaps years, because time has no
relevance while one is in the presence of His great love.

In the vision I see another very lovely Woman. She is
dressed beautifully. She is wearing lovely colored
garments, which are billowing in a wind. The entire scene
is most enchanting to have Our Mother present here in this
vision. She takes special note of this Woman, who is
praying in the Church. Our Mother has come here today to
answer the questions of the woman.

The Lord has allowed Me to enter that Paradise to be alone
with Him. It is a private place where only those who are
very close to God may go. My Son Jesus has come from
that Heaven - the Paradise of the Father. His Spirit is filled
with love and joy and He remains in the Holy Love as
God. He too is consumed in the love of a Holy Son for His
Father.

OUR MOTHER:

This place of Holiness is a place of joyful expectation and
holy dreams for those who are lovers of God! Be assured
that the heavenly beauty is a far more beautiful spiritual
earth, with its trees and lakes, hills and mountains. There
are meadows of flowers and everything is lovely to delight
both Angel and Man.

The questions are personal in nature as the woman is
scrutinizing her past and present life. She is considering if
she had indeed made the right choices in her life. She had
considered giving herself over to God, but the
responsibility of marriage and children, her personal life
and this - mixed with her religion and her public
responsibilities, and other things of importance which she
is pursuing, have all come together now in her questions.
Our Mother looks towards me and says: The questions of
this woman are important questions and I will share them
with you and with all.
Firstly, she has asked Me what was her purpose in life?
She is a Privileged Soul and she believes that Heaven
should have given her the gifts which she has been
expecting by now. The time of the promise seems to have
passed and she cannot help but feel disappointed.
Our Mother smiles most sweetly and says to her - you need
not feel disappointed, My Child. Heaven has not
abandoned you and you have lost none of your gifts from
Heaven. The Lord is coming with His list of promises
which He has made for you and for all of My Children.
The Father will send out His Angels to all of the holy souls
whom they watch over. They shall take with them the
promises of Our Lord. They will stir those hearts so that
those souls will rejoice and all doubt will be washed away
from them.

God's Spiritual appearance to man is beautiful when He is
in the human form, as they see Him in their visions and
dreams. To the Angels, God is beautiful in His Angelic
form. God encloses all life in His Spiritual Heaven. He is
beautiful in His Spiritual form and beyond the
comprehension of man. He comes to visit them in their
dreams and visions.
He is an active God who is a part of your daily work and
play. He uses daily life as a means to teach and to help
man, just as He uses the dream and vision as a means to
teach and to help mankind. He travels to everyone and He
speaks to them in their own language and He uses their
own words and expressions, and also the scenes of their
past and present lives. He is the best friend and companion
whom you will ever know! He is a kind, true, faithful
Father to all!
My Son Jesus came from Him with knowledge to do the
holy work, which only God was able to achieve by
Himself. God created Heaven and Earth, and they became
a part of His own Holy existence. Both were perfect at
first, as "He" who created them is perfect. Both were
beautiful as He is beautiful!
When everything is united with God, then it is attractive to
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Him. In that state it is harmonious with God. He has also
tried to achieve harmony in His relationship with man.
Man is not perfect, and so the Seers and this Daughter
suffer with their personal difficulties. The road of the
Privileged Soul is a difficult road, but it does lead to
Heaven. If she is patient, then God will straighten out the
difficult curves in her road, and she will be able to see
more clearly down that road to where she is going in order
to serve the Lord.
God is far greater than what the human mind can
comprehend. The day will come, My Children, when you
will see Him and you will not be disappointed. You will
be surprised and in awe of Him. You will know that you
have given very little in your lifetime, and that you have
suffered little in order for you to have the privilege to be
with God in His Glory!
My Son Jesus went willingly to the Cross in obedience to
His Father. He fully understood the importance of His
Sacrifice of love, and the beauty in this holy unselfish act
by both Son and Father in their love for man. Jesus was
anxious to die for the salvation of man and then He would
be reunited again with His Father!
The Holy Trinity lives in the same beauty; however, Jesus
came to earth to show mankind that God is not Spirit only.
He showed man that He wished to make Himself into a
Man, with the power of God to heal the sick, raise the
dead, and preach about God in the most beautiful way.
Jesus spent a very short life upon the earth, and He did not
have a long enough time to say all of the good things
which He desired to say about the Father. There was not
enough time to describe the beauty of God! He did succeed
through His life and death to place His Heavenly light in
the Text of the Bible, but knowledge of The Most Holy
Trinity is imperfect in the writings of man, as he is limited
in his ability to write about the spiritual characteristics of
God.

JOHN 21: 25
"But there are also many other things which Jesus did;
which if they were written everyone, the world itself, I
think would not be able to contain the books that should
be written.”
God teaches the Seer and they interpret His words and
visions. These interpretations may fall short of the whole
message which God may try to present to them, as they
translate the spiritual language into the physical. However,
their work is important to God and it is through them that
He is speaking today.
The Seer must be in a peaceful state of mind, or the
message of love may be thrown askew as the temperament
of the Seer can change the presentation of Heaven.
God is amazing in that He trusts His great work to man. He
is generous in doing so! How many of you would hand an
important work to another and trust them to carry out those
plans? Jesus did just that as He handed His work over to
the Apostles and they in turn to the Priests.
I too have given My work to so many of My Children –
the Saints, the Priests, the Seers, the Gifted, and to All. It is
the will of God that I do this for you, My Children, and it
is His Will that I continue to spread My Messages through
you.
This woman is My Daughter - she and all of My
Children must trust God, for He knows what He is doing!
God does not forget any promise; He will fulfill each in
His own time!
My Beloved Children, you do not understand the patience
of your God! One day you shall dwell there with Him and
you will find very great peace and joy! You must wait
patiently, for nothing good will happen in your life unless
God wills it!

I BLESS YOU, MY CHILDREN, IN THE NAME OF
THE FATHER, SON AND HOLY GHOST!
+
AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 89 September 3, 2000
THE PRECURSOR:
I saw Our Holy Mother appear with St. Michael and the
Holy Angels were behind Her.

Woman. Her hair was covered, so that I could not see one
strand of hair.

She was very beautiful with a lovely face, smooth skin and
pretty eyes - the most beautiful face possible - an Angelic

She wore a beautiful royal mauve colored dress which was
highlighted in this bright light. The shadowing in the
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natural folds of Her dress added a shade darker coloring
and more beauty to the gorgeous, shining gown.
She stood slightly lower on the rocky side of the mountain
than did St. Michael and the very great number of Holy
Angels. St. Michael stood between Her and the Angels as
the Protector of Our Mother and General to the Angelic
Choir.
Saint Michael wore a beautiful silver helmet with two
separated soft feathers like ostrich, or some similarly
magnificent feather. He also wore silver chest armor with
an emblem of a sword, shaped as the cross, point down;
beneath the left arm of the cross was the letter S and below
the right arm the letter M. –S/M – (My impression of this
lettering is that it referred to Our Mother, rather than to
St. Michael.) He and the Angels were armed and dressed
for war.
I saw a Dragon appear flying through the air. He was quite
vividly detailed, stylized as we might see on a coat of arms
and pale red in color. He came flying towards Our Mother
and the Angels. He did not appear quite so threatening in
the daylight as he would appear in the dark; however, the
Angels and St. Michael started to attack this new threat to
Our Mother. She held up Her hand for them to halt - which
they did!
The Dragon came flying through the air, high above them,
and when he realized that he was not to be attacked, he
became bold - setting down like an eagle catching the
updraft of air to slow his descent, until he settled on a
ledge, of a stone on the cliff that was across the chasm
from Our Mother and the Angels. His features were quite
cruel and it was Satan that first spoke saying:
If you are the "Mother Of God" - then were you before
God, or are you God that you dare to call yourself by that
title?

OUR MOTHER:
The Liar (Satan) knows - because you have seen and in
fear chose Hell as being more favorable to you than
extinction. Our Lord still holds this axe over your head and
it may soon fall! Satan is left in the guard of St. Michael
and the Holy Angelic Army and Our Mother appears alone
in front of me.
OUR MOTHER:
My Children, do not boast as Satan has done. We may only
boast in the Lord and praise Him! The Truth of the Lord
pierces the lies of evilness, just as lightning pierces the
darkness in the storm. The world may continue, and man
will say what he wants, but the Truth belongs to God and it
will always come through as a shaft of light to lead man
through the darkness.
I would like to be able to walk upon the earth among you
and to stop and speak with each of you. I would like to
help you with your lives and to be able to advise you with
your problems.
I am an ocean of love for you, but I am unable to appear to
you now, even though I want to. The Father has His very
great plans for us and in these plans we are given a part by
Him. We are to work and please Him as we complete our
part in His plan.
God is complete Wisdom and He assigns order to all of
creation. It does not always matter where you think that
you should be each day. It does not matter what you think
that you should be doing each day.
You never know from one day to the next what God or
man will demand of you. You cannot predict any day in
advance, but you do flow along together as one whole
generation of man in the great river of the Lord's work!

OUR MOTHER:
Have you come to annoy Me, Satan?
SATAN:
You have gathered your silly little army upon the earth.
Are they going to defeat my worshippers and ME? Do you
expect them to defeat me when God did not?
OUR MOTHER:
What a liar you are Satan. What is your power compared
to that of God, and oh how bitter was your defeat by
Him! In that moment He threatened you with extinction
and you were terrified when you realized that it was
possible for Him to cast you into nothingness!
SATAN:

I did not depart from existence because God cannot end
the spirit; after all, it is a part of His own perpetuity. He
would not and could not destroy me!

Very often your best plans will fail you and the worst
interruptions in your lives will up end having good results
for you. Quite often the unforeseen has that way of putting
you on the more favorable path than what you would have
chosen for yourself.
Your day may not go as you had planned for yourself.
Your day may not go as you wish - it may be in your
opinion a terrible day! However it may tum to your
advantage or perhaps this change in your day will benefit
another.
There is Holy Logic to the Lord's plans, even though man
fails to understand. Man cannot always understand where
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they should go and what they should do in order to please
the Lord.
Life may seem to be more insane then sane, more
uncertain than certain, but it flows in a general way and
order of God.

Heaven is the finest work in the sciences of the Lord and it
flows naturally and beautifully. The senses rejoice and the
heart is full, overwhelmed with this happiness. Anywhere
that you may look, you will be pleased that God has
created a paradise for Angels and Men, and both are
perfectly happy in this Heavenly joy.

God has given each a part and He welcomes you to the
Holy Order of His Love! You are to walk behind Him in
the company of His Angels and His Saints. He is leading
you upon the Heavenly path and away from this world.

Walk in the valley or upon the hills, by the ocean, or the
lake and be in awe of the work of God! Think about His
love and His generosity in bringing you to Heaven where
you are serene with Him.

Your soul is given sight of beauty that lies beyond the
earth. The Holy Child is to walk in Paradise for a few
hours, or a few minutes each day in prayer. Our Lord
gathers His Children in His arms to comfort them,
especially in these difficult days upon the earth.

In the vision: I see Our Mother on the mount with St.
Michael and the Angels. I watch as Elijah the Prophet
comes around a rock face towards Our Holy Mother.

There is a holy key in each of your Souls which unlocks
the gates of Heaven for you. Your Holy God, I and the
Holy Angels and Saints, wait there for you to come to us
for a few moments, or an hour each day.

The Lord's Power is punishing men today like a mighty
colossus that is stamping on the mountain, the ocean, and
the land and it is causing so much destruction to the earth
with its great weight.

My children, you have this holy key but you must use it in
order to enjoy Heaven's response. Many of these keys are
wasted and unused. They tarnish with age and disuse and
eventually they become lost!

The wake of its destructive path is visible. It is frightening
to be helpless in the path of this power of the Lord. It
appears suddenly from behind the curtain and into view
of man in such a rage to bring him disaster.

My dear Children, there is a beautiful world beyond the
one in which you now live. It is more beautiful than earth
and so vast that you cannot come to its end. God has
included the beautiful parts of the earth in it and then He
has done so much more!

In the world where evil abounds armies have made great
plans from inspirations from Satan to build weapons of
great destruction. They will look upon their neighbors and
judge them. The arguments and skirmishes continue, as
they are confident in their weapons and their might! War
and killings break out into the countryside until their
neighbors are overthrown.

The Lord watches men and they have great confidence in
themselves, as they make their great plans to create a new
world and plan Governments, which with other countries
make International plans.

You cannot escape them - you are not free from them.
They come and they fight for you or against you. They are
always with you and you are never alone!

How much rule has God over it and how much rule has
Satan? How can you have confidence in yourself, oh man,
when great powers bring invisible armies to your door?
Soldiers are sent among you to help or to hinder you.
Invisible soldiers who fight for order or disorder,
depending if you call upon the Lord, or call upon the devil
- either way you will be answered!

ELIJAH:

The Spiritual world existed before your own and the rules
were made there first! Order was made and the soldiers
fought and separated, and now are on earth in two
powerful forces. It is they who rule and they affect your
decisions each day - where you will go and how you will
work.
The earth is false, as its physical aspect hides the greater
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spiritual world that dwells upon it, and earth is a shroud to
hide the world of God and that of Satan. There is no life,
no plan of work or negotiation, without a spiritual presence
giving attention to such plans. You may call help from
Heaven or interference from Hell, but you have no choice
in this and only prayers make the difference to you in the
affects that such plans have upon your lives.
It is very simple and there is no complication if you obey
God. There are, however, complications in understanding
the power of the Lord and that of Satan. It is complex and
a great mystery for the mind of a man, as it is impossible
for him to understand the Lord.
Who understands the power which never rests, or the
strength that cannot fail? When the Lord moves His foot,
the ocean trembles and casts waves to the shore. When the
Lord lifts His hand from the mountain, it shakes inside and
spews out a vengeance against man. When He walks upon
the earth it shatters and breaks apart.
How dare the earth feel pride in itself or anger in the
presence of The Lord? It is clay and He can crush it under
His Feet! His fist will come down and the earth shall shake
with convulsions. It is sick and there is no one to look after
its illness and to make it well again except the Lord.
The Lord has power to sweep away the Angel or the Man.
They will recoil in fear of Him, for in His anger He is
terrible and frightening as He prepares for war!
The Lord knows the goat and the lamb. He will separate
them and it is not difficult for Him. He will cast away the
goat and save the lamb, but in this destruction the goat and
the lamb may be struck together by His same Power and
die. The Angel and the man will be forced out of The
Lord's way, for He comes on high like a great wind that
blows so explosively to send both Man and Angel back in
fear.
My dear Brothers and Sisters, it is the Lord whom you
should fear. It is He who holds the greater power and not
Satan. It is God who holds the power of life and it is He
who holds the power of death! So great is the fear of His
Power that the Angel shall bolt with the man to avoid the
Lord in His punishing power.

God holds the keys to your life and death, and it is He who
is most important for your welfare. He has the power over
your life and over your work. He decided when the soul
first meets the body for a new life, and He decides
when the soul leaves the body in death!
He is life and when His Spirit leaves us, then so does
life leave the body! The decisions that man makes daily for
his body are important, and so are the decisions that he
makes for his soul. He needs the protection and help of
God for the survival of them both!
The Lord is generous as He sends help to those who pray
to Him, and He also helps those who do not even ask Him
for help. However, man walks upon a dangerous road each
day and it is only by God's love and mercy that he is able
to continue.
In a moment a distraction can cause a death by accident!
The Lord protects the body when his help is requested,
but the mind must also be attentive upon the Lord.
The Lambs may die with the goats if they are all feeding in
the same pastures when the wolves come to destroy them.
Death comes and the lambs are not always spared because
life and death are plans of God and each generation must
go along with his plans.
They may be removed from their land by some violent
means and resettled. This causes great sufferings for them
and many die from hunger and shock! Future generations
will try to understand God's reasoning for removing a
nation.
It would be far easier for them if they would remain
obedient to God and settled, rather than to be forced out of
their homeland by their enemy. However, men do not learn
and they will not remain obedient to the Lord! Sometimes
they must go where the Lord sends them. He uses their
enemy to move them for His own future plans.
It is God whom we should love and also fear, as the life of
man is completely in His Power, and He is coming soon to
uproot and remove a whole generation of man and resettle
them into His House!
OUR MOTHER:

The Angel shall save the man, woman or child at the
moment of collision with the power of the Lord, in the
near moments of death and destruction. If one has not the
protection of the Angels because they do not pray to God,
then they shall be destroyed!

The Lord is mighty and great, My Children! You have no
idea of His Power or of His ways. That is why you must
pray to Him for His help and His guidance of your lives.
Trust in The Lord - in His Love - His forgiveness - His
Mercy and His Grace!

I BLESS YOU, MY CHILDREN, IN THE NAME OF
THE FATHER, SON AND HOLY GHOST!
+
AMEN!
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Little Prophet

No. 90 October 5, 2000
THE PRECURSOR:
Today as I knelt looking at the Crucifix and as I was
following the wounds of Our Lord - Our Mother came to
speak to me.

There is still hope for those who may be standing upon the
border. However, I have a warning for those who were
once close to Heaven, but lately have started to slip away!

OUR MOTHER:

I have a warning for them of terrific danger ahead - so
much as to condemn their souls forever!

This is the Judgment and Justice of man, in the
crucifixion of Jesus! A case when men's laws and rules
outweigh the obvious good of Jesus' Love! The judgment
that opposes love and the justice that crucified Jesus!
How rational were men to reject the Holy Love of My Son
Jesus? The unreasonable and selfish court of the Sanhedrin
judged Jesus on unjust civil observances and statements,
rather than on religious facts and true observations, and
they did not judge Him according to the Law of Moses!
Love is often injured in the judgments of men, as it is too
easy for them to be critical of My Children. God is often
trying to achieve some small holy work in My Children,
when Satan sends someone to accuse them or mock them
because of their efforts for God! The Love of Jesus flows
among His followers. It flows from His own fountain of
sweet love! The good fruit of His Labor is also in your
own good work, My Children.
The unjust man ruins and manipulates the world, pulling
down those who are good, oppressing them under his own
power, as he strives in his human reasoning and in error.
He is following steps that seem reasonable for him to take,
while being pulled into dependence upon a satanic scheme.
Satan has created these 'logical' steps for men and he has
spread these changes over many years, so as to not alarm
them. He leads them along these steps of development
which seem to be logical for them to take.
There are signs of the spiritual war everywhere! We can
see them clearly from Heaven. Everyone carries these
signs and symbols of their allegiance to Heaven or Hell.
These marks on each person are clear and distinct, and it is
easy to discern which side they have chosen in their lives,
but not all people have chosen thus far!
The majority are set in their ways and not likely to change
in their feelings towards God. Then there are those who are
in the grey area of uncertainty, who will not necessarily
remain fixed in their present spiritual opinions!

Signs are everywhere in your world leading you to
Heaven. Signs are also leading the unwary to Hell. These
signs attract the attention of men, curiosities to catch their
attention, interests to attract or repulse them, depending
upon their level of sanctity.
Love is to flow naturally from God through each person,
but when this does not happen it is because there are too
many barriers and other restrictions that souls have cast up
between themselves and God.
There are many people who have a very low opinion of
themselves and they may also have a low opinion of
others. Satan twists the minds of those who under the
influence of mortal sin to believe that all people sin just as
they do and so they disrespect most people, just as they
disrespect themselves.
Why do they not understand and appreciate love? It is
because they do not know how the heart feels without the
restriction that their sin has placed on it. They have not
experienced the freedom of a heart which is on fire with
love!
God is very great Love! His heart is a fire that burns with
such love for each person and it is so torn with the loss of
that one soul! Love feels the extreme joy and laughter,
sorrow and tears, and the heart is not to be denied this!
There is no safe place for one to hide from these extreme
feelings of love!
It is not possible for God to restrict His love for men, and
it should be impossible for men to restrict their love for
Him! That is how love is to flow back and forth between
God and also between Men.
It is easy for My Lord and Myself to take aside a small
number of sweet Children and fill them with a very great
love for the Word of God, and to kindle a great fire in their
Souls in this first meeting with Love!
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For a while that love grows stronger and some continue
climbing ever higher in order to be nearer God. Many soon
fall away after the first rush of love. They slip back into
their poor habits and they gain control over love,
restricting and gagging it! The others simply become bored
when the first rush of love passes and the tedium of
religious practices bores them and they immediately leave
God.
Even with the commitment of the Church and with the
introduction of so many Seers in the world, the numbers of
persons to commit themselves to the holy practices have
decreased and the numbers among those who continue to
reject the love of God has increased
It is of course far worse today than it was 2000 years ago
in the general religious population of that day, with regard
to the percentage of people who love God. Similarly, in
this day some people stayed on to feel the fires of God's
love, while others became tired after the first flush of love,
becoming bored with the tedium of the work and with
religious practices. The last turned cool very quickly and
left forever!
Why are hearts so cool towards the love of God? They do
not want to make the effort for God in the practices of their
religion, and to suffer the extremes of love, for fear that
they may also have to suffer the extreme sorrow with its
loss! However, that is what is being asked of everyone,
that they must suffer it and to trust in God.
Jesus is the holy exemplification of extreme Love and of
extreme Sorrow, God and Man! He is your perfect
example, My Children, and you cannot deny yourself this
same path for yourself, if you are to feel His great love in
your own hearts. If you want to follow Jesus and to enter
Heaven, then you must take a chance on love. You must
accept the fires of very great love and you must also accept
with benevolence the extreme sorrow when it calls upon
you throughout your life.
You have to suffer the crosses! It is not possible to limit
yourself or to restrict love, if you are to passionately love
your God! It is through your love of God that you will gain
understanding to love men. You will follow the good
example of the Saints and learn how to love God and also
mankind as they did.
My Children do love with such an extreme joy, which is a
holy sign for them! 'These same Children suffer so terribly
when they lose a loved one, or when others reject their
love. That is also a good and holy sign for you, My
Children.
Having to suffer sorrow does not always make much sense
to you. It often comes in a moment of surprise to shock
you with its extreme weight and to crush all' happiness, as
you experience despair.

There is no way of avoiding sorrow; everyone suffers from
the separation of love and they suffer many other sorrows
as they cope with life. It is the use of this suffering, which
is most important for My Children to know! I want you to
offer your sorrows as a sacrifice for Jesus. You may use
your suffering in a heroic martyrdom and unite your
sacrifices of love with the martyrdom of Jesus. That is
what you are to consciously do as followers of Jesus and as
His Children.
Most of My Children know about this, but I repeat it so
that you can understand the reasons for your present
sufferings. I have also repeated it for those among you who
are cooling in your love for God. This is my prayer for you
- that you do not continue to walk away from God just
because you are suffering from sorrow! I want you to hold
fast to God and to never let go of Our Lord or of your
Religion!
I have chosen you to be My Children and who can better
serve Me than you? Could I call upon your neighbors or
friends for their help? Are there many who will come to
Me or to Jesus? No, My Children, there are not many
among them who would come and serve.
I have chosen you because God had chosen you
beforehand! He who sees and knows all things has chosen
you because He knows that you will serve Him!
You may consider yourself to be least among those whom
you know, but God does not agree with you. He has
chosen you from among all of your neighbors and friends.
He has chosen you from those in your Parish and Church.
It is true - that you are the one who is to serve Him!
God has given you this responsibility even though it may
not be convenient for you. It may be a difficult cross for
you to bear, and a responsibility which is heavy for you.
He gave it to you because you were capable of carrying it!
It is easy to carry the lightest loads which have little
responsibility! It is easy to walk away from duty and
responsibility, but that is not what Jesus did, nor did I. God
is calling each of you to be responsible and to continue to
carry your own awkward and heavy crosses.
Those who walk away from their responsibilities will
regret this later. They will be most sorrowful when they
can no longer find the road back again to Jesus. Souls are
laboring too heavily in burdens which are not conducive
for their lives. They feel closed off to the Spirit of God and
cannot find the courage to come forward to Him and pray
for His help!
Sometimes all that you need is a little change for a while, a
rest from your responsibility. That is where Prayer comes
into your life. It is an escape from the world to a more holy
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and satisfying place, to take your mind off your labors and
to lift you closer to Heaven.
Go to Confession and you will overcome your worries of
sin after you are forgiven, and then forgive yourself and
you will have the necessary courage to return to Jesus!
Rejoice as .you step into the holy procession and follow
along with all the holy Souls towards God.

Go to Mass and your spirit will be refreshed, especially if
you are most attentive while present at this most wondrous
holy Celebration of Christ. Do not be upset by the little
children who are unable to sit quiet and still in church or
other people whom you may find annoying. Look beyond
these distractions and watch for your Lord. When He
appears to you, take hold of his hand and follow Him and
never let go! Let your soul become alive once again and
refreshed spiritually!

I BLESS YOU, MY CHILDREN, IN THE NAME OF
THE FATHER, SON, AND HOLY GHOST!
+
AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 91 October 15, 2000
THE PRECURSOR:
Today in Church I saw Our Lord Jesus standing inside a
great flaming fire, shaped like a beautiful Pearl. He stood
calmly inside the beautiful burning jewel and fixed His
gaze upon me.

to in this moment of His love, in a most holy and profound
manner - a sweet love that is uniting them with His Heart.
Their hearts are so torn with sorrow, love and compassion
for Our Lord's own suffering!

I could see that He did not suffer in the spiritual flames of
this fire, but they were only a supernatural condition for
this vision. Similar smaller jewels of fire burned in the
hearts of some people in the Church.

OUR LORD JESUS:

The Holy Ghost rose over Jesus in a spiritual form like a
Holy Cloud, which spread over the heads of all present as
He came from Christ. The Holy Ghost searched and found
the little flames which burned in the hearts of these few
people. Our Lord Jesus was able by this Holy means to
attract these people to notice Him, and some were more
attentive to Him than others!
These smaller jewels are works of Christ inside the heart
of these people. It is His private access to any heart where
this light has a place lit for Him. Not everyone in the
church has this little light of Christ. It is not the great
flames of the most holy people which I saw in the heart of
these people, but a spiritual lifeline from Our Lord Jesus to
them. It is His way of continuously attracting their
attention to Himself. These may be described as spiritual
doors that allow Jesus access to their hearts, but not all
hearts respond to His love.
At the moment the Priest elevated the Host, I saw a sword
pierce the heart of a few of these people present at the
Mass. They are the holy faithful to Christ and wounded by
love for His Own Suffering.
These people are the ones who Christ is able to reach out

The Holy Ghost travels throughout the world with the
Father and Son. We come to Our Children through
spiritual avenues to their souls and communicate our
desires for them. God is not dependent on mankind to
spread the Word! He reaches deep into the heart and soul
of each of the chosen, conveying to them the constant
plans of God for them.
The Holy Teachers and Priests who speak well of God
find a holy following among men who are eager to learn
about the Lord. Such Teachers inspire them with love,
and inflamed by love, they remain obedient to God. Their
hearts are on fire with a holy passion for the Lord!
Holy Priests and holy Teachers are servants of God, who
have a place of very great honor in the House of The Lord.
As holy leaders of My Children they are capable of doing
such a great work for God, as they open the passageway to
hearts, so that God finds a ready welcome in those holy
hearts!
The Saints inspired such love for God in mankind through
their writings and prayers. They and all Holy Souls to this
day have given mankind Heavenly Libraries full of God’s
holy inspirations.
It is much more difficult to find a welcome place in Souls
who have not been inspired. Nevertheless, God is a
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Spiritual Miracle, a marvelous Fire of Love to open the
doors of those with agreeable Souls.
When the Soul gives no resistance to the Holy Ghost, then
He fills them with a warm fire to love Him. Through Him
they reach for Me and for God and My Mother. They
search for knowledge of the Angels and the Saints. Oh
how they are awakened in their Souls and inspired to find
the Glory of God! They are moved to reach above and
beyond the earth for the holy Essence of Love, past the
experience of the ordinary life of men.
Many of My Children hope to have a personal relationship
with God and proof of this relationship! Each would like
Him to give them a sign - something obvious to prove to
them that God has spoken to them, or by some means
shown them that He is directing their lives. This is
happening every day, My Children, to each of you,
although it may not be so obvious as you had hoped!
The Spirit of God works among men in the world and
commits His work to creation, actively laboring each day.
His Kingdom is not beyond human understanding, but it is
difficult to compare Heaven with life on Earth, or the
Spirit with the Man. They must try to unite themselves to
Him in their love if they are hoping to understand God! He
is patient with them and unselfish in His infinite love for
them, and in the quiet of this Love they become aware of
Him.

Heaven is a Paradise without comparison! There is
beauty for the eye and sweet happiness for the senses.
Heaven is a joy to the senses, it is peace of mind and love
for the heart, and it is freedom from evil, pain and all
suffering!
One day you will cast off the tedium of your earthly labors
and you will cross the threshold into the holy bright day.
Great bliss awaits you in Heaven that day, and night will
never fall upon you again. Neither will loneliness exists
there, as your joy in your Lord dispels the night of
loneliness from you forever!
Communication and understanding of the spirit is perfect
and complete for each in Heaven. Individual and spiritual
knowledge is common to all and at all times everyone is
aware of the work being performed by God, in Heaven.
In Heaven love is complete, so that all hearts are joined in
common love with God. Men and Angles are spiritually
perfect and their love makes each one aware of the other
and also of God.
God has always explained to the Prophets, Priests, Saints
and Holy Orders to be aware of His intentions, that Heaven
will only be complete when the union of Spirit and Soul is
one with God. When this is fulfilled Our Spiritual
Heavenly Family will be together forever!

COME TO ME, MY CHILDREN, I LOVE YOU AND I WILL GIVE YOU REST!
I LOVE YOU AND I BLESS YOU!
+
AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 92 October 29, 2000
THE PRECURSOR:
generation since time began. They walked out of the
pages or chapters of the book, coming forward and each
was dressed according to the time in which they lived.

Today in the Immaculate Conception Church I saw a
beautiful white-feathered Angelic wing tip that was
extended and reaching upward Its long feathers began to
change slowly, beautifully, almost fluidly forming in to
long fingers. The hand and fingers continued to lengthen
and extend gracefully, reaching upward to Heaven.

I then saw Elijah the Prophet setting out on a walk from
Heaven and coming forward towards the earth. On the
earth I saw many people behind bars. The demons were
imprisoning them in the world.

I then saw the higher Heavens and standing there were the
Holy Trinity, Our Mother, the Angels, and Saints in a
most beautiful heavenly enchantment of white clouds.

ELIJAH:
The Book is an important manuscript in Heaven
containing the life and history of mankind, a creature
chosen by the Lord to serve Him! Man is unique,
innovative and a resourceful creature with many
remarkable differences from those of the Angels.

Behind this holy scene stood the ordinary Souls of
Heaven. I then saw a book that was several stories high
which opened to the first pages. The pages began to turn
and from these pages came many people from every
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Although like the Angel, he is not separated from the
companionship of the Lord during his entire life.
Our Lord is to be praised for the great work that He has
achieved in Mankind. Among the treasures that God
chose for man were intelligence, love and the priceless
gift of his Soul.

Oh Lord, You have given preference to the chosen
Children, your earthly treasures! You have hidden this
precious treasure from the eyes of the foolish and they
will not see the glory of your work. They do not value
Your Love and neither can they appreciate the great
treasury of the Sacrifice of Your Son Jesus and they will
not be saved!

Many people are unable to understand or even to believe
in Heaven today. They are cut off from Heaven like poor
souls who are imprisoned in the world. They are unable to
see clearly through the bars of their prisons to have even a
glimpse of Heaven, but they are still confident that they
have a complete understanding of life today! They have a
fairly good knowledge about the earth itself and they are
satisfied that this is all there is to know!

They do not understand that the gate of Heaven does not
remain open to everyone, but only to those who serve
You and only the Holy will look through the gate and see
you, Oh Lord. You have hidden this joy from the eyes of
those who have turned their back on You. They cannot
know how great Thou Art, Oh Holy God. Lord I praise
Thee, because you have hidden your treasure from those
who are not worthy of Your Love - Jesus!

Satan has imprisoned them in the world. They do not
desire the freedom which Our Lord has offered to them
when He Sacrificed Himself to save them. They are
worldly and not interested in prayers. The spiritual world
is not of their knowledge; they are oblivious to its
presence!

Rejoice all of you who have been chosen by the Lord.

I feel sorry for man; he understands that he must work
very hard today for the security of his family so they are
satisfied now and secure in the future. However, he
neglects to work hard praying for his family so that they
will be spiritually satisfied today and secure in their future
in Heaven.

I comprehend so clearly, but do men understand my
words? Have they spiritual eyes to see beyond their
world? There is happiness and the laughter of the ones
who have perfect joy and live in cleanliness, enjoying the
clean pure air and the light of God.

You stand before the gate, looking upon the beauty of
your God. Look upon His magnificence and be warmed
by His glorious love! My God, you have given your
servants the first sight of Yourself!

Such people are pitiful; they do not build for the Lord's
Holy Spiritual Kingdom and consequently they will have
no part in it!

Can you see, Oh Mankind, and do you understand that the
Lord is before you and that Heaven is open to you, while
revealing its glory to you? It is never hidden from the
sight of the Holy!

They use up all of their days working for creature
comforts. Oh foolish slaves of the earth, are you aware
that the door to the holy Kingdom is open to you
now?

The earthly creature is a natural part of the plans of the
Lord. Man is to contribute a portion of his work each day
to the Lord. God will then entrust him to carry a much
greater responsibility in the sacred plans of Heaven!

MAY GOD BLESS YOU!

+

AMEN!

Little Prophet

No. 93 November 5, 2000
THE PRECURSOR:
He touched the statues in a very loving tender way. The
touch of His Hand was as gentle as a Mother's hand when
she is touching her newborn baby.

Today in the Immaculate Conception Church I saw a
delicate light touching the individual statues on the High
Altar and also touching the wall behind the Altar. The
light carefully touched the statues one at a time.

The Lord's Hand was touching the statues and the
paintings, and all of the beautiful and holy objects which
were in the Church. Our Lord's Hand left the Church and

I then saw this light change into the right Hand of God.
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He began to carefully and lovingly caress some of the
tombstones which marked the graves behind the church.
He seemed to be considering the life of those persons in
His gentle loving manner.

when men must have confidence in God, trusting that they
are ready to follow Him into the Holy Battle!
The time has come in the predictions made by Saint
John. My Father allowed him to clearly see the end days
while he was a prisoner on the island of Patmos. What
John could hardly believe was the change that would
come over mankind! They would not continue to honor
God!

His Hand then caressed the trees and He caressed the
water in the river and then the land and the clouds in the
sky. He gently and carefully touched each of His creations
in Men and animals, and everything He touched, by
means of His Gentle Hand!
As the Hand of God continued to caress His creations I
saw Our Lord Jesus. He was standing behind the Main
Altar and He was also watching the Hand of His Father.

God opened the doors of the future to John so that he
could see night coming down upon mankind. In His anger
against mankind -God tipped the cup that was filled with
the spiritual and physical aggregate of His punishments,
spilling them out over mankind to harm him. In his
predictions of the end days, John knew that Satan would
cast men to the storms of iniquity and that they would
turn their backs to Me.

OUR LORD JESUS:
My Dear Children, My Father loves you so very much!
He has entrusted mankind to a position like the Angel. He
has given you a work under the Holy Trinity. The Father
of all Creation had created the Angel from His Power and
then they became His servants and friends.

I ask men to be devoted to Me and to be careful about
their holy responsibilities, but they do not like
responsibility! In their relationship with God they have to
be a trusting child, but they are not content to remain
children and they do not want to be servants of God
either.

You are My Brothers and Sisters. The Lord has given
Mankind important parts in His Plans to be friends and
servants to His Son Jesus. I came to you with human flesh
to be like you. The Father clearly shows His esteem for
Mankind, by allowing Me to come to earth to live among
you.

God gave the Saints a responsibility which was a heavy
burden that occupied their spirits, bodies and minds. He
expected them (like so many others) to be the responsible
Adults among the children of the world. It was a kindness
of God to keep them so close to Him at all times while
they were upon the earth!

Your God and Lord descended from Heaven to be with
you and to dwell among men and became your Brother. I
lived as a common Man of flesh and blood like you and I
lived a holy life! This holy life ended when I was torn
apart by the callousness and cruelty of mankind. I died a
very cruel death to save you and then overcame death to
arise back to life again!

Today when the battle has escalated so terribly, The
Father is asking many more to accept the increase of their
own responsibility just like the Saints. The Churches are
to carry the first and greatest part of the burden. Satan has
managed to separate and divide the Church into several
churches.

My death and resurrection is hope for the living, as well
as hope for the dying that they may trust in Me, and by
following Me I shall also raise them up! I shall save them
from the grip of death and I shall resurrect them!

Among these churches God has chosen many servants
who are strong and will support His Church. However,
when the Church became divided, the division separated a
very great work of God!

The Father is leading men through these difficult days.
There will be reasons for men to feel fearful. There will
also be reasons for men to feel joy. These are very great
times for men to live in!

The Mass was altered in the Catholic Church and the
Mass should not have been altered. It was carefully
developed through the centuries and it was perfect. Many
of these changes have caused irreverence to God in the
Holy Species.

The ancient battle between God and Satan will be carried
out for quite some time! Man is to grow in his confidence
and trust of God. He must understand that his spirit is the
instrument to win this war. His spirit is the strong weapon
that God has given to him to fight the demon, and against
all odds he will win his holy victory with Jesus!

When My Apostles began, they were simple men who
would eventually become Bishops of the new Church. At
first they were not qualified to be leaders of the Church.
The Eleven Holy Apostles were honest men and they
wanted to do the greatest possible work for God and they
did eventually succeed.

Man does not always understand about this remarkable
weapon - "his soul" that I have tried to reinforce with My
Love over these past two millenniums. The time has come
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Had I remained with them
they would never have
become so strong! They relied on Me for guidance and for
everything and they wanted Me to make every decision. It
was necessary for Me to leave them so that they would
develop the courage to make the holy decisions and to
stand on their own, especially with regard to the future of
the Church.

their salvation from their minds?
I want the Church to enter a new chapter and to
counteract the change which has happened in the Church,
and to help the Church to go forward again to God. I will
raise courage in the ranks of My Priests and individuals
will fight in the name of Holiness to restore the perfect
love and honor for Me again. My Priests will gain the
courage to restore Jesus to the place of honor before His
people.

Many holy gifted people were needed in order for the
Church to succeed! I set the foundation, but I needed
many holy Priests to anoint the walls and consecrate the
altars of stone, so that the Church would stand and
continue to give help and guidance for mankind in their
spiritual and corporal needs.

I will send you My Prophets who will give those who are
Holy so much confidence and courage that they will no
longer remain silent in the face of Satan, nor restrain their
voices for Me!

My agonizing Sacrifice upon the Cross was cruel and
barbaric at best! I taught the Apostles how to make the
appearance of My cruel Sacrifice visible in the Sacrifice
of the Mass in an acceptable holy manner for mankind,
while not diminishing respect for My Real Presence.

I gave Order to the Church so that the Church would
always remain strong! Disobedience in the ranks of the
Church allowed Satan to enter the Church. He succeeded
in entering the Church and overthrew order, gaining much
authority to make changes which were not sanctioned by
Heaven.

It is the disrespect which I now feel at the Mass which
hurts Me the most! So many Priests have become careless
in My Presence and so have the Laity! It was by the
spilling of My Own Blood from the Holy Chalice that I
was able to save mankind and to defeat Satan. This was to
be the most important teaching of the Church and it was
not to be altered!

I will send the Holy Prophets to fight against his authority
in the Church and to give courage to My holy Priests.
They shall unite to defend the Lord in His Church. They
shall throw their support behind the Prophets to defend
Jesus against Satan.

The Children of God cannot overcome this enemy on
their own. God must defeat Satan on behalf of mankind.
The Sacrifice which would save mankind and appease
God had to be the sacrifice of The Sacrificial Lamb of
God.

I shall separate My Children and take them away from
Satan. They shall go with my Holy People away from the
intimidation of Satan's presence and away from those
Cardinals and Bishops who continue to remain with
Satan.

Men should have been more appreciative of this Sacrifice
of God, especially since they understand about the agony
of pain. My agonizing sacrifice of the flesh and My Pains
in suffering upon the Cross should raise a great deal of
sympathy and understanding for Me from mankind, but it
does not even raise the level of guilt for their own sins!

There is indeed a schism in the Church. Satan is
undermining God’s authority in the Church and man is
trying to replace God's authority with his own authority.
"I SHALL NOT STAND FOR THIS!" Very soon I
shall send the Holy Angels to drive the demons from the
Church.

The remembrance of this Sacrifice was developed into a
careful beautiful Mass, so that all people would never
forget the value and price of this Sacrifice. How soon did
man remove the memory of My Death and Sacrifice for

I shall not stand by and watch Satan lead away My
Children to hell. I shall send My Holy Angels, My
Prophets and My Holy Priests to fight for You, My
Children. I shall ask all Holy Priests of good conscience
to fight with you against the Devil.

THIS SHALL BE THE TEST FOR THE PRIESTS IN THAT TIME
AND IT SHALL COME QUICKLY!
I BLESS YOU, MY CHILDREN, IN THE NAME OF
THE FATHER, SON, AND HOLY GHOST!
+
AMEN!
Little Prophet
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No. 94 December 3, 2000
THE PRECURSOR:
Today in Saint Anthony Church I saw Jesus standing near
the Tabernacle. Our Lord asked me, "What do you see?"
A lovely Heart, very great in size and beauty appeared in
the air above the Altar. The Heart was that of God the
Father. I saw a spiritual flood go out from His Heart and it
encompassed all people in the world; all were in this
Spiritual Sea as they continued on with their lives. This
Spiritual flood of Our Father touched each person in the
world, each minute of the day.
The Living God - Our Father, who is today and every day
touching each of us at every moment. He is touching our
minds, bodies and souls and He tries to capture our
attention so that we will notice Him, love Him and not
only pray to Him, but also remain with Him at all moments
throughout our lives.
During Communion I saw Jesus disappear and a great lifesized Golden Chalice appeared upon the Altar. I saw the
Holy Ghost fly from this golden cup as a White Dove,
back to Heaven and thence to God the Father sitting
upon His Throne in Heaven. Our Lord Jesus then appeared
in place of the Priest and He served the Mass.

No religious sect or race of people has exclusive rights to
God. Man is limited by selfishness in his thinking if he
feels that God is only with the few. If God was not
abundant with His Love for all people, then mankind
would succumb to the savagery of Satan and his lies would
lead them to their deaths.
You cannot rise from your bed to begin your day, and then
continue until nightfall without receiving the guiding hand
of God to lead you through the day! You have to have the
benefit of God at every moment, or you cannot continue.
He is the very power of life for all creatures.
Devoid of God, Man would know nothing but death and
sorrow. Even in death you must pass through a place of
God's knowledge, where the truth of your life and death is
made known to you! At that moment you understand
perfectly that God is truth and that all He has said is true!
It is too late to change the direction of your life at the last
moment, when you cross the veil. A holy afterlife depends
in part upon your beliefs while you are living upon the
earth and the, faith which you placed in the words of God.

My Father is touching every soul in the world at every
moment and they would do well to notice Him and to pay
attention to Him. He does not come only to this person or
that person - He comes to everyone in the World.

The veil is all that obscures you from this perfect
knowledge. God reserves that right to hide perfect
knowledge from you until you are ready to understand it.
Believe greatly because His words are true and your faith
in Him, partially decides the extent of your knowledge to
understand, which for now is a teaching about faith and
spirituality.

My Father is above every Holy Faith - the focus of
mankind's worship and He is perfect, and so is the love
that I have for My Father perfect, and for this reason
mankind should worship Him.

What lies hidden beyond the veil is a spiritual world that is
very real, just as earth is real to you now. God reserves the
right to keep all of this in mystery while He teaches you in
His own way about Heaven.

Through the history of man, God has chosen to have a
preferred person or to favor a people in hope that they
would be obedient to Him, holding fast in their faith
forever. For a while some remain strong, but as time
passes they become weary of God's work. It is not enough
for them to enjoy the favor of being close to God; they also
have personal desires and ambitions which they expect
God to fulfill for them. When God does not fulfill these
expectations they become disappointed and they leave
Him.

There are many religions and God has allowed them to
teach in many ways about Him. Some teach well and
others are not accurate about what they teach. Only God is
the full Truth and no one knows as God knows and He will
not reveal all things fully to anyone upon the earth.

JESUS:

The Holy work of Christianity grew like shoots from Me
and spread over the earth in order to honor God by yet
another means, adding to the Father’s already great works.
Christianity does not satisfy all men; however, it is
worship of God that includes all men.

Even the Saints, while revealing great truths of God, differ
in opinions about certain areas of knowledge. It was not
the fault of the Saint. It was the Will of God that not all
things of God could be revealed right away. The teachings
of theology, the work of the Saints, and also the works of
other great writers are windows to Heaven. The window
reveals a certain view while not the whole Heaven. When
you cross the veil, you will have the depth of the whole
view and full understanding of what you are seeing.
You will not be able to come back to earth in order to tell
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your loved ones and relatives what you saw and
understood. If you could you would tell them that
everything that Jesus and Mary and the Saints have taught
is true! Believe it and worship God and do everything
possible in order for all of you to go to Heaven, because
Heaven is more magnificent than anyone can imagine!
No matter how difficult that your journey is upon the earth,
it does not stop you in any way from eventually enjoying
the magnificence of Heaven.
I extend My Hand out to every race and religion of people
and to correct those in error. I extend My Hand out to
every person and especially those in sin. I desire faith
replace every obstacle in their lives, so they may come to
Me.
Do not dare excuse yourselves from coming to Me because
of sin, even mortal sins! The only reason for you to refuse
Heaven is your desire to prefer sin to Heaven. Understand
this, My Children, Heaven is open to everyone! It does not
matter what your past may be, how you lived your life, or
even if you worshiped God or not!
No one knows your ability to love - except God, and
neither do they know the sincerity that exists in your heart
towards Me. I know of your struggles in life. I realize your
weakness that led you to sin. You were crushed by a
feather, and pulled away by a chain into the depth of sin
and despair.
I know all of that but that is still no excuse not to come
back to Me and to Heaven. My Children, if you succeed in
excusing yourself from Heaven, then you will never enter
there. You cannot use any excuse that stops you from
stepping through the gate of Heaven. All of hell cannot
stop you from succeeding, if you want to! Neither can your
relatives nor your enemies stop you from going to Heaven.
I instantly reject any excuses or notions that may stop you

from coming to Heaven to be with Me. It is up to you to
succeed, as your soul belongs to you; now allow it to
belong to Me!
If you had a difficult life and if you fought each day with
poor health, and overcame the world and you came to Me,
then you would agree that it was all worth it to be with
God.
What you may hope for in Heaven and expect, I will give
to you. I will give everything to you and more! The city in
Heaven is beautiful and so are the villages that are very old
and lovely with magnificent gardens and streams
flowing through them. Nothing deteriorates or dies in
Heaven, the trees grow older, some become bigger but
they do not die. The fields are greener than earth’s and the
air is comfortable.
Man's spiritual body becomes one with Heaven in the
beautiful Paradise and creation of God and where
happiness and love is savored by the Soul. Each day is the
first day for your Soul in the place where God has always
been. He has watched as many generations of men passed
by in the long exodus of life, which is only God's first day
in His Garden.
All life upon the earth has passed through the Lord's day.
He has watched your Ancestors go past and he is watching
you today at His feet. He carefully directs you to go this
way and that, providing barriers to protect you from Satan,
and you must find your way around them. The unknown is
troubling to you, but God stands above you and He knows
where He is leading you.
You are at the foot of God, My Children, and He is
watching your every step. If you obey Him He will lead
you through the maze of life. When you get through this
maze you will be standing at the gate of Heaven.
However, there can be no turning back, My Children, you
must have faith and bravely march ahead.

I LOVE YOU, AND I BLESS YOU, IN THE NAME OF
THE FATHER, SON AND HOLY GHOST!
+
AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 95 December 25, 2000
THE PRECURSOR:
I saw Our Holy Mother with St. Joseph and the little
donkey in the company of many Angels as they walked
towards the little cave stable.

Upon entering the stable St. Joseph seemed disappointed
with these humble surroundings, as He and Our Mother
looked at the simple quarters which smelled of musty
straw and manure.
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An ox stood at one side of the cave eating hay. It did not
take great notice of the visitors and continued to eat
contentedly at its hay. Its thick coat made it impervious to
the cold of this winter’s night. When it did look about, its
warm breath came out of its nostrils like smoky vapor, as
the cave was quite cold. Nevertheless this cave was still
more preferable to remaining outside on this winter’s
night.
St. Joseph brought the little donkey into the cave and it
walked over to the hay which the ox was eating, and with
no fear of the great animal it began to eat hay alongside the
ox. St. Joseph then began to unpack some of their
belongings, carefully separating Our Mother’s small bag of
clothes from his own, and a couple small pieces of leather
or canvas which he has brought to serve as ground sheets
for sleeping on, and he also had some rope.
He roped off an area near the animals and threw the canvas
over the rope to curtain off an area of the cave. Our Mother
had asked him to do this, as it seemed to be the most
sensible solution, in order to find a little relief from the
cold drafts of the stable for them, and to provide a small
amount of heat for them from the animals.
A little later I saw in the Heavens a Glorious Being,
Angelic in appearance, wearing a. silver fabric mantle
which was draped over the head, shoulders and back of
this Holy Being. He stood in the starry Heavens in the
night sky in a place. of very great beauty.
The Angel began a headlong descent at very great speed
towards the earth. As He descended it became evident to
me that He was not an Angel at all, but the Holy Ghost in
the form of the Dove.
A path of light passed through the darkness before Him
and the Holy Ghost descended through this corridor of
light and He traveled at great speed towards the earth and
to the little cave.
St Joseph had dozed off and was quiet and the animals
were kneeling and the ox was chewing his cud. The Holy
Ghost descended so quickly, entering as Spirit into Mary
to lift the Holy Child Jesus from beneath Her heart, and on
the wings of the Holy Dove and as the Spiritual Feather
touched the soul, thus the Child of God left the Holy Place
of Peace in Mary, and He entered the world.

ways of God. He addressed them in a way that was
familiar to them by His Holy birth as a child, evident of the
natural way of man.
Our Lord remained hidden, as it was His Will not to be
more obvious to man than a normal child. He did not want
to surpass man's expectation of a human child and it was
not necessary for Our Lord to make all knowledge of
Himself known to man, by His Holy Birth.
Had God made Himself fully known, then the natural order
which God had created among men would have been
disturbed. The birth of God was so extra ordinary, so
remarkable when this great figure – God, ruler of Angels
came quietly in ordinary human features.
The Angel then referred to God in the beginning of
creation:
In those days, Our Lord - powerful of love, showed in His
Creations how He desired to give life from Him. Until
then there was no life beyond His Own until he created the
Angels.
Life was to pour forth from God in such wondrous love.
He would create until He achieved all His plans and
perfected everything. He would decide what life was, how
life was to be formed, and how it would exist!
God decided and committed Himself to the greater scale of
all life and to guide that life. The creation of the heart for
His creatures, and how the body responded to the stimulus
of life, grew and developed in His own Love and Life and this creation would then evolve.
Not evolve as men understand evolution today, but in the
evolution of the plans which God created, as He laid down
life in a way, a part at a time, in the correct order of its
need, to satisfy the plans for Life! God saw life as a
practical creation, life was to be simple and it was to
develop from its birth.
In the creation of the Angels and Our Kind, God created
practical use for the Angels to satisfy the needs for both
realms of Heaven and Earth. We became the Natural
Servants to God and we satisfied His needs as good
Servants! The Angels listen to God first and learn what is
necessary to satisfy God! The Angels then take this great
knowledge and teach it to men.

NOW A HOLY ANGEL APPEARED AND SAID:
God traveled from the Heavens to the earth to begin His
Holy Work. He was to walk among Men as the Holy
Intellect, to teach and guide men and to lead them in the

If men satisfy God's natural order of holy learning, they
become responsible holy and knowledgeable Teachers of
God and the holy needs of men are then satisfied from
generation to generation.

---- AND SO CHRIST CAME TO EARTH ----
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The expected Messiah had at last come as prophesied by
the Prophets of God. These Prophets who had been present
with God, understood His greatness and they understood
how great was to be His human birth!
All of the Angels and Heavenly Hosts bowed to Christ, at
His Birth to Mary. She is placed in such a state of grace by
this birth, a Holy Sanctity, who is above all of mankind.
She has participated in the birth of God, and because of
this She shares in His Holy relationship to men as the Holy
Convener, calling men together to teach them God's Truth.
The Lord in the great joy and need of His Love
overshadowed Her and She was warmed by the fire of that
Love, satisfied in Its beauty and elevated above the earth in
Its Holy Presence.
Who can describe how I felt when I saw the birth of Christ
- My God? The Mystical Holy Being was carried forth by
the grace of the Holy Ghost on invisible Holy Hands. His
birth generated a great love in Our Mother and the
rejuvenation of health and youth to Her Body and She did
not suffer as a Woman who gave ordinary birth, but
experienced the sweet refreshment of love which warmed
Her and refreshed Her Soul.
It is impossible to explain this mystery and to satisfy the
honor required in describing The Holy Birth and the
moments which Mary shared with none but God - as,
witnessed by His Angels! So holy and sacred was this
birth that Mary was alone with Heaven as It surrounded
Her in a mystery with a purpose so practical, for God to
come down to earth.
God chose the little stable, as it was far enough away from
human eyes to avoid having them witness the Holy Birth
of God.
Who could come to represent God but 'He' and to teach
men so perfectly? If Men desire to serve Him perfectly,
they must want what He desires, and only by doing it will
they be as perfect as possible. However man is a creature
and he must stop to rest and to eat, and sometimes
interrupts the work of God for selfish reasons and uses

excuses to halt the Holy work of God.
I do not judge anyone, as the work of God does not depend
on anyone person. His work is great and at every moment
He is directing His many Servants in His great work.
When One works in God’s presence, they are seeing and
understanding so much of His beauty, which they cannot
put into words, as if they are living and working alongside
Him in Heaven, and their work is splendid!
They are not like those who are acting out religious
performances without the holy exuberance and joy of true
holiness! So many have lost that exuberance or they never
had it in sufficient quantity to last. They are acting out the
holy part and they feel sufficient in doing this; however,
their work is human inefficiency that lacks spiritual
beauty. A 'Religious' is in a spiritual prison if he is not
joyful in the Lord.
According to men, there are many truths of God upon the
earth which are expressed in their beliefs. They are fixed
into the souls of men, setting them forcefully into God
fearing people.
There is only one Truth of God. He has inscribed His Laws
on the hearts of the Chosen and it is one Religion - His
Own! - for all People and His Hand is upon them!
In the end, evil will be ruined and destroyed by Love. Love
will overcome hatred and replace it with 'Good'. The sides
are being drawn in the Holy War, as God versus the
Devils. The gentle Love of God faces the hatred of the
Devil, and it will displace Satan and give a Victory to Our
Lord.
The vision of St. John is 'True' and all Religions will give
credence to Christianity, and Christ's Prophecy will
overrule and replace every other prophecy made by man
which is not in accordance to God's Will.
The End will be in accord with God, as He rules over it
and even the devils will not have their way with Him! In
the End His power will overcome, and whatever He
desires will succeed over every other plan!

MAY GOD BLESS YOU WITH HIS BOUNTY OF LOVE
AND MAY YOU SUCCEED IN HIM!
+
AMEN!
Little Prophet
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No. 96 February 28, 2001
ASH WEDNESDAY
THE PRECURSOR:
This evening as we approached St. Anthony Church I saw
St. Michael standing in front of the Church. He was very
great in size, at least four times the height of the Church.
He appeared as a very magnificent Angelic Warrior and he
was here tonight as the Angelic Protector of the Church of
God.

power over mankind and access to all of the important
knowledge for his work.

He was keeping the demons away from the Church on this
celebration of Ash Wednesday.

The central documentation of souls in the world is
dangerous for mankind. Maitreya will be able to access
important information about each one and this places them
in danger at the hands of the devil. The number is the
avenue leading to them, so that he may find and influence
them with his evil.

As we entered the Church I was surprised to see Elijah. I
had not seen him here for quite some time. He immediately
began to speak saying:

This is a time of very great pride for mankind in his
achievements. He is content that he is informed and wise,
confident that he controls his own life and the future.

ELIJAH:

However, beware of the one who is to come. Satan has
created these times for him, so that he may rule over man's
life. The very safeguards that man has placed over his own
life to protect him, and the confidence that he has in them,
will fail him and he will fall into the hands of Maitreya.
The legions of devils will frighten men by their
aggressiveness, threatening to remove them from their
property and men will be fearful of speaking out against
the evil which surrounds them.

Today is the beginning of the solemn 40 days of Lent,
when the people have come before the Lord to ask
forgiveness of their sins and to prepare themselves for the
Holy Lenten Season with penance, prayer and fasting.
Our Lord is suffering today with much pain, due in part to
man's own sufferings throughout the world, and He is
suffering because of their many sins.
Satan has spread all the evils of hell about the earth, and
man is suffering at his hands in famine, sickness, war and
diseases, which are all plagues of the earth.
Now another terror comes to frighten mankind. It is time
for the Antichrist to make himself visible to everyone. This
punishment is caused by man's sins.
The Antichrist will begin to openly gather his great
army from the world to commence the great and terrible
plans of Satan. He is the son of Satan and he will use all
powers of hell to obtain his own unholy crown, as he
makes himself a lord over the earth.
In this age of the central processing of all important
international information such as finances and
governmental affairs, religion and military operations, and
every other important aspect of man's life it simplifies the
work of Satan, making it expedient for the man whom he
has chosen to rule the earth. This time it will be handed
over to the devil for a while and the lives of everyone in
the world will be influenced in some way by his work.
He remains at the converging lines of information that
correspond to Satan's work and he has become the center
of this knowledge. Satan has given him complete power
and he is interested in all information that will give him

So much of Satan's knowledge has passed from the
spiritual world and has been recorded now upon the earth,
and man knows these teachings. How easy it has been for
him to subvert the world by his powers, and he has
developed the technology to entrap them, so that he can
use them.
It is time for the evil one to come and he will be accepted
by the world. He is wise and the world will be impressed
with his wisdom. He will meet people for the first time and
know them, for he has been informed of them through
Satan.
He has great wealth and those who are wealthy are
accepted more easily by the world, as if wealth itself is a
god, and those who have great wealth win admiration
from the world. Such admiration is foolish when the one
that they admire here is the devil. His work belongs to
Satan and he is the instrument of hell.
Our Lord Jesus has great knowledge of man. He also
knows each one that he meets. He used His knowledge to
find "good" in them and to increase their love for Him. He
is all goodness and sweetness, influencing man towards
good as He guides him towards His Father. In the heart of
God burns the fire of love that will sweetly consume their
lives in His love. This fire that burns so sweetly is the love
that draws souls into His heart of love!
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When the body and soul of man join together perfectly
with God, and the selfishness of the body disappears in
obedience to love, then it is unable to resist being
consumed by His love. It becomes obedient in its sacrifice
and union with its own soul, as they join together as lovers
of God. How blessed are the chosen! How fortunate are
they who are protected by God from the great deception of
the devil!
In the appearance of the false Christ there is something so
strange and terrible, and his powers are frightening and
unusual to those of you who are holy. He will stand before
you and appear like an evil sign, while at the same time he
will be seducing the world with his lies and leading them
away by the use of his magic, and all the while the wise
will continue to believe that they cannot be deceived!
The false Christ is partially chained by the Angels of God
at this time. He is being held back for a few more months,
but Woe to the world on that day when he is released and
comes in Satan's full powers!
He will come to heal the sick. The whole world will come
out to welcome him and he will enchant them. They will
be walking over each other, rushing to the front of the lines
to be near him. Madness shall come over the world in their
excitement to be near him, and they will crush down each
other in the rush to see him.
He will use such opportunities to raise the dead back to
life. They will be part of his future army as they are
poisoned - possessed with the seed of the demon. They are
his offspring, his children that are sick with sin like
himself.
The world will love him because of the healing of the sick,
and in awe of him as he raises the dead back to life! The
world is his nest. Satan has prepared it for him and
everything is now ready for him to make his entrance.
Woe to the world - he is a viper, but he will walk among
you as a man.
Do not make the same mistakes that Adam and Eve made
with his father. They were complacent and not alarmed by
his presence and feared him not! The Lord will set off
warnings to you so that you will become suspicious of him
and aware of this man of deception.

merry. He will fill them with his teachings, and they will
follow him to hell. His time is short and he will work day
and night to complete his work, as he prepares to lead so
many away from God,
My Brothers and Sisters, think about this man who is at the
cross roads of hell, with all knowledge of everyone
important to his work. He knows where he must go and
whom he must use to help him, as he closes the net about
mankind.
He is the administrator of a powerful group upon the earth.
They have gathered together to influence banking and
governments around the world, so that they can gain
control and leadership of the nations and their military. He
will hold countries at ransom, and the Antichrist will use
the powerful knowledge, which is available to him to
direct Satan's plans.
This is the time for the unification of the religions of the
earth, and Satan is making a great effort to unite the
churches of God. He will succeed because the various
religions will trust Maitreya, as he is such a marvel to them
and they will believe that he is a godsend.
However, God did not send him. He is just the culmination
of Satan's great effort of evil and he is trying to lead the
whole world to a place of evil in the history of man. Man
has been forewarned of this time for thousands of years,
and more precisely in these last two thousand years since
Christ, and forewarned about the dragon and his number.
Now that time has come and you will know him. His
deception is nearly perfect! He will come bearing signs
like Christ of His wounds. Oh how traitorous is this
deception and how acceptable he is to those who are
foolish. He provides a false witness of Christ, for his
wounds have been caused by the access of his evil, which
bleeds from his body through his evil sores.
The foolish judge by appearance and they see this man as
one who appears to be holy. He does not come with the
evil appearance of the demon and there is nothing to
associate him with his father, Satan. Man casts suspicion
of him aside as they accept his gifts and marvel at his
wisdom.

Pray to God that you will recognize him. Holiness is a
powerful sword which repulses him. The mighty Servants
of God will throw him back and he cannot deceive them.
His wicked ways will stand out. and they will know him.

He is wise with the wisdom of One who is very Old and
who has seen great things. The Old One has fought in great
battles and he has seen the whole life of mankind pass by
him, but he does not understand man's love for God! Satan
does not understand about love, therefore he does not
understand God's work with man.

Woe to those who do not love the Lord, for they will be
deceived by the evil one. They do not accept help from
God, and so the devil is able to come boldly and encourage
them to rejoice with him, to feast and to drink and make

Love shall come in the form of a sword - a mighty weapon
that shall be thrust into Satan's heart and his son shall fall
mortally wounded. However, he shall heal from his
injuries and return as a more powerful demon, a deceptive
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creation of Satan to fool the unwise with his spurious
healing.
Satan did not alarm our first parents as he led them away
from God. His son will not alarm man today when he
comes. There will be no grand entrance or universal
announcement made of his coming, for the snake slithers
quietly on its belly from the cover of the trees into the
clearing, before it is noticed, and then it will be too late to
stop him.
This snake does not need the covering of the trees to
hide his work, for he will have man's 'acceptance' to cover
him. He will walk among them and they will not be
alarmed by his presence. He will not reveal his secret plans
right away and he will keep his power hidden from them.
He uses words to lead man away from the truth and
redirects them in his wickedness. He does not believe what
is written in the Bible. He says they are words written for
the ignorant and the simple.
Oh Angels on High, sound the alarms for man to
awaken from his sleep! He has been lulled to sleep with a
false sense of security! Today supernatural wonders are
common and no one is surprised when mankind achieves
another advancement in technology, and not too many are
alarmed when Satan strikes someone down (again) with
great violence.
This constant news has become common to man and he
has become complacent, and has also become quite
hardened and coarse. He has grown careless by accepting
everything without question. This complacency by man is
the paved road which Satan has developed for his son to
walk upon when he will come to greet mankind. They will
extend greetings to him and he to them. He will smile into
their faces and enter their hearts with a very light touch to
see what is hidden there, and in that moment he will know
the secrets that are hidden there.
There are many who are chosen by Satan to serve him
and they are in one league together. His great army will
gather all over the world, and when it is time he will touch
off the destruction, as it is he who is the core of this evil.
The destruction will cause chaos, and no one will know
why the war had begun and the whole world will be
thrown into it. This is indeed his time and everything is in
place for him.
When you read the words written about Maitreya, he
sounds foolish to you! It is a deception written for you, the
Religious, so that you will become complacent towards
him. Be aware that he is at the center of all evil power
today. He does not have the acceptance of all men, nor
does he need the acceptance of all men, for he has the
controlling powers in his hands and the tools that are
necessary for him to succeed in Satan's plans.

Mankind has put all the advanced power in place for this
son of perdition to devastate the world. The safeguards that
prevent war can be countered by diplomacy and blackmail
and he will use both of these to give him leverage in
controlling the world.
Our Lord wants you to beware of Satan's plan. He does
not want you to be afraid of this evil that is coming and
neither does He want you to be deceived by Satan's evil
plans. In this battle between Heaven and Hell, Our Lord
has allowed the braggart Satan this leeway of time, for
Satan had once bragged to God that given the chance, he
could overcome the work of the Father and destroy it
within a certain time!
However, Satan did not succeed and my proof of this is in
you, My Brothers and Sisters. He has not been able to
remove all of the good work of God from the earth.
He will try to bully mankind and force them to accept his
ways and turn them away from God. He is like his father,
Satan, and he is also a liar. He will use controlling powers
and hold the people of the earth as ransom to control
governments of the world. This will allow Satan to get
control of the destructive capabilities and launch the final
terrible war, and very few would be saved from
annihilation if God did not intervene!
However, God will intervene and God has already
intervened by saving a number of you all over the earth.
Love will have its way and God will protect His Own! His
Angel Forces will come to help you through your current
situations and in the future as you battle with the world and
with Satan.
God cannot be prevented from succeeding in His Plans.
Love has avenues of help and protection for you that Satan
does not know about, and if he did know he could do
nothing about them. At the critical time God will send His
Angels to pull you from the danger, and they will surround
you and protect you from all harm.
The Father is thorough and He has established His plans
for the Angels and for Men, and those plans stand today.
His plans are your lifelines to Heaven. While His plans are
old, His ways are not and He has sent you much help for
today.
Jesus is the True Wisdom of His Church and The Holy
Ghost is its holy work. They form one foundation - a rock
for you to stand upon with confidence, knowing that the
rock is solid now and for always!
The Lord sends His Angels to the various Churches and
He seeks out Souls to save. They are the common
denomination of His love. They are not one religion only,
or one people, or one race - they are the truest lovers of
God and they are the pleasure of His Love. They are signs
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from Heaven that God is among His people and his people
know Him!
Satan will not deceive them because God will not allow
them to be deceived by his evil. Their hearts seek for God's
purity and Satan is abhorrent to them. He is repulsive and
they are not fooled by the wiles of that snake. Evil is
obvious to those who are holy; they detest filth and those
who are evil are repulsed by them.
My Brothers and Sisters, prepare your hearts for the Lord.
Make these paths straight to Him. He knows you and He
has come to you. He has chosen you and you are
privileged to be chosen by Him. He will not reject you
because you have sinned. He has already called you telling
you to come to Him. He knows that you are weak and that
you sin, but that has not stopped Him from coming and
choosing you!

you are forced to suffer because of the sins of mankind.
The man who is the Antichrist is against everything which
is good; therefore his presence on earth will be a suffering
for you. You will not experience much good while he is on
the earth unless you turn away from the world and from
him and focus your attention on God.
When God sends His Angels to punish the devils and drive
them from the earth, the earth will experience such terrible
convulsions that will frighten mankind and lead him to
despair. In that day the Chosen of the Lord are to be
gathered together in safe places, away from the punishing
hand of God.
More of these safe places will be chosen by the Lord; they
must be away from the path of the Destroying Angels
when they come to punish the earth and mankind. They
must also be away from the worst areas of the war.

He is great and magnificent and none of us know why we
are chosen by God. We are fortunate, for we cannot choose
God until He first chooses us. We cannot find our way to
God unless God first provides us with His help!

These times are growing pains for the earth and for
mankind. The earth has begun to complain and it is making
these complaints known daily and causing many deaths in
the unnatural conditions present on the earth today.

The messages of the Seers speak strongly about God's
love! Satan scoffs at such messages. He does not
understand love. When he fell from Heaven, love was lost
to him and he does not understand it. His wisdom does not
help him to understand about God's most powerful love!

The earth seems to no longer want to carry the sins of
mankind and it seems to be trying to shake them off it by
various means. It is the Angels who are making this
happen to the earth and punishing mankind at the same
time. These convulsions are warnings to mankind to
beware of the coming dread of Satan.

The Innocent Child is not attracted to evil. You must be
such children by ignoring the temptations and the work of
the devil, while focusing your attention upon God. The
innocent Child plays at innocent games and continuously
searches for those who love purity.
As the innocent child becomes older - evil is introduced to
each by Satan and each of them must decide to reject this
evil. The knowledge of evil is limited - it repeats itself in
every generation, but becomes bolder and more violent
with each succeeding generation.
Love must be strong and desire to reject evil. Love has
newness about it, an infinite value that will expand and
grow. It has an unlimited nature in God to refresh itself
each day in every person. God has an infinite value to love
each. It is possible that some of you may experience God's
love in a greater way, much like the Saints.
His love is your own separate garden where you are to
walk with Him. Where evil cannot enter and Our Lord
must do everything to protect you from Satan. It is in
God's nature to keep His Own Children out from danger.
His love compels Him to protect you; He cannot do
otherwise!
Maitreya's presence on the earth is part of the sacrifice
which you must suffer at this time and the penance that

The coming of the Antichrist will be like the birth of a
dragon from hell, and the Angels of The Lord will come
and be present on earth to protect you from it. There will
be war and the battles will rage on between the holy
Angels of God and the demons. You, My Brothers and
Sisters, will be witnesses of many strange things, both in
nature upon the earth, and great things will happen to men
which may be holy or unholy, depending which side
they are on.
You will be witnesses of God's Glory as He creates many
holy works in so many of you, and you will have Heaven's
help to strengthen your spirits to give you courage, and
God will provide many who will heal physical troubles.
You will also be witnesses to the defiance of Satan as his
son so boldly comes to dominate your lives, and in his
defiance of God when he tries to pull the Church away
from the hands of Jesus.
You will see him experience a season of madness at the
end of his reign. It will seem so certain to you that he will
succeed in his plans of destroying mankind. God will
come in great power and hatred of the devil, crush down
Maitreya and cast him into hell. This will happen when
you least expect it, My Brothers and Sisters, and at a time
when you feel defeated and helpless in despair!
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All future generations of man are to learn the important
lesson of these times, that there is no one above God! The
proud vain demon can easily over power the earth and
frighten the Children of God. However, God will come
from behind the veil and make His great power known to
Maitreya and the demon will be frightened sick with terror
at the immensity of God and of the greatness of His
Power.

You have to learn all of this and that is why you must
suffer these times. When it is all over you will smile at
your Lord and He will smile back. He will embrace you
and you will know forgiveness of the Lord, His Greatness
and Power, and you will be happy and safe in His arms
forever and ever!
I ask Our Lord to give you the courage of Faith in Him For
it is He who will vanquish sin forever!

I BLESS YOU, IN THE NAME FOR THE FATHER, SON
AND HOLY GHOST!
+
AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 97 April 13, 2001
Good Friday
THE PRECURSOR:
At the Immaculate Conception Church, I saw God the
Father sitting upon His Throne. He was magnificent;
wearing Royal Robes, one beautiful tunic complimented
the next and a splendid beauty radiated from Him that is
not possible with any earthly king.
There is a gentle comfort in this heavenly scene. God is
splendid beauty and love, and peace is perfect near Him.
When we go to heaven and are present with Him, we will
feel such joy in our spirits. We will relax forever in that
happiness.
Off in the distance down towards earth, I see the scene of
the fourth sorrow as Jesus hangs upon His cross in the final
moments of His life. It is dark, cloudy and silent; silence
has settled over this sorrowful scene and everyone is
expecting His death to come soon.
Our Mother, St. John and the women are near the cross.
The Soldiers are waiting, everyone is aware that the end
has come to claim these three victims of the cross.
From a distance there is nothing to distinguish Our Lord
from the two thieves. Coming closer, I can see individual
features of the three men and they appear so pitiful. They
are wretched victims of circumstance and examples of
man's inhumanity to man, and they all suffer the same
severe justice whether innocent or guilty.
Our Father in Heaven is viewing this scene of sorrows to
His left side, where he also allows me to see it.

Our Lord is taken down from the cross and the then the
other two are taken from their crosses. The soldiers help
with this labor, working together to remove the last two
bodies from their crosses in the dark. Quiet professionally,
these men work together removing the bodies, evident that
they do this work often. What is the torture and death of
three more victims to these soldiers?
It is just another day of work in the lives of these soldiers
of the Roman Army! Only one stands off – a captain, who
seems quiet, as he contemplates Jesus. He appears to be in
awe of Him!
As the body of Our Lord is carried to the tomb in the
darkness, The Father watches all from above in Heaven.
Angels line both sides of the path as Our Lord is carried to
the tomb. The Women and St. John follow after them to
see that Jesus is safely laid in the tomb. Our Mother looks
weary and She is silent and does not cry any more.
It is over and Our Lord's death has brought a measure of
relief; not that His death brings Her relief, but Her spirit
calms knowing that death brings Our Lord relief! In this
Our Mother finds a little comfort for His sake but not for
Hers.
I do not see the preparations made for Our Lord’s burial,
but in a while the tomb is closed. Three strong men roll the
stone, shoving it with wooden levers propped at its base, as
they lift and push the stone ahead. It rolls along a grooved
track and then drops into a slight recess, and the entrance
is sealed.
The Father is watching all of this and He looks very sad,
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but His sorrow cannot diminish His Majestic Beauty. He is
magnificent whether in sorrow or joy. The Scene of
Sorrows disappears as the clouds close the opening near
the Father's throne from my view. I can no longer see the
lonesome vision of the tomb.
Jesus’ death has finished an important part of God's
work and I think that I see relief in the face of the
Father:
THE FATHER SPEAKS:
I do feel relief of My Son’s death from His agony on the
cross. I also feel relief for man because he has been saved
by Jesus' suffering and no longer he will he be a victim of
death. His future is not in question now, for soon shall
come the triumphant march of salvation, as their Lord and
Savior leads them into Heaven. The vision continues:
On earth, darkness falls and then day comes; it passes and
night comes once again. The Father leaves His Throne and
preparations begin immediately for a celebration in
Heaven. Heaven is transformed in an instant, with even
greater heavenly beauty so that the colors seem washed
and cleansed, giving it a new appearance and the former
beauty is replaced by a far greater magnificence. Some
colors are particularly dazzling, as gold and red and blue
and green, as part of the preparations being made for a
very splendid occasion!
Many Angels encircle the Father as he speaks to them of
His plans. He then leaves this place, passing through a
door opening, giving me a glimpse of the palace beyond.
He enters a great and very grand throne room of such
proportions that it could house a city.
The Royal Thrones are at one side of this room, very high
upon great stone bases - three beautiful thrones sitting
together tor the Holy Trinity. Our Mothers throne is not
visible today in this scene of the thrones.

death has stained them. The Angel folds one of them and
places it upon the stone bench.
No water is brought by the Angels to bathe Our Lord, for
none is needed. The purity of this light bathes Him and
everything has fallen from Him that is secular and
unknown to His purified Body, separating it from the
Divine.
His tears of sorrow that spilled with His sacred blood and
torn flesh, and all that is a personal part of the torture and
death of Jesus, is Holy and the Angels gather these before
they fall to the floor of the tomb. These are sacred and they
shall be kept as a witness to be preserved tor eternity! They
shall be given to God, in honor of Jesus' sacrifice.
Our Lord reappears from the light; He is transfigured into
the loveliest Heavenly Being – God
upon
earth.
Perfection in Purity, who has removed most of the signs
of His own crucifixion. He is newly clothed and now I am
unable to see the bruising of His body, the torn flesh and
the blood; everything is gone except the Holy Wounds of
His hands, feet and side and they remain as beautiful open
pink wounds: holy signs for us to remember His sacrifice
of Love and the salvation which He offers to each of us.
Beautiful white garments now cover Our Lord Jesus. He is
dressed without the need of being touched, or helped by
hands. His clothes appear to take on bright life of the
whitest beauty that complements His Purity. These tunics
are undergarments for the Royal Robes that await Him in
Heaven.
The stone to the cave rolls back by the authority of an
unseen power. At the same time the soldiers are struck
down; they fall as if fainting and they will not see Our
Lord reappear. The Angels are the only witnesses to this
almighty power of Jesus, when He overcame transience to
take His place as God.
AN ANGEL THEN SPEAKS:

The hall is being prepared for a banquet. There are many
great tables set for hundreds of guests. The Angels that are
preparing the tables are so beautiful, like happy teenaged
children preparing and setting the tables. Everyone is
happy in this work and there are smiles on every face.
A holy company of Angels is sent to earth and they are
carrying new tunics. They come and wait for a few
moments outside of the tomb of Our Lord. His Majesty is
visible to them. The Lord arises and He is transformed into
very bright light, so that He is no longer visible to me.
I see His soiled and bloodied wraps and clothes fall to the
floor. One Angel acts as His servant to catch the clothes
and also the separate cloth, that falls from Our Lord. They
are stained from His torture, from His Holy Blood, and His

Oh mankind, you are most privileged to have such a loving
God! He is the power of love that has saved you from the
destruction that you deserve! Your God has allowed
Himself to be tortured and die for you and by His
transfiguration he lives again and those of you who believe
in Him will be saved! If you hope in salvation, you too will
be transformed from unfortunate creatures of death and
live in the everlasting Spirit of Life! He has saved you
from your foolish ways and He is leading you to Heaven.
Our Lord walks majestically from the tomb, triumphant in
His Victory over death and hell, Lord of the Earth and
Lord of the Heavens and in charge of the keys to every
realm. Jesus and the Angels leave, so that they are not
present when the soldiers awake.
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The soldiers appear groggy when they awake, as ones who
have overslept. They become agitated when they see that
the tomb has been opened and searching the tomb, they
find that Jesus is gone! They are terrified because they can
be punished by death for failing in their duty and they run
away to their captain to tell him of this terrible news.

Jesus and the Apostles came to Magdala at my brother
Lazarus’ invitation. My sins weighed heavily on the heart
of my brother, whom Jesus loved so much. I was breaking
his heart and I was also contravening the laws of my God,
with my promiscuous relationships, which included a
Roman.

After they are gone, Our Lord returns near the tomb but
does not enter it. He waits a little ways off from the tomb.
Two Angels are with Him and He instructs them about
something. They do not speak but they know what to do
and they go into the tomb.

When I first heard about Jesus, I did not come to Him
immediately, because I was not interested in this new
prophet. I was an irresponsible person corrupted by my
lifestyle. When I first saw how handsome Jesus was I
thought that I could seduce Him by my licentious conduct,
if He would have me but He would not! I would have
thrown myself at the Son of God, believing that he would
be interested in me and find me attractive in the same way
that other men found me attractive. I feel ashamed of the
pride that I placed upon my own beauty!

Mary Magdalene approaches in the distance. I have seen
her before and I recognize her. Normally I would say that
she is very beautiful, but today she looks gaunt and tired
and Her eyes look dark, as if she had been crying.
Tears again flood her eyes as she approaches the tomb. She
is confused when she views the opened tomb. The stone is
rolled to one side of the entrance to expose the darkness of
the tomb’s interior and she looks inside the tomb.
The two Angels are standing there - they look like young
boys. One stands at either end of the stone table where
Our Lord's body laid and she is amazed at this. Who are
these who art standing in the tomb and where is the body
of her Lord?
One of the Angels speaks to her and then she leaves the
tomb. Our Lord approaches her; He is no longer
transfigured in bright beauty but appears like a normal
man. Mary turns when she hears him approach. She is still
confused; the guard is gone and this man whom she does
not recognize is approaching her.
MARY MAGDALENE THEN SPEAKS TO US
SAYING:
I felt so lost after Jesus' death. Now after searching I did
not find His Body and I left so alone, separated from my
Lord once again.
I had cried throughout the paschal celebration. How, I
wondered, could my people celebrate, eating and drinking
after executing their Lord? I had felt relief when the
paschal feast was over, so that I could finally go and pray
and be near the body of My Lord.
Mary Magdalene speaks about her past:
Before I had met Jesus, I was among the very wealthy,
influential and well educated people of Magdala. I had
travelled to many countries with my family and we were
well known and respected by our people and by the
Romans. I was a spoiled, wealthy young woman who had
everything that she wanted but I was tiring of my useless
life.

My beauty did not stir him, nor was He enthused by my
status in life, nor my wealth. He was looking at me much
more deeply, searching my soul. He was looking at me
very closely, trying to find something good in me and He
did not find it. He pierced me with His love and that love
changed my life!
Our Lord saw through me and I felt ashamed! I met the
Man who was above all men, above all kings - My God!
How poorly prepared I was for that meeting and how
ashamed I was of my conduct that day with Him.
Those who were evil loved me, but He Who was holy
refused my advances. I had nothing but evil to offer, for I
knew of no other way! I chose friends who had wealth and
status. I was an unholy modern woman of that day.
Meeting Jesus changed my life, so that everything, which
formerly had great value to me, now had none! What was
pleasurable to me before now made me unhappy! Jesus
sparked a new wonder; an excitement that I had not felt
before.
I gave up everything to follow Him. I sought after Him day
and night. He stood out from all men - My God, whom I so
loved. My soul was now opened to love and my own heart
was pierced, so that I was unhappy when I was not with
Him. He was my foundation and the happiness that
fulfilled me, securing my heart!
At first He did not welcome me because I was not a true
daughter to Him. I had to make a sincere effort to earn His
trust! He tried to warm my soul slowly, but I was in a
hurry, and impatient to begin climbing the steps of
preparation for His love.
I prepared this sacrifice of myself for God. I was insecure
and worried - I who had always been confident in myself
was now tossed in the turbulence of these unfamiliar
feelings. I left the security of my life to become a poor
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traveler following Jesus.
My soul had flown so high in the social circles of the
wealthy; now cast itself onto the path of the lonely traveler
and I secretly followed after Jesus and the Apostles. I came
to understand that I must give away everything of my
former life in order to have Him.
I chose to love Him! I did not know at the time when I
started to pursue Him that it was at His invitation! He did
not tell me this by words, but I understood this in time. I
could not have followed Him if He had not first invited
me!
Thus spreading this fire of His love to my heart, spiritually
asking me to come after Him and so I did! I came to know
the miracle of His love and of His healing powers for my
soul and He changed me!
Now today as I stand near the tomb before my Love - My
Jesus - I am so happy and at the same time perplexed, until
my Lord speaks the one word "Mary," with so much love
and affection, as if He had spoken it to His Mother whom
He loved so tenderly. I knew then that it was He! I knew
that my Lord was alive here with me. I knelt to kiss the
hem of His gown, but I was not allowed, for He had to first
present Himself to His Father in Heaven.
How wonderful to be here with my living Jesus, the Son of
God, and my Love! I was ecstatic to see my sweet Jesus
alive, radiantly well and beautiful. I, Mary, the least of all
women, a mere nothing; stood before the risen God as He
talked lovingly to me. My greatest sorrows were washed
away and amazement and joy filled my soul and
overflowed, so that I desired so much to throw myself into
the arms of My Lord!
I ask you, my Brothers and Sisters, what were the sorrows
of my whole lifetime and my tears of suffering, when

compared to this moment of indescribable joy? They were
merely the clouds in my life, which concealed the glorious
Son of God from me for a few moments - nothing morel
OUR LORD JESUS:
Mary was exemplary in her efforts to sacrifice everything
for Me. Mary renounced her sins and served Me perfectly,
so that she could be with Me! Those who love the world
do not have that same spontaneity to love God as did
Mary.
My Children, be careful; you are living in times when
many would lead you to Satan. It is necessary for you to be
careful to recognize evil and reject it, lest the devils come
and carry you away to hell at a time when you least
expect!
I do not intend to let harm come to the souls of My
Children. Satan will not succeed in his attacks of sin
against you and like Mary Magdalene; you will overcome
sin and walk away from Satan to follow Me.
I love those who are attentive to Me and whether you are
at work or play, we can exchange many little acts of love
between us. Our hearts become as one and you experience
this interior spirit of love between us. We meld together
and every act of work becomes an experience of love. The
whole day is spent in a sweet spirituality of love that we
share together!
The world is unable to understand this love that exists
between God and His Children, except
that they
acknowledge the signs of happiness and joy that are
evident if they watch closely. They cannot appreciate this
blissful joy and love which we share. They are unaware of
the spiritual joy where we together grow in holy solitude!
We are lovers and our hearts are filled with peace and will
remain full of love like the heart of Mary.

COME, MY CHILDREN, I LOVE YOU!
I BLESS YOU, IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER, SON
AND HOLY GHOST!
+ AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 98 August 5, 2001
THE PRECURSOR:
I saw a beautiful vision of God in Spiritual Form - He was
alone! There was no other life present in existence - not
even the Heavens or the Angels. He is completely happy in
the vision - in this lovely spiritual form, He has no need of

anything to increase His joy and until now had no need for
anything outside of Himself.
After a while a great stirring began in His Spirit. This
activity seemed to begin life, as lines appeared in the
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vision and the numbers increased and more lines crossed
over and interconnected with them to form structures. God
directed His energy to arrange and organize these
structures and to develop them into the beginnings of
creation.
I felt a little regret watching the beginnings of creation in
the vision, as it seemed to heavily impose itself in a way
that was far less beautiful than the first lovely and perfect
vision that I had when God was alone. Creation
immediately preoccupied God as He continued to create
life and He gave purpose to all life that He created!
I saw Elijah coming. He gazed upon the mystery presented
here in the vision.
ELIJAH:
We do not have true understanding of God. It is not
possible for us to understand Him with our intellect; we
are too small and we do not compare in any possible way
with Him. He is superior to all that we are aware of
God chose to call Himself "I Am.” He chose perfectly as
He was unable to explain Himself better to the creature man! God gave us limited descriptions, meager lines to
describe Him. We are mystified as we contemplate Him in
our little ways. However, we must be thankful that He has
given us a little understanding of Him.
He is satisfied with His explanations of Himself. Simply
said, it is enough for us. He prefers to seal His holy
principles in us and we are to simply serve the perfect
God. We must strive to serve God even though we are just
scraps of material.
Our spirits are a part with Him, but they are small when
compared to His Spirit. He gave mankind structure within
the Church to worship Him, in order for man to serve Him
in a way which He felt honored Him and was pleasing to
Him. It was important for God to guide us in this way, as
we did not have the natural ability to serve Him perfectly
ourselves!
Our Father appears to us as the benevolent father figure
with a handsome face and piercing eyes; God in human
form satisfies our understanding of the appearance of God.
We see the beauty and the mystery in His eyes that reveal
deep understanding in His intelligent gaze. Each one lives
within the consciousness of God. It is He who knows us
and not ‘we’ who know Him, for our capacity to know
Him is too small.
In this era we cannot begin to understand everything
concerning human kind, but it was not always so! In the
beginning life started simply enough, as God permitted it
to start. It continued as God permitted it to continue and
eventually man's life became complex, because God

allowed it to become complex. God allows mankind
freewill to decide the events of today and man has made
some good decisions and he also made some very bad
decisions.
The teachings that God has laid down for mankind are
rock solid. This wisdom from God is in the teachings of
the Saints and the true Doctrine and Dogma of the Church,
which those who are holy understand! Ignorance of the
holy teachings has led man into error and confusion
concerning the truths of God.
God has the ability to separate the lines of knowledge of
each individual from the rest of the people on earth and
from every generation of man. He can remove one line at a
time - like layers, and He remembers everything
concerning each person and the period of time in which
they lived, and He studies them! His vast creation, its
complexity and its place in history, is simple for God.
He will indeed find everyone who has fallen and died and
who may be buried in the ground, or has drowned in the
ocean, those who lay on the mountain, or in the forest. God
will uncover each layer where man has lived from the lines
of His memory and He will recover them and then receive
each one on the Day of Judgment.
Despite how complex the world may seem to you, it is still
uncomplicated for God. To our Lord it is not complex at
all! He has the ability to be aware of all things and each
event in His study of man.
Today is the first day of God. He has not fallen asleep, nor
has He rested from His work. He favors those who have
the wisdom to set upon the holy journey with Him. Man is
not merely a creature – he is to be a child of God!
The Angels and Saints are true Children of God. Children
in the Light of His Word. If His Word is natural in Souls,
they will spread the same light over numerous souls. The
light of God should reach into the lonely heart and shed
beauty and with this knowledge overcome the shadows of
the lonely heart.
A beautiful scene with lovely trees, cool blue sky and
clean water is good! God's goodness is in the beauty of the
earth and also in His Righteous Works! Persons who are
evil say that evil things are good. God is not a part of evil
things and therefore they cannot be good. It is necessary to
know what belongs to God, so that each person may
determine ‘good’ correctly.
Is Sickness good or is it evil, or is it a punishment by God?
In the case of the blind man, the Apostles asked Jesus:
“Rabbi who has sinned, this man, or his parents that he
should be born blind?”
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Jesus answering said: “Neither hath this man sinned, nor

his parents: but that the works of God should be made
manifest in him.” Jesus healed the man. That man's
blindness was not caused by sin and evil, nor was God
punishing him. This was a righteous work of God. Jesus
healed him and he gained his sight!
There are many today who carry the cross of suffering
in some form. It may be caused by the punishment of
abuse, accident, by illness and in the case of this man, an
infirmity at birth. Our Lord heals many today and they are
joyful!
There are those who prefer to carry their crosses if
necessary. They feel complete with these crosses, and
healing would remove this satisfaction that they experience
in their contribution to God's work for the salvation of
souls.
Many have no choice; if doctors cannot cure them they
must bear their illnesses and infirmities. Their illnesses
may be a curse - a hateful thing to them, or just a cross;
something that is made bearable for them when it is
offered to the Lord for man's salvation, and for the cure of
others. By this means illnesses and infirmities are not evil.
They are Blessings that help to lessen the suffering and to
shorten the time that others must suffer, and they are
considered by God to be virtuous works if they are offered
to Him!
Should one seek a cure if it is possible? Yes!, If possible,
because Our Lord may have some future plans for you and
the continued presence of illness in your life may prevent
you from completing those plans for Our Lord. He may
wish to send you in a different direction than the one in
which you are now going.
There are so many people in the world with illnesses and
naturally they want to be restored to good health. Our Lord
asks them to be patient! Our Lord derives great satisfaction
from those who are patient with their troubles, sorrows,
illnesses and pain. He is aware of all their troubles and He
is sympathetic to their sufferings.
Today is the first day of God. He has not fallen asleep and
He has not rested from His work. He watches carefully as
each one comes and goes. God takes great notice of each
and when they die, all knowledge of each is recorded
forever in His intellect. He cannot forget the smallest thing
- He has recorded the numbers of the animals, fishes and
insects and every kind of tree, and all things which
comprise creation, for each is important to Him.

Life is actively pushing forward from its first creation, and
that life is not stable and it will not continue to succeed as
it does today! Sin created disharmony in the condition of
life, and the complex life that exists today is unstable.
Disharmony in life continues to cause so many changes in
God's purposes for man. These changes which man has
brought about has allowed the demon to become a part
with Man, and evil is ruining God's great work!
The condition of life is no longer healthy. Over the
centuries man has harmed nature with his greed by cutting
down too many forests, and fishing out too many seas, and
mining out too many minerals, and generally by his greed
for revenue he has created chaos in the natural work of
God.
He is determined that he can solve his own problems! He
tries to succeed by every means possible in every country,
at each level of Government, by proposing new policies
that attempt to alleviate parts of the problem. However, his
attention to only parts of the problem fail to achieve the
long-term changes that he hopes for, and often he becomes
frustrated with his efforts and abandons the ideas.
Man continues to change every aspect of his life and his
troubles grow steadily upon the earth, placing stress on the
important problems that support life. He acts upon his own
imperfect experience, and he is influenced by sin and error
which is spread all over the world. Men are led astray like
lost sheep that are walking further away from God.
Do not become discouraged even if it seems that the sins
and errors of man have buried all good work of God today.
You may feel that even if you were to dig far into the
earth, or to search so deeply in the ocean, or to look high
upon the mountaintop you would never find any work of
God that was in a perfect holy condition.
This is not so, and even if Man has gone too far to correct
the problems of the earth, he has not gone too far to correct
the problems of his soul! It is not too late for the salvation
of many, many people upon earth, providing they continue
to try and please God.
I saw a vision of Jesus: Beautiful bright-lighted lines
passed through His Body. Glorious colored beams of light
first entered His back and they represented the past work
of God. These lovely rays of light then passed out through
Jesus’ chest and heart and they represented His work in the
Church of God that included His work with us here today.
ELIJAH CONTINUES SAYING:

God created the earth and man as separate creations from
the Heavens. He made them to be in harmony with each
other and He made the agreeable conditions necessary to
support their life. In the beginning God created conditions
that were perfect for life!

Jesus wants everyone to follow Him - if only they could
understand this! It is possible for everyone to be alone with
Jesus, if they would go spiritually to a quiet place of prayer
and meditate with Him. It is not necessary to go to the
desert in order to share a holy experience with God.
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The contemplation of The Holy Trinity and Mary, the
Angels and Saints, is a holy duty for all of you who seek
the Heavenly beauty of God and want to be holy. The love
for such beauty causes gentle peace to languish in the soul
and the spirit has time to contemplate Heaven’s examples
in the lives of Jesus with Mary, the Apostles, and of the
Saints.
Jesus is looking for souls who love the peaceful quiet of
His company, in the passage of love with Him.
It is difficult for a person to share with God if he feels that
because of his sin he can no longer remain near God. Our
Lord does not feel this way about the sinful man. It is
‘guilt’ that widens this useless gap for man and allows
such feelings to weaken his close relationship to God, and
he is driven away from God at the demons’ suggestion.
The devil does everything possible to prevent peace in
man's life. He tries to block that person's way to Jesus, and
unless he is resisted Satan will throw up insurmountable
barriers before him, and prevent his holy progression to
continue with Jesus.
He creates disharmony in the home, at work, and within
the community, casting the most irritating people before
you to upset your tranquility. Life is also distressed with
poverty and hunger, the loss of your job, the death of loved
ones, and by tiredness and illness, depression and many
other problems. It is not easy to be alone and afraid, or to
live with relatives and family who are unpleasant to you.
There are many reasons why you may find it so difficult to
pray to the Lord every day.
God is not separated from your daily life or from your
work. He is a part of everything that you do each day. He
is ‘one’ with you, but in your harried situation trying to get
through each day, you may not always be aware of His
presence. For that reason God tries by every means
possible to make mankind aware of His continuity in their
lives. The door to God is always open for you. You just
have to walk through that passage of peace and tranquility
as much as possible, to reside in the wholesome love of
God.

as His companion. You will enjoy seeing Him and
listening to His every word. You may not have a title here
on earth, but you are the True Children of God!
You are the ‘hidden Children’ among the specially chosen,
who serve Our Lord faithfully, no matter what cost to you.
The doors to Heaven are open to you, just as they were
open to me while I was upon this earth. Please believe that
God will come secretly to you on earth. He has chosen you
for very special purposes and He wants you to be in His
company.
Your friends and family cannot understand your love for
these exceptional experiences with Heaven. Your spirit
must search for them in the holy ambiance of peace in
company with The Holy Spirit. You will understand what
the Spirit of Holiness is and see Him with the eyes of your
spirit - your soul. This is sweeter than anything which you
will see with your eyes on earth until you finally see Jesus
coming!
You must pass by this old world and find yourself in the
same holy circumstances as those who have climbed very
high on spiritual ladders with God. The meaning of this is
clear to all who love God and desire to be at the holy
gathering of Children with Jesus and Mary. This is so
much greater for you than your love for the world, and
whether you are at rest, or work, you will understand when
God has visited you.
This gift is not always given to those who feel that they are
worthy, it is usually given to those who feel that they are
not worthy, because their spirits are often closer to God.
Do not be foolish and think that this cannot happen to you
just because you feel unworthy of the Lord; of course you
are unworthy of Him and you are also among those whom
God is seeking - those who are free to serve Him today.

Jesus is close by to those who are dying. At the end of
their lives He will remove all barriers, so that they will see
their Lord. Jesus looks forward to meeting them and they
will finally see their Lord!

So many are called and so many are chosen by God. They
are usually happy as they begin their journey towards God
and they separate themselves from the world and from
man. However, the journey is long and difficult and they
become tired with these holy affairs of God. They may
also become inflated with pride as they try to find a place
of honor, an earthly position, for themselves among men.
They become too proud and fall back to earth, along with
their pride and crash into the dirt of retribution, because
without their spiritual wings they can no longer fly and
they are separated from God.

To the Chosen who have an especially great love for The
Lord - you are in the very desirable circumstances of being
with Heaven, sooner than those who are now dying. For
you it is possible to be with God right now! This world
cannot prevent God from coming to you and it cannot
prevent you from reaching out to Him. War cannot stop
Him, nor can any kind of strife stop Him from coming to
you. You are fortunate to enjoy Him in a very special way

A person can enjoy the experience of the Angels if they
want to! Every now and then a child reaches forth its hand
and is touched by God. The experience of the supernatural
opens doors that are invisible to others. They reveal holy
doors to Heaven. Heaven floods those souls with holy
news to enlighten the soul, lifting it for the supernatural
causes of God to experience with the Saints, the influences
that God has over the penitent and loving heart. A life that
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is free to step beyond the mortal place of man, to enjoy one
of unlimited wonder, and to experience the beauty that
does not come from earth.

If you believe that you are the least likely to be chosen by
God, then He will come and delight you by choosing you!
When Jesus comes knocking at the door of your heart
answer His Call! A small seed that is invisible to man is
God is anxious to meet you in a lovely place where little visible in the eyes of your Lord. He will plant the seed of
Angels play within. sight of the Holy Trinity, Mary, the your soul in fertile soil which He has prepared for you, and
great Angels and Saints. Our Lord wants you to know and for all whom He has chosen, to be His companions upon
understand all of this while you are still upon the earth.
this earth, and He will prepare them to be His Children in
Heaven!
MAY GOD BLESS YOU!
+ AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 99 September 23, 2001
THE PRECURSOR:
I see a deep hole that is partly filled with water. It looks
like a well that was cut down through solid rock. There are
many souls down at the bottom of this well, neck deep in
water that is swirling around and around. These souls
cannot get a grip on the slippery wet walls and the water is
too deep for them to get a foothold, so they continue to be
swept around in the water and they are worried that they
may drown.
I see Elijah at the surface of the well looking down at these
people.
ELIJAH:
God has allowed the United States to be punished and it is
very sad that this had to happen! The punishment is
overwhelming
for those who are innocent. These
Innocent civilians have paid part of the price for America's
sins. There is no other justification for their deaths and
there is no comfort for their families, since this is not a
glorious war.
It is a new type of warfare and it opens so many
possibilities of further acts of terrorism; where will Satan
strike next? He is sending fear into the heart of the world.
The strength of American power has been wounded. She
has shown that she is vulnerable and the world feels
uneasy because this bastion of power has suffered these
attacks. The security of the whole world is now at risk and
people are worried!
America has been hurt by this attack, but the American
people must remain strong and not be drawn into the fear
that Satan is trying to generate while United States heals
from her wounds. Fear weakens the confidence that the
American people have in them and this is serious

internationally, because she has shown a crack in her
armor. A slowdown in her economy has created a vacuum
that affects the economy of the world. It is shaken and may
collapse.
Since the solid rock foundation of that nation has been
shaken, the United States will strike back and this plays
into Satan's hands, as he intends to create a third world
war. The United States would like to be able to get control
of the situation and remove the possibility of war.
However, it is not completely her choice!
She is a partner in this war but she is not the whole answer
to solving it. There are greater powers behind every nation
that will decide this. God is not wholly with the United
States or with any nation on earth today. The nations of the
world have a measure of accountability to God owing to
their sins.
The legislative assemblies of the various countries today
allow many good decisions to be deadlocked and they
quickly pass many laws that are corrupt. They decide poor
courses for the people of their countries and they are
answerable to God for this corruption.
They should get down on their knees and pray to God for
help and forgiveness! A country united with God would be
a very great power on earth today!
Sin is a tragedy that fogs the decisions of man in every
aspect of his life. Satan's influences corrupt the sight of
resourceful people who should be holy and have the reason
of God's light, when they make important decisions that
affect the people of their country.
The ancient historical problems of land, religion and
politics in the Middle East constantly stir up hatred and
trouble. War will not solve those problems now or in the
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future. Those nations will never have peace! Peace has
gone by the wayside; no one will enjoy tranquility in the
east or in the west. There are far too many painful
memories for men who cannot find it in their hearts to set
aside hatred for the sake of peace.
As more countries consider the possibility of war and
prepare for war, the idea gains world momentum,
encouraged by the enemy Satan. The enemy of God has
spread his army in every country across the world but God
intends to eventually root them out. The Lord will attack
and fight against His enemy Satan and the world will be
purged of this evil.
Satan is in every country and He has many powers, but he
has only one desire and that is to control the world by
harming everything in man's life. The enemy is insidious,
powerful and cruel, fighting a new warfare. He is the lion
hidden in the sand, and when aroused to anger, has the
ability to attack and strike anywhere on earth at will.
Evil has authority in each country to direct war against that
nation. He will gather the nations onto sides and then begin
war, destroying and removing some nations from the
world, and following this he will attack his own allies, who
shall bow to him or perish!
The nations ought to get on their knees and pray to God.
They are not strong and they are not in control of the
future events of war. There is a greater power over them
and it will lead the world into self-destruction.
The United States trusts in its executive administration of
intelligence on internal and international information.
Disease is eating away at her viscera and she is not as
strong and sound as she would like to believe. It is very
important for the whole world that she and her allies
remain together.
Disease is also eating away at the viscera of many nations
to usurp their power and weaken those countries at this
time when they need to stand together and be strong. The
United Nations should use her strength of diplomacy to
prevent war instead of trying to control countries by
military power and war.
If the U.S. gave God the honor that He deserves He would
bless her and frustrate her enemies. She believes more in
her own power, and God will hamper her efforts. Honoring
God is essential for winning any war; otherwise, the coin
may be tossed to the enemy, especially if neither side
worships God.
It was inevitable that war would eventually fall on U.S.
soil. These blows have served to weaken her economy.
These arrows shot into her have seriously wounded her and
she will not recover quickly!

While she has sustained a serious blow - she has survived!
Now it is time for her to turn to the Lord. I warn her that if
She will not do this, then count your soldiers to see if you
can stand against your enemies, America! If the United
States is pulled down, she will also pull down the other
economies and countries of the world.
Satan has struck at the belly of the U.S. to affect the
economy of the world. Many countries are under his rule
and more countries will come under Satan's rule. New
rulers want to rise up and rule the world with an iron fist.
If the United States is struck again, Satan knows that it
will do what it must to protect its way of life. It will go to
war if it deems it necessary and that will further Satan's
plans of destruction of all nations on earth, so that he can
gain control of the world.
If war does occur, many will become wanderers of the
world, joining the great numbers of homeless people
without land or country, as nations disappear from the
earth. The demographics of the world will be altered and
changed, and various people will be mixed not according
to their race, religion or nation, but as pocket survivors
who are counting on others for their needs.
There will be no help coming for these survivors. They
must share what they have and they must search out food
and water. God will be merciful to them and He will help
them grow their food and start over again if they turn back
to Him in prayer.
Our Eternal Father loves His Children. It is so sorrowful
for Him to have to watch mankind choose to go forward
into destruction, separating them from His protective
loving help and guidance as they walk away from Him.
They are walking among ambitious demons that prefer
themselves to men. Men are certain of their plans, and
Satan is certain that he can trap them with these plans! He
can turn their errors into his battle plans of destruction for
the whole human race - for he hates mankind and would
have them kill each other while he watches.
You trust too much in your governments and your military
power and they shall both fail you! It would be better for
you to have the power to love each other in accordance
with God.
Satan melds the minds of those who are receptive to his
evil plans. He praises his servants, and they are
overflowing with pride to serve him as he hands over great
power to them. Power strips them of merciful reason and
they are deadly to mankind. Satiated with evil, they fall
headlong into Satan's net.
This new order comes in an age of evil reasoning with a
powerful hidden agenda to rule and to keep order in the
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world. The military consigned to its administration is very
capable of routing out all opposition.

have lost hope for any victory. Suddenly the table will turn
on the evil powers in a great victory by God!

It is still not hopeless for mankind today. God is filled
with hope, love and goodness for those of you who want
His love and mercy. You are fortunate to be so blessed
with His protection.

What is so good in man lies in his heart and mind and
what is so bad about him, also lies in his heart and his
mind. This connection with his heart feeds him good food
or bad! Each person is a powerful being with a separate
purpose in the plans of God. Your purpose in life may not
be evident to you, but it is to God. You form an important
relationship in society by serving mankind, and by doing
your duty - you please God!

It is sad that you have to ride the same storms as those who
are guilty of offending God. These times are similar to
other violent times in history, but suffering souls have the
ability to endure them with prayer! You are God's Children
and His love and mercy are concentrated on you, His
Children who love Him.
The ordinary people of the world will suffer and have very
little recourse other than to complain, as they watch
themselves being led on a course that has been decided for
them by just a handful of leaders who affect the lives of so
very many!
The magnitude of suffering will increase now, as many
will be without work and wages. The needy will be asking
the governments for more help but there will be little given
to them. I ask you to pray for them and to help them,
because you may one day be joining their ranks. Consider
God’s mercy to all and be first to show generosity to others
in need.
Where will you be led in these following years, as your
governments try to feed the hungry? How sad to see the
iron grip tighten on hapless people in the world. Will the
people turn back to God when they have lost everything
and there is nowhere to go, because their leaders cannot
feed or house them and they are impoverished and hungry?
The Children of God are a powerful voice – the past has
proven you to be strong. Do not underestimate your own
strength and your own numbers, because you are very
strong! In your generosity, pray that your governments can
solve the problems but do not be too trustful of them. This
is Satan's time and he has strong, surprising measures to
control you because he fears God and he fears the Children
of God!
God is your strength - He has power over your enemies
and not through violence alone! He has the power of His
Love over minds, hearts and souls. God will join you to a
Heavenly army that is not under any earthly
acknowledgment, except the authority of Christ Jesus.
One day you will prove yourselves to God and you will
surprise Satan on that day. You will attack Satan and this
enemy of God will be rooted out from his great position
and overthrown by a force that he counted as nothing and
of no threat to him. You are part of a contingent that will
make a surprise victory for God on a day - when all people

You are part of a great administration of God while you
are upon earth. When you join Him in Heaven you will
understand that He stands forever and cannot fail.
Great civilizations have come and each considered itself to
live in an age, of reason, modernization and acceptable
morality according to man. Many Modern powers have
rose and fell in your lifetime, within your memory. You
shall see this happen again!
The great nations are made from destructible metals and
time erodes their surfaces. Their treasures that are
considered to be so beautiful become outmoded and ugly
and are cast out with the rest of the garbage onto the pile.
The Children of God must be made of indestructible metal
to confront life's disappointments and troubles. Overcome
the obstacles by being united together in prayer in the love
of God. Together you will have the fortitude to overcome
all hardships in the future.
You have been warned about these end times for years! Do
not be afraid of the changes that are now taking place in
your lives. Brace yourselves spiritually for them because
they have to occur and not for a short time only! In periods
of catastrophe God is called upon by both the good and the
bad, especially in these calamitous times when Satan has
been given so much power over man's life.
It is good that God is warning you about this! You need
not fear evil if you are united with all holy souls. You need
not feel alone because you are in very good company with
Heaven. Help comes from His Holy Source and your
enemy is unable to prevent The Lord from coming to you.
He is with you as your constant and reliable Friend in
every situation during your lifetime.
The United States is honoring their dead and the dead are
worthy of this honor. Every country should honor their
dead. There should always be great respect given to the
dead because God gives each soul such great
consideration, honor and love.
When an innocent victim comes before a just Judge, it is
better for him to bring some good witnesses with him to
support him. God is the Just Judge of Souls. He is
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impressed when many people come and pray for the dead.
People who pray for the dead are acting as good witnesses
for them by pleading to God for the cause of their souls.
God listens to them and considers their pleas for these
victims of death! Your prayers for the dying and the dead
are very important helps for them.
September 28, 2001
Today when I was in Church and I knelt near the
Tabernacle to pray, I saw Our Lord Jesus standing in front
of the Tabernacle. He pointed up to the choir loft of the
Church. I followed His hand and I saw two beautiful
Angels standing together there. They were each holding
long curvilinear horns that could have been made from
either goat or sheep horns - I don't know which! The two
Angels then put these to their mouths and blew them
loudly.
An Angel then appeared standing at my right side. He
pointed towards Our Lord. I then turned back to Our Lord
Jesus. I asked Him if He would tell me the meaning of
these two Angels that blew the curvilinear horns?
OUR LORD:
These Angels of The Lord are announcing a warning from
God that earth will soon see the adversary of Christ come.
His appearance will not surprise the Lambs, for they have
been expecting him and they will recognize him when he
does come!
Those who are careless and unwary will be immediately
drawn to this charismatic demon. They will be amazed as
he heals serious diseases and casts demons out of the
possessed, and by using the demons raise the dead back to
life!
This is his juncture and the Lord will allow Satan to
proceed with the ancient plans at this time. The
culminations of the great number of serious events that are
happening in the world today are all signs of this birth of
evil: The increase of violence in the world, the increase of
accidental deaths, the continual presence of severe storms
somewhere on earth, the great unease of souls in the world,
tension and wars. These are all signs of the terrible birth
pangs of evil that gives birth to the demonic influence over
the world.
My Children do not have to worry because you do not
have any part with him. I will protect you from Satan's
blackness. I will expose him in the light and he will be
wholly visible to you, My Children. He is the culmination
of everything that is evil in mankind and he cannot hide
from you.
You are aware of evil's threat to your soul today, and you
do not have to accept, it do you? It is the choice that you

must refuse! The demon is the choice that you must refuse.
How could you accept my enemy, the one who is next in
line to Satan?
Never has it been more necessary for you to make
preparations for the future than at this time of very great
spiritual need. Store up a few more provisions in your soul
for your protection, against the fear of cold darkness, in
this era of Satan.
Evil has been put on a pedestal by this generation of
perverted men. This sickness in its moral fiber is not
always recognizable to him, and there is a general
indifference towards the work of perverted demons today.
If My Children do not pray and read holy writings of the
Saints, and do not try to understand the holy preachings
of My Priests, the shadows of evil will continue to live
undetected in you.
It is necessary for you to clean Satan's presence from your
souls, My Children, so that the light of God has the
opportunity to enter in. Then you will recognize the evil
that is consuming and attacking you without mercy!
Without My Light in your soul you will not recognize the
danger of Satan's shadows that lead you to darkness and
Hell. The presence of those shadows of evil prevents you
from having the will to caste out the devil.
If you continue in greater degrees of evil you will become
hardened and coarse with ever more acceptance of the filth
of Satan!
Understand this very clearly, My Children, it is not
possible to advance in purity, if you knowingly accept evil.
The worst thing that you can do is ‘nothing’ with regard to
the evil presence in your life!
Do not continue to insult Me, My Children, by
accepting communion if you know that your sins are
heaped upon you, and you do not have the right to
receive Communion. Go and confess your sins now,
before you dare come to Me in Communion again!
You hate your sins because they belong to Satan, so break
his back and destroy his power over you by confessing
your sins. You want to be pure; achieve this and you will
be with Me in a Spiritual Paradise, even though you are
still living on earth!
Now it is time for you to remove the evil that is really
‘limiting the good’ that is in you. For your sake you must
strive to be as good as possible. Do not be afraid to go to
Confession - even if you feel filthy in your sin. You must
break this chain of Satan for your own happiness! This
improvement will open great beauty for you and you will
see that which is so very good and beautiful in God and
you will love Him!
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This will give you strength and confidence to stand on the
side of Good in the future, when the demon does make his
physical appearance! Good is a powerful force with a very
clear horizon of understanding. If you walk in the state of
grace, holy knowledge will open up to you.
God shares the Truth of His endless possibilities of
protective good that exist for you. God is a separate
Holy Condition for His Children to exist in, while you live
upon the earth.

The purification of your soul is your mission for God,
which begins on earth. It is the beginning of your
Heavenly state with God, and you do not see as evil ones
see; you do not think as evil ones think, and you do not
fear as evil ones fear because you have an inside spiritual
holy place with your God. You are light of His Light and
you exist beyond the corruptness of evil upon earth.
If God's power is in you, then you stand apart from Satan
and he cannot touch you, because your Spirit is Mine and
you are free of his evil power when you are Mine!

I BLESS YOU, MY CHILDREN!

+

AMEN!

Little Prophet

No. 100 November 16, 2001
THE PRECURSOR:
There is no hindrance to this beauty as magnificent light
comes flowing in the air to form this pure, beautifully
translucent vision, and then following it a wave of peace
and contentment descends upon me. The ceiling and walls
of this Church cannot prevent this vision from coming
any more than we could prevent the light of the sun from
shining around us on a sunny day.
That is how Heaven approaches each one of us. It is not
possible to prevent Jesus from coming easily to us in this
same way. He is the light in this vision. His eyes have
a soft light that bespeak thoughtfulness, intelligent
knowing, and at the same time they are piercing and
beautiful!
Jesus is walking on a sidewalk with Elijah the Prophet.
They are strolling along a busy city street during the day.
People are coming and going in both directions, pushing
past them as these people hurry on their way. Nevertheless
Jesus is happy and He smiles at each one as they go by
Him.
JESUS:
There are many thoughtful little souls gathering together in
twos and threes who love God and come together to pray.
They are the Children of God, and they love The Holy
Trinity and they love My Mother. They trust in the
mysteries of Heaven and the holiness of the Angels and
the wonderful community of the Saints comfort them.
They pity Me when I come to them carrying My heavy

Cross, and they try to lift it from My Shoulder and My
pains become their pains and My love becomes their love.
I love to fill them with My love and reach out for even
more souls, as I cannot help but share my love through
them with others.
My Children, you are miracles of God. His kindness flows
in you without resistance. This is evident by your kind
smiles and helpful hands. Charity flows as a stream of love
in My Children, and they push away every obstacle to My
love.
The Holy Ghost pities those in need and reaches out to
help everyone through your kindness, which you show in
small ways with a smile, a helpful word, or when you
avoid becoming angry, even when you feel that you have
the right to be angry, and when you bend and pick up
something for a stranger that has fallen; these are all
kindness's that you have shown to someone, and they are
all part of the work of The Holy Ghost which He has given
You to do.
The power of prayer works two ways; as you pray for
yourself and others, I complete your prayers making your
prayers more acceptable to Me. Prayer opens holy doors
and then I must come to you with My love. Prayer is the
language of Heaven, which you speak in My presence and
I speak to you in this same language of love. I am waiting
for you at your place of prayer by your bed, alter, or near
your favorite chair, where you sit and pray. I am there
calling to you to come and join Me each day.
I am the Peacemaker Of Love for each soul. I must come
to console you in your sickness and sorrow with a smile
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and give you a moment of relief, and perhaps by reminding
you of a happy moment in your past, make you smile, thus
offering you a little reprieve from your present troubles.

help carry the heavy crosses of the Saints, thereby sharing
with them the one great work of God, and together all of
you carry My heavy Cross with Me.

Prayer is a key to open doors to Heaven. Prayer is an
effort; sometimes a smile may also be an effort for you,
but it is a way for you to open doors to others. Love can
quickly pass from one to another with a smile. Souls
recognize the kindness of a true Christian by how you live,
act and what you do in their presence!

Do not let Satan ruin your love for God or your good
charitable acts for mankind. Light your candles of love in
this world. Light so many candles in your good works that
with so much light, Satan will want to distance himself
from you.

Oh holy souls, I love you so much and I must burden
you with My Holy Work for very good reasons, to find
peace for you in this world and to prepare you for
Heaven.
I use My Children to reach out to help others. When you
surrender yourself to Me, then My eyes become your
eyes, so that you can look for good in others; My words
become your words so you can speak kindly of others.
Your helpful hands show God's kind touch when you
caress those who are sick, or help the old and frail with a
patient loving touch. I achieve great things with your
numerous little acts of love, and they help you to feel
satisfied when I reward you for your kindness with
feelings of contentment, and you even experience spiritual
exhilaration when you do kind deeds for others.
I love you and I also want you to tell Me that you love Me.
It is natural for you to pray for yourself and others, but do
not forget to tell Me, that you love Me as well! My love
goes round and round with The HOLY TRINITY, My
Mother, Queen of Heaven, the Saints, the Angels, your
family and friends, and everyone who are in need of your
prayers.
Every day God creates miracles through you - lots of little
works and charitable acts of kindness that add up greatly
and do so much good in the world. God continuously
reaches out to help those whom He loves!
It may seem to you that I dwell in My Church and holy
places, or with the Saints and Angels, and not with you. It
is not so! I am always with you, My beloved Children.
Your love makes so much room for Me that I must come
and fill your hearts, making them holy places for Me to
dwell in each day.
God exists in many faiths and religions, and recognizing
this you must be charitable towards all of them. There is a
tremendous love in God's heart to share with all of His
Children. Love is the corner stone of peace between men
and countries. Love can and will overcome the differences
that exist between nations, race and religions today!
You are all so important to Me in My plans! In the world
there are only a few Saints but there are many of you! It is
up to you to continue to carry on with their good work in
your own holy ways. You pray and suffer as you must to

In the meantime I will add to your strengths and to your
powers so that when he returns, he will have to deal with
unexpected resistance from God's Angels as they
strengthen the love, patience and the power of holiness that
are in you. He never expects much resistance from anyone
and it surprises him when you fight him vigorously with
your prayers! He is a coward and he will flee because your
prayers bring down the full weight of God's wrath, and that
of the Angelic Army led by Saint Michael upon him.
He may later return to you and try to present your sins to
you and tempt you –that is his only power over you. Resist
him by changing your ways and by overcoming your
weaknesses and you will defeat Satan. Try again and again
until you succeed; continue to resist him and defeat his
power over you.
Go and confess your sins; it will weaken his hold on you.
Pray and I will send spiritual forces to fight for you. You
are strong, much stronger than you care to admit, because
if you were to admit it, then you would have to do
something about it! You can fight against your sins so
much more strongly if only you would try!
God has a powerful authority over your heart and mind,
and if you do not resist Him He will place His peace in that
solitary place. His love is hidden in hearts that desire to
embrace Him and they will continue their search, seeking
much more deeply into the holy realm of His Spirituality,
and their souls will experience special holy encounters
with Him.
Man spends so much effort nurturing the body while the
soul is often left underdeveloped, and without
experiencing holy food its life will shrivel and die! When
a person refuses to come to Mass and never prays in their
lifetime, they are destructive to the life of their soul.
HOLY music is beautiful and pleasing to the soul. It
reaches deeply into the depths of the soul with
indescribable joy - something like love. The love of God is
like music for the heart and soul, where feelings run very
deeply. Holy Children are moved with tenderness towards
Him, His secret Ones, who are hidden from all eyes.
When His great love bursts in upon their desiring hearts,
they feel such an intensity of sweet love for Him that
continues to grow so glorious in them that it threatens to
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carry them away to Heaven at any moment! Oh Holy Souls
- love Him and He will consume you in His love, and you
will desire to die loving Him as true lovers of God.

Soul prays and becomes enlightened by holiness to be
more spiritual and much more pleasing to God.
Another very sweet vision begins:

ELIJAH:
Christmas is a time for mixed feelings and emotions of
past memories of happier days, of youthful times,
memories that are both sweet and sad. Turn to Jesus at this
time, the Holy King, who has come to assert His power of
love over your hearts, desiring to comfort all His Children
in the world.
God's perfect plan was born by Jesus, the Messiah, to
share with men his exciting, perfect holy work so they
could succeed and realize their holy dreams.
Satan tried to stop Him altogether by attacking the Child,
but God carried Him away to a safe place. How powerful
are His holy works, and how much Satan wanted to halt
them. A battle ensued on Earth and Heaven held back Hell
until Christ was able to escape with His Life.
The Holy Son, like an Angel of obedience to God,
understood the need for Heaven’s work to be as perfect as
possible on earth. He chose man to help Him in this work;
however, perfection is not present in man and his work is
usually less successful than what God desires of him!
Our Lord is very pleased with His Apostles and also quite
pleased with His Priests, to whom He entrusted His
Church. They have continued His good and holy work to
this day, and it pleases Our Lord that they continue to lead
His Children to Heaven to be with Him.
My Brothers and Sisters, how good it is to serve God, for
He will show you how to be His good and holy servants.
Jesus opens the heart of men and pours into them the holy
offering of His love! Those hearts shall rejoice with His
Holy Love and become as beautiful as those. of Angels,
and He will continue to praise these Little Ones and lift
their spirits Heavenward.
Daily prayers and awareness of God makes love grow
within you and love dares to notice others. As your love
gains in perfection, you desire good for all of mankind,
peace for the whole world and a stop of war and violence.
We think of the physical wellbeing of others and pray that
God will remove the violence of war and also the
destruction of weather, so that men may know peace again,
and that food may be abundant to feed the nations and
promote good health for souls.
Worship God if you are seeking for the Perfect Holy
One of Beauty, Grace, Love and Goodness to feed your
soul. What a waste is a soul that does not seek holy
perfection and instead settles for the world. A Spiritual

I see Our Holy Mother coming from a distance; first I see a
little white and silvery light and as she comes closer, her
radiant beauty and her bright lovely feminine gowns
intensify the light that brightens the sky and everything
around her.
Her kindness and love radiate from Her, increasing the
brightness of the sky still more and I think that Her beauty
and loveliness could possibly stop the hearts of all who
love Her, if they were to see Her now! It seemed to me that
it might be more preferable to remain here at Her side in
the glorious presence of Her magnificent holy beauty,
rather than to ever leave Her!
OUR MOTHER:
The Lord God Almighty is everything that you hope for,
the God who does everything for His Children. Jesus is
closer to you than the air that you breathe! After Jesus
ascended to Heaven I remained behind upon earth, to help
the Apostles and Disciples in their work and to help guide
the church.
In the coming Holy Season of the Birth of My Son, there
will be every kind of good deed shown by man upon the
earth. Sadly, there will also be every kind of unholy act
committed against man at the same time. We cannot
pretend for a moment that the violence of Satan will end
just because people celebrate Christmas over much of the
world; just the opposite is true!
We must not dwell upon those unhappy thoughts during
the holy time of Christmas. We must rejoice with Heaven
at Christmas because in Heaven the perfect celebration
will take place. You are all invited to come and celebrate
with Us. there will be great gaiety and love and Our Spirits
shall soar.
The Holy Trinity and the Holy Family, the Angels, the
Wise Men, the Shepherds, the Holy Saints, the Holy Souls
in Heaven, and even the little Lambs, will all come
together and celebrate with Us. There will be no separation
between Heaven and Earth as we shall all be together!
Holiness shall prevail over our celebration as We celebrate
with the One True Son of God.
You are the Sons and Daughters of Our Father who is in
Heaven and you will also celebrate Christmas with my
Beloved Son - Pope John Paul II, The Cardinals, Bishops,
Priests, and all Holy Ministers of God's Church.
It is time now to lay aside the real and perceived threats of
Satan, because he wants to remove joy from Christmas.
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You must overcome him with your prayers, with
happiness, with your love, and in every way be pleasing to
God.
It is important, My children, to hold fast to the Holy Spirit
of Christmas, otherwise as time goes on it will become
more difficult to possess and its beauty may become lost to
you, but today you can find it again! We must fight against
any darkness that may cloud your joy at Christmas. You
owe it to God and to yourself to use this one time of the
year as a holy gauge of your great love for Jesus.
I realize that separations from loved ones by accidents,
deaths and also illness cast shadows over your
Christmas and this cannot be prevented. You may also be
suffering from illness or by some evil interference from
some being or spiritual source. However, it is possible for
you to try and enjoy the Holy Spirit of Christmas for at
least a while.
Come and celebrate with God and with the Holy Family
this Holy Victory over Satan and evil. As Satan could not
destroy the Son of God at His Birth, so now you should not
let Satan destroy the joy of Christ's Birth in your own soul.
If possible, celebrate Christmas with the true Holy Spirit in
which God intended it to be celebrated. He does not
guarantee everyone's happiness, nor does He guarantee
everyone's joy. It is possible, however, to feel happiness at
the Holy Birth of God even when one is in pain or is
unhappy!
It is possible to set aside discomfort for a while. Saint
Joseph and I did this while on the journey to Bethlehem,

which was very cold, long and uncomfortable for us. The
stable where Jesus was born was also very cold and
uncomfortable for Him at His birth. Then there was the
very real threat to the Holy Child's Life by King Herod, the
powerful tyrant who also caused Saint Joseph and Me
much suffering on the arduous journey to Egypt.
Nevertheless, We rejoiced and celebrated that first
Christmas and We put aside the uncomfortable
circumstances which Herod caused us. We had every
reason to celebrate that Joyful, Holy Day of the Birth of
Our Lord Jesus!
You must celebrate with Heaven this most marvelous Birth
of the Son of God! Christmas is the time of hope! Please,
My Children, come to Church if possible, to honor The
Christ Child at the manger with Saint Joseph and Myself Your Mother!
Come! We will honor Our God and perhaps We will smile
or even laugh in our joy and forget our discomfort and
sorrow for a while.
Let us also honor The Father of us all and let us always
praise Him, who is Lord of Heaven! Let us be thankful that
He has sent to us a great Victory over death in the Birth of
Jesus His Son.
Oh Holy Children, come with Us and ·celebrate joyously
this most splendid and marvelous and merciful miracle of
God. Jesus will save Us from death and from our pains and
our sorrows. Soon, My Children, you will leave your
suffering behind on this earth.

THE HOLY FAMILY IS IN THE LITTLE STABLE, WAITING FOR
ALL OF YOU TO COME AND WARM US WITH YOUR LOVE!
MY CHILDREN, I BLESS YOU, IN THE NAME OF
THE FATHER, SON AND HOLY GHOST!
+
AMEN!
Little Prophet

No. 101 March 24, 2002
THE PRECURSOR:
I see a splendid vision: God The Father sits upon His
Throne. He is wearing white clothing and rays of splendid
light flow from Him. Jesus stands to His left and the Holy
Ghost, in appearance like another Jesus, stands to Jesus'
left side. He then takes on the appearance of the Holy
White Dove and immediately flies up above The Father
and Jesus. His wings slowly lift and fall and He remains
nearly stationary in this position, forming a holy triangle
with The Father and Jesus.

Enoch is in this vision too; his face looks like that of a
youthful David. He sits in the magnificent light of God.
The Father adorns him with rich robes and the martyr's
crown with precious jewels. The vision of this is very
great!
THE FATHER:
Enoch is my Bright Star, My Love; My Heart has been
pierced; Love has pierced the Hearts of The Holy
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Trinity for him, and the same sword that pierced Our
Hearts and is tinged by Our Sacred Blood, now pierces his
own heart and soul. Saint Michael stands by his side
holding the sword that pierced him.
He is My Lamplighter who will brighten many hearts and
light the passages of souls, helping to prepare them to
come to Me. He is their guide and his holy words will
move their hearts. He is compassion for those depressed
and unhappy.
His heart is filled with the holy fire of the Lord. He will
strike down resistance in many cold hearts and they shall
be on fire. He is the bright light to guide souls out of
darkness, for in these days darkness has settled over so
many and they are burdened with troubles.
He is hope, for love brings hope and his love warms hearts,
and they will believe and have faith in him. Enoch the
holy Saint comes to guide men and lead them from the
confusion. There is much confusion in knowing who can
be trusted and who is holy and worthy to be man's guide!
The Lord is man's guide and He is sending his great
servant Enoch to help them. Oh souls, there is hope and
help and guidance for you. He is a strong leader, upright
and good, meek and pure. He would like to serve Me as a
holy Priest but that is not My desire for My chosen
Prophet. I am sending him to you. I desire to lead My
Lambs with his words that will benefit all My Saints.
When he reaches his arms up to Me in prayerful pleading,
I will immediately send love pouring down upon him and
make his heart ache with love for Me. He will ask men
what they want of him. They will desire to be healed of
sickness or disease, and when he speaks in the Name of
The Holy Trinity, great power will flow through him and I
will grant healing to many of them. When he commands
the demon to come away from the possessed, it will leave
at once!
Oh Yes! God's great power flows through him so much
that he could heal the nations if they would only ask him.
The foolish dare to ignore him because they are ignorant of
his greatness. He has no high standing among them and
they are so spiritually filthy that they cannot understand
how great and holy he is!
Those who are perverted are poor judges! They must not
judge him because they cannot understand his excellence;
their souls are locked in so much sin that they do not
understand the great love that dwells in Enoch's kind
gentle Soul.
He is a Rose of the sweetest perfume - a servant of Mary
and he serves Her carefully in his work. His most
affectionate interest for you is to bring you together with
Her in the Rosary and love Her. She is his hope for you

and he desires that you love the Lord and Mary foremost.
He will serve Her by traveling about the Earth fulfilling
Her requests for him and he will please Her greatly!
A rare jewel, a diamond sword, clear and magnificent
descends from Heaven to pierce the soul and heart of
Enoch. He is like a Seraphim Angel among men. I will
help him make all of the decisions as to where he should
go on his journey to find the Lambs of the Lord who are
his Spiritual Brothers and Sisters upon the earth.
I will introduce him to the world as My Servant and he
will speak for Me. He has My approval and is justified to
speak in My Name and authority! I will cast out the
demon from men and try to shed light on those dull,
foolish men who prefer making arrangements with Satan
rather than having positions with Me.
When Enoch comes among those who are gathered in My
Name I will drive evil from their midst, and they will
experience these moments with him in peace without the
demon bothering them. Through this experience I hope
that they will desire to remain free of Satan forever and
follow My holy path.
Everyone who is persistent will succeed in leaving evil
behind them! The devils will be cast a distance from them,
and if they remain with Me I will continue to protect them
from evil. Foolish are they who invite the demon back and
carry on sinning as before! They may be doomed to remain
with those devils forever!
Enoch will prophecy the future, and he will give you
knowledge of that time and advise you concerning how
you must live in the future. I will fulfill each of the
promises prophesied by My Servant Enoch. In his mouth is
found no deceit; he is My Truth and speaks My words and
My messages for men. In My Name shall he speak and I
will be pleased to use him as My Servant, and he will
dwell in Heaven with you and all the fortunate Children of
this earth who I choose to come and live with Me in
Paradise.
He feels alone now, overcome by the deplorable state of
the world and men today on earth. His work is a great
hardship! It would be easier for him to be a Priest than to
be a Prophet of God. He would consider a Religious life as
a Priest if I asked him to. It would be so much easier for
him than to be a Prophet and speak to the ungrateful
people of this world. Man has turned very proud and in his
mind very wise. What news will this Prophet have to say
that will be of interest to those who are proud?
My Dear Enoch, it is not your message that you bring to
earth but the message of God. My Wisdom unfolds from
your words, and bold statements and messages that are
filled with holiness, and love that flows from your words
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of advice to men, not the message of the prophet but the
prophecies of God.
Mankind also feels separated from one another at this time;
however, you must continue to faithfully practice your
religion. Enoch will explain to you how you are all parts of
God's holy plan. That plan is spread across the earth
among My Chosen Children. Enoch is a wise man and men
will come to him for guidance; his wisdom will raise
understanding of God to a new level.
The devil has led men under spells to believe in many
things. He has created deceptive, shameful works and
made himself the center of those plans. I will destroy those
works because they do not belong to Me. Enoch will speak
boldly against these evils that lead men astray and are not
true to God. He will also reveal some devils that are among
you. They do not belong in these plans with Me or with
you.
When men carelessly step off the true path of God, they
move away from Me in an entirely different direction than
what I want.
Others then follow them on this path and leave Me. My
trust in them is ruined and I will not fulfill My promises to
them.
I love mankind so much, but I cannot allow men to have
My gifts if they are in error! It is useless to give them that
privilege because they would waste it, just like those who
inherit wealth without working to earn it and they soon
squander it.
I will not give My gifts to those who have become
careless. It is better for them to remain without the gifts they will have less judgment fall on them and their sins
will be less than if they had wasted My Holy Gifts just to
impress men.
I will appoint My Two Prophets. Enoch will come first to
teach mankind how they have strayed and then he will
show them the correct path back to God. If they are
humble they will be glad to remove sin and error from
their lives and return as My Children.
Those in error teach others to err. Evil men cannot
rationalize their evil actions with truth; it refuses such
rationalization as being false! Truth is firm and strong and
it will not allow sin to be joined to it. Those who love God
understand the enormity of truth! It is not possible to
explain this greatness that stands so straight and essential
for honest people. Truth speaks out to good souls and
develops in their holy hearts.
Enoch carries the sword of truth! Saint Michael handed it
to him from God. It is the sharp double-edged sword that
cannot be bent or broken; it justifies God's holy actions

from the beginning to the end of time. I will not allow
deceitful men to continue on in My Name and lead others
astray. Enoch is corning to correct their errors, if they will
stand to be corrected by him!
The two Prophets will not solve all of the earth's problems!
They will work in the midst of them and the miserable
conditions of life and death, war and weather will
continue, and men will carry on making a living in the
world that is ruled in great part by corrupt men.
Enoch is coming soon to try and save men's spirits - that
is what he is to do!
Foolish man has altered and disrupted the healthy state of
the earth. These problems and sufferings will continue
while Enoch goes about the earth helping souls. He is upon
earth for a short while! He will not overpower the anarchy
that now rules much of the earth. Men will continue to
exist in these miserable circumstances for now.
God inspired all the Holy Prophets from the past and again
today to speak as He wishes them to speak, and being holy
and thus inspired, Enoch will inspire you and you will
recognize My Truth in his words. It is this consistency in
God's teaching that is so important for men to learn and to
teach others to be consistent throughout the ages.
Holiness is a lighted shaft sent from God into Enoch. He
will teach mankind how to avoid evil and obey God.
Disobedience to God is a manacle and chain that holds the
spirits of men in a prison with Satan.
God does not change! I have not changed My mind about
anything! I am not pleased with the experimentations of
mankind in his sciences to create abominable creations
today, just as I am not pleased with his teachings about a
modern god and not Me!
I anticipate My Work to be very great in all that Enoch
does, and what joy he will be for those who are waiting for
answers, and what a great help for those in need. Those
who are sick and weary of this world will receive help
from this Holy Man.
He will speak of the corruption that he finds in Priests, in
the home, in the school, the church and government.
Enoch will prophesy the end of the two False Prophets and
explain where the power of Satan is seated on earth. The
two demons presently unknown are moving around like
phantoms among mankind. Enoch will come and identify
them for you. Then, My Children, you will know who they
are and be wary of them.
While on earth, Enoch's ultimate desire is to be perfect in
serving God. He invites all men to desire to be as perfect
as possible, like saints who yearn to be perfect! Satan
causes weak men to be fearful of it, so they continue to sin
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and feel hopelessly lost, rather than (they) making the
necessary effort to tum their lives around to please God.
I invite men to be as perfect as possible, and to desire it
they must not fear failure! I ask them to unclothe from this
world and to clothe in God by first removing the ugly
gowns of this world and dressing in the beautiful garments
of Heaven.
Everyone has part of the gifts and understandings that God
gives to mankind. These different gifts from God are given
to each one of you to serve the purpose that God has for
you, and each of you are different. When each of these
gifts is used for the good of mankind then everyone
merges as useful creatures for one another, and by using
their separate talents and skills form the whole useful
society of man, where everyone benefits and everyone is
important in this plan of God.
I gave Enoch such a great knowledge of you, My
Children. I look forward to hearing him speak of Me while
he is serving you. He will lead souls unto the holy path.
His words are true, holy and eloquent, and you will be able
to understand him easily. He speaks many languages and
has a pleasant way of communicating My message to you,
and telling you what you need to know and you will
understand what I am expressing to you personally!
Enoch will appreciate you so much so do not fear him; he
isn't coming to make judgments about you. His sincere
advice will upset those who do not want the truth to be
told to them, since they do not intend to change. He will
counsel them and ask them to change their ways; it is
essential for him to try. However it is necessary or them to
make the effort and climb out of the stinking waters of sin
where they tread or they will drown and be lost!
With so many differences of opinion occurring between
the Seers, there is little chance of them being unified
without My intervention. The fact that they disagree is
their own fault! I want them to come together and love Me.
I will create unity with My Churches, My Seers, and My
beloved Children and draw them into My Love when they
are humbled, and then they will come together with Me.
Enoch is very meek, gentle and kind, and you will love this
Prophet who faithfully serves Mary. Enoch will draw My
Children to Me once again, and later Elijah will come to
help him. They will both become more powerful near the

completion of their work! The time for them to begin is
close at hand! I am calling Enoch to come forward to
serve Me now, and I am waiting for him with much love. I
look forward to sending him to visit all of you.
When he comes, you will see what a great love he has for
Me. No one will have to tell you that he is holy; you will
know by the love which bums in your hearts when you are
with him and hear him speak. You will feel the glory of
God in everything that this man does and you will be
exceedingly glad!
I gave the Angels great power and they were to glorify Me
and not use this power for their own glorification. I also
gave the Saints this same power so that they would also
serve Me just like the holy Angels. I am sending Enoch to
you very soon with great power and he will use it to
glorify Me.
The demons present on earth take their power from Hell.
Soon "The Two" will be visible to you, My Children,
because their evil work will make them obvious to you.
They are both punishment and provocation that I allow
men to suffer in these days. They are the curse and scourge
that Satan sends to attack men of sin; those who prefer sin
will also prefer these two demons to God.
The followers of these two demons will fail the test of the
Spirits, and I will cast them into hell and punish them
forever! On that day I will open the chasm that falls
straight to hell and into it I will cast these two demons
along with all the demons and thousands of their human
followers - all evil people. Some of you will witness them
as they fall!
Mankind will be very surprised when that day comes,
because they do not believe in the words of the Prophets,
the Apostles, or what the Saints wrote concerning the end
days upon earth! If they did believe them they would know
that these prophecies must be fulfilled; some of them will
take place soon!
I tell you that not all My plans for mankind are written in
books upon the earth: many of them are written in you!
There is no need for you to take note of this if you remain
obedient to Me. I will lead you and I will succeed in your
holy work and achieve all My plans for you!

I BLESS YOU, MY CHILDREN!
Little Prophet
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AMEN!

No. 102 November 3, 2002
THE PRECURSOR:
Today in church I saw the Holy Trinity sitting on their
thrones dressed as kings. They were wearing beautiful
velvet robes and crowns of velvet and gold.
A quiet voice spoke to me and said that the Angels and
Saints are measurements of the work of the Holy Spirit.
Heaven includes the history of the Saints and ordinary
people whose lives are entwined in all spiritual ways with
God.
I gazed at the statue of Jesus and a holy voice reminded me
that by the breaking of His own body He continues to feed
holy souls throughout time, sharing with them the
communion of His Eternal Life, and by His triumph over
the devil He won for them the forgiveness of God and
Eternal life.
JESUS SAYS:
There are a great many wonders and mysteries of the Holy
Spirit. God reveals them when He wants them to be
known and seals up what He does not want to make
known. The holy domain of God and His spiritual
existence are not well known and much has still to be
revealed!
Everything is My Father's creation and when you are
enjoying a holy conversation with friends, He is speaking
through you! The holy work that you do is His, and you
are doing His will in the same way that the holy Saints and
Angels do His will to please Him! Every good thing on
earth and in the Heavens belongs to My Father.

creation is His and He is all of creation, but He is more
than His creations, He is outside and above everything that
He created. He is in all and outside of all, and more than
His creation and more than men can understand. Man is
limited by his creation in his imagination, and his work is
limited in creation by God.
God is with you today. He is also with your ancestors too!
God is the past, present and future at one time! His plans
are formed accordingly and at all times in all generations
they have purpose and direction, and all created things fit
into His enduring plans.
All of you are part of the greater plan of God. Your own
plans are part of His greater plan and your plans are
subject to His. The good intentions of your own plans are
often delayed or cancelled so that the plans of God may
succeed first.
Life, birth and death, sickness, and every accident, or
problem and worry are all used in some way to direct you
in the plans of God. Your life is a direction of God but
your misconducts and sins belong to you!
The Holy Ghost demands the perfection of man's soul.
Man's body has limited beauty but his spirit can grow and
become beautiful. Men should see with spiritual eyes and
consider how magnificent spiritual beauty is and how it
can change their lives. The Spirit will grow if nourished,
and at the end of a person's life can be more beautiful than
a young person's - growing lovelier with age.

Each of you receives gifts from God, but few admit that
their talents and gifts are from Him. Many finish the day
without thinking of Him or thanking Him for the gifts that
He gave to them that day.

Earth cannot be true paradise since man's sins ruined the
garden of holiness that once existed there and he violated
Paradise with anger which led to murder. The Lord
punished him with the first experience of fear, disease,
sorrow, death, the annoyance from the devil, and man that
leads to war.

Consider the Sacrament of the Mass and be amazed that
My Father allowed Me to offer My Life of voluntary
sacrifice and death, and spilling My Divine Blood on His
Sacred Alter saved you. His Son as the Sacred Lamb was
offered as reparation for the immense sins of mankind that
are daily committed against Him.

Heaven is harmony with God. Men must be worthy of
paradise like the Angels and Saints as embellishments of
Heaven. God leads ordinary souls on paths that manifest
beauty for Heaven and their entrance into Heaven
increases the splendor of it.

What is God like today? The Eternal Father mystifies men
and escapes their understanding! The knowledge that has
been gathered about Him this day, when added to all
knowledge of Him till the last day of man, will only be a
preface of God.

God allows His destructive powers be given to the Angels
on earth to change the patterns of weather with warming
here and cooling there as He watches men live in ways that
are destructive to the earth! As the temperature of the earth
warms, there are storms and wild fires, cyclones and
torrential rains on different parts of the earth.

God makes himself known in fleeting moments to you;
these are mere whisperings of spiritual wisdom and bits of
information that He allows you to gather about Him! All

God uses His powers of nature to astonish men so that they
might return to Him and pray, but they do not pray and
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instead try to solve the many problems of earth in their
own way, while the earth continues to change in ways that
are perilous to its existence. Men continue to ignore God;
they ignore His Angels that have the powers to destroy
everything in the air and in the waters that would normally
sustain them.
The Lord could change so much with prayer but few
people pray to Him. The Lord is generous and the prayers
of one person make a difference. The power in prayer can
tip the scale in man's favor if a few more would pray. God
could then send away His Angelic Punishers from the
world and change the situations of the earth in favor of
mankind.
Man believes in science and the Scientists are warning of
the great problems that the industrialized nations are
causing to the environment on earth. That is the cause of
sickness now and for many years in the future of the earth.
They explain every event in rational ways so that men
might understand them, but man in his arrogance and
greed for wealth does not listen but continues in his
destruction of the earth!
God punishes men today with tribulations that are Angelic
chastisements. It is happening in the remotest places, from
the most northern to the most southern, from the highest
mountain to the deepest parts of the ocean, and man’s
contamination affects all life upon earth. The evidence that
all life is suffering and is stressed and sick is apparent
everywhere on earth!
Nothing is exempt, not an insect, a bird, a fish or a man.
All human kind is affected by the carelessness of mankind.
The furthest people are affected by the industrialized
nations and it does not matter if they have been the cause
of pollution or not, they will suffer with all of mankind on
earth. The diseases are in the air and in the water and no
one can avoid them!
Oh foolish men, you no longer believe in the
punishments of God, in the power of His destroying
Angels, and you do not believe in Prayers which
could save you!

I walked through a city where very few people lived. I saw
three people in total, dressed casually, pass by each other
and by me without speaking. They seemed preoccupied
and hurried away without showing any sign of recognition
of each other.
The city was quietly deserted; the streets were lined with
tumbledown buildings of brick and wood frame with board
siding. There were old styles with false fronts and more
modem buildings with doors and glass windows missing.
In the midst of such deterioration, it looked like a
dilapidated ghost city.
The streets were relatively clean as if someone was
responsible for picking up the bricks and debris that must
surely have fallen from these decaying building through
the ages. There were openings in a number of them and
the corners of some buildings were missing.
I walked on through the city and I came into an area where
there were many little empty shops and businesses. They
were similar to ones I had seen of the past. I walked
through the street looking at these interesting little
buildings which were connected by old boardwalk; some
shops had colored glass in the windows but I saw no one
living there.
I came out of the city into a dry barren countryside. I
walked down a dusty narrow path that had various kinds of
tall dry weeds standing or in pieces on either side of the
path, and the path went on as far as I was able to see.
I soon began to climb a slope that led towards a very poor
farm house that I could see off in the distance. As I came
closer I could see that it had a tree-bordered lane leading
off my little path. I felt relieved to see a few people sitting
outside the house and as I was walking by one of these
men waved me to come up the lane and talk with them.
I went up to them and the man seemed quite happy to see
me. I wondered how long it had been since someone had
come along this path? I stood on the lane while this man
talked to me as he sat on a dilapidated wooden veranda
which was no more than a crumbling platform outside the
house. The house was just a tumbledown shack.

This will be Purgatory for some ...
In another vision I saw what appeared to be a very poor
earth. In that vision I was allowed to walk through part of
it, spending what seemed to be a whole day in this place.
It was not unpleasant; it is dry and sandy in many places
where nothing seems to grow. It is an appreciation of old
cities, towns and villages and old farms with buildings like
we might see in some parts of Europe, North America and
other places of the world. They are situated on plains, hills
and the valleys of this very poor place.

We had an uninteresting conversation and no one
mentioned the weather; there was no need to, I suppose,
because there is never any change in the weather! It is
comfortable but there is no actual sunlight, rain or wind or
a change of any kind that I could sense.
The trees appeared to be shading these people as they sat
on the veranda. I think the shade comforted them from the
dry bleakness of this place, since the mind alludes to
believe that it is hot. It was probably necessary for them to
sit in the shade to overcome the false impression that it
was hot today, while in fact it was very comfortable.
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Everything was so dry - the long grass was like straw
and the land was full of weeds. They had no livestock,
not a cow or a chicken in the yard and no grass or grain
grew in the surrounding fields in this place, just these three
old people sitting outside a shack. After we talked for a
time I left them. I did not feel comfortable talking to these
people.
I was happy to be on my way again walking down the lane
and back to my path. It continued climbing up hill and I
walked for quite some time and I enjoyed the walk. It was
dry and dusty walking there among the weeds but I
enjoyed the quiet peace and comfort of the place. The day
was bright and I was alone on this quiet walk.
I came upon an old barn that I thought was quite
marvelous. It was huge, compared to any barn that I had
ever seen and it was situated a little way down in a ravine.
This incredible barn was easily one hundred feet high, two
hundred feet wide and three or four hundred feet long, and
at the one end the boards were missing and I could see the
great beam frame at that end of the barn.
I was amazed and wondered what would be the purpose of
such a large barn? A man came around the corner of the
barn then and he was quite happy to see me. He was an
older man and very kind and good. I enjoyed being with
him; he lived alone near this great barn. He also wondered
about its history and he showed me around this pleasant
place. He told me that he had been here for many years.
The barn was sitting on a nice site with green grass that
had been mowed short. The little hill beside it was neat
and clean and no weeds were growing there. It seemed
brighter here, like an enjoyable sunny day on earth and it
was wonderfully pleasant to be here with this friendly
man. We walked around the barn and we speculated about
its past use. The remaining boards on the barn looked quite
good and the exposed frame in the bam also looked quite
strong, and no wood rot was evident. It seemed to me that I
was here for a very long time talking with this kind
gentleman.
After what seemed like a long, wonderful visit, I left this
man and headed downhill through a little bush that had
few trees but it did have a beautiful fern ground cover. I
walked through the ferns picking my way around the trees,
trying to find a path. On the other side I came out in an
open field. I found the little path once again and continued
on.
I came to a very clean forest growing on a hillside. The
straight pine trees appeared to be about fifteen years old
and they grew in neat straight rows as if someone had
planted them by hand.
The soil in the forest was very dark and pebbly, like we
might see in forests where leaves and fallen trees have

been decomposing for decades, forming deep deposits of
good soil in the forest. I walked through the forest and
looked down the slope on the other side. That side of the
hill was most unusual; tons of beautiful dark soil had slid
down the steep hill and were lying in mounds at the
bottom. The trees did not seem to hold the soil in place,
and there was no ground cover of any kind growing in the
rich forest soil that would hold it on the hillside. When I
looked further down the slope I could see a little town
below in a valley.
I wanted to go to that town so I walked down the slope and
my feet sank into the soft forest soil. As I walked down I
looked back up the slope to the forest where I had just
come from and thought how clean and beautiful it looked
with the bright beautiful light shining through its green
forest canopy.
At the bottom of the hill the forest opened up into a very
beautiful valley with a small river winding through it. The
town was built in this pretty river valley setting. The other
side of the valley looked splendid with thick green grass
growing on its hillside.
I came into the town and the homes were very quaint and
lovely. Many of the homes were solid brick or stone and
all of them were in good shape with their doors and
windows in place.
The pretty town was beautifully kept and it was filled with
people of all ages. Some young children ran around
laughing and playing. A few teenaged children stood
talking together on the grassy avenue. Older people who
appeared to be parents and grandparents were busy with
their lawns and flowerbeds, happily working to keep the
little town beautiful. These people were cheery and talked
pleasantly to one another as they worked.
It was obvious that the Lord had blessed these people
who lived in this pleasant little town. Attractive brick
roads wound up hill and down through the little town.
Stately old trees grew along the road, shading the green
lawns and gardens where homes sit. Some little children
were running down the smooth brick road playing tag or
some other game of chase. The road was safe for them to
play on, since there were no vehicles of any kind.
OUR LORD JESUS CAME TO SAY:
On this day I come to bring hope to those who do not have
faith in salvation because of their sinful lives. God is very
great love, forgiveness and mercy; He has made this a
place of deliverance for some who fear the loss of their
souls. When they die, God may be merciful and send them
to purgatory, a place of transition for souls in this level of
purgatory that is not unlike earth. It is a place for their
souls to gain spiritual enlightenment and final conversion
to God.
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Souls find peace and contentment when they. are in old
familiar places among things from the past. They will
identify with them and find reassurance in these old cities,
towns, villages and farm settings from long ago.
This dry place is like those of you who have very little
faith in God for your salvation because you are living in
sin on the outer limits of the faith. The old buildings will
remind you of your dry souls and how little you gave to a
most Generous God during your lifetime!
When you die and if you do not deserve more justice from
God, you will go to purgatory for some time and think
very hard about your past life. I hope you will pray dearly
for God's Mercy!

among the abandoned homes and buildings. The roads are
now only little paths and the land is left to the weeds. You
will see your former lives represented everywhere in this
poor place .
Some Forests are damp and green moss grows up their
trunks and hangs in their branches. These forests appear
familiar to souls and you will enjoy walking in these bright
colorful green forests. There are few creeks and the
climate is dry. You do not have to fear storms, cold or
rains because those conditions do not occur here.

If you should die and go to purgatory, you will feel very
great relief at being saved in the first moments of your
death. You know that you do not deserve Heaven and you
may live for quite some time in purgatory as you pray to
God to receive the grace of faith.

The buildings are like old homes that represent your
earthly life and death, but your soul continues to live in
them. If you are among those whose faith and religion has
become dull, you are like these old places. You may
appear quite normal in your daily routine and your
attendance in church may be quite satisfactory, but you are
dry inside. Maybe someday you will live in these old
buildings and fields of weeds and stay for quite some time
to contemplate your past life and spend much time
searching your souls as you look for God.

The worries of your past life will end here and you will be
at peace. This last level of purgatory is comfortable and the
days are bright and it does not rain. My Father has fixed
the time of purgatory and its existence is in a state of
decline.

Eventually you will see every city, town and village. You
will know every house and barn in the country. You may
wander endlessly in this place where the darkness of night
never comes and you will never tire, never be really happy
and never get angry or hungry.

The cities are very old and at one time many lived there
but now only a few stay in those crumbling buildings.
Many souls just wander through the streets and out into the
country, hoping to come across personal paths of faith. In
these old places they are reminded of their past lives. God
speaks to them about many things while they are there.
Some keep on the move; they are searching for holiness
and not all of them know how to find it.

If you had a desire to rebuild, the old buildings will not
provide decent materials for you to reuse again. They are
crumbling; the wood is rotting and the bricks break easily.
The buildings stand but cannot be reused by the inhabitants
in this level of purgatory. They can only be used as they
now stand. It is not a place of joy or sorrow but for those
who lived on earth with no hope of Heaven, it is a shelter
apart from their anxiety!

Those who know how to pray feel closer to God's
Presence. They are reminded that God was available to
them while they were on earth, but they made little effort
to find Him. Now they have the freedom to serve God if
they wish and spend their purgatory searching for Him,
and when they find Him they will enjoy His mercy and His
love.

Purgatory is a real place, My Children, and some souls
have used up their whole life selfishly and given Me very
little love and they will go to purgatory, if they are
fortunate enough that God does not cast them into hell.
Purgatory is a place without time in which souls feel they
have always been there and will never leave it.

It is not hazardous to live among the ruins; they are like
your former lives in reflection. You will wonder who
might have lived in those buildings and houses and what
they did for a living. You will see whole communities
where people appeared to have once prospered, lived,
loved and worked, but where are those people today? Only
a few people live among the ruined homes, shops and
buildings.
This part of Purgatory is a good setting for a soul to
contemplate God. There is much to think about whether
you walk through a city, town or if you walk in the country

Some lose their enthusiasm for prayers and they continue
as they did on earth without having a real purpose for God.
These people will come from many religions, nations and
generations of people on earth. They are in purgatory
because My Father was merciful to them, and He does not
scorn them because they did not offend Him to any great
extent while they were on earth, and He saved them from
Hell.
Do you want to go to purgatory, My Children? Of course
you do not! God offers mankind the independence whether
to choose Him today or not! God loves you and you
deserve more than those poor souls in purgatory! They
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exist but is that enough without the full presence of God's
love, happiness and eternal joy? It is not, My Children; My
Father made such a great effort teaching mankind
throughout history, convincing them of His goodness to
assure them that they were His Children, and they were
meant to experience Eternal Joy with Him Forever in
Heaven!
Purgatory is clemency from God for sinful man; it allows
souls to have another chance to ascend from spiritual
prisons. Sometimes circumstances prevent some from
serving God perfectly. They may have been restricted
because of the drudgery of their lives and situations from
serving God. They may have done well just to survive. For
whatever reason they did not have the freedom to go to
church or to pray as often as they wished, but they were
good souls whom My Father watched over and loved
greatly!
My Father has observed them offering charitable acts of
mercy to others; they have demonstrated to God that they
are worthy of His love. It was Satan that had prevented
them from fully succeeding for Heaven and My Father
pities these poor souls, and when they die He saves them.
Such souls usually do not have to suffer punishment at the
lower levels of purgatory; they have already suffered it for
the duration of their lives that were lonely and filled with
despair. In purgatory they respond to God's love
prayerfully and joyously and they love Him.
Souls in Purgatory learn through patience that love leads to
God, and by suffering purgatory God gives them the grace
to finish what they failed to do on earth: to serve God as
they are indebted to serve Him. The soul is set free from
purgatory when it understands this lesson at the highest
level!
The souls that live in the pretty little town are not family
groups: not grandparents or parents of the children. They
are all single souls who have been individually elevated
through time in purgatory to grow in love and appreciation
for God. They are living in the final level of purgatory and
within a short time they will leave that place to enter
Heaven.
The others that you met live near the little town and they
are next to enter it, but when that will happen depends
upon them. It could be many years before they will be
allowed to enter this last stage of purgatory in the lovely
town that is a stepping stone to Heaven.
God blesses those who climb from the pains of purgatory!
Upon entering Heaven they will have a great reward! They
have learned their holy spiritual lessons perfectly; they are
precious in the eyes of God. He is well pleased with them.
They have achieved a very high level of sanctity through

their prayers and sufferings and their place in Heaven is
quite great!
Alas for some poor souls who will never leave Purgatory
because they refuse to put forth the necessary effort to
please God. My Father is disappointed with such souls
because they did not love Him. He had saved them from
Hell and they were made aware of this salvation and in the
beginning they were exceedingly glad to be saved, but they
are just too lazy to continue to make the necessary effort to
pray and love God.
They do not choose Heaven! God must eventually cast
purgatory away and when He does, these souls will be cast
away with it. He cannot tolerate these procrastinators
forever!
My Children, I want no one to go to Purgatory but to
avoid it at all cost! When your soul is in the light then God
allows you to receive His word in the light. When your
soul is in the darkness of sin, then you receive what is in
the darkness for your soul.
God is all glory and goodness for those who seek His
glory, even when their lives are burdensome and difficult
on earth. Do not allow yourself to have excuses why you
fail to serve God. So many souls in purgatory have reasons
why they were too busy to serve God.
A soul’s greatest measurement of joy is to be in the
presence of God! When a soul has to enter purgatory, a
prison for the spirit, it cannot experience joy because to
experience it a soul has to be free! The souls in purgatory
are prisoners of that place!
On earth you do not have to be free from earthly
responsibilities and work, but you do have to be free from
your spiritual prisons of sin. Sin imprisons the soul on
earth; those who are serious transgressors are spiritual
prisoners of sins on earth and seldom know joy because
they live outside the gates of paradise!
I am saddened for souls who have lived in serious sin all
their lives, and then at the end of their lives there is no
recourse for God but to cast their souls into purgatory or
worse - into hell!
This level of purgatory is gentle compared to the deeper
recesses of denial, disillusionment and despair felt in the
gloomy levels, and then the fall into deeper painful levels
of anger and hatred. Some souls have been in purgatory
for decades and others for centuries because there are no
relatives or family members left on earth to pray for them.
Pray for them, My Children, for many have been
abandoned and they despair in their loneliness and
sorrows.
Do not use the pretext that ‘all people sin’ because all
people do not enter Heaven and all people are not saved
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from purgatory and hell. You do not have to go the way
that all people go ! You may have to go alone if you want
to walk on the glorious pathway to God!

work for the glory of God, then you are among the
fortunate and blessed ones whom God will fill full with
His love and joy, so that you will desire nothing more
ever!

If you have the faith, passion and desire to pray and to
GOD LOVES YOU; HE HAS DONE EVERYTHING FOR YOU, SO BE JOYFUL,
BE GLAD, AND COME NOW AS HIS CHILDREN TO SERVE AND LOVE HIM!
I BLESS YOU!
+
AMEN
Little Prophet
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